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Foreword
"Towards Sustainable Europe"
The study "Towards Sustainable Europe" is an attempt to gather thoughts and ideas about a
long-term perspective for Europe, which in return can provide guidance in current public policy debates.
Industrialism and colonialism emerged from Europe. Now that times are again changing
and some people have begun to question the industrial paradigm as such, Europe could again
be the source of new ideas and initiatives - environmentalism, a sustainable social system and
sustainable technologies being the most important key words in this debate.
In fact, people from many countries in the South have put their hope in Europe, and for the
sake of the survival of our cultural model, we must change it and meet these challenges. Europe not only has the capacity to do so, but the historical responsibility as well.
In this context, a study on Sustainable Europe becomes an important contribution to an essential debate. It is an attempt to link environmental, social and cultural considerations and
reveal possible convergent tendencies in the different debates. Although many of the results
are preliminary and need (and deserve) further investigation, this version of the study already
provides significant food for thought - and that is one of the best things that can be said about
any study.
Ernst U. von Weizsäcker
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1. Executive Summary: The Linkage of Economic, Environmental and Social Criteria in the Sustainable Europe Concept
1.1 Key Targets
1. To give a first rough estimate of the Environmental Space and thus the environmentally sustainable level of resource consumption for Europe.
2. To propose a direction of policy making which will with some certainty lead towards
more environmental sustainability. Although the precision of any quantitative thresholds can only be limited, together with a reliably identified direction and described by
the indicators proposed they give a helpful framework for policy development and assessment.
3. To link the Environmental Space concept and the resulting indicators to the debates
about the necessary changes in economic and societal framework conditions, in order
to provide constant (EU) or increasing (CEE) social and economic welfare.
4. To develop a policy-oriented system of interlinkage sustainability trend indicators as a
contribution to the debate on the operationalisation of economically, socially and environmentally sustainable development.
5. To be the starting point for a public intersectoral debate about an European consensus
on economically and socially manageable ways towards sustainability and the development of broadly acceptable policy strategies.

1.2 Sustainable Europe: Methodology
1. The maximum amount of non-renewable raw materials (incl. energy), land (incl. wood) and
water we can extract from the ecosphere in a environmentally sustainable fashion is called
"Environmental Space" (1) . The extraction is measured when a good passes from the ecosphere into the technosphere; repeated use of goods circulating within the technosphere are
only taken into account as far as additional input is taken from the ecosphere to maintain
circulation.
The minimum amount to be used is defined socially: it must be enough to overcome need
and poverty. For all EU and some CEE countries, suffering from need is no problem of the
average income on the national level, so that we can characterise the problem for these
counties by analysing the national income distribution. For other countries, however, besides the income distribution the absolute income on the national average must increase to
overcome poverty.
So the concept of Environmental Space is a socio-environmental one by it's very definition. Whereas the lower threshold, the "floor" is hard to quantify on a European level due
to the different understandings of "needs" and "distributional fairness" in the different cultures of Europe, this study undertakes to define the upper threshold, the ceiling of the environmental space, by giving quantitative data on consumption maxima.

1

The term Environmental Space was coined and applied to the sustainability debate by H. Opschoor. It was first used
for a national sustainability strategy by FoE Netherlands in their action plan Sustainable Netherlands. For our study it
has been modified as described in the methodology section of this paper.
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These criteria are input - based, although some of the calculations to estimate the limits to
extraction are based on output - related considerations like estimated sink capacities. „Living within our environmental space“ hence is a definition for the environmental dimension
of sustainability: a necessary, although not sufficient criterion, and in the meantime broadly
acknowledged (a.o. by J. Santer, President of the European Commission, at the Presidents
NGO roundtable November 1995).
2. As modern economies are not only using national resources but are built on international
commodities trade, the calculation of the environmental space a national economy uses has
to be based on an estimate of the global supply for that respective national economy.
The available environmental space gives a ceiling for the permitted level of using and depleting natural resources, without giving any information about the kind and level of welfare derived from the resources available, since they can be used in very different manners
to meet societal demands according to cultural or personal priorities and based on the efficiency of technologies and consumption patterns prevailing or accessible. Dematerialisation of products, substitution of products by less resource-intensive services (2), reuse and
recycling are just some well known means to delink resource extraction and thus large
scale environmental degradation from the availability of resource - based services.
Figure 1.1: Environmental Space between overconsumption and need

Source: J. Spangenberg, U. Tischner, Wuppertal Institute, 1994

3. Sustainable development, as pointed out in Agenda 21, needs social balance as well as environmental balance. Therefore the permitted use of environmental space per capita is the
same for everybody. Comparing the actual use of Environmental Space and the permitted
use of Environmental Space gives input reduction quota to be achieved by national economies in order to bridge the sustainability gap, i.e. to reach a sustainable situation. Output
reduction (e.g. waste, CO2) is achieved by reducing the corresponding input .
- Energy and non-renewable raw materials are seen as global commodities, their amount of
use - although countrywise different in structure through prioritising and by technologies
2

F. Hinterberger et al., Increasing Resource Productivity through Eco-efficient Services, WI papers No. 13, Wuppertal
1994
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used - should in average not exceed a common global maximum of Environmental Space
used per capita world-wide. For non-renewable raw materials, a 50% reduction of material
flows (the mineral itself plus its „ecological backpack“, i.e. the amount of material flows
caused by extraction, processing or disposal on a global scale would, like overburden from
mining) means 80 - 90% reduction for the EU 12 average (3),. For primary energy, based
on the IPCC assumptions and the SEI energy scenario for Europe, a reduction of about
50% is considered necessary.
- Wood and agricultural products are regarded to be continental resources; i.e. although this
assumption does not argue against trade, it holds that each continent should have a balanced trade of agricultural and forestry commodities in terms of land occupied (with sustainable land use as a precondition). The results obviously depend heavily on the geographical definition of "Europe", varying significantly with population density, climate and soil
quality.
Figure 1.2: Services and material use (regional patterns, schematic)
Ra w Materials
Goods, Services

Sustainable Le

v el =

En vironmental Space

W est

East

South

Source: J. Spangenberg, U. Tischner, Wuppertal Institute, 1994

- Water is considered a regional/local resource, with the availability and the permitted use to
be calculated on a catchment area basis, which then must be compared to the current use.
Since detailed results can only be obtained at the local level, a European discussion can not
provide much relevant information, if any. As a general rule however, consumption must
not exceed regeneration of ground water, fossil aquifers/deep ground waters should not be
exploited and surface water should be clean enough to be used for industrial and household
purposes.
4. For a first, conservative estimate we assume that the allocation of resources to different
industrial sectors will remain unchanged ("frozen situation"), so the necessary input reductions will be equally distributed by sector. This takes into account the relatively fast and
3

For more details see: Factor 10 Club, The Carnoules Declaration, Wuppertal 1995
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frequently occurring (mainly supply side driven) intrasectoral developments, but neglects
the slower, but more fundamental (and more demand side driven) intersectoral structural
change. In any real economy these processes will be accompanying every structural adjustment, so the figures provided can be regarded as a conservative estimate of the changes necessary. Current research of some of the authors concentrates on interlinkages and rebound effects (4), i.e. on „heating up the frozen situation“. This scenario, however, already
gives reliable indications of the direction to go - a kind of a political compass (which indeed is all that we need today). Speed indicators and detailed road maps will have to follow
later on.
5. Qualitative categories like biodiversity or industrial risks are to be introduced and covered
by normative settings (like exclusively organic agriculture, sustainable forestry, 10% of all
kinds of land to be set aside for nature protection and ecosystem migration, phase out of
nuclear energy by 2010). They are mainly based not on deduction, but on plausibility.
The Equity Principle
The global environment as the very basis of human health and wealth is a common good under threat by national politics lacking international responsibility. If e.g. EU agriculture politics, US traffic politics and Japanese growth politics are not changed, the global environmental crisis is unavoidable. But if Indian CFC politics, Chinese coal politics and Brazilian forest
politics do not change, the global environmental crisis is unavoidable either. The vulnerability
of our common global environment can be used as a weapon, giving reason to the most eminent current safety concerns and thus constituting a new system of mutual deterrence. This
calls for a new definition of international safety: since no country alone has the power to combat global environmental risks, a mutual dependency has emerged, not yet recognised by many
decision makers, but essential to take into account for future policy development. Common
action is needed, but will be possible only under the precondition of accepting the equity of
the new, non-voluntary „partners in responsibility“. Similar rights must go together with similar duties: a fair division of responsibilities is needed, taking into account the resources available.
The acknowledgement of limits to the earth seems, therefore, to be firmly linked to the question of resource distribution. This was demanded during the UNCED conference by the Third
World countries, but not realised by the North. Consequently, industrialised states believed
the distributional discussion and all kind of wishes for a new world economic order were buried under the WTO‘s new world order of unlimited markets and free trade. But the discussion
about global justice and equity is back on the international agenda, and the OECD countries
would be well advised to take the discussion seriously (5). Their current refusal to even meet
the financial obligations resulting from the UNCED undermines the credibility of any future
agreements, and in the long run puts their own futures at risk. A sustainable future needs investment today.

4

5

F. Hinterberger et al., What is „Natural Capital“ ?, WI papers No. 29, Wuppertal 1995
J. H. Spangenberg et al., Proactive Interlinkage Indicators - a Compass on the Road towards Sustainability, in:
SCOPE (Ed.), Proceedings of the Scientific Workshop on Indicators for Sustainability, Wuppertal, Nov. 1995
W. Sachs, The Political Anatomy of „Sustainable Development“, WI papers No. 35, Wuppertal 1995
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1.3 Resulting Reduction Targets
All calculations undertaken are based on best available data and are therefore due to improvement according to the progress of science. This, however, will make the targets more
detailed and precise, but will not change the direction nor the dimension of necessary changes
outlined. The targets given can thus be considered as „sustainability guard-rails“ (6), defining
a safe direction but not determining the course in detail.
The following targets in absolute terms per capita are valid for the whole of Europe (EU 15,
EFTA, CEE and the European part of the former Soviet Union), whereas the relative reduction targets (%) are referring to the use of EU 12 countries in 1990 (or closest year available).The targets for energy have been calculated on the basis of the IPCC recommendations
(as confirmed based on increasing evidence in the IPCC meeting Rome, Dec. 1995), using a
modified version of the well-known Greenpeace/Stockholm Environment Institute energy
scenario.
Figure 1.3: Towards Sustainable Europe: Changes demanded
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As the graph indicates clearly, in the field of energy use a reduction up to a factor 4 is needed, and in the field of
raw materials a reduction of extraction up to a factor 10. Protected area and renewable energy are in need of
significant increases. Source: J. Spangenberg, U. Tischner, Wuppertal Institute, 1994

Reduction targets for raw materials are not (yet) scenario-based, but are mere exemplifications
of the overall reduction target of about 50% for material flows, together with the equity principle (which turns out to be the dominating factor in this case). The calculation per substance
is reflecting the frozen situation approach. Consequently, substitution of a certain amount of
one material against a lesser amount of another one (including „backpacks“) delivering an
equivalent service or well-being is regarded highly desirable.
Land use targets are based on a continental basis (i.e. no „land import“ or agro-colonialism),
assuming exclusively organic agriculture, 10% of all kinds of land to be set aside for nature
protection, and no growth of built-up area. The targets for wood are based on sustainable for6

F. Schmidt-Bleek, A new dimension of environmental protection, WI papers No. 24, Wuppertal 1994
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estry and European self sufficiency in wood products. If a pan-European approach including
CEE and European NIS countries is chosen as the geographical basis, even 50% increase in
average wood consumption would be possible on a sustainable basis. The actual use will
however differ according to culture, tradition, climate etc., with the Scandinavian and Baltic
countries having a higher demand for wood than the Mediterraneans. This must be counterbalanced e.g. by the equally different but opposite distribution pattern of cement use.
Table 1.1: Sustainable Europe Results
Resource

CO2 emissions
Primary energy use
Fossil Fuels(a)
Nuclear
Renewables(b)
Non-renewable raw materials
Cement
Pig iron
Aluminium
Chlorine
Land use pattern
Built-up land
Inland waters
Protected Sites
Woodland
Arable land (c)
Wood

Present use
per cap.p.a

Change
needed
(%)

Target 2010
(per
cap.p.a.)

Target
2010
(%)

7.3 t
123 GJ
100 GJ
16 GJ
7 GJ

Environmental
Space
(Per cap
p.a.)
1.7 t
60 GJ
25 GJ
0 GJ
35 GJ

-77
-50
-75
-100
+400

5.4 t
56.5 EJ
45.0 EJ
0 EJ
11.5 EJ

-26
-21
-22
-100
+74

536 kg
273 kg
12 kg
23 kg

80 kg
36 kg
1.2 kg
0 kg

-85
-87
-90
-100

423 kg
213 kg
9.2 kg
17.2 kg

-21
-22
-23
-25

0.053 ha
0.009 ha
0.003 ha
0.164 ha
0.237
0.66 m3

0.051 ha
as now
0.061 ha
0.138 ha
0.100 ha
0.56 m3

- 3.2
0
+1933
- 16
- 56
- 15%

0.051 ha
0.009 ha
0.061 ha
0.138 ha
0.150 ha
0.10 m3

- 3.2
0
ca. + 2000
- 16
- 37
- 15%

Regional and national estimates needed, European targets not adequate
Water
(a) coal, lignite, oil, gas; (b) Wind, hydropower, fuelwood, biomass incineration, solar heating etc.; (c) incl. perennial crops, excluding permanent meadows and pasture land.

1.4 Some Basic Conclusions
•
•
•

Given the physical reduction targets outlined in the previous section,
given the equity principle inherent in the Environmental Space concept described,
given the need for a broad public acceptance for any strategy towards sustainability to be
able to bear fruit and yield results,
=> we can come to some conclusions about the socio-economic impacts of sustainability as
well as about the necessary societal preconditions for the success of any such strategy.
Having these considerations in mind will be crucial for the attempt to operationalise any
proposed sustainability strategy.
The ideas offered in this section are neither normative settings nor political demands, they are
the result of a policy impact assessment of the sustainability recommendations given in the
previous sections together with some strategy considerations on how to implement and operationalise these targets. They represent logical or at least plausible conclusions from the sus-
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tainable consumption targets as defined in the project Towards Sustainable Europe and subsequently in the global „Sustainable Societies“ campaign of Friends of the Earth International.
As pointed out, we propose to reduce the flows of fossil fuels and minerals by half on a global
scale (ceiling, environmental consideration). Taking the equity principle into account, we are
postulating a globally equal distribution of access to resources per capita (floor, social consideration). This constitutes a Human Right To Resource Access, resulting in the necessary reductions of about 80 to 90% for the West presented earlier, while the average per capita resource consumption in the South would be about to double. Whereas a factor 10 increase in
resource productivity would permit the peoples of the North to maintain an equivalent standard of living while reducing their resource consumption to a fair share of the common heritage
of mankind, a similar increase in the South would in average permit a 20fold increase in the
standard of living, thus providing the peoples of the world with an equitable standard of living
in terms of services available. This, however, does not say anything about the lifestyle chosen:
this is what peoples must decide independently. The respect for the diversity of human cultures is as important for the survival of human civilisation as the respect for biodiversity is for
the survival of man‘s biological basis.
The dramatic changes in resource consumption by business and private households in Europe,
as pointed out earlier, do not mean a decline of well-being derived from the use of these resources by a factor of ten. On the contrary, they can be achieved without decreasing wellbeing by means of increasing efficiency (resource productivity, more services from less raw
materials) and sufficiency (more well-being from less services).
1.4.1 Efficiency
If during the next 50 year we manage to improve by only 30% (independently) each of the
following characteristics of a product, we have already reduced the resource exploitation by
about 90%, i.e. a factor 107:
• Size of products,
• Waste generation in the life cycle of a product,
• Use efficiency, life cycle inputs,
• Durability, life span before repair,
• Reparability, low resource intensity and easily repeatable repairs,
• Recyclabilty, of all materials used.
Any such transformation of the whole production system will significantly increase resource
efficiency and - as experience shows - the competitiveness of the national economy on the
world market. Remarkably, the first country where a national material flow balance has been
published, was the Soviet Union 8. It showed that only 4% of the resources used (incl. water)
went into the products themselves, the rest becoming waste. This is why, with a significantly
higher resource use than the Western European economies (Germany 1989: 20 t/cap*a, incl.
„rucksacks“ 72 t/cap*a; Austria 1988: 20 t/cap*a, Japan 1990: 18 t/cap*a without „rucksacks“9), the Soviet economy could not deliver a standard of living to its citizens comparable
to that of Western economies. This was one crucial factor for the environmental, economic

7
8
9

M. Jänicke, Vom Nutzen nationaler Stoffbilanzen, in: Jahrbuch Ökologie 1995, München 1994
Gofmann, Lameschew 1974, quoted from Jänicke, op. cit.
S. Schütz/H. Bringezu, Major Material Flows in Germany, in: Fresenius Environmental Bulletin 2/1993,
A. Steurer, Stoffstrombilanz Österreich 1988, Schriftenreihe Soziale Ökologie Bd. 26, Wien 1994,
Environmental Agency, Quality of the Environment in Japan, Tokyo 1992
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(and subsequently social) degeneration and disintegration of the Soviet style economies, and
an outstanding extreme in ignoring resource productivity.
No doubt, shifting the tax burden from labour to resources will play a crucial role in any
Western strategy towards sustainable development. As long as the prices do not say the ecological truth10 all policy and investment strategies will suffer from the misguided and thus
inefficient allocation of resources as a result of misguiding price signals. Consequently, appropriate prices enhance efficiency and can even stimulate international competitiveness. Japan, having had the highest energy prices in the past, has developed the highest energy efficiency, with Europe coming second in price levels as well as in economic success, and the US
between the EU and the former USSR in terms of both, price and business success.
Figure 1.4: The unaccounted damage: Ecological rucksacks of German imports

Abiotic Raw-Materials: Imports plus "Rucksacks"
Absolute Import Rucksack

In Million tons (FRG in 1989)

Abiotic Raw Materials
Crude Oil
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1.4.2 Sufficiency
Sufficiency implies that human demands are not unlimited, that there is such a thing as
„enough“, beyond which more wealth does not longer translate into more well-being. Consequently, the redistribution of wealth to meet the poors‘ needs while letting the richs‘ well10

Ernst U. von Weizsäcker, Earth Politics, 2nd Ed., London 1994
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being untouched is a way of improving the welfare of average people without the need for
foreign resources. For this strategy, however, a broad acceptance of the welfare state is a necessary precondition, which is a matter of national culture and value systems. Whereas e.g. less
than 30% of US citizens regard it „the governments job to reduce income differentials“, 60%
to 80% of Europeans see this as a key task for government. This may be due to the fact that
twice as much US citizens consider „large differences in income necessary for economic
prosperity“ (40% vs. 20%). Empirical data suggest, however, that low inequality levels correlate with high increases in labour productivity, thus generating higher incomes and a better
competitiveness on the international markets.
Figure 1.5: Income inequality and labour productivity: a negative correlation
4
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Thus sufficiency, defined as the generation of more well being from less services has more to
do with a new understanding of the services available then with less service availability. So in
Germany a car is used no more than 1 hour a day by the vast majority of the population. Sharing cars between different people (e.g. in car sharing associations etc.) can enable more people
to have the desired service of mobility with in total less cars needed. Sharing instead of (individual) owning can be supplemented by leasing and a flexible multi - use car design, by the
substitution of car traffic by public transport and finally by an infrastructure planning that
make commuting and shopping on foot or by bicycle possible.

1.5 Sustainable Economies
As shown, no need for a decrease in well-being is detectable from the reduction targets for
materials (including energy and land) given in our calculations. But nonetheless, the impacts
on lifestyles as well as on the economy will be significant.
The given socio-environmental target of dematerialisation (environmental: reduction of resource extraction by 50% globally; social: equal access) for the West is the reduction of resource extraction from the environment by 80 - 90% compared to the current level. We now
have to link this physical ceiling (for the material throughput) to its impacts on our economies, and in particular on growth, since growth is the traditional supposedly pain-free answer
to all distributional questions, as even the Brundtland report illustrates.
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Since a dematerialisation by a factor of ten in the next 50 years was considered necessary to
meet the environmental demands whilst maintaining a constant amount of services, the factor
will increase in the case of a growing economy (11) just in order to keep the throughput of raw
materials through the economy on the environmentally justifiable level. So, with an annual
growth rate of 2% the necessary factor of dematerialisation will be 27, and with an annual rate
of 3% it will be 45. We do consider a reduction of throughput by a factor of ten technically
feasible within 50 years, however not a reduction by a factor of 45 (or by a factor of 200 within the next century).
Figure 1.6: Delinkage of GDP growth and environmental space used

GD P

ES
GDP

ES u s e d (1 )
ES u s e d (2 )
E S a v ai l ab l e
ES u s e d (3 )

1990

2010

2050

2075

ti m e

The necessary delinkage of economic growth and environmental space use must not only be relative (graph 1,
reduction per product/unit of GNP, overcompensated by growth), but it must be absolute (graph 2, reduction of
environmental space use in absolute terms). This is the right direction, but we must furthermore take care that the
dematerialisation targets are reached in due time (graph 3, within 50 years). We call this dematerialised or problem solving growth. Source: F. Luks, J. Spangenberg, Wuppertal Institute, 1994

Thus, limits to material flows translate into limits to growth: even after reaching a dematerialisation by a factor of ten, economic growth must be limited to be at maximum equal to the
annual increase in resource productivity. This however means, that although the annual economic growth for a couple of decades will be boosted by the necessary restructuring of the
Western economies, in the long run the level of the annual increase of resource productivity
forms a ceiling to growth. For Central and Eastern Europe, where a fundamental restructuring
of the economy is under way anyway, it will mean to give the transformation a sustainable
direction and thus creating jobs which are not only available in the short run, but are safe in
the long run. For the South, plagued with the IMF/World Bank structural adjustment programmes it means to insist on giving the structural adjustment a sustainable direction instead
of primarily orienting it towards globalisation, export earnings and debt service. The current
patterns of growth turn out to be environmentally disruptive, macro-economically counterproductive, jobless and not producing additional well-being. Obviously, growth as such cannot
solve our problems.
11

based on GDP calculations. GNP/GDP may be misleading indicators when read as characterising wealth (or, even more
misguided, well-being: for a critical view see W.v. Dieren, Taking Nature into Account, Basel 1995), but they are perfectly suitable to measure the financial turnover of national economies and thus to characterise the dematerialisation
needs for a stabilised resource throughput in terms of tons per ECU.
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1.6 Sustainable Societies
This however means that we will have to live with different distributional patterns in our societies - since there is only limited gain from growth for the business sector, companies will
claim the benefits from productivity increase for themselves. This in turn will decrease the
amount of finance to be distributed to the employees - they will face severe limits to their income growth. New conflicts over income distribution are thus foreseeable in Western economies. Implementation of sustainability will probably be hardest for those societies, which already facing the most severe and growing inequities, i.e. where there is no social climate of
burden sharing. It may be no mere coincidence as well that those countries with the lowest
inequality ratio (which often comes together with a more consensus and less conflict oriented
policy approach) frequently have a high profile in national and international environmental
affairs.
Figure 1.7: Income inequality: ratio of income of richest 20% of households to poorest 20%
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Whereas the absolute and relative income of the richest 20% has been increasing considerably
over the last 15 years, contributing not only to income differentials but as well to very extensive life styles and wasteful consumption patterns (12), this tendency must be reversed. Reduction of resource use must go together with more equitable distribution patterns - or it will go
together with increasing poverty, and will thus be bound to fail.
Here we close our circle of considerations by analysing the socio-economic link. We propose
to regard the income distribution as the key characteristic (for poorer countries or regions inand outside Europe, the income level will as well be crucial). This is not only in analogy with
the proposed access to resources, but also based on the empirical finding that above a certain
threshold value (which one may term the subjective poverty line and which is well below the
average income level in Europe) happiness/satisfaction is more dependent on the relative (rel12

An analysis of per capita energy consumption in San Diego, USA, showed that the most abundant households not only
spent three times more money on energy than the poorest ones, but used 5.33 times more energy than poor households.
The difference, a factor five, is approximately the same than that between the average citizens of the USA and Argentina.
From: Ökologische Briefe 51/52, Dec. 20th, 1995
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ative to other groups of society) than on the absolute income level. This kind of satisfaction
however will be crucial if the transformation towards sustainability, which will - like all fundamental transformations - cause severe social tensions, is to find public acceptance.
So the second important social precondition for a broad acceptance of any sustainability strategy would be to aim at decreasing instead of increasing income disparities. The rapidly developing poverty in large parts of the South and in Eastern Europe, and the confrontation with the
small class of thriving capitalists in these countries might pose a specific risk for any transformation towards sustainability.
In the South these considerations support the idea to give combating poverty a high priority
in all national development strategies, instead of focusing on industrial development.
For all social actors, the very fact, that there will be chances and benefits together with the
risks described, is not too convincing: even if there are more winners than losers, that does not
help the individual looser. Losers tend to be established and well-organised, whereas winnersto-emerge tend to be weak and not yet organised. So the development of innovation strategies,
creating win-win situations and helping some key players to shift over to the winners side will
be a key strategic precondition for any policy strategy towards sustainability.
Figure 1.8 Correlation income/happiness depends on income level: More money helps the poor,
more equity the middle class
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1.7 The Future of Labour
A Western society on its way towards sustainability, using a revenue neutral ecological tax
reform as one key tool, will with high probability face declining unemployment rates due to
the keynesian effects of the transformation investments necessary. Although environmental
politics is no substitute for labour politics and its successes should not be measured in terms
of jobs created, there will be - at least in the West - a significant impact. Since this will decrease the pressure on public budgets due to decreasing social spending, we propose to use
this opportunity to decrease the public debt to make sure there is still state intervention possi-
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ble once the GNP begins to decline due to the reduced raw material throughput, causing a
decline in taxation revenues as well. The latter however will take thirty years and more to
happen, leaving appropriate time for all necessary adjustments.
With dramatically reduced throughput and increasing transport cost per ton and km (necessary
to achieve the above mentioned reduction targets), international trade will sooner or later be
gradually reduced and totally restructured. Whereas today the majority of material transport
are bulk materials (mainly raw materials), increasing transport expenditure will justify long
range transport only for those goods, which have a significant added value. This does not necessarily mean a decreasing value of trade or a reduced income from it, but the restructuring of
global trade towards the exchange of processed goods instead of raw materials, as it is already
the case between the OECD countries at large. Such a restructuring of markets, however, implies a stronger role for local and regional economic structures, i.e. extending the range of
regional products and services not due to international competition (like a hairdresser today,
the regional milk company tomorrow). This is protecting production, services and jobs from
international competition (and thus makes jobs safer), but also constitutes a division of national economies in one high competition, high productivity and high salary sector and another one with probably more safe but less well paid jobs. Balancing the income levels and making the move from one sector to the other possible will be one of the key tasks of future social
and labour politics.
In the South however, increasing employment seems to be not necessarily an automatic result
of a sustainability policy. Whereas on the one hand the decreasing demand for raw materials
from the North will create hardships for the export business (usually not the poorest group in a
country), there will be a better chance to use resources for the development of the national
economy and for a better standard of living for the poor. The decreasing global competition
(as described above) may furthermore open „windows of opportunities“ for a labour intensive
industrialisation strategy. A „New Social Contract“ to combat poverty by empowerment, more
distributional justice (incl. land reform, access to resources etc.), however, must be important
elements of national development planning to make use of these opportunities.
But not only the number and distribution of jobs are due to change, but the organisation of
labour as well. Whereas today the maximum efficiency is usually to be found in industrially
organised labour (13), sufficiency is more felt in self-organised work in household and community. So one of the key tasks for the future is to bring more elements from the private work
into the factory, i.e. time autonomy, self organisation, team work, little control and hierarchies, etc. On the other hand, the subsistence/self-organised sector should take elements from
formal labour, e.g. safety standards, accident and health insurance, and pension schemes.

13

Although the overall increase in productivity, driven by labour productivity, hides the fact, that resource productivity
has been increasing extremely slow and capital productivity has been decreasing over the last two decades in many
OECD countries.
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Figure 1.9: Labour, resources and income: new production patterns change labour as well
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These changes, going together and partly based on more workers participation and the broad
application of co-decision procedures on all business sectors will as well boost identification,
imagination and innovation of the labour force. Consequently, similar measures have already
been proposed by business consultants in order to increase the competitiveness of companies,
as one step beyond lean management concepts, without having any idea about sustainability.
This change of the basic organisational characteristics of industrial labour is as well a key
precondition for the development of sustainable consumption patterns. Today in Europe, the
dominant and most dynamically growth kind of purchases is "compensatory consumption" or
"addictive buying", caused by the lack of satisfaction from job and private life. Only if people
can be satisfied by what they do in their job, they do no longer need this kind of consumption,
as empirical research has shown. The labour-linked preconditions for more sustainable consumption patterns, however, are exactly those described previously for reasons of competitiveness and sustainable production: Hopefully, this coincidence helps to rapidly implement
the necessary changes. Labour, one of the core value setting systems in European societies,
must in its basic organisation reflect the principles of sustainability. This is a task not only for
management and company owners, but will need self organisation processes and labour union
contributions, which are thus key players for any sustainability strategy.

1.8 Sustainable Lifestyles
With changing resource intensity the products will necessarily change as well. Products for
sustainability will be less resource (material, energy and land) intensive, more durable, repairable and will need much less work for production, but much more for maintenance and repair,
plus reuse, deconstruction and recycling. These products will be probably much more expensive (price per product, a.o. to justify the salaries for repeated repair and maintenance), but
their long life spans will decrease the price per service unit gained from them.
One strategy to overcome supply limitations due to increased relative product prices (as compared to salaries) is sharing of goods that are not in permanent individual use, thus providing
access to more services while releasing a burden from the individual budget as well as from
the environment. Furthermore, products will have to fulfil more basically aesthetical criteria
instead of following short-term fashions to make long use (ownership, sharing, re-selling etc.)
attractive - new design will be vital for the development of sustainable products.
Necessarily, education and qualification patterns will not only be quite different from today's,.
but will as well be highly dynamic in themselves - life long learning will become more important than ever.
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Besides all these changes in the quality and quantity of production and consumption, also the
spatial structure of our living and the organisational pattern of sustainable societies will have
to be quite different from today‘s. To buffer the unavoidable effects of climate change and to
prevent large scale collapses of ecosystems with heavy impact on our nutritional basis, ecosystem networks will have to be created to allow for the migration of entire ecosystems with 10%
of the land surface set aside for these purposes. In all agricultural areas this will cause severe
problems including the redefinition of ownership rights. Many efforts will be needed to regenerate the ecological buffering capacity in the West.
Furthermore, the growth of area used for infrastructure (Built up area, i.e. housing, roads and
other transport facilities, ...) must be halted, and the forest area stabilised. Then, with a
changed diet, we would be able to reduce land imports ("agricultural colonialism"), live on
our own environmental space, and have some, but not much land left for renewable energy
and raw materials production. Reduced transport (we propose about by half for Europe) and
(for cost reasons, as mentioned) strengthened supply from regional sources will add to the
reduction of land use for transport. Some sectors, like car transport or long distance tourism
will suffer significantly from this development, whereas other like regional food and beverage
producers will gain the benefits.

1.9 Time enough, but no time to loose
Dramatic changes are foreseeable in these scenarios, but they are no way more dramatic than
those we have seen in the previous 50 years: 1945 rebuilding Europe, Japan and China was on
the agenda (with highly differing success), the communist block was just developing and the
colonial empires were still thriving. The term „development“ was not born yet, nor „sustainability“ or „environment“.
The changes in the next 50 years can hardly be more dramatic than the ones we went through.
We only have to give them a direction in order to make sure that we manage to re-link the
social, economic and environmental dimension of development in a concept of sustainability.
Sustainability is not a mission impossible but a vision impossible to ignore.
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Towards Sustainable Europe

A. Environmental Space, Physical Data

Resource / pollutant

Development of consumption/emission as compared to GNP

Absolute decrease:
Constant

Hg, Cd, Mg, SO2, CO, dust, industrial waste water
Lead, steel, energy consumption, NOx, NH3, H2SO4, CO2, VOC, domestic waste
and waste water
Anorganic chemicals, Zn, Sn, Cu
HCl, organic chemicals, production waste
Plastics, Cl, NaOH, Ni, Al, industrial cooling water

Increase below GNP:
Increase equals GNP:
Increase above GNP:
Source: Krupp 1994
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2. Global Environment and Global Resources
In Europe during the past 5 years, emissions of sulphur dioxide and, to a lesser degree, nitrous
oxides, have been reduced; forest decline has stabilised (with approximately a third to half of
forested areas damaged); the decrease in the quality of our seas has halted (a generalisation for
the North Sea, Baltic and Mediterranean, not taking into account local catastrophes). Although
improvements are apparent, many environmental problems remain unsolved, like water scarcity in Central Europe, nuclear pollution in the East, desertification in the South.
Are the improvements due to a breakthrough in environmental policy making? Unfortunately not. The highly desirable decoupling of environmental degredation from economic
growth is only marginally responsible for the reduction in pollution. In the West it is mainly
due to the economic crisis, and in Eastern Europe to the collapse of centrally planned economies (there has been at least a 50% reduction in production in the CEE counties and the former Soviet Union in the past five years). In Eastern Europe, the changes go hand in hand with
shortages in the supply of many, even essential, goods, growing nationalist attitudes and an
increasing risk of wars (like today in the former Soviet Union and former Yugoslavia),
whereas the comparably rich countries of the West are characterised by mass unemployment,
cuts in social security systems and increasing poverty.
Climate change, ozone depletion, acidification, soil erosion and loss of biodiversity continue to threaten our common global environment; the crucial resource-base for production
and consumption. Since resource availability is a fundamental precondition for our way of
life, damage to the environment shakes the very foundations of modern industrial societies,
and Third World countries are currently in a deadlock situation. At UNCED, the right to development and the need to protect our common heritage were stressed, but at present the two
are clearly not compatible.
The current situation is anything but sustainable. Sustainability, as defined at UNCED, includes not only restricting the use of natural resources to a level which can be maintained in
the future, but also equal access to the earth’s wealth for all people. So the core target of the
Sustainable Europe Project (and the principal line of thought of Friends of the Earth Europe)
is to find a political, economic, and social strategy to limit the use of natural resources, while
at the same time providing new chances for job creation, reliable social security and satisfying
ways of consuming. Although this does not mean that the task of environmental policies is to
solve all social problems, proposals to protect and restore the environment must be in line
with measures for economic and social sustainability. So the question is, how to change the
current industrial societies in a socially and economically responsible way, so that production
and consumption remain within the earth’s natural boundaries, i.e. are no longer based on increasing use of resources? Furthermore, how must societies be changed to permit Third World
countries equal access to global riches? Or, in more philosophical terms, how can Kants categorical imperative be made the building block of national and international politics? What
does that mean for today’s key paradigm - for economic growth? What kind of new, guiding
principles do we need?
To reach this target of a sustainable society, politics, the economy and social behaviour
will have to undergo dramatic changes. If they do, we are convinced that Europe can develop
a model of sustainable wealth which will allow for a standard of living similar to the one
which predominates in Western Europe today - without overexploiting the natural resource
base. So “Sustainable Europe” is both a project of great opportunities and of great risks.
Europe is often associated with the “North”, with the “Western World” - but there is not simply “one Europe”. There is the North, e.g. Norway; the South e.g Portugal, Malta; the East e.g.
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Estonia, Georgia; and the West e.g France, Ireland. In these countries there are different social, cultural and economic environments, thus “Sustainable Europe” is faced with the challenge to develop a common framework for very different societies. So, for example, in Eastern Europe efficiency will probably lead to a significantly improved standard of living whilst
reducing the pressure on the environment. Since per capita consumption levels in Northern
Europe are, on average, about one third higher than in Southern Europe, the former have a
longer and harder task in order to reach sustainability. However, the situation is not quite so
simple e.g. in 1989/90 the Spanish only used 65% of the average energy consumption of an
EU citizen, but in terms of water withdrawal, the figure was 175% the EU average. In addition, although the Spanish consume significantly less energy than the European average, they
still need to reduce their total energy consumption to reach the ceiling given by the available
environmental space. (14)
This makes our definition fundamentally different from what is called “weak sustainability” i.e defining the limits to use according to a compromise between the needs of the environment and economic costs. Since this latter definition is based on an economic cost-benefit
analysis at current cost levels, it systematically underestimates the real value of the environment. Change, only if affordable, does not lead to sustainability, thus new goals for economic
development are an urgent necessity.
Figure 2.1: Environmental Space Use Patterns (schematic)

ES used per branch

ES used under
efficiency per branch

ES used under
sufficiency per branch
Branches
Source: J. Spangenberg, U. Tischner, Wuppertal Institute, 1994

It is thus evident that the European way of life cannot become the global norm without ruining
our common environment. Today, some 20% of the earth’s population consume more than
80% of natural resources. There can be no doubt that the less industrialised countries will
need a bigger resource share in the future if they are to secure health and social welfare for
their people.
Global flows of material and energy have to be limited according to their environmental
impact, i.e. mainly according to nature’s sink capacities. To achieve this there are (quite
14

However, although the lower level of Spanish CO2 emissions cannot be regarded as a shortfall compared to other EU
countries (with the implication that growth in emissions should be permitted or even promoted in Spain), it should be
seen as an advantage: less reduction is necessary, and this means that the structural adjustment may be easier. Increasing emissions means increasing the burden of necessary change e.g. in Sweden where a low energy price prevented any
significant increase in efficiency, and in the EU, where new roads allowing for a doubling of lorry transport are being
planned.
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rough) estimates which indicate that the global flow of raw-materials (not including for the
production of energy) should be reduced by half (Opschoor 1992, Schmidt-Bleek 1993, 1994,
Bringezu 1994, Jänicke 1993, Maxson 1993), whereas detailed simulations exist for energy
(IPCC, 1992, 1994; Krause et al., 1993; more details below).
Although at present limits to growth are not set by Malthusian problems of limited supply,
but by limits to the use of resources due to nature’s sink capacities15, in the long run the issue
of limited resources will become important. If we manage to reduce the use of resources now
to the environmental space we have, we will have reduced the flow according to the needs of
the environment. Although this means that the depletion of resources is slowed down, i.e.
their availability will last much longer, this is not an eternal solution. At some point after
2010, 2030 or 2050 (different for different raw materials), a total depletion16 of stocks will be
reached. So after the first step of limiting flows, the second step of protecting and substituting
stocks must be taken. Each unit of non-renewable resources used must then "pay" for the creation of a unit of substitute, delivering a similar amount and/or quality of service. This will
have an immense impact on product development, technologies and price system, but because
this is well beyond the perspective of our study, (e.g. unpredictable population densities: decreasing in Europe?; technologies; political systems) we do not elaborate any ideas for this
phase.
Table 2.1: Global trends
Issue
Population
Fertile soil
Biodiversity
Stratospheric ozone

Trend
+ 1.7% p.a.
- 2.5% p.a., p.c.
decreasing
- 3% p.a.

Tropospheric ozone
Greenhouse gases

+ 1% p.a.
+ 1% CO2-equivalent

Remarks
i.e. +34% globally by 2010,+5.2% in Europe17
Data probably underestimating the problem18
1000 times faster than at natural rates
Significantly faster than expected. Ozone hole will not
be closed before 2040
causing forest decline and human health problems
new trace gases causing serious concern: CF4, C2F6

+ 1% sulphur p.a.
increasing

are "eternal" risks
disturbing radiation balance
more than twice the geological rate
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Aerosols
Material flows

Source: H. Grassl, Presentation in the Wuppertal Institute, 1994

For some 20 years now we have successfully implemented policies aimed at controlling
human-made pollutants. With growing sophistication we have hunted toxic environmental
chemicals - often at nanogramme levels. Consequently, some parts of the world have become
cleaner and healthier - at great economic cost and at the expense of additional energy and materials. Yet at the same time the state of the ecosphere has worsened. The global environment

15
16
17

18
19

The German Federal Parlament estimated e.g. that up to 2/3 of the worlds fossil fuels cannot be used due to restrictions
from the sinks; German Bundestag (1992)
i.e. availability will be below a certain level under which production not only becomes uneconomical, but the necessary
effort in terms of energy and raw material use cannot be justified any longer.
Which means that at present consumption levels the additional environmental impact caused by population growth in
Europe would be higher than the impact of population growth in Third World countries. For more details see Harrison
(1993)
The current estimates are mainly based on data but only rarely take into account loss nutrients and the resulting decrease in fertility
C2F6 is emitted from aluminium processing plants. As a greenhouse gas, it is 7,000 times more effective than CO2. No
atmospheric degradation process is known so far.
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today is characterised by a combination of trends which are individually worrying, but together call for urgent action (see table above).
Every time coal, steel, gravel, or sand is used, soil is moved or water re-directed, each
technical effort induces ecological change - without fail. Today, humankind moves, converts
and consumes megatons of materials, at extremely low market prices. Transportation is highly
subsidised throughout the world. No scientific effort will ever suffice to predict fully the nature, intensity, place or timing of the consequences of all these actions.
The more materials we move and use in order to create material well-being, the graver the
ecological consequences will become. One essential goal must therefore be to de-materialise
the creation of human welfare, using much less energy in the process than was hitherto the
case. We must find acceptable ways to stop ecologically dangerous misallocations of resources by technical, economic, social, and political means.
Whereas we now know the general impact of human activities, the detailed consequences
(when, where, how much?) are still to be researched. This is particularly true regarding climate change; a phenomenon which has been proven beyond serious doubt, but not yet quantifiable. What we can see today - and what increasingly appears to be the first consequences of
climate change - is the result of emissions of three to four decades ago, which were only half
as high as today. As the above table indicates, new and highly efficient greenhouse gases from
outside the energy sector (like C2F6 from aluminium production) also pose a threat to the climate. Not just one greenhouse gas, but the cumulative effect of all of these gases has to be
limited. We are already too late to prevent climate change - our only chance is to limit it and
to adapt to these changes. The limits considered necessary by the IPCC, the German Federal
Parliament and others are:
(1) limit the maximum temperature increase to dt = 2°C
(2) limit the rate of temperature increase to dt = 0,1°C/decade
(3) limit global CO2 emissions to Emax = 2Gt CO2 p.a. before 2100.
Recommendation (1) is equivalent to an upper limit of 450 ppm CO2 in the atmosphere,
whereas recommendation (3) is thought to limit the emissions to meet the estimated sink capacity. Special emphasis should be given to recommendation (2): limiting the speed of change
is a necessary precondition for ecosystems to adapt to the changing climate, and also for the
"migration" of organisms to appropriate climatic zones. This limit has been proposed with
respect to the ice age, where every temperature change above 0.1°C/decade led to the collapse
of ecosystems. However, limiting the speed of change is a necessary, but not sufficient, precondition for adaptation. This will be discussed in more detail in the chapters referring to land
use and forests.
The importance of staying within these limitations is as well illustrated by the latest calculations of the IPCC. These indicate that the greenhouse effect will change the rainfall patterns
as well as the amount of rain, in addition to increasing surface temperatures. The potentially
serious impacts of climate change can be illustrated with respect to the semi-arid areas, which
cover one third of the earth’s ice-free surface. For these, a 10% reduction in rainfall, together
with a temperature increase of 1-2°C, could mean 40% to 70% less surface water (IPCC
1994). The consequences for agriculture, food supply etc. are not difficult to imagine.
The technical hallmark of a sustainable economy is its high resource productivity: the
more well-being we can generate out of each gram of nature, the better for the ecosphere. One
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motto of sustainability must therefore be: more welfare from less environment - in addition to
not polluting, we must guard against the unnecessary consumption of natural resources. A
technical eco-efficiency revolution is therefore required. Recent design studies20 show that
one can provide the same high quality services with a fifth or even a tenth or less energy and
materials through the deliberate re-design of machines.
The speed of these changes depends - inter alia - upon the speed with which appropriate
technology can be improved - and upon the readiness of people to accept changes. Moreover,
the timing is critically contingent upon the speed by which "the South" adopts the high material - and energy-intensive goods, services and, in particular, long-lived infrastructures, of the
industrial world.
Since it can be expected that countries which begin eco-restructuring first will reap the
most (first mover-) benefits on the world market, if Europe is indeed looking for a new competitive edge, this would be a good place to start.
Energy and raw materials are commodities traded on a global scale. Their use today is not
limited by national availability, but by world market prices. So the possibility of sustainable
use on a regional or continental level cannot be the basis for calculating their environmental
space - global criteria have to be applied. The use of non-renewable raw materials and fossil
fuels cause environmental problems of global significance, because nature’s capacity to tolerate pollution (the "sink capacities"), the most important limits to growth, are overburdened.
Therefore the environmental space for energy is based on assumptions concerning the climatic
impact of emissions caused by its production. For the use of non-renewables, there is no such
"simple" criterion as to not disturb the global climate conditions. Since our knowledge so far
is very limited as it concerns the exact environmental impact of different material flows, it
unequivocally indicates that the global man-made flow of materials, now twice as high as the
natural one, gives serious reason for concern.21 This is the first reason to go for a global reduction by 50%, to come back into the "natural scale" again. Other justification for this estimate include the need to reduce emissions and waste, which is probably most efficiently
achieved by reducing the input of the economic system, by the reduction needs for nonrenewable energy carriers known to be 50%, and by the several studies indicating that a reduction of extraction by half would permit us to keep resources for a longer time and keep
different kinds of pollution below critical threshold values. As this obviously is only a rough
estimate, we will also demonstrate the limited effect of changing the reduction target by ±
20% (of the 50% reduction proposed), i.e. calculating a reduction of 40% or 60% instead of
50%, due to the dominating influence of the distribution criterion. We therefore continue to
use the reduction need by half as a term of reference, being well aware of the significant, but
limited uncertainty included in this assumption.
The use of raw materials by each individual can be described by the total material consumption per capita (TMC/cap)22. Unfortunately this indicator gives us no insight into the
amount of goods and services derived from each unit of material used. For this purpose, as
well as to implement resource use efficiency, we need a different measure: the material intensity per service unit. In this definition, goods are considered to be "machines which deliver a
service" so are also covered by this term. In order to assess the "resource intensity" of goods
on the market in a consistent manner, to be able to give an initial comparison of their environmental impact, the MIPS has been defined. MIPS stands for "Material Inputs Per unit of
20
21
22

Tischner, U. / Schmidt-Bleek, F. (1995)
This astonishing figure includes not only the man-made products, but all materials used throughout the full life cycle of
a product. This we call the environmental "rucksack" of a certain product.
Bringezu (1993a)
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Service" and must be computed from cradle to grave. The MIPS concept allows (for example)
the monitoring of progress toward sustainability in terms of the use of materials (23) at the
level of production or processing. It also allows firms, regions or countries to determine at
which point re-cycling or reparation become nonsensical in material terms. Thus we can express the target mentioned earlier, the 50% reduction in the global flow of raw materials, in
material intensity terms for Europe. By doing this we arrive at the demand to reduce material
intensity by a factor of ca. 10; a necessary precondition to reduce the global anthropogenic
material flow to sustainable levels.
Whereas this reduction target is valid for all materials concerned, in this study we have
decided to:
- analyse and limit the flow of materials for energy production (energy carriers) in terms of
energy units;
- to restrict the application of material flow analyses to non-renewable materials which are
not used for energy production
However, the chapter on energy does give some thought to land use (e.g. for biomass production) and material flow issues.
As a reflection of the equity principle, margins for global per capita use are calculated.
Compared to levels of current use this results in significant reduction rates for the industrialised countries of the whole of Europe (which differ from country to country).

2.1 Energy
Summary
The European supply of energy is mainly based on fossil fuels. Nuclear energy is also used for
the generation of electricity.
The use of fossil fuels leads to emissions which exceed sink capacities, resulting in acidification and the greenhouse effect. In addition to this, the finite nature of these resources, and
the risks associated with nuclear energy have been recognised for a long time, but little has
changed. If we want to maintain our present standards of living, we have to start changing
our energy system now. Therefore our main goal is the development of an efficient and riskminimising energy system which will permit us to live within our environmental space.
This chapter considers the most important, current problem: the greenhouse effect, and will
quantify the environmental space accordingly. The results of this are in line with the recommendations of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).

Environmental Space 2010: assumptions
The calculation of the Environmental Space for energy use is based on the assumptions that
- the environmental space is limited according to the CO2-reduction targets given by the
IPCC. Therefore the consumption of fossil fuels has to decrease. The reduction in fossil
energy consumption is not only necessary to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases, but
also to reduce other pollutants (e.g. SO2, NOx) and protect resources.
23

extraction of primary raw materials from nature. It is the amount transferred from the eco-sphere to the techno-sphere
that is counted, not the material flows within the techno-sphere, caused by consumption , recycling etc.
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-

-

-

the environmental space is distributed evenly without taking into account past emission
records24. This is considered justified since the countries which have been industrialised
longest have the greatest need for restructuring - a process which requires high inputs of
energy and materials
nuclear energy has to be phased-out as soon as possible because it is associated with unacceptable risks. A practicable time limit for this seems to be 2010, (e.g. taking into consideration de-commissioning of current nuclear power stations), and this needs to start immediately.
in the long-term the energy supply system should be predominantly or completely based
on renewables.

In Europe, CO2 emissions should be in the range given by IPSEP (supported by e.g. the
German Bundestag). That means a reduction in CO2 emissions of 25% to 30% by 2005, 50%
by 2020 and 80% by 2050. These reductions are also within the range recommended by the
IPCC. Taking the phase-out of nuclear energy into consideration, the goals of reduced CO2
emissions and a reduction in the use of fossil fuels can be reached by:
-

increasing the efficiency of energy production and use
increasing the proportion of renewable energy
a switch to fuels with low specific CO2 emissions
limiting the growth of, or decreasing the demand for, services which have a high energy
demand

Outcome
Global emissions of CO2 are now about 4 t/cap/yr. To stay within our environmental space
(i.e. meet the target set by the IPCC) the limit is 2 tonnes CO2/cap/yr. Taking the growth of
the global population into account, we have to reduce our emissions to 1.7 t CO2/cap/yr by
2050.
Today, the average European CO2 emission is 7.3 t/cap/yr (excluding the NIS). Since it is
virtually impossible to reach the target of 1.7 t/cap/yr by 2010, intermediate target values need
to be defined. This was done by the IPSEP as outlined previously.
At present there are only a few energy scenarios for Europe which aim at reducing CO2
emissions. To date, the best for our purposes, taking into account the IPCC recommendations
and assuming a nuclear phase out by 2010, is the Fossil Free Energy Scenario (FFES) developed by the Stockholm Environmental Institute for Greenpeace (1993). In this scenario, nuclear energy will be phased out by 2010 and the proportion of energy from renewable sources
will increase. This study gives a CO2 target of 5.4 t/cap/yr for 2010.
Other studies predict greater potential for efficiency improvements, and therefore lower
energy use, leading to a lower demand of renewable energy. For example, the energy saving
potential of five European countries has been assessed to be ca. 40% from the IPSEP study
(Krause et al. 1993). Based on assumptions for the best possible use of renewable energy
sources we arrive at less optimistic figures for Europe; permitted energy use of 98 GJ/cap/yr
by 2010 of which 78 GJ/cap/yr is fossil fuel based.
24

This is a very mild assumption and does not fully reflect the polluter pays principle, but one justification might be that
it is in line with the UNCED recommendations.
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Table 2.2: SusE energy assumptions (Europe except NIS)25)
Energy assumptions
Co2 emissions (t/cap/yr)
Co2 emissions, reduction needed (%)
Primary energy use (ej/yr)
Primary energy use (gj/yr/cap)
Primary energy use, reduction (%)
Renewable energy use (gj/yr/cap)
Fossil fuel use (gj/yr/cap)

1990
7.3
0
71.2
123
0
7
100

2010
5.4
26
56.5
98
20
20
78

2030
2.3
68
42
73
41
36
37

2050
1.7
77
± 35
± 60
± 50
35
25

Source: German Bundestag 1989

Calculation
Combustion of fossil fuels and other human activities have led to increasing CO2 emissions,
in addition to growing emissions of the other greenhouse gases: methane (CH4), nitrous monoxide (N2O), and chlorofluorocarbons. The atmospheric concentrations of these gases have
been rising steadily in the last decades. Only as a result of economic recession are these concentrations increasing at a slower rate than in the past. The IPCC predicts in its "business as
usual" scenario that, according to present trends and current knowledge, the world temperature will increase by 1°C by 2025 and by 3°C by the end of the next century (IPCC, 1990).
This will lead to significant changes in regional climates. Research by the IPCC since 1990
does not alter these predictions (IPCC, 1992; 1994).
The following table shows the relative contribution of different trace gases to global climate change. These figures have been calculated from their: concentration in the atmosphere
(c); lifetime in the atmosphere and biosphere (t); empirical increase in concentration during
the 1980s (G(c)); specific greenhouse potential (GHP26).
Table 2.3: Role of different greenhouse gases
Greenhouse gas
c
t
G(c)
GHP
share

unit
ppm
years
%/year
%

CO2
346
100
0.4
1
50

CH4
1.65
10
1.0
32
19

N2 O
0.31
150
0.2-0.3
150
4

O3
0.02
0.1
0.5
2,000
8

CFC-11
0.0002
65
5
14,000
5

CFC-12
0.00032
110
5
17,000
10

Source: German Bundestag 1989

At the moment, the concentration of methane is no longer increasing because of photochemical degradation. This degradation is due to increased UV-B radiation, a consequence of
the reduced concentration of stratospheric O3 (i.e. the hole in the ozone layer. Although this is
the result of another environmental disaster, it may help bridge the gap between today and the
year 2010 when atmospheric CFC concentrations might begin to decrease as a result of action

25
26

for conversion of units see attached conversion tables
The Greenhouse Postential GHP is a multiplication factor reflecting the relative efficiency of a greenhouse gas as
compared to CO2 := 1
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taken now in accordance with the Montreal protocol. (27) The Ozone layer, however, will not
recover before the end of the 21st century. (28)
Faced with the current environmental situation, several recommendations which use CO2
as a leading indicator, have been made. The safest course of action would be to reduce CO2
emissions to a pre industrial level with no warming impact, but this does not seem to be feasible in the near future. There is no way today in which we can prevent climate change - we can
only slow the process down.
Some studies have outlined pragmatic ways in which to limit climate change. The IPSEPstudy (International Project for Sustainable Energy Paths, Krause, F. et al. 1993) limits global
warming by a 2°C increase relative to the present level. This would require a stabilisation of
the atmospheric CO2-concentration in the next 40 or 60 years; to achieve this CO2 emissions
would have to fall by 50-80% in the same period (Krause, F. et al., 1993). The IPCC emphasises that the maximum increase in temperature would have to be set at 0.1°C per decade to
limit the greenhouse effect. This threshold was set because research indicated this is the maximum adaptation speed for ecosystems; organisms would be forced not only to adapt but also
to "migrate", following the shift of their optimal temperature and moisture conditions. A precondition of this estimate is that migration is possible in closed networks of ecosystems which
are not interrupted by agricultural or infrastructure barriers (see chapter on land use). Furthermore the migration speed may be tempered by the significant loss of biodiversity due to
the stresses of acidification and ozone emissions, increased UV-B radiation, soil degradation
and climate change (Spangenberg and Zimmermann, 1991).
To limit the temperature increase to 0.1°C/decade, an annual decrease in CO2 emissions of
1 to 2 % world-wide is necessary. As previously mentioned, there is no equality in the CO2
emissions of industrialised and developing countries. Therefore a reduction in CO2 emissions
on this scale cannot be equally divided between countries. The IPSEP and EnquêteKommission of the German Bundestag "Protection of the earth’s atmosphere", recommend
reductions in CO2 emissions of 20 to 30% by 2005, 50% by 2020 and 80% by 2050, relative
to 1987 levels; industrialised countries would have to meet larger reductions, while, in a transitional period, the CO2 emissions of developing countries would continue to rise. Other studies recommend a reduction target of 60% by 2010 for the industrialised countries and 85% by
2030 (Milieu defensie, 1992).
In the FFES ("Fossil Free Energy Scenario") the Stockholm Environment Institute gives a
possible way in which to reach reduction goals world-wide (Greenpeace, 1993). Long-term
targets are the complete phase-out of nuclear energy by 2010 and fossil fuels by 2100. CO2
emissions would be reduced by almost 50% by 2020 and would have reached zero by 2100.
The following Table shows the primary energy consumption of Europe for the period between
1988 and 2100 according to this scenario.
Table 2.4: Primary energy consumption (EJ/a) given by the FFES-scenario for Europe

Oil
Coal
Gas
Hydro/Geothermal
Biomass
27
28

1988
24.5
21.1
12.0
5.8
1.1

2000
19.6
13.1
23.0
7.0
3.9

Prof. H. Graßl, pers. comm.
WBGU (1995)
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2010
14.3
9.0
21.7
6.7
6.1

2030
8.2
2.7
10.3
5.8
11.4

2100
0
0
0
5.3
9.1

0
2.8
8.3
4.4
72.8
73.8
100 %
90 %
CO2 emissions
renewables are converted by using primary energy equivalents

Solar/Wind
Nuclear
total

4.8
0
62.6
74 %

15.0
0
53.4
32 %

45.6
0
60.0
0%

Source: Greenpeace, 1993

As we can see in the table above the FFES scenario uses all available options for reducing
energy consumption. In a short period increased use of natural gas leads to a decrease in CO2emissions. Besides increasing efficiency and energy saving, the proportion of renewable energy sources would increase. In 2010 about 28% of the primary energy consumption would be
based on renewables, and by 2030 about 60%. By 2100 the entire energy system would be
based on renewable energy, in particular solar and wind energy; in effect all renewable energy
options would have to be used. After exhausting the potential of direct electricity generation,
and the use of heating systems based on solar energy and biomass, this also means integrating
the use of fuels from biomass and hydrogen (generated by solar electricity) into the energy
system.
The use of renewable energy could be limited by material flow (especially photo voltaic
systems) and competitive land use (especially for biomass; see chapter land use). This latter
aspect has to be taken into consideration when planning a renewable energy system, particularly because the use of renewables in the FFES leads to increased requirements for land use.
The additional land requirements for solar and wind-energy systems are less then those for
biomass. While the use of solar energy systems (PV cells and solar collectors could be incorporated in roofing materials) and wind electricity generation need an area between 0.4 and
0.8% of the land, the additional use of biomass leads to a land use requirement of 4 to 8% of
the total by 2100, depending upon productivity. A great part of this area can be compensated
for by the decreasing land requirements connected with the use of coal, oil or natural gas, but
still for this relatively large requirement for land we have to consider competition with food
production (see chapter on land use). On the other hand, the less land-intensive technologies
like wind, hydro and solar power tend to be more material-intensive. So a case by case assessment will be necessary, as well improving the durability and ease with which installations
can be repaired, in addition to the dematerialisation of wind generators, solar heating systems
etc.
Table 2.5: Main conflicts FFES vs. Sustainable Europe (SusE)

Energy
source
Oil
Coal
Gas
Hydro+Geothermal
Biomass

Proposed Proposed measure of
share (%) ffes a.O.

Conflicting with

23
14
35
11

Efficiency
Switch to gas
Efficiency, increased use
Increase

OPEC income
Social and labour concerns in some countries
Efficiency investments (finance and matter)
Significant matter flow and land use. Minimising
needed (closed circles etc.); Landscape protection

10

Waste incineration
Biomass (agriculture and
forestry)
Energy plants

Solar/Wind

8

Expand, build up own
industry

Waste: reduction and recycling
Agri-/silviculture: limited availability under
sustainable management
Energy plants: land use for food, raw materials for
industrial use etc.
Limited by land use potential and material flows,
the potential contribution of solar-thermal electricity plants however is underestimated
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Nuclear

0

Phase out

Agreed

The FFES-scenario of the Stockholm Environmental Institute (see the main results in Table 2.6) is one of the most feasible energy scenarios which meets the reduction requirements
of the IPCC, and which is even economically beneficial. But on the other hand, it is not a sustainability scenario because use of our limited environmental space for products other than
energy are not taken into account.
There are a number of other possibilities for reaching the reduction targets, and each country needs to combine the options for reducing energy use in the best way.
Due to the problems, we regard the assumptions concerning renewable energy as overestimates; in particular the FFES scenario is much too optimistic concerning the future use of
biomass. Therefore, as a first estimate we calculate that the contribution to CO2 reduction
made by biomass use will have to be mainly reached by efficiency improvements. This assumption should not only cover the significantly lower amount of biomass we expect to have
for energy production, but since there will be some use of biomass, it gives a "buffer" for the
use of other energy sources. This means we can leave the targets for CO2 emissions and fossil
fuels unchanged. (see table 2.9)
Table 2.6: Energy targets given by SuSE and FFES for Europe (including EU, EFTA, CEE). SusE targets for
2050 reflect the environmental space.

FFES, SusE CO2 emissions (t/cap/yr)
FFES, SusE Reduction required (%)
FFES Primary Energy Use (EJ/yr)
SusE Primary Energy Use (EJ/yr)
FFES Primary Energy Use (GJ/yr/cap)
FFES Reduction (%)
FFES Renewable Energy Use (GJ/yr/cap)
SusE Primary Energy Use (GJ/yr/cap)
SusE Reduction (%)
SusE Renewable Energy Use (GJ/yr/cap)
FFES, SusE Fossil Fuel Use (GJ/yr/cap)

1990

2010

2030

7.3
0
71.2
71.2
123
0
7
123
0
7
100

5.4
26
62.6
56.5
109
12
31
98
20
20
78

2.3
68
53.4
42
90
27
53
73
41
36
37

2050 (SusE)
1.7
77
± 35
± 60
± 50
35
25

2100
(FFES)
0
100
60
± 100
16
100
0

With 77% reduction in CO2 emissions and 75% reduction in fossil fuel use, a less harsh
restructuring of the energy sector may be possible than that given by the Stockholm Environmental Institute scenario.
Background

2.1.1

Current use in Europe

In 1988, the world consumption of commercially traded energy (i.e. without including sources
like fuel wood) amounted to 337 EJ, while 80% of the world energy demand was met by fossil
fuels. This led to CO2 emissions of 5.34 milliard tonnes of carbon (20 milliard tonnes of
CO2). In the EU, the total energy demand was 45.1 mrd GJ in 1988, 46.7 mrd GJ in 1990 and
50.8 MRD GJ in 1991, while the proportion of fossil fuels was approximately 85%. The residual energy supply was predominantly nuclear. The EU uses 13.6% of the global energy
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demand, whilst its population represents only 6.4% of the world’s total. Energy consumption
is clearly not fairly distributed, neither on the global level, nor within Europe (see table 2.3).
In the EU, the per capita energy consumption is still increasing, whereas the energy demand of the whole of Europe and the world has remained at the same level during the past
few years (see Table 2.1.). The per capita energy consumption of the EU is greater than the
European average and more than double that of the world. Nearly the whole energy supply is
based on non-renewable sources i.e. the fossil fuels plus nuclear energy.
Taking into consideration the world imbalance of energy use and CO2 emissions, the
IPCC outlined requirements for reducing the greenhouse gas emissions of industrialised and
developing countries (as mentioned previously). They are the basis for calculating the Environmental Space.
Table 2.7: Total and specific energy consumption
EU 12

Europe

World

45.1
46.7
50.8

72.8
71.2
70.8

336.6
341.7
344.6

38.0
39.3
43.2

58.7
58.0
57.5

287.6
288.3
289.4

primary energy consumption (EJ)
1988
1990
1991
non renewable energy consumption (EJ)
fossil energy
1988
1990
1991
nuclear energy
1988
1990
1991
energy consumption in GJ per capita
primary energy
1988
1990
1991

6.2
6.7
6.8

8.3
9.0
9.3

22.4
24.2
25.4

139.6
142.6
147.1

127.0
123.0
123.0

60.0
59.0
59.0

fossil energy
1988
1990
1991

117.6
120.0
125.1

102.8
100.3
100.2

51.4
49.7
49.5

Source: BMWi (1993); UN Energy Statistics (1993)
Table 2.8: Primary energy requirement in the EU 12, 1989

Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg

Primary Energy Requirement
1989
Total (GJ per capita)
194.9
147.8
178.7
87.3
89.9
152.0
113.3
112.0
431.4
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Primary Energy Requirement
1989
Total (Mio TJ)
1.936
0.759
11.100
0.876
3.490
8.536
0.399
6.446
0.163

184.4
62.6
156.0
141.3

Netherlands
Portugal
United Kingdom
EU 12

36

2.738
0.619
8.924
45.986

Figure 2.1: Primary energy requirement in the EU 12, 1989
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Figure 2.2: Final energy consumption, share of sectors, EU 12, 1989

Business sector
40
35

Households and others

30

All industry

25

Iron and steel industry
Chemical industry

20

All transport

15

Road transport

10

Air transport
Rail transport

5
0

Agriculture and fisheries
Share (in %)
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Table 2.9: Final energy consumption. share of sectors, EU 12, 1989
Business sector

Share (in %)
2.4
35.2
31.2

Agriculture and fisheries
Households and others
All industry
of which
Iron and steel industry
Chemical industry
All transport
of which
Road transport
Air transport
Rail transport

2.1.2

7.2
6.1 (1988)
31.2
26.0
3.5
1.0

Reduction measures

In the following we will try to present some options for reaching the targets outlined above in
more detail. In Germany, for example, the total savings of primary energy which can be
achieved by 2010 relative to 1987 is estimated to be between 35 and 44%. Table 2.10. shows
potential energy saving in different sectors.
Table 2.10: Technical potential of primary energy saving (corresponding to 1987) in
Germany
Sector
room heating:
existing houses
new houses
warming water
electrical appliances
cars
industrial processes: electricity
fuels
electricity generation
cogeneration systems

different

sectors

for

Saving potential
70 - 90 %
70 - 80 %
10 - 50 %
30 - 60 %
50 - 60 %
10 - 20 %
15 - 45 %
20 - 30 %
15 %

Source: Enquête (1990)
Increasing the efficiency of energy production and use leads to decreasing energy consumption and thus lower CO2 emissions. Achieving the potential saving of energy requires
not only technical measures, but also decentralisation and ways of overcoming economic barriers (e.g. Least Cost Planning, see box below).
The integration of renewable energy into the existing supply system would lead to a decrease in the use of fossil fuels and CO2 emissions. These reductions are obviously limited by
the potential input from renewable energy (potential analysis). For example Table 2.11. show
the potential for electricity generation by renewables in Europe in 2030, as optimistically estimated by the Stockholm Environmental Institute.
As outlined in Table 2.11., the estimated potential input of electricity from renewables by
2030 is in the region of 3800 TWh/a (including use of waste). Energy from waste and biomass
make up to half of the supply from renewables in this estimate, but because they cannot be
considered reliable sources (within the framework of the SuSE study), we calculate that 1850
TWh/a could be produced from renewables i.e. about two-thirds the total European electricity
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generation in 1991 (2.851 TWh (BMWi, 1993b). This could increase if we used solar electricity for the production of hydrogen as a fuel or for storage. In addition, there is great potential
for using renewables for heating (biomass, solar thermal systems) and as fuels (especially biomass). The world potential for biomass is estimated to be 66 to 675 MRD GJ (Greenpeace,
1993) cf. the world consumption of primary energy sources (coal, gas etc.) which was 344.6
mrd GJ in 1991.
Table 2.11: Renewable electricity potentials 2030 in TWh/a
2030
150
350
1050
250
50
1250
700
3800

Solar energy
Wind Energy
Hydroelectricity
Geothermal Electricity
Ocean Energy
Waste Energy
Biomass Energy
total
Sources: Greenpeace (1993;) Dessus (1990); Swisher (1994)/

A switch to lower carbon-rate fuel also leads to decreasing CO2 emissions. In principle the
substitution of oil by natural gas leads to a reduction in CO2 emissions of nearly 25%. The
lower carbon-rate, and the higher efficiency of energy production by natural gas in comparison to coal, means a 50% reduction in CO2 emissions is possible. The substitution of coal or
oil by natural gas is possibly limited by the available reserves (see Table 2.12.). In comparison
to natural gas, coal is characterised by higher reserves and is also expected to last longer (it
has a longer statistical reaching time i.e. the quotient derived from present reserves and rate of
consumption). However, improvements in efficiency can compensate for part of the higher
gas demand.
Table 2.12:Proven reserves and statistical reaching time
safe reserves (EJ)
5671
4389
19841

oil
natural gas
coal

reaching time at present
consumption rates (yrs)
43
64
233

Source: BMWi (1993b)

2.1.3

How to get there: existing energy scenarios for Europe

In the following text we see whether the requirements outlined above (reduction in energy
consumption and CO2 emissions), are taken into consideration in a number of energy scenarios. Because we are not satisfied with the existing energy scenarios for Europe, we will describe the principles of energy modelling as a way in which to develop our own energy scenario.
Studies on the future of Europe’s energy production etc. are regularly made by the European
Commission and the International Energy Agency. Some other institutions and energy companies are also working in this field. Assumptions concerning population growth, the economy
and prices of fossil fuels are starting points for an assessment of the "energy future". Although
these assumptions are quite similar in each study, the figures for future energy demand differ
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greatly, as do the relative contributions of renewable energy sources and nuclear energy, and
therefore CO2 emissions.
The studies generally expect a moderate growth in energy prices and Gross Domestic
Product, and a relatively small population increase. For Eastern Europe, the uncertainty concerning the former figures is more extreme because of structural adjustment and fuel prices
which are still partly controlled.
Reference scenarios/business as usual scenarios:
-

In their recent study, the European Commission’s Directorate General for Energy,
DGXVII (CEC,1992) calculated a 19% growth in primary energy demand in the EU countries between 1990 and 2005, and a 15% increase in CO2 emissions. These figures are respectively, 11% and 17% for the EFTA and 13% and 4% for Eastern Europe.
- The International Energy Agency (IEA), an institution supported by the OECD, gives the
following as a reference scenario (IEA, 1994): a 25% increase in the primary energy demand of Western Europe between 1991 and 2010, and an even greater growth, 27%, of
CO2 emissions. For Central and Eastern Europe the figures are respectively 28% and 10%;
the IEA expects stronger economic growth in these countries after 2000.
- The report "Energy for Tomorrow’s World", produced by the World Energy Council
(WEC, 1993), differentiates between several world regions, and refers to the period between 1990 and 2020. For Western Europe they calculate an increase in primary energy
demand of 18% together with a 6% growth of CO2 emissions. For Central and Eastern Europe, they expect a 9% decline in CO2-emissions and a 9% growth of primary energy demand.
There are also alternative scenarios presented in the studies cited above:
-

-

-

In addition to the reference case, the DG XVII study presents a scenario where a moderate
energy/CO2-tax is implemented. This scenario does not predict a substantial change in the
energy future outlined in the reference case. The influence of a moderate energy/CO2-tax
(corresponding to a total of 10$/barrel) on the growing energy demand is expected to be
small because the impact of this on electricity and vehicle fuel prices, which represent the
sectors with the strongest growth, is only weak.
In an Efficiency Scenario, the IEA-analysis calculates that the increase in CO2 emissions
of the OECD would be 8% and the primary energy demand would increase by 10%. Another scenario that tests the impact of a carbon tax of 34$/barrel, predicts a 4% increase in
CO2-emissions and a 11% growth of the primary energy demand in the year 2010, compared to 1990.
Among the WEC scenarios there is one which represents an ecologically driven energy
policy, leading to an approximate 30% reduction in European CO2 emissions, whilst the
primary energy demand remains roughly constant (figure 2.3.).

None of the scenarios presented above would meet the IPCC recommendations. Efficiency
gains are outweighed by an increasing demand for energy because the rate of growth of the
transportation sector and demand for electricity are expected to be high. A shift in the relative
share of fuel from coal and oil to gas works as a fast, but limited, means of reducing CO2
emissions. Furthermore, the consumption of non-renewable resources is accelerated, and we
are still exposed to the risks of nuclear power.
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In contrast to this situation, we know there is great potential for existing technological and
economic knowledge, which can improve efficiency and stimulate an increase in the use of
renewable energy sources. The realisation of these environmentally-friendly initiatives requires a new framework which benefits efficiency improvements and the use of renewables.
Today, the implementation of a large proportion of such profitable initiatives are hindered by
institutional barriers and those peculiar to specific sectors.
Studies that investigate what kind of energy future could be achieved using different energy sources and energy saving initiatives cannot only rely on a macro-economic approach, i.e.
analysing and assuming trends for a few indicators. Rather, as a starting point they should
consider the service provided by the energy system e.g. heating rooms etc., and consider the
technological and economic possibilities for implementing change. Finally they need to consider the real market conditions, and ways in which to overcome existing barriers to the use of
renewable energy sources and efficiency improvements.
Up until now there have only been a few studies which include more than one European
country, because a vast amount of data has to be collected, and not all the necessary information is available. Some of these are presented here:
-

The IPSEP-study (International Project for Sustainable Energy Paths, Krause et al., 1993)
demonstrates that for France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and the United Kingdom, it is
possible to save about 45-70 milliards ECU per year (base-year 1990) by 2020 using a
Least-Cost strategy, compared to a business-as-usual scenario of the European Commission. This Least-Cost scenario gives an approximate 40% reduction in primary energy demand and CO2 emissions by 2020. The approach minimises the macro-economic costs of
the energy system by integrating "competition" between supply and demand (e.g. using renewables for supply and reducing demand by using better insulation). The results are
based on a comprehensive cost-analysis.
A second scenario, the Minimum Risk scenario, fulfils the IPCC-recommendations and phases out nuclear power without being more expensive than the reference scenario.
-

-

Nørgård and Viegand (1992), found that the realisation of all economic and "nearly economic" efficiency improvements (i.e. which have a similar profit margin to the former) in
the demand-side sectors of Western Europe, would result in an electricity demand in 2010
which would be half that of 1988. But they also point out that the demand for electricity
will start to increase again if the growth of electricity demand per capita does not fall and
reach zero by 2010 or soon after. According to their assessment, if this state of non-growth
was reached, the electricity demand could be completely met by renewable energy sources
in the long-term.
In the study "Towards a Fossil Free Energy Future" the Stockholm Environment Institute
(Greenpeace 1993) presents a strategy to phase-out fossil fuels by the end of the next century and nuclear power by 2010 which is in line with IPCC-reduction goals; CO2 emissions of Western Europe in 2050 would be a quarter of the 1988 levels. The Stockholm
Environment Institute believes this strategy may even be economically advantageous.

As a representative survey of the energy options for Europe, figure 2.3. shows the primary
energy supplies for the EU, EFTA and CEE in the year 2020, presented in the reference scenario of the IEA, the ecologically-driven WEC-C scenario of the World Energy Council and
the Fossil-Free Energy scenario (FFES) of the Stockholm Environmental Institute.
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The corresponding changes in CO2 emissions, compared to the 1988 level, are +38% in
the IEA-reference scenario, -30% in the WEC-C scenario and about -45% in the FFES.
In the FFES, the primary energy consumption per capita falls to about 120 GJ/a in 2010,
compared to 140 GJ/a in 1988. The primary energy consumption per capita of fossil fuels falls
from 103 GJ/a to around 79 GJ/a in the period between 1990 and 2010, and reaches 0 GJ by
the end of the next century. The contribution of renewables increases from 6.9 mrd GJ in
1988, to ca. 17.6 mrd GJ by 2010 and 60.0 mrd GJ by 2100 (when only renewable energy
sources are used). These figures must be interpreted with respect to the increasing efficiency
of electricity production from renewable sources. The FFES uses time-varying fossil (and biomass) fuel efficiencies to calculate the primary energy equivalent of electricity generated by
renewables and nuclear power stations (a flexible conversion table is used for these efficiencies, because they increase over the years due to improvements in technology). This efficiency
is assumed to improve from 33% in 1988 to 50% by 2030 and 55% by 2100. By 2100 the final energy use per capita would be approximately 48 GJ/yr, while the primary energy demand
would be in the range of 100 GJ/yr/cap.
Figure 2.3: Survey of scenario results for primary energy demand in Europe in the year 2020 (figures partly according to own extrapolations and estimations ).
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Whilst the major reductions in CO2 emissions by 2020 would be due to improved efficiency in terms of both supply and demand, and a shift to natural gas amongst the fossil fuels,
renewable energy sources will gradually become more dominant. In the long-term, the FFES
relies heavily on solar and wind energy, based on various technologies including the use of
hydrogen as a fuel and for energy storage. Biomass would also be used for electricity and fuel
production, and the land use requirements for these plantations depend on assumptions regarding productivity. The potential total productivity from biomass plantations was calculated
with regard to biodiversity, water scarcity and minimum competition with food production.
The assumed share by 2100, without excessive fertiliser use, would be about 5% of current
crop, pasture, forest and woodland area. Here (together with the use of waste, which we assume will be either avoided or recycled) the FFES scenario conflicts with the Sustainable Europe concept: we have only limited land available, and industrial fertilisers would no longer
be used in a system of 100% organic agriculture (which is well in line with the reduction
needs calculated in the chapter 2.2. on material flow). This is why we use the FFES data and
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assumptions with the exclusion of waste and biomass, for our calculations. We propose compensating for the energy supply from these sources (calculated in the FFES) by additional efficiency increases, as elaborated in the IPSEP study.

2.1.4. Principles of energy modelling
There are only a few scenarios for Europe which would lead to the reduction in CO2 emissions proposed by the IPCC. Furthermore, more detailed studies are necessary to be able to
come to more concrete conclusions and to take into account different political and economic
situations. For these reasons it is probably better, initially, to make case studies for individual
countries. To do this we need a model which enables us to illustrate the complexities of the
energy system and analyse the connections between the different, relevant sectors and technologies.
Existing energy models are mostly characterised by a relatively detailed examination of
supply and only a very rough estimation of demand. However, there is great potential for energy saving in the demand sectors, thus possibilities for reducing CO2 emissions. In order to
establish all these possibilities, we need to know the potential energy efficiency at each stage
of industrial processes, domestic use etc. Such energy models are called "bottom-up" models.
In this chapter we want to illustrate the principal methodology of bottom-up modelling.
Energy models can be differentiated according to macroeconomic top-down approaches
and more technology-oriented bottom-up approaches. While top-down models are useful for
the assessment of economic growth in different sectors, bottom-up models are better for an
analysis of the technological possibilities for energy saving, use of renewable sources etc. In
contrast, top-down models work with rough assumptions concerning the different sectors and
technologies.
The main aim of more recent models using the bottom-up approach is to determine, in detail, the possibilities for reducing energy demand and increasing energy efficiency in the supply sector. For this reason, the energy model is divided into the supply sector and four major
demand sectors:
-

supply sector
demand sector:
households
industry
commercial sector
transport

Ideally, the starting point for calculating energy use is to determine the demand for "energy services". This means, for example, the demand for dried clothes and not the amount of
electricity needed to dry these clothes. 29. Energy can be supplied by different technologies,
and to determine final energy use we need to consider demand together with available technologies and their market penetration. The requirement for primary energy sources for supply
can then be determined.
29

It also means the demand for steel in kilograms and not the monetary value of the steel industry. These examples also
illustrate the limitations of this approach e.g. the need for washing clothes etc. (besides individual and cultural values)
is dependent on the chemicals used in the production and processing of textiles - a difference that cannot be taken into
account. For the demand for steel, however, recommendations are given in the matter flow chapter, which have, so far,
not been taken into account for the calculation of future energy demand. In a further study on sustainability, these additional cross-links must be integrated.
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The advantage of this methodology is that we can compare, in detail, measures at the demand side (e.g. reducing energy demand with new technologies) with possibilities on the supply side. In this way, we can guarantee that only the measures with lower marginal costs are
chosen. Special measures can also be taken, on the basis of political decisions, without having
to take into consideration any costs if action is urgently needed e.g. technology to reduce sulphur emissions, because forests are dying.
In Germany there is a new study (Bach et al, 1994), which looks at the idea of "energy
services" and examines demand in detail. The energy model used in this study may be a good
example for other countries to follow. Of course, to combine national studies to give a consistent, overall picture of Europe, an equal or comparable approach is needed. We will give a
short introduction on the special features of this methodology, differentiating between sectors
of the demand- and supply side.
a) Industry
In the industrial sector the model differentiates between processes with a high and low energy
demand. For 23 energy intensive products the determination of the final demand for energy is
based on a prediction of the amount produced30, and a detailed examination of the process.
The amount produced depends on economic development which can be assessed by macroeconomic models, input-output-analyses or top-down models.
For the other production processes, detailed information concerning energy demand is not
available. The determination of final energy demand is therefore based on the prediction of
net productivity and specific energy demand (final energy demand per net production value).
The final energy demand for different industrial sectors can be determined from requirements for:
-

heating
warm water
process-heat (high, middle and low-temperature)
mechanical energy
lighting

b) Commercial sector
The commercial sector is very heterogeneous. In this study it is divided into 16 subsections
e.g. agriculture, schools, public health etc. and the final energy demand depends on specific
values calculated for each of these, e.g. the demand for heating in hospitals is determined as a
function of the energy demand per bed.
c) Households
Determining the final energy demand is based completely on the demand for "energy services"
e.g. electronic appliances, room and water heating. Demand depends on standard variables
such as population, and people’s lifestyles (e.g. their living area). It is possible to differentiate
between the size and the age of the houses in a number of ways e.g. to calculate the energy
needed to heat rooms.
d) Transport
The transport sector is divided into four subsections: roads, railways, air and shipping.

30

See previous footnote.
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First the model determines the demand for the transportation of people and commodities31.
The volume of transport depends on a large number of variables, such as industrial production
(economic growth) and urban planning, which affects the distance between work place and
home. Because of the number of variables which need to be taken into account, it may be help
to differentiate between types of commodities, reasons for transportation (work, leisure etc.),
and distances travelled (for an overview see the chapter 7. on transport).
e) Supply System
After calculating the final energy demand, the demand for primary energy sources e.g. coal,
oil, gas can be determined. With respect to sustainable development, the main sectors of the
supply system which need to be addressed are the refining, production and transportation of
different primary energy sources, electricity generation and district heating systems (including
cogeneration systems). Long-term strategies also need to take into account new technologies
such as hydrogen production and gasification of coal. The methodology can be simple or very
complex, but it is always necessary to combine the fuel mix used by different technologies to
produce energy, with the energy efficiency of the supply system and the final energy demand.
Finally, it is possible to estimate emissions from energy production by using specific factors
(e.g. CO2 emissions per GJ of coal).

2.1.5 Strategy elements for a sustainable Europe
In the previous chapter we illustrated the methodology of bottom-up-modelling. In this study
it is not our main task to describe an energy model or develop our own energy scenario, but to
present strategies which could be used to create a sustainable energy system. We will describe
a list of key elements for the development of a sustainable energy system, and measures for
their implementation.
One goal of sustainable development is an efficient energy system which has minimal associated risks. For this we have to take into account the whole energy system and then develop a strategy which could be realistically implemented. Starting points could be improving
energy efficiency whilst also considering the service the energy provides; increasing the number of decentralised cogeneration systems and technologies for energy production from renewables. There are also a number of other ways of achieving an efficient energy system with
minimal risks. These are sometimes only technical, but there are also some economic
measures which can help. We will give a brief list of possible measures for different sectors.
Measures at the demand side:
-

Increasing energy efficiency to a greater level than in the "business as usual" scenario, by
introducing the best technologies available and further technological improvements.
Decreasing the growth rate of the demand for "energy services" as a result of saturation
(sooner in the highly industrialised European countries, and later in other countries).

In particular, there is an immediate necessity for the development and availability of highly efficient cars. Furthermore it is essential to change the relative share of different modes of
transport (modal split) and use more public transport systems and reduce the volume of traffic. There are also other possibilities (see Table 2.10. and the chapter 7. on transport).
31

For the sustainable Europe model, additional cross-links like limits due to restrictions in matter use, limited land use
available etc. must be taken into account.
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-

Continuation of inter- and intrastructural changes in industry. Reducing the production of
energy intensive products (by dematerialisation and recycling).
Substitution of coal by gas, and using district heating to reduce CO2 emissions

Table 2.13: CO2-reduction potential in the Transport sector corresponding to a reference scenario by 2005 (at the example of Germany)
CO2-reduction potential, Mio t.
technical development
29
avoidance
9
shifting
10
reduction of energy supply
41
policy for commodity transport in Europe
4
leisure behaviour
17
total
110
remaining CO2 emissions
160
- 41,0 %
reduction compared to reference trend
- 8,0 %
reduction compared to 1988
CO2 emissions: 1988: 175 Mio. t; reference 2005: 271 Mio.
Source: Enquête (1994)

To implement efficient energy systems we have to overcome a great number of barriers.
For example, people are unlikely to purchase new, efficient electronic appliances which are
more expensive, such as energy-efficient refrigerators, if the additional cost is met by energy
savings over more than one or two years. Therefore people need to be better informed, and it
is particularly important to create new economic methods for financing new technologies in
industry and commerce (e.g. Contracting, see box 2.1). Least-cost planning (see box 2.2)
should also be implemented for the entire energy sector.
Box 2.1: Contracting / third party financing
One promising measure is called "contracting": a company invests in energy-efficient end-use
technology (e.g. for lighting, heating, ventilation, cooling) for industrial, commercial, or public buildings. The investor earns a return through a rate paid by the user of the technologies;
the rate is equal to or a little lower than the energy costs that have been saved through use of
the new technology. After the investment has been paid back, the user becomes the owner of
the installed technology, without having made any investment, but having enjoyed lower energy costs for several years. Thus, contracting is a good way of overcoming an unwillingness,
or inability, to invest in energy conservation. The market for contracting/third party financing
companies is therefore not energy, but efficient energy services; that is why such companies
are also referred to as "Energy Service Companies" (ESCos).
Measures at the supply side:
-

Increasing the proportion of cogeneration systems producing district heat and steam for
industrial processes.
Increasing the proportion of electricity and heat generated from renewable sources, taking
into consideration the energetic and material "rucksack" (see Table 2.11.). Different options should be introduced according to costs. It may be important to consider areas which
are no longer used for food production, and which could be used to produce biomass (see
chapter 3.2. on land use).
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-

Reducing the use of coal because this has the greatest specific CO2-emission of all sources
of primary energy.
New and more efficient technologies in the supply system, such as combined gas- and
steam-turbine power stations for electricity generation and district heating (fuel cells, gasification of coal, etc.).
Phasing-out nuclear power: a technology associated with high risks.

Box 2.2: Least-cost planning/integrated resource planning: principle and implementation
One of the most important energy policies is called Least-Cost Planning (LCP) or Integrated
Resource Planning (IRP). The principle of Least-Cost Planning is that if it is cheaper for society to conserve energy through the use of efficient technologies, rather than build new
power plants and transmission lines, the electric utility should - by means of providing information, financial incentives or contracting services - encourage its customers to save that
energy. But there also has to be an incentive for the utility to do this as the sale of kilowatthours will be lower. Therefore regulations should allow the utility to recover its costs (and
losses due to lower kWh sales) through an appropriate price increase. If conservation is
cheaper than new energy generation, even if prices rise due to LCP, average customer bills
will be lower. The LCP principle is also applicable to the natural gas industry.
DG XVII has prepared a draft EU directive on LCP/IRP, which aims to promote its introduction in member states, whilst leaving them free to choose how they introduce it.
For developing and introducing new, highly efficient technologies, and in particular to increase the proportion of cogeneration systems and renewable energy technologies, economic
and political support for these needs to improve. Furthermore there needs to be more information about these options.
General economic recommendations
- An ecological tax reform and/or tradable emission permits with compensation: i.e. gradually increasing energy costs compensated by lowering the cost of labour to the employer,
without a fall in salaries.
- Internalisation of external costs. For details of both approaches see part B and C of this
study.

Table 2.14: Requirement of material, primary energy consumption and specific land use for
different renewable energy systems in comparison to a coal based power station
Material consumption (kg/gwhel)
Steel
Non iron metals
Cement
Plastic
Glass and quartz

Wind Energy (1)

Photovoltaic

Hydro-power

Coal (2)

1940 - 4470
60 - 90
710 - 1630
250 - 370
0
44 - 142

10600 - 13600
1510 - 1940
4310 - 5540
90 - 120
18120 - 23300
650 - 840

1300
0
2000
0
0
13 - 33

1200 - 2550
15
360 - 520
8
0
173 - 185

?

30 - 60

Primary
energy
demand
(mwh(/gwh)
1300 - 1700
0 - 47000
Land use (m2/(gwh/a)
1 with an average wind velocity of 5,5m/s
2 including transportation and convertation processes before electricity generation
Source: Stelzer and Wiese (1994)
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2.2

Non-renewable raw materials

Summary
This chapter explains why material flow has to be taken into account when calculating the
environmental space. Furthermore it provides a pragmatic approach for defining the environmental space for some important materials as indicators of general economic trends. Data
were also selected with regard to their availability. An estimated 80-90% reduction in the use
of raw materials (excluding those used for energy production) is necessary.
Primary materials consist of raw materials as well as masses that are moved to get use of
the raw materials but are not further used for processing (like overburden in mining). We call
the latter "ecological rucksacks" of the raw materials. This term in general refers to the sum of
primary materials that are moved by man in order to produce a certain product minus the mass
of the product itself.
Primary materials comprise abiotic and biotic raw materials, the masses of soil and rock
that are moved to get use of them, and the input of water and air. Abiotic raw materials are
fossil energy carriers and minerals for non-energetic purposes.
Figure 2.4: Translocated masses that are not used further represent the "ecological rucksacks" of the raw materials produced.

Data refer to 1990 and the FR Germany territory prior to 1989 (Bringezu 1993b).

While the necessity and possibilities to reduce the input of energy carriers is discussed in
the section above, this chapter refers to the use of minerals for non-energetic purposes. Consequently, this chapter presents only a limited view on a full scale material flow analysis, considering on non-renewable non-energy materials. Since we follow the quantitative analysis as
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proposed by the MIPS concept, we concentrate on quantitative material flows instead of analysing qualitative characteristics like toxicity on cancerogeneous effects.
A systematic dematerialisation of production and consumption however will not be possible without substituting different materials by others, e.g. by "eco-design" (see chapter 17).
For each such substitution process, it should be clear that in the choice of the new materials to
be used the current knowledge on toxicity characteristics must be taken into account in order
to make sure that the dematerialisation is accompanied by a systematic detoxification of production. Substitution however cannot be an end in itself, it is an opportunity triggered by the
dematerialisation process (and probably more efficiently so than any detoxification strategy
without such triggering would be able to achieve).
In effect, less input of raw materials into the world economies will result in correspondingly reduced waste streams. This approach of reducing the input will probably lead to a more
systematic reduction of waste than current political approaches.

2.2.1

Assumptions

1. For most non-renewable raw materials limits to use are currently not defined by limited
resources, but by limited sink capacities. It is the environmental impact of the flow (from
the environment into the anthroposphere, followed by pollution of the environment) which
is the current problem. The use of primary raw materials must be diminished to reduce
pollution.
2. First estimates indicate that the total throughput of raw materials of the world economy
has to be cut by about half in order to reach a sustainable levels of use (Sources see chapter 2).
3. According to the "equity principle", the limited amount of non-renewable raw materials
must be distributed equally on a global scale. The resulting reductions in Europe are not
significantly influenced by the assumption of a global reduction of 40 or 60% instead of
50%. Thus we continue to use a 50% reduction target as a first plausible estimate.
4. Because we are working with the assumption of a "frozen situation", we assume the reduction in the material flow will be equally distributed amongst all raw materials.
5. In the long run, resource availability will become a problem. As a first step, the increase in
resource productivity advocated by dematerialisation (i.e. producing new products which
require less material input and reducing the size of the rucksack) would mean we could
use existing reserves longer, but inevitably non-renewables will be exhausted one by one.
Cement and gravel may be amongst the first raw materials amongst those not used for energy production to be exhausted. The complete exhaustion of aluminium resources will
take several centuries. In any case it will be necessary to create renewable substitutes. One
unit non-renewable consumed must then pay for the creation of an equivalent unit of a renewable substitute. However, the current high level of consumption cannot be achieved
even on a renewable basis.
6. Reduction of material flow will not be implemented easily and quickly, but implies a process of structural change which may take some decades. First results will not be seen until
we have passed the stages of rethinking, planning, constructing and using new equipment.
Therefore we assume all targets for dematerialisation to be reached between 2030 and
2050. By 2010 25% of the total reduction should be reached. This assumption is highly arbitrary, but a first step has to be defined, and a quarter seems to be justifiable as well as
achievable.
7. Non-renewable raw materials chosen as indicators for our national economies include:
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- steel. A significant structural change of industry would affect steel consumption. The
calculation of raw material consumption for steel production cannot be derived from
steel statistics, but has to be based on the production of pig iron. While the use of steel
is increasingly substituted by the use of aluminium, both metals represent important
compounds for constructing technological infrastructure.
- aluminium. Its environmental space is calculated in terms of apparent national consumption. The use of aluminium is not bad in itself, but it is the input of primary material (from bauxite) that is associated with impacts by mining, additional processing and
finally waste. Similar considerations hold true for the other metals.
- chlorine production. The production of chlorine, one of the basic substances of the
chemical industry, has steadily increased during the past twenty years (Jaenicke et al,
1992), but is declining since the early 1990s. (Jaenicke 1994) It is mainly produced
from sodium chloride (rock salt or marine salt) and less often from potassium chloride.
However, chlorine can also be produced from secondary resources, e.g. by electrolysis
of hydrochloric acid (Nolte and Joas, 1991). Chlorine is an important indicator to show
the high dependency of the chemical industry on a few mainly non-renewable raw materials. The description given so far thus refers more to this point and not to he ecotoxic hazards that may be associated with chlorinated compounds.
- About two-thirds of all industrial chemicals are produced in processes which use chlorine as an activator, or as part of the end product. Structural change in the chemical industry should lead to a reduction in chlorine consumption.
- cement production. Cement is one of the most important bulk materials, and represents
nearly one-third of the global production of non-energetic materials. Cement is usually
made from primary minerals (lime). It can be supplemented by secondary minerals e.g.
blast furnace slag, but currently only a minor proportion is made of such materials. It
may be assumed that for technological reasons other additives to concrete will be substituted more easily by secondary materials (e.g. sand and gravel by construction waste)
than cement itself. A change would indicate changed activities in the construction business, which in return is reflecting a certain level of economic activities, since construction works are done for all sectors of industry, business and households.
- Furthermore, figures are given for two environmentally important metals: lead (Pb) and
copper (Cu), and for three different fertilisers as indicators of agricultural development.
The apparent consumption of primary copper is important because the ecological rucksack of copper concentrates and ores is tremendous.
- The use of mineral fertilisers can be used to indicate not only pressure on mineral reserves, but also the direct burden on nature. As with chlorine, the production of nitrogen (N) based fertilisers derives predominantly from primary sources, mainly from
chemical reduction of atmospheric nitrogen. Phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) fertilisers are mainly produced from mineral deposits. Material flow considerations lead to a
reduction necessity of 80 to 92% for these fertilisers. This together with the pollution of
fertiliser leaching from agriculture into rivers and seas (limnic and marine ecosystems)
supports the assumption we have made by definition in order to protect biodiversity:
100% organic agriculture, i.e. a phase out of the use of fertilisers by the year 2010 has
been defined as the most appropriate mechanism to protect species abundance as well
as genetic diversity (and similarly for forests, see chapter 3). So reduction rates given
here are based on material flows and assume a need for minimum reductions. In our
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Sustainable Europe scenario we go beyond this minimum and prescribe a complete
phase-out32.
Box 2.3: Organic agriculture

Why organic agriculture?
Agriculture is responsible for 15 % of the climatic change caused by man. Farm animals, both
directly and indirectly through stored liquid manure, produce methane gas. Excess application of nitrogen- rich fertilisers results in dinitrogen oxide (N2O) and ammonia (NH4) pollution. Energy-intensive methods of modern agriculture contribute to CO2 production. The
main reason for the growing environmental impact of agriculture is the use of intensive
methods and the specialisation and concentration in certain agricultural production sectors.
Meat consumption and animal farming have been steadily on the increase, and animal and
plant production have been separated. The use of dung has been replaced by the use of liquid
manure, which causes significantly higher emissions. Surpluses of liquid manure are
dumped on fields, whilst in crop production excessive amounts of mineral fertilisers and
pesticides are used.
The consumer must realise that although he is buying what he thinks to be 'cheap’ food, he is
paying the real price in health problems, higher water purification costs and environmental
damage.
It is therefore definitely not sufficient to implement organic agriculture incidentally, but it
must be introduced all over the place, in the entire agricultural sector. This measure could
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by half or even more.
Furthermore, when taking into account the external costs mentioned, additional costs to the
consumer would be nil.
Source: Bernhard Burdick, Frankfurter Rundschau (1994)

2.2.2

Results

In order to indicate industrial use of primary materials, and in particular to monitor the input
of primary materials from nature to the economy, the above mentioned materials were selected. The main aim is not to substitute these materials for others with an unknown or
similar material intensity, but to reduce the overall input of primary materials as a directionally safe merasure for environmental disruption potentials. Any other strategy
would most probably only cause a shift of the environmental impact to other compartments of
the environment. As the material analysed here represent the vast majority of all material
flows of European national economies, with all necessary precaution even without a detailed
trend analysis (and at least to a limited extent) the selected materials may serve as indicators
of the overall industrial trend. The production of cement, or apparent consumption of: pig
iron, aluminium, and chlorine are given in detail for the reference year 1990. Pig iron for steel
production relates nearly totally to primary inputs. The inputs of secondary materials for the
production of cement and chlorine are assumed to be negligible on the basis of current technology.
The summarising Table 2.16 compares the actual use of the selected materials within the
EU with the global environmental space. The desirable reduction is between 80% and 92%,
32

In practice however, a limited use especially of K2O fertilisers is permitted even in organic agriculture, whereas nitrogen and phosphate fertilisers will have to be phased out completely.
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i.e. by a factor five to ten. They reductions are independent of technological or social feasibility. They represent the reduction necessary towards achieving sustainable development.
Furthermore, since the calculations are based on the estimated impact of the use of resources, the limits set are not linked to limits in resource availability. Although reducing the
use of non-renewables as proposed will definitely contribute to a much prolonged life span for
existing resources, abundance in one resource does not justify increased use unless the use of
other resources is decreased correspondingly (calculated including the rucksacks).
Table 2.15: Production of selected materials in the EU
Pig iron producPrimary AlumiCountry
tion
nium
(in 1000 tons)
Belgium and Luxembourg
Denmark
France
FR Germany1
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
United-Kingdom
EU12
World

12,061
13,320
28,875
11,634
4,960
380
5,733
12,218
89,181
521,530

318
24
721
1,295
111
6
65 2
1 07
49
288
45 4
4,024
17,878

Chlorine production

Cement Production

452

7,560
1,656
26,497
30,456
13,499
1,600
40,788
3,729
6,000
28,092
14,736
175,058
1,152,493

1,340
3,254
1,043
75
607
940
7,711
46,268

(1) refers to territory before 1989. (Source: United Nations, 1992)
Aluminium is given as apparent consumption
Production of cement by the EU12 in 1990: The amount of secondary inputs is assumed to be negligible.
The consumption of pig iron for steel production in the EU12 in 1990. Pig iron is generally made from primary sources.
The data represent total masses. Dashes indicate that data are not available.
The production of chlorine in 1990: The total production of the EU12 refers to the sum of the known national production.
The chlorine production of Germany according to UN statistics differs from the German statistics. The difference cannot be
explained. For compatibility, the UN statistic is used.

Table 2.16: Environmental space and reduction needs.
Material
recorded use
EU12 use in 1990
(primary based)
(kg/capita)
production
536
Cement
Pig Iron
Aluminium
Chlorine
Copper
Lead
N-fertiliser
P2O5-fertiliser
K2O-fertiliser

production for steel
making
apparent consumption.
production

273

apparent consumption.
apparent consumption.
apparent consumption.
apparent consumption.
apparent consumption.

6.4

12
23

2.3
29
13
14

environmental
space (kg/capita)
80
64 - 96
36
29 - 43
1.2
0.96 - 1.44
3.2
2.6 - 3 .8
0.75
0.6 - 0 .9
0.39
0.31 - 0.45
5.5
4.4 - 6 .6
2.6
2.1 - 3 .1
1.9
1.5 - 2 .3

Desirable proportion of reduction
85%
82% - 8 8%
87%
84% - 8 9%
90%
88% - 9 2%
86%
83% - 8 9%
88%
86% - 9 1%
83%
79% - 8 6%
81%
77% - 8 5%
80%
76% - 8 4%
92%
89% - 9 4%

Sources: Tolba et al. 1990, Metallgesellschaft 1991, UN-FAO 1993. The Table shows figures for the mean production and apparent consumption of the selected materials in EU12 in 1990. Comparing these figures with the global environmental space allows us to calculate the
proportional, desirable reduction. The global environmental space in 2010 is assumed to be half that of 1990.
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In addition, in the table the environmental space and the resulting proportional reduction is
given if the global reduction of the key substances (cement, pig iron, aluminium and chlorine)
was equal to 40 or 60% instead of 50%. As the table illustrates, this modifies the required
reduction rates from 80 - 92% to 76 - 89% in the lower case and to 84 - 95% in the upper one.
Since these differences, although not negelectable in the long run, are quite insignificant for
the formulation of dematerialisation strategies today. Therefore we will continue with the
rough but directionally reliable estimate of cutting global ressource exztraction by half and in
the industrialised countries by 90%, being well aware of the variations between different materials, their exchangebility and the incertainties included in the quantified figure itself.
The reduction need is not caused by the (little) material really sold as a product, but mainly by its rucksack. This is why we have to refer to the specific rucksack of the different materials when we intend to illustrate the fact that our study is covering in the one or the other way
most materials environmentally relevant in terms of material flow (some are referred to in
terms of tons moved, others in their capacity as energy carriers).
Fig. 2.3: Imports of abiotic raw materials to FRG and their "ecological rucksacks".

Abiotic Raw-Materials: Imports plus "Rucksacks"
Absolute Import

Rucksack

In Million tons (FRG in 1989)

Abiotic Raw Materials
Crude Oil
Iron Ores
Natural Gas
Stone, Sand and Gravel
Hard Coal
Bauxite
Lignite
Phosphate, raw
Copper Ores
Zinc Ores
Manganese Ores
Ilmenite
Salts
Chromium Ores
Lead Ores
Pyrite
Silver
Uranium Ore
Gold
Platin
0

100

200

300

400
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800

900

Source: Bringezu et al. (1994)
These represent those masses of soil and rock that had been moved by mining and first processing (overburden, extraction and beneficiation waste) in countries of origin (without water
and air).

2.2.3

Background

The world economy as a whole can be addressed as anthroposphere (Baccini and Brunner
1991). This system needs certain inputs of materials like minerals, energy carriers, water, air
and biomass to sustain mankind and to produce infrastructure and products for all those ser-
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vices which we demand for our material welfare. For this purpose also huge masses of material are translocated, which are not used for further processing, like overburden in mining. Economic systems also produce certain outputs of materials to the environment, e.g. waste deposits, waste water, emissions to the air as well as dissipative losses of products like fertilisers.
The input rate determines the increase of materials stocked within the anthroposphere and
the output rate to the environment. Thus, as long as the input rate exceeds the output rate, a
reduction of all wastes and emissions can only be successful, if the total inputs of primary
materials are reduced. Whereas traditional environmental policy was mainly to be applied on
the output side (emissions, waste, sewage, ...) and in some more recent fields of politics within the anthroposphere (chemical policy etc.) we propose to concentrate on the input side in
order to be able to achieve effects throughout the anthoposphere and on the output side.
A system of material flow accounts should be implemented to monitor:
- total material input and output
- the quantity of material flows connected with imports and exports
- total material consumption p.c.
The quantity of the total material input and output
The main limitation for our calculations results from the fact that the production (which for
instance is statistically recorded in the case of chlorine) does not tell very much about the final
consumption, because imports and exports may change the picture. Therefore, as far as possible the actual consumption should be considered. However, on the basis of available statistics
about Europe this aim can only be approximated. In the case of the selected base materials the
apparent consumption can be calculated, i.e. the sum of the national production plus imports
minus exports (adjusted for changes in storage volumes). However, the apparent consumption
of industrial base products primarily indicates the consumption for production purposes, because e.g. steel sheets are used by industry but not by private households. The actual consumption for production and final consumption will remain unknown, as long as the amount
of imports and exports of semi-products and consumer products are not considered. For example, if any household buys a lamp with an aluminium frame that was imported from outside
the studied territory, this consumption will not be registered here. ("grey imports")
This implication is severe, because a reduction of the use of base materials by industry
may be accompanied by a shift to the import of processed products. As long as these products
are primary based the global environmental burden would not be reduced. Thus, one has to be
careful with the interpretation of the results to be expected in order to do not provoke shifts of
environmental burden from one region to another. These problems can only be avoided by the
establishing of a comprehensive system of national material flow accounts .
The use of secondary materials itself does not harm the environment (with the exception
of the primary input needed for the recycling process). Thus, only the input of primary materials should be counted.
It seems important to note, that only those material inputs should be considered that cross
the "system boundary" between nature and economy, i.e. only primary raw materials and
translocated masses that are no used further (e.g. overburden) should be calculated33. For this
purpose, an overall review of the material throughput of an economy seems necessary.
33

A comprehensive system of material flow accounts should consider also those material movements with at least partially irreversible effects that are caused by the use of renewables. E.g. erosion (which had been included in tab. 2.20 as a
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Table 2.19: Overview of intraregional material inputs and outputs of the economy of the FRG from and to the
environment
INPU T
1987 / 89
in billion t

Change
from 1980
to 1989

OUTPUT
1987 / 89
in billion t

Raw Materials
• abiotic
• biotic

1.0
0.8
0.2

Waste

0.1

Dissipative Use of Products

0.6

Soil and Rock
• Overburden
• Excavation
• Erosion

1.3
1.1
0.2
0.1

Soil and Rock
• Overburden
• Excavation
• Erosion

1.3
1.1
0.2
0.1

Water
• used
• unused

61
45
16

Water
• used
• unused

58
42
16

Air

0.6

Emissions to Air

0.7

Total INPUT
without Water and Air

64
2.3

Total OUTPUT
without Water and Air

61
2.2

Change
from 1980
to 1989

Source: Bringezu and Schütz (1994). Losses of water due to evaporation that are not yet statistically recorded are not accounted in this table. Unused water: e.g. pump-water from mining, polluted rainwater (air and surface). Arrows heading
downward indicate a smaller amount of throughput and thus the right direction towards sustainability.

Monitoring of the flow of materials is expected to be an important means in order to manage structural change of production. Experiences in the former USSR where a comprehensive
monitoring system had been used for planning purposes show that it were exactly those industries and branches with a high material throughput which collapsed first when the market
economy was introduced. The publication of material balances may offer the opportunity for a
public dispute on the use of the concerned materials. In the FRG, for example, such a discussion about PCB had lead to a voluntary reduction and final stop of its use in production just
before it was legally prohibited. Also, the production of aluminium, chlorine and pesticides
has been reduced by up to 25% during the last 5 years34.
The quantity of material flows associated with imports and exports.
This should be done by considering the "ecological rucksacks" of imports and exports, i.e.
those material flows that were induced "from cradle to border" (Fig. 2.5.). First results indicate that in the case of Germany e.g. more than half of the material flows induced by the
economy year by year are moved within foreign countries. Thus, also the corresponding environmental impact has been shifted abroad (Bringezu et al. 1994).

34

stand-in) is caused by agricultural cultivation of soil, and the movement of the latter may be used to indicate the "rucksack" of biotic inputs analogous to the movement of overburden by mining abiotic resources. Only on the basis of such
kind of information can the use of non-renewables be minimized and the use of renewables be optimized.
Jaenicke (1994a)
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The total material consumption (TMC) per capita
This indicator considers those material flows that are caused within the environment of the
region under examination as well as those that are caused within other countries (by imports
and exports). Taking intraregional material inputs as well as the inputs associated with imports and exports into account, in 1989 TMC of the west German economy was at least 72 t
per capita (only materials other than water and air).
In the FRG the amount of the intraregional production of raw materials is about the same
order of magnitude like the rucksack of soil and rock movement35. Whereas the total amount
of imports to the FRG is only about one third of the intraregional production of raw materials,
the amount of the total material input by imports is about the same order of magnitude than
the intraregional induced material movement. Thus, under the assumption that there is no difference in the overall rucksack of products consumed within FRG and those products that are
exported, a considerable proportion of the environmental impact potential associated with
material flows is caused in foreign countries.
Fig. 2.5: Intraregional Material Input (MI)
Rucksack

Absolute Amount

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

MI
MI-Import
MI-Export
Total Material
Intraregional
Consumption
Total Material Consumption results from MI-Intraregional plus MI-Import minus MI-Export. Data
represent all materials other than water and air (from: Bringezu et al. 1994).

Measures and strategies for dematerialisation
Measures for reducing the input of primary resources are manifold (Schmidt-Bleek 1994).
Four main strategies can be pursued (Bringezu 1994b):
1. The demand for materials (whether primary or not) is generally reduced.
a. This can be the result of an increasing efficiency, i.e. that the services to be provided are
supplied by less "hard ware". Improving the ecological design of products would for
example involve the extension of the durability of products (Tischner and Schmidt- Bleek
1993).
35

Erosion in these cases is calculated as a measure for the ecological rucksack of biotic raw materials. If the total movement of soil is considered that is induced by agricultural techniques the rucksack would account for much higher values.
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b. Consumers could increasingly ask themselves whether they really need certain products. In many cases less consumption of products and even services may be sufficient.
(Sachs 1993).
c. Most important is the orientation of producers as well as consumers towards the services that ultimately shall be supplied or are demanded, resp. (Hinterberger et al.
1994). For instance, if television players are rented instead of sold, the producers would
have an interest in the increased durability of the hard ware. And consumers might have
the opportunity to be no longer responsible for repair and waste management of the product rented.
2. The recycling and reuse of all products can be improved.
3. The use of gratis inputs like solar energy can be increased.
4. The price of primary resources for industry or the final consumption of primary based
products could be raised (by charges, taxes, refunding of subsidies etc.).
Eco-restructuring and dematerialisation however will need a strong involvement of authorities and individuals as well; deliberate action towards sustainability is urgently needed.
Some examples of possible and at least partly necessary action are presented in the following
tables:
Table 2.17: Environmental impact intensity of various leisure time activities
high Material Input

low Material Input

-

-

thinking, singing, laughing, praying, loving

-

visiting museums, concerts
reading books from the public library
communicating by vision

-

watching television (1),
interactive electronic entertainment
swimming in natural waters
hiking
bicycling, roller-skating on streets
and trails
surfing and sailing with
rented equipment
playing cards, instruments, and games
painting
gardening with non mechanised tools
repairing things

-

utilising motorised vehicles of all kinds, in particular planes
excessive hygiene
staying at hotels and at rarely used second homes
excessive noise, with and without electronic
means
many sports with own equipment

-

collecting souvenirs

-

-

Source: Factor 10 Club (1994), modified
(1) the production of shows, however, can be extremely resource consumptive

Eco-restructuring begins on the market or it does not happen at all. For it to proceed, however, an internationally accepted measure for the environmental impact potential of all economic outputs is mandatory. Such a measure is our indicator system, using the Material Input
per Service Unit MIPS for the material flow dimension of environmental impact.
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MIPS: An indicator for measuring material flow related aspects of sustainable development
Often services like transport, washing or communication could be fulfilled by similar "service
delivery machines" having different environmental impacts, but so far, it is almost impossible
to compare the environmental impacts due to a significant lack in harmonisation of life cycle
analysis methodology. Therefore, a measure for the environmental impact, using identical and
generally applicable system boundaries, assumptions and calculations seems highly desirable.
The advantage of the MIPS-concept is that it allows such a cost-efficient and quick analysis.
How MIPS is calculated ? The Material Input...
In every stage of the product life cycle the amount of primary material (for the definition see
the introduction of this chapter)used for auxiliary materials, secondary materials, waste management, investment goods, packaging, transport36, energy etc. is added. The sum gives us the
"ecological rucksack" of the material concerned. The "ecological rucksacks" of intermediate
products are to be added up to be the "ecological rucksack" of further processed intermediate
products, e.g. a car steel sheet. On this stage other "ecological rucksacks" of plastics, glasses,
aluminium products etc. come in; their addition gives the final "ecological rucksack" of the
end product, in our example a car. So the weight of a car’s "ecological rucksack" is an indicator for its environmental impact, as far as material in the life cycle is concerned37. (SchmidtBleek 1993a, 1994)
Waste flows per se are not accounted in this approach, since they are outputs, not inputs,
and involving them would therefore result in double-counting. (Schmidt-Bleek, 1994, Liedtke
et al. 1993) As for material streams of secondary materials, only the natural materials used for
the secondary processing are counted. If the MI of the secondary processing system will be
higher than the MI of the primary production system recycling cannot be supported from a
material flow point of view.
... per Service Unit
"Services", as the second component of MIPS, is what a product (or infrastructure) is offering
in order to satisfy human needs and wants. In this concept the product is conceived as a "service machine" (Hinterberger et al 1994). The MI of a product can be related to the number of
utilisations or services "provided": longevity, sharing, re-usability etc. are positive in terms of
reducing the environmental impact without reducing the user’s standard of living (or utility, in
economic terms). The number of uses reduces the MI per service units: a high number of services delivered results in an exponential reduction of MI, due to a "dilution" of MI with the
increasing number of service units produced. When it is necessary to maintain or repair the
used product the MI increase by the amount of kg or tons of natural material that is being
used. The inverse of material intensity (1/MIPS) gives us the resource productivity .

36
37

As current research shows, particularly in the case of secondary raw materials the effect of transport can become decisive.
MI counts all masses set into motion, regardless of the distance of transport. The transport distance however, is reflected in the MIPS concept nonetheless since the infrastructure used and the fuel consumed are calculated to reflect the
meterial impact a certain transport had. As mentioned, transport can even become the decisive factor, in particular in
the case of secondary raw materials. Furthermore, as increasing transport distances are one of the dominating environmental problems of our industrialised societies, this aspect has to be taken into account separately as well. In this study
we pay special attention to this issue in chapter 7 and 8.
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However, if we want to compare like services of un-like products, such as using different
means of transport for travelling a certain distance, it is crucial to define the service unit precisely.
Table 2.18: Policy options

Public and private actions in support of reaching a dematerialised economy
In order to follow through with the changes outlined above, governments, industry, social institutions, citizens and NGOs will need to address the following issues, inter alia:
- articulate a fundamentally new vision of development policy, especially with respect to
technology transfer
- reform the educational systems by integrating the resource preserving concepts at all levels
- develop a new culture of learning that derives its concepts from an integrative, synthetic
model as opposed to conventional reductionist approaches
- reassess the centrality of material, energy and land consumption in our cultures
- reverse/reorient the incentive structures which presently discourage ecologically sensible
behaviour
- discourage public and private ostentatiousness, manifested in material consumption
- re-direct the fiscal system to increase the scarcity of natural physical resources (e.g. resource based taxes, ,,pollution rights" (certificates), permit systems for collecting
/hunting/fishing as well as use of recreational facilities)
- abolish, shift or reverse subsidies
- reissue codes and standards according to ecological guidelines
- agree upon simple measures for assessing the ecological impact intensity for processes,
infrastructures, systems, products and services (such as MIPS)
- develop measures for real wealth
- introduce internationally harmonised labelling and certification systems for processes,
products, and services
- support the diffusion of know-how by issuing compendia of innovations and technological
solutions that are pointing toward the goals outlined in this document
- encourage the trends in product design and service delivery toward more eco-efficient solutions (roles in future markets)
- redress current attitudes toward risk-aversion in politics, industry and in individuals
- establish islands of sustainability that are both harbingers of future developments and
models of what is possible
- encourage research and development both in areas of sustainable technology and social
change and adaptation
Above all, the international efforts to peacefully stabilise and decrease global population
should continue to be strengthened.
Box 2.3: Dematerialisation; Source: Factor 10 Club (1994)
One example for counting MI: steel and cement
All primary materials (without water and air) that are used in the iron ore extraction and in the
production of pig iron and steel were added in the calculation, and furthermore the primary
materials used in scrap recycling. The transportation intensity of primary production and recycling however has not been taken into account. Therefore the data given here have to be re-
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garded as a first estimate of the material intensity of the production processes. Nonetheless the
example might be illustrative to interested readers38.
As compared to steel, the material intensity of cement is relatively low. Both, steel and
cement production, show a drastically lower MI when using secondary material. Before we
can draw any conclusions from this fact however, we have to precisely define the specific service we are going to talk about. (Merten et al. 1994)
A direct comparison of product MIs is particularly helpful in the case of functionally equivalent products, which differ in their consistence. To make this comparison however, a careful
definition of the service to be achieved is of utmost importance.
Figure 2.6: Comparison of transmission pylons-MI

Comparison of

T ransmission Pylons

M a t e r ia l in p u t ( i n c l u s i v e e n e r g y ) f o r p r o d u c t i o n o f t r a n sm i s s i o n p y l o n s
( p r im a r y m a te r ia l s e x c e p t w a t e r a n d a i r )
1 1 0 k V – p re s t r e s s e d c o n c r e t e p o l e
primary
materials

with
secondary
materials

1 10 k V – ste e l p y lon

88,6 t

33,8 t

31,6 t

1 1,0 t

primary
materials

with
secondary
materials

The production of a prestressed concrete
pole consumes
3 times
more primary
materials (inclusive ener
gy) compared to
the production of a steel pylon.

Source: T. Merten, Wuppertal Institute

At least in principle (with some difficulties in exactly defining the services), this way of
calculation could be easily transferred to the building sector: thus MI-estimates of houses or
bridges could be realised following the same line of thought.
In summary, the indicator MIPS enables us to give a rough estimate of the environmental
impact the material flows a product and its substituents are causing, thus making them comparable concerning this important source of environmental impact. As an ecological management tool it can contribute to directing the restructuring of our industrial production systems
towards sustainable development.

38

For readers interested in a more detailed methodological description, a handbook has been prepared: Schmidt-Bleek et
al. (1996)
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As an example for a product-specific MI-calculation (from the cradle to the product; as of
yet, the use phase was not calculated) we present here the case of transmission pylons: a 110
kV-prestressed concrete pole and a 110 kV-steel pylon will be compared. This is the service
we are analysing: carrying a 110 kV electric cable in the air. Both transmission pylons fulfil
the same service and are real products. Figure 2.8. shows the different MI (without water and
air) of both products: first for the case of production from virgin materials, and secondly taking into account the technical maximum of recycling material use possible today. Obviously,
there is a factor eight difference between the best and the worst solution in terms of material
flows, and in both cases the prestressed concrete pole needs about three times as much material input than the steel product. Note furthermore the significant effect of recycling, reducing
the material input (defined as extraction from the environment, incl. overburden etc.) by about
two thirds (62% resp. 65% for the concrete and the steel product).
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3. Land-based Continental Resources: Soil and Wood
In this chapter we analyse land use patterns. Competing claims for land are discussed and
compromises proposed to attain sustainable land use in Europe.
The geographical definition of the continent Europe is based on its size. If we look at Europe in economic terms we see that international trade of agricultural and forestry products is
based on renting ground from and to other continents. The "economic size" of Europe therefore differs from its geographical size. According to developments in trade this "economic
size" is highly variable.
Taking into account the underlying equity principle of the environmental space concept, as
well as the definition of sustainability given by the „Brundtland Commission“ (39) and the
UNCED, it seems justified to demand that Europeans should live within their environmental
space. This means that import and export of land should be balanced. There should be no
long-term claim for land use on other continents.
This assumption is not only well in line with the plea of development experts working in
the Third World who support self sufficiency as a basis for food security for these countries
and the EU Commission (40), it is as well supported by Southern experts (41). They claim that
conflicts over land ownership between individuals, tribes, peoples and states have been causing more displaced persons than wars and ethnic conflicts, at least in north-subsaharian Africa. Furthermore, these conflicts about land ownership are heavily dependent on export opportunities to Europe, the main source of hard currency for the national elites (besides development aid). Consequently, ending „land imports“ is considered a necessary, although not sufficient precondition for peace in Northern Africa. This, however, does not mean to bring an end
to trade in agricultural commodities, it is a mere request for balanced external trade in terms
of land use. Change would not be implemented by undemocratic measures, but would be
stimulated by economic instruments.
Another major assumption in this chapter is that 10% of land currently used has to be set
aside for nature protection (42). This is not only based on the need to protect biodiversity (43)
or the beauty of the landscape, but is linked to calculations we have already presented in chapter 2.1. There we proposed to follow the IPCC recommendations to limit climate change in
order to permit ecosystems to adapt. This adaptation implies that groups of organisms will
"migrate", following a.o. appropriate temperature, evaporation and humidity conditions. This
capacity however is hampered today by the fact that in modern societies, cultivating or otherwise using up to 100% of the land area, there is no place for translocated ecosystems to establish: nearly every square metre is under human management. This is true irrespectivly whether
the agriculture in place is a intensive one or organic; not how it is managed, but that it is managed makes an area a „migration desert“. This is the main reason why we have to set up a

39
40
41
42
43

World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987
CEC 1996
M. Suliman (1995)
IUCN et al. (1980)
IUCN (1992)
Der Rat von Sachverständigen für Umweltfragen (1996). The German Federal Governments Environmental Advisory
Board in its 1996 report points out the need to urgently implement the EU‘s Flora-Fauna-Habitat (FFH-) Directive and
set up the integrated European network of nature protection reserves NATURA 2000 as foreseen in the FFH-Directive.
The network should include, from the Advisory Board‘s point of view, 10% of the total area or the FRG, and even
more for forest areas (see chapter 3.2). One main reason given is that biodiversity can be protected successfully nowhere else than in such a network.
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network of unmanaged ecosystems; to create migration pathways for organisms. In this paper
we assume that 10% of land is set aside for this purpose.
In an economy which does not overexploit its resources of non-renewable raw materials,
the relative importance of renewables for many applications which are now the domain of
non-renewables will increase significantly. In particular multi-use options for biological raw
materials such as wood will increase their substitution potential towards non-renewables significantly. chapter 3.2 is therefore dedicated to environmental space for timber in Europe.
Buildt up land, used for infrastructure, housing, transport etc. is one of the fastest growing
land uses, significantly reducing the share of fertile soil available for biologically productive
use. Therefore we claim a halt to the construction of additional infrastructure for Europe, and
in particular for infrastructure for transport purposes. For housing, increased intensity of land
use in cities by means of efficient planning, and the reviving of abandoned villages in the
countryside give enough capacity to meet the demands, although there must be an end to the
permanent growth of housing area per capita as well as to the ideal of single house ownership
(On the other hand, this means a significant contribution to stop urban sprawl and to revive
our cities and villages). The transport intensity of our production and comsumption patterens,
however, causes not only significant losses of land, but as well emissions, materials use, energy consumption, and a death toll from accidents. It contributes to the goal of unlimited availability of verything to anybody at any time, causing disruptions of the societal infrastructure
and rhythms, i.e. a loss of contacts, neighbourhood cooperation, self organised leisure time
activities (like sport or family activities). Therefore we analyse the impact of transport development on land use patterns in more detail (chapter 3.3).

3.1
Sustainable land use in the European Union - current status
and a possible scenario for 201044
Summary
In the year 1990, 59% (1,326,954 km2; 0.40 ha/cap) of the total surface of the EU 12 was used for
agriculture45, and 24% (546,086 km2; 0.170 ha/cap) was wooded. Another 8% of the total area was
built up, of which approximately 34% was used for roads and railways. Fully protected areas (IUCN
category I-III) represented only 0.4% (8,790 km2) of the total area. The rest was classified as other
area (8%) and water surface (1%) (Eurostat, 1994).
Importation of agricultural products implies that the EU 12 indirectly exploits land in other countries. Conversely, EU land is used by countries outside the EU when they import agricultural goods
from the EU. A first estimate, taking into account import and export of agricultural land, gave a net
EU 12 import of 0.037 hectare per capita in 1990 (Lehmann et. al 1994).
For the whole of Europe, including the European regions of the former USSR, degraded areas unfit for agriculture because of erosion and/or pollution - account for ca. 23% of the total agricultural
land (2,189,000 km2) . Of this, an area the size of Belgium (31,000 km2) is extremely degraded and
completely lost for agricultural purposes. A further 107,000 km2, an area three times the size of Belgium, is so severely degraded that major engineering work will be required to reclaim these soils and
restore their full productivity. About 1,444,000 km2 of Europe are moderately degraded and action is
needed if irreversible damage is to be prevented. Another 606,000 km2 are only lightly degraded and

44
45

For more detailed information on the calculation see Lehmann,H., Retz,T. (1995)
Agricultural area is arable land, area under permanent crops and permanent meadows and pasture
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can be completely regenerated if their management is changed. There is already clear evidence of
reduced yields from lightly degraded areas (ISRIC, 1991).
An indicator that quantifies impacts on soil due to human activity does not exist. Therefore we
have to use other measures to estimate the impact on soil and the environmental space for land use. In
this study, sustainable land use is defined by the surface needed to feed the population of a country.
This definition is only an initial, very anthropocentric approach to sustainable land use. It does not
mean that under this intensity of land use the soil retains its fertility. We need additional research to
give a better definition of sustainable land use46.
In our scenario for 2010 we estimate that 0.263 ha/cap of agricultural land will be sufficient. This
calculation is based on basic dietary needs. In this diet a whole range of agricultural products have
been excluded: e.g. coffee, tea, bananas etc. Therefore 0.019 ha/cap of imported land has to be added
on. The total sum of agricultural land use for the EU 12 in 2010 is then 0.281 ha/cap.
In our scenario 0.138 ha/cap is used for production forest and 0.064 ha/cap is classified as protected area (IUCN category I-III).
In addition we have calculated "other land", included degraded land, as 0.056 ha/cap (195,890
2
km ). Area for settlements and transportation would be 8%, corresponding to a decrease in 3.2% per
capita for these forms of land use by 2010 (179,500 km2; 0.051 ha/cap).
The surplus agricultural land (163,892 km2; 0,047 ha/cap) could be used for the production of renewable resources for energy or industrial purposes, or food for exportation.
When calculating environmental space for post 2010 we have assumed a reduction in the average
inefficiency of agricultural production; efficiency would increase by 30% (factor of 1.3). Furthermore, we also assumed no yield losses compared to conventional farming. Regarding these two assumptions, we have calculated that only 658,540 km2 (0.190 ha/cap) would be needed for agricultural
products after 2010. The use of additional land for luxury products we expect to decrease. Because of
the lack of data we made a rough estimate of 0.019 ha/cap after 2010.
The environmental space for unprotected wooded area is calculated by: present use (per capita)
multiplied by 0.9 (due to a 10% reduction) multiplied by the population of 1990, then divided by the
population of 2010.
We assumed no further decrease in built-up areas after 2010. Increase will need to be prevented
by political measures in order to avoid further encapsulation of fertile land.
We also assumed no further increase in soil degradation after 2010. Furthermore, the surplus of
agricultural land will increase to 0.120 ha/cap (422,631 km2).

3.1.1

Assumptions

Sustainable land use is defined by the area needed to feed a country’s population (47) . The
scenario for the year 2010 is based on the following assumptions, which will be explained in
detail in subsequent sections of the study:
•

46
47

10% of the total area to be protected from human use and exploitation (IUCN, 1991). This
protected area will be mainly composed of land taken from woodland and agriculture;

Lehmann, H., Reetz, T. (1995)
Unfortunatly due to the lack of data it was not possible to include the former GDR. For further calculation we assume a
population in EU (without the former GDR) in 2010 of 349,844,000.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture will use organic farming methods by 2010 48. There will be a concomitant
10% yield loss compared to conventional farming methods;
No importation of animal fodder by 2010;
Fulfilment of the dietary needs of the population (according to the recommendations of the
German Society for Nutrition);
Only half of the per capita area used today can be used for luxury agricultural products;
By 2010 land which is presently degraded to a moderate or extreme degree will no longer
be used for agriculture;
A slight reduction in the area used for settlements and transport from the present amount
of 0.053 ha/cap to a maximum of 0.051 ha/cap by the year 2010; i.e. 3.2% reduction p.c.
Utilisation of surplus agricultural land for the production of biomass or other renewable
resources.

Outcome
Land distribution 2010
As the figures in the scenario show, 917,800 km2 (0.263 ha/cap) of land will be needed for
agricultural production in the EU 12 in 2010. However, since the basic dietary needs exclude
a range of additional agricultural products these figures do not indicate the full extent of future
requirements for agricultural land. In this scenario we assumed that in 2010 only half of the
land used today for additional agricultural products outside the EU 12 will be indirectly exploited by EU consumers.
Therefore an additional 0.019 ha/cap have to be added on to the total use of agricultural land.
It is necessary to make a detailed calculation of the products given. This makes the total sum
for agriculture 0.281 hectares per capita (982,500 km2). This leaves a surplus of 163,892 km2
(0.047 ha/cap) of unused agricultural area within the territories of the European Union.
After 2010, we calculate that only 723,261 km2 (0.210 ha/cap) will be needed for agriculture. The surplus agricultural land would then be 422,631 km2 (0.120 ha/cap).
Figure 3.1: Per capita change in land use needed for the European Union in 2010

48

Ecological farming is understood in this study as defined in the basic rules of ecological farming for agriculture in the
EU, published in EU (1991)
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Table 3.1: Land use in the EU 12 (2010)
Land distribution 2010
Agricultural area
Arable area and area under permanent crops
Additional area
Permanent meadows and pasture
Unprotected wooded area
Built-up area
Other area
Degraded area
Protected area
Unused agricultural area
Total land area

3.1.2

ha/cap
0.28
0.15
0.02
0.11
0.14
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.06
0.05
0.64

1000 km2
982.5
523.8
64.7
394.0
483.6
179.5
195.9
32.0
222.8
163.9
2,228.2

Calculation

Import and export of surface area today
Importation of agricultural products implies the indirect exploitation of land outside the EU.
Conversely, EU land is put at the disposal of inhabitants outside the EU. We have calculated
the land balance for the import and export of agricultural production. Estimations for the
EU 12 are based on production levels in Germany. The land balance is only a rough estimate
due to current unreliability of information. Products have been selected on the basis of available statistics on the their trade volume. The areas are calculated by dividing import/export
quantities (in tons) by average yields (in t/ha). First estimates give a total "imported" area of
276,410 km2 (0.084 ha/cap) of which 247,410 km2 is arable land (0.075 ha/cap) and 29,000
km2 grassland (0.009 ha/cap). The total "exported" area is 155,470 km2 (0.047 ha/cap), of
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which 120,580 km2 is arable land (0.037 ha/cap) and 34,890 km2 permanent pasture (0.011
ha/cap)49
Agricultural areas used in 2010 in the EU 12 for basic dietary requirements
The calculation of the arable area and pasture required to provide food supplies for the EU 12
is based on recommendations for healthy nutrition issued by the German Society for Nutrition
(Deutsche Gesellschaft für Ernährung - DGE). Where the DGE recommendations are given as
a defined range, an average value has been set for this scenario.
Gross production volumes of the agricultural products in the EU far exceed the quantities
that are actually eaten. There are big losses during production and distribution.
Our scenario for 2010 assumes a continuation of present inefficiency. For food production,
production exceeds consumption by a factor of 1.7 50. A reduction of the losses can be
achieved through improved agricultural technologies. The factor of 1.74 should be seen as a
"worst case" scenario. After 2010 we assume this inefficiency factor will be 1.3.
Calculation of the area required for vegetables:
The gross demand for vegetable products in 2010, meeting basic dietary requirements is calculated by taking into account both population growth and loss factors already described. According to current consumption patterns, about 71% of oils and fats are provided by vegetable
products. The remaining 29% is met by animal products (OECD, 1991). We assume that current demand for oils and fats in the EU will be the same in 2010.
Average yields for these crops produced by organic farming in the EU 12 have not yet
been calculated and therefore have to be estimated. Most comparative studies with conventional farming indicate 10-30% lower average yields must be expected from organic farming
(Greenpeace 1993; LEI 1990; BMELF 1991; Rude 1990; Böckenhoff 1986; Vereijken 1986;
Priebe 1990). It is very difficult to make generalisations for the EU 12 as a whole. Nevertheless we assume an average reduction in yields of 10% by 2010. This allows us to calculate
land use for the production of vegetables i.e. 0.102 ha/cap (357,800 km2).
After 2010 only 207,190 km2 (0.060 ha/cap) would be needed for the production of vegetables to meet basic dietary requirements.
Calculation of the area required for animal foodstuffs:
The required number of cows is based on data from BML (1992). The number of cows needed
for milk production is derived from the European average annual yield per cow which is ca.
4500 kg.
The number of livestock required to meet demands for meat consumption is based on
gross domestic meat production: 357 kg of meat produced per animal annually. In calculating
the necessary land for the supply of fodder it is assumed that this supply will be covered without importing fodder from outside the EU 12 (Eurostat 1991). The projected demand for fodder also conforms to current consumption rates of course and succulent fodder, which
amounts to 40% high-protein and 60% succulent feed. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed
49

50

For this calculation additional agricultural foodstaffs are: grain total, rice total, potatoes, sugar, vegetables, citrus
fruits, bananas, soya beans, tapioca, molasses, coffee beans, cocoa beans, sunflower seeds, palm oil, tea, tobacco,
groundnuts.
The total exported area for meat production consists of both arable and pasture in a ratio approx. 40 % arable area to
60 % pasture
The specific factors are: cereals 1.74, vegetables 1.68, potatoes 2.04, fruits 2.60, vegetable oils and fats 2.40, meat
1.48, full cream milk raw material 1.52
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that cereals for high-protein feed will be grown on arable land. Succulent feed will come from
permanent pasture51. Thus, a further 166,000 km2 (0.047 ha/cap) of arable area and 394,000
km2 (0.113 ha/cap) of permanent pasture will be required to ensure the supply of animal
products.
For post 2010 we estimate 143,610 km2 (0.041 ha/cap) arable area and 307,736 (0.088
ha/cap) permanent pasture for production of livestock feeds, taking into account the decrease
in the inefficiency factor to 1.3 and no yield losses compared to conventional farming.
In total, for all the envisaged basic nutritional demands of the EU 12 in 2010, we will
need 917,779 km2 (0.263 ha/cap), ca. 523,800 km2 (0.149 ha/cap) of this will be arable land
and 394,000 km2 (0.113 ha/cap) pasture.
After 2010, 350,800 km2 (0.100 ha/cap) arable area and 307,736 km2 (0.088 ha/cap) pasture will be required.
It must be re-emphasised that these figures represent the agricultural land requirements for
the minimum dietary needs of the population. Land demands for the production of additional
products have not been taken into consideration. A detailed breakdown has to be made before
a more realistic estimate can be included in the scenario for 2010.

Additional area in 2010
We assume that in 2010 there will be half the per capita consumption of additional agricultural products of today. This is a rough estimation and does not imply sustainable consumption.
For this we have calculated an additional agricultural area of 64,721 km2 (0.019 ha/cap). We
expect a further reduction in environmental space for this additional land use. Hence, this
needs to be clarified in further studies.
Protected areas in 2010
The IUCN, together with UNEP and WWF, has drawn up measures for the conservation of
biological diversity. These are centred around the establishment and maintenance of protected
areas which are to be "returned to nature". In order to sustain biological diversity and ecological resources, more than 10% of the total surface area of the Earth will need to be maintained
as "natural" forest. In these forests trees will never have never been felled, at least not for the
last 250 years. These are also called virgin forest, primary forest or old forest stand (IUCN,
1991).
Protected areas will need to be designated according to IUCN-categories I-III. It is possible that further studies will conclude that more than 10% of the total land will have to be protected. However, because there are also other biotopes in Europe which require protection
(heath land, moor land, etc.), the IUCN demands cannot be fully integrated into this scenario.
We assume that of the protected areas in the EU, 10% will be taken from present forests; 10%
from "other land", and 80% from agricultural land. These areas could be partially afforestated
depending upon regional conditions. It should also be noted that environmental protection or
conservation measures will need to be implemented well outside the boundaries of the areas
actually "returned" to nature, since the consequences of human activity (e.g. pollution, lowering of the groundwater table, etc.) can often be felt far from the site of activity.
51

One livestock unit requires about 3 tons of fodder units (FU) per year. One FU equals the caloric content of one kilogram of barley. A livestock unit corresponds to a dairy cow of 600 kg live weight
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Table 3.11: Protected natural areas in the EU
Country
1990
B
D (c)
DK
E
F
GR
I
IRL
L
NL
P
UK
EU

National
land area
(km2)
30,249
241,200
42,390
499,440
550,100
128,900
294,060
68,890
2,576
33,920
91,950
241,600
2,228,195

Fully
protected
areas (a)
(km2)

(%)

0
131
151
122
2,783
706
1,258
225
3.6
2,302
1,033
41
8,759

0.0
0.5
0.4
0.03
0.5
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.1
6.8
1.1
0.02
0.4

Partially
protected
areas (b)
(km2)
718
29,427
4,073
35,110
43,722
330
11,746.
43
4
1,248
3,503
46,350
176,330

(%)

All protected areas
(km2)
2.4
12.2
9.6
7.0
7.9
0.3
4.0
0.1
0.2
3.7
3.8
19.2
7.9

718
29,558
4,225
35,232
46,506
1,037
13,005
268
8
3,550
4,536
46,391
185,089

(%)

2.4
12.7
10.0
7.1
8.4
0.9
4.4
0.4
0.3
10.5
4.9
19.2
8.3

Source: Eurostat, 1994, (a) IUCN-categories I-III, (b) IUCN-categories IV und V, (c) West Germany only

Taking this into account, a total of about 222,820 km2 (0.064 ha/cap) will have to be classified as protected areas by 2010. Since the total area designated under categories I-III in the
EU 12 currently amounts to only 8,760 km2 52 (Eurostat, 1994), a further 214,060 km2 (0.059
ha/cap) of protected areas would need to be established by 2010. This goal can be reached by
2010 because this additional area is available today. It only needs to be protected by adequate
legal action.
Production forests in 2010
In this scenario it is assumed that there will be no increase in the present area of production
forests. By 2010, about 10% of today’s unprotected forests 53,730 km2 (0.015 ha/cap) will be
protected. This will leave 483,593 km2 (0.138 ha/cap) for economic exploitation.
The environmental space is calculated as:
present use per capita multiplied by 0.9 multiplied by the population of 1990 and divided by
the population of 2010.
Built-up area in 2010
Estimates of average world-wide land requirements for residential, commercial and industrial zones, and for transport systems, are given by the FAO as 0.056 ha/cap or 560 m2/cap
According to a WBGU (1992) breakdown of this figure for individual continents, future requirements for transport and settlement in Europe are 0.057 ha/cap or 570 m2/cap.
Table 3.10: Built-up and related land in the EU 12 (percentage of total area)

52

Because of lack of data we assumed that all protected areas today is wooded area
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Land
1990

Population (a)
(1000)

B
D (c)
DK
E
F
GR
I
IRL
L
NL
P
UK
EU

9,967
63,254
5,140
38,959
56,735
10,089
57,661
3,503
382
14,952
9,868
57,411
327,921

Total ares
(1000 km2)
30.51
248.62
43.09
504.78
551.50
131.99
301.27
70.28
2.58
37.33
92.39
244.88
2,259.24

Built-up and
Built-up and
Built-up and
related area (b) related area (b) related area
(%)
per cap (b)
(1000 km2)
(m2/cap)
18.4
5.605
562.4
13.6
33.722
533.1
7.3
3.140
610.9
3.8
19.292
495.2
5.1
28.165
496.4
3.7
4.893
485.0
12.9
38.870
674.1
0.03
1.857
530.1
7.4
0.190
497.4
14.4
5.379
359.8
15.3
14.14
1432.9
7.3
17.800
310.1
7.7
173.053
527.7

Source: Eurostat, 1994. (a) Population without the former German Democratic Republic (GDR), (b) Data on built-up and
related land from different years: B 1990; D 1990; DK 1985; E 1990; F 1985; GR 1980; I 1990; IRL own estimate: L 1985
(Commission of the European Community 1985); NL 1985; P 1990; UK 1985; (c) West Germany only

There are inconsistencies in the available data for the development and historical growth
of built-up areas in Europe. We have assumed that its absolute growth is approaching saturation point and will have reached a plateau by the year 2010. Considering the present destruction of natural areas, and the need for a network of protected areas for nature conservation, we
have estimated the environmental space for housing, roads etc. to be 570 m2 per capita minus
10% (53). Further increase in built-up land after 2010 will have to be prevented through political measures, in order to avoid the further encapsulation of fertile land.
These calculations give a total environmental space for built-up land in 2010 of about
179,500 km2 (0.051 ha/cap), roughly 8% of the total land of the EU 1254.
Degraded areas in 2010
These calculations are based on degraded areas in the whole of Europe (including the European countries of the former USSR). When applied to the EU alone, they must be seen as a minimum, because the present European averages are certainly biased by the enormous tracts of
unused land in the former European countries of the USSR. However we still use these estimates in this scenario because no precise EU 12-specific statistics exist.
At present, 23% or 512,486 km2 (0.140 ha/cap) of the total land of the EU 12 is degraded.
We make a further assumption that areas currently classified as strong or extremely degraded
will no longer be available for agricultural exploitation in 2010. This is due to the time required for conversion from conventional to organic farming. This loss of land amounts to
about 1.4% (32,000 km2; 0.009 ha/cap) of land surface in the EU 12.
A major political goal has to be ending soil degradation.
Surplus agricultural land in 2010
53

54

It is estimated that - if the current trend continues - in 2010 the buildt-up area will amount to 0.057ha/cap. of this, 10%
has to be used for nature protection, leaving 0.051 ha/cap available. As today we are using 0.053 ha/cap, the necessAry
reduction is 3.2% of today's area.
Further research should lead to a better estimate for the environmental space after 2010 for settlement and transportation. Probably an area smaller than 0.0513 ha/cap will be available.
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The remaining agricultural land (163,892 km2; 0.047 ha/cap) could be used for biomass production for a range of purposes, e.g. the cultivation of renewable raw materials, of energy, or
industrial purposes of foodstuff exportation.
Background
A range of regional and supra-regional factors affect the ways in which available land surface
is utilised in the member states of the European Union, with prevailing physical (soil quality),
geographical (terrain) and climatic conditions being just as relevant as particular forms of human activity. Land management (agriculture, forestry and industry), settlement patterns (urban
agglomerations) and transport systems (roads, railways, airports) with their regulations and
economic prerogatives exercise a very strong influence on European land use practices.
Current state of information
The statistics for the twelve countries of the European Union (EU 12) are taken from Eurostat
1994 and are based on surveys conducted by the FAO or the UNECE (for built-up area). FAO
data is compiled by means of annual surveys in the individual countries. Where official national statistics are incomplete, the FAO makes estimates or refers to unofficial sources. It
should be mentioned that, in contrast to agriculturally exploited land, information on built-up
areas is very often not included in regular statistics sources. This means that data reproduced
here is fragmentary and not necessarily from the same time periods.

Box 3.1: The need for organic agriculture
Agriculture today can pollute the environment - and especially the ground water. The main
problems are caused by the leaching of soluble fertilisers (particularly nitrate) and pesticides
as well as the introduction of phosphate into the ecosphere by erosion. Furthermore we have
to take into account the usually underestimated air-borne pollution. 85% of the nitrogen input from the air is being caused by agricultural ammonia emissions.
The Third International Conference for the Protection of the North Sea 1990 decided to get
the immissions of nitrogen and phosphor reduced by 50%, compared to 1985 levels. Main
reason for this decision has been the devastating effects of eutrophication in the North Sea,
causing epidemic growth of algae and resulting in oxygen shortage, mass-dying of fish and
even intoxication of fish and thus the human food chain.
In inland waters eutrophication causes toxic effects for limnic micro-organisms through increased nitrite and ammonia concentrations.
Due to overly high nitrate concentrations inland water are partly no longer a possible source
for drinking water. Too much nitrate has as well been detected in ground water fed wells.
1993 the EU 12 threshold was surpassed by 4.1% of all wells tested.
For phosphorus reductions of 54% in German emissions is expected in 1995 (compared to
1985 levels), mainly due to chemical reduction of phosphate in public sewage treatment
plants, and by the increasing market share of phosphate free washing detergents. Agricultural
emissions will only be reduced by 21%.
For nitrogen emissions, a reduction by 25% is expected. The most important contribution for
this reduction again comes from the reduced emissions of public sewage treatment plants,
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more than 30%. Agriculture causes more than 50% of the pollution and the reduction will be
limited to about 17%.
In principle a reduction of pollution can only be achieved by a new European agricultural policy, mainly towards organic agriculture.
Source: German Federal Environmental Agency, press release May 5th, 1994

A further difficulty is that definitions and survey methods vary from country to country, and
from source to source, with the result that data is not always fully comparable. Comprehensive
statistics exist as yet only for individual features of land use, not for total soil ecology. Furthermore, discrepancies exist in statistical data on land use. In Great Britain for example, the
annual rate of redesignation of natural areas for exploitation is three times higher than previous official estimates (WBGU 1994). This clearly underlines the fact that soil has not yet received the sort of priority in official statistics which it actually deserves as a resource, and that
a great deal of effort will be needed to rectify this deficiency.
The first programmes with this objective have, however, been implemented and will be
completed over the next few years. As part of the process of harmonisation of statistics for the
EU 12 and its individual member states, the project Land-Cover is being conducted within the
programme CORINE (Coordination de Information sur l’Environment - Coordination of Information on the Environment), with the aim of an EU-wide statistical coverage of land use
based on a standardised systematic approach and using a standardised classification system
(nomenclature) for the various forms of land use. The accuracy of this data is limited by the
resolution of the satellite images. Areas of less than 25 ha and lines shorter than 100 m are not
registered separately but classified with the surrounding land type. Thus, for example, roads
outside population centres cannot be counted separately. This leads to inaccuracies which
must be taken into consideration when interpreting the statistics. There is a discrepancy factor
of 87 between our own estimates of total surface area used for the road network in Luxembourg and those given by the CORINE statistics. Apart from EU members, Tunisia , Algeria
and Morocco are participating directly in the programme. In the context of the EC Commission’s programme PHARE, Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and
Romania are planning to conduct surveys within the project Land-Cover. This data is not yet
available (Herlitze, 1992). An estimate of when exactly the comprehensive European data will
be published cannot be given at present, since the project’s timetable is subject to constant
revision as the number of countries participating continues to grow.

3.1.3

Forms of land use and their distribution in the EU 12

The distribution for the different forms of land use in the EU 12 is shown in figure 3.1. The
percentage of the total surface area utilised for settlement and transport is influenced both by
population density and by the degree of activity per inhabitant, two factors which have increased greatly during this century. The percentages of built-up land areas for the member
states of the EU 12 is shown in figure 3.5. From the known values, an average of 527.7 m2 per
capita of built-up surface can be deduced. This value is assumed to be valid as well for Ireland, where official statistics are as yet incomplete. According to this calculation, built-up and
related land accounts for about 7.7% of the total area of the EU 12, or 173,000 km2.
It is important to quantify the amount of surface area utilised for transport, because
transport systems account for such a large part of the land surface in the category of built-up
area and have special relevance in terms of, for example, the fragmentation of open stretches
of land and noise pollution. The following is a tentative estimate based on the very little hard
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data available and is only intended as an orientation. Reliable figures can only be expected
after a thorough survey has been made based on a standardised approach. By far the greatest
proportion of the land surface used for transport is accounted for by road transport. In the
EU 12 58,000 km2 of surface area are covered for road transport. This is 2.6% of the total area
and 33.5% of the built-up area in the EU 12.
Table 3.11: Land use in the EU 12 (1000 km2)
Land
1990
B
D (b)
DK
E
F
GR
I
IRL
L
NL
P
UK
EU 12

Agricultural
land

Land un- Permanent Wooded
der perma- meadows
area
nent crops and pasture
13.62
7.834
5.786
6.17
118.67
74.92
43.75
74.1
27.88
25.71
2.17
4.93
304.72
201.72
103.0
158.07
305.81
192.01
113.8
148.11
91.6
39.05
52.55
26.2
168.5
119.72
48.78
67.51
56.35
9.43
46.92
3.43
1.264
0.575
0.689
0.886
20.06
9.1
10.96
3.0
40.11
31.73
8.38
29.68
178.37
66.57
111.8
24.0
1,326.954 778.369
548.585
546.086

Other
land

Built-up Land area Total area
land and
related (a)

10.459
51.35
9.58
36.65
96.18
11.1
58.05
9.11
0.425
10.86
22.16
39.23
355.154

5.605
33.722
3.14
19.292
28.165
4.893
38.870
:
0.19
5.379
14.14
17.8
:

30.249
30.518
244.12
248.621
42.39
43.09
499.44
504.78
550.1
551.5
128.9
131.99
294.06
301.27
68.89
70.28
2.576
2.586
33.92
37.33
91.95
92.39
241.6
244.88
2,228.195 2,259.235

Source: Eurostat, 1994. (a) Included in the category other land. Data on built-up and related land is from different years: B
1990; D 1990; DK 1985; E 1990; F 1985; GR 1980; I 1990; L 1985 (Commission of the European Community 1985); NL
1985; P 1990; UK 1985: (b) West Germany only: no data available

Other transport surface areas comprise the land surface required for rail, air and sea
transport, with rail transport accounting for the greatest part. The entire EU 12 rail network
covers about 835 km2 of land surface. In this issue some problems with the consistency and
reliability of data become evident. For example, if figures from different sources for hard road
surface area in the FRG are compared, there is a discrepancy factor of 3.75 between the official statistic of 1.2 % of total area (DIW 1993b) and the 4.5% of the total area assessed via
surveys conducted by the land registration authorities (Statistisches Bundesamt 1992).
Table 3.12: Land use in the EU 12 (percentage of total area)
Land
1990
B
D (d)
DK
E
F
GR
I
IRL
L
NL

Arable Permanent Wooded Built-up
Total area Agriland +
meadows
and related
(1000 km2) cultural permanent and pastu- area
(b)
land
(a)
crops
re
30.518
44.7
25.7
19.0
20.2
18.4
248.621
47.7
30.1
17.6
29.26
13.6
43.09
64.7
59.7
5.0
11.04
7.3
504.78
60.4
40.0
20.4
31.27
3.8
551.5
55.4
34.8
20.6
26.39
5.1
131.99
69.4
29.6
39.8
19.2
3.7
301.27
55.9
39.7
16.2
22.0
12.9
70.28
80.2
13.4
66.8
4.6
0.03
2.586
48.8
22.2
26.6
34.16
7.4
37.33
53.8
24.4
29.4
1.2
14.4
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Cultivated
area
83.3
90.56
83.04
95.47
86.89
92.3
90.8
84.8
90.36
69.4

Other
land
(c)
15.9
7.1
14.9
3.5
12
4.7
6.4
12.97
9
14.7

IUCN
IUCN
category category
I - III IV - V
0
2.4
0.54
12.2
0.36
9.6
0.03
7.02
0.51
7.9
0.6
0.3
0.4
4
0.3
0.06
0.14
0.2
6.8
3.7

P
UK
EU 12

92.39
244.88
2,259.235

43.4
72.9
58.73

34.3
27.2
34.45

9.1
45.7
24.28

31
9.78
23.77

15.3
7.3
7.67

89.7
89.98
90.2

8.7
8.7
8.05

1.1
0.02
0.4

Source: Eurostat, 1994. (a) Protected area excluded; (b) Data on built-up and related land from different years: B 1990; D
1990; DK 1985; E 1990; F 1985; GR 1980; I 1990; IRL own estimate; L 1985 (Commission of the European Community
1985); NL 1985; P 1990; UK 1985; (c) Built-up and related land excluded; (d) West Germany only

According to the WRI there are no areas of uncultivated natural terrain left in the EU. The
World Conservation Union (IUCN) figures indicate that the EU 12 has 8,760 km2 of protected areas (0.4% of the total area of the EU 12) with designations under IUNC categories I - III,
i.e. as fully protected areas. These areas are preserved in their natural states, no form of exploitation whatsoever being permitted (Eurostat 1994). Partially protected areas in the categories IV and V comprise areas designated for special purposes like recreation or tourism, or
areas which provide optimal conditions for particular species or natural communities. Exploitation is permitted in these areas to a certain extent. In the EU 12, 176,330 km2 or 7.9% of the
total surface area is partially protected under IUCN category IV and V designations. In this
study the remaining areas are classified as other land (open land, water).
To summarise, the analysis of land use patterns in the EU 12 reveals that about 91% of the
union’s total surface area is cultivated and exploited by its inhabitants. The exact distribution
of the various forms of land use in the individual member states is given in table 3.12, and for
the EU as a whole in figure 3.2. The degree to which the soils of the EU 12 have been degraded through these land use practices will be the subject of a later section of this study.

Additional agricultural products
Through international trade, agricultural raw materials and products are imported and exported from and to countries all over the world. Importation of agricultural products implies the
indirect exploitation by EU citizens of land areas in other regions. Conversely, EU surface
areas are put at the disposal of the inhabitants of other regions when agricultural goods are
exported from the EU. This raises the question of the balance between EU land surface areas
exploited for domestic food supplies and those used for export production. The import-export
balance for additional agricultural area for additional agricultural goods and products shows
Table 3.13 and 3.14. For the further discussion we have to differentiate between the a net import (import area is greater than the export area) and a net export (export area is greater than
import area). It must be emphasised at this point too, that this is not a comprehensive representation of external trade relations between the EU and other countries. From the available
statistics, only those goods have been selected for consideration here which, because of their
trade volumes, can be assumed to substantially influence the land surface area balance. The
table 5 represented in the annex should therefore be understood as a tentative estimate. In the
long run, however, an exhaustive catalogue of all imported and exported raw materials and
products will be necessary if current situations are to be depicted precisely enough to allow
recommendations to be made concerning sustainable land use in the EU. This is an area with
considerable need for research. Semi-finished and finished products from agricultural production have also not been included in the survey because of their complexity.
The potential magnitude of calculated error in imported land area balance being well illustrated by the example of cotton. Between the net import of cotton fibres for 1991 for all of
Germany and the total consumption of clothing textiles is a discrepancy factor of 2.5
(COGNIS 1992; FAO 1992). If additional demand for cotton fibres for non-clothing textiles is
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3.8
19.2
7.9

also taken into account, the difference between net import and actual consumption is probably
of a factor of 4-5, which has serious implications for the assessment of land area imported
into the EU 12. If this factor 5 is taken as the basis for calculation of land surface area imported into the Union for cotton, the net import of arable land amounts to 126,840 km2, equivalent to the arable land areas of Panama, Venezuela, Columbia and Equador together (127,940
km2). This would mean that there is an additional demand of 0.039 ha of arable land per capita in the EU 12, leading to an increase in the total demand for arable land to 0.276 hectares
per capita, 2% above the global average (FAO 1993). The net export of pastureland from the
EU 12 in other countries is 5,900 km2. The total sum of net imported additional area is than
120,940 km2 or 0.037 ha per capita.
Figure 3.2:

Distribution of land area in the European Union in 1990

8%

0%

8%

1%
35 %

Arable land and land
under permanent crops
Permanent meadows
and pasture
Wooded area (protected
area excluded)
Built up and related land
Protected area
(IUCN category I-III)

24 %

Other land
24 %

Water area

The logical conclusion to be drawn from this example is that detailed examination is essential when calculating land area imported into the EU 12, something which could not be
provided within the scope of this study. The themes of food supply for the population and
land use are inextricablly interlinked with many other fields of human activity. This can be
illustrated by the examples of animal fodder and cotton imports. Animal fodder is transported
all over the world. The enormous distances covered clearly underline the problematic implications of commodity transport. In 1989, animal fodder imports into the EU 12 totalled about 37
million tons. The fact that 60 % of this came from developing countries also indicates the
moral and ethical aspects of trade in fodder for the enrichment of EU food supplies (Töpfer
1990/91).
Figure 3.3: European Union EU 12 net imported arable area (import and export balanced): EU
arable land (dark) 126,820 km2, land Imports (red) 130,730 km2
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Table 3.13: Import and export of arable land and pasture to resp. from countries outside the
EU 12
Goods
Reference year
1990
Beef and veal
Pork
Meat total

Import from Import yield
external
(55) (a)
countries
1000 t
t/km2
1,581.7
77.68
1,660.9
59.41
3,242.6
-

Export to
external
countries
1000 t
2,023.3
1,907.4
3,930.7

Yield of
EU 12 (56)
(a)
t/km2
77.68
59.41
-

Imported
area

Exported
area

Balance

1000 km2
20.36
27.96
48.32

1000 km2
26.04
32.11
58.15

1000 km2
- 5.68
- 4.15
- 9.83

Source: FAO, 1991, (a) Schütz, 1994; Export (negative); Import (positive)

Table 3.14: Import and export of arable land area to resp. from countries outside EU 12
Goods
reference year
1990 (a)

Import
1000 t

Grain total (c)
Rice total (c)
Potatoes (c)
Sugar (c)
Vegetables (d)
Citrus fruits (d)
Bananas (e)

6,379
144
577
2,044
2,063
4,568
3,104

55
56
57
58

Import
yields (57)
(b) t/km2
629
498
2,973
421
4,213
1,569
4,633

Export
1000 t
33,808
317
728
5,211
5,026
872
10

EU 1258
yields (c.d)
t/km2
472
597
2,777
706
2,225
1,474
5000

Imported
area
1000 km2
10.14
0.29
0.19
4.86
0.49
2.91
0.67

Exported
area
1000 km2
71.63
0.53
0.26
7.38
2.26
0.59
0.002

Balance
1000 km2
- 61.49
- 0.24
- 0.07
- 2.52
- 1.77
2.32
0.67

Because of lack of data the same production conditions are assumed as in the Federal Republic. For this reason these
figures are identical to those for Germany (1991).
for more details see Lehmann,H., Retz,T. (1995)
Average annual yields of those external countries exporting to the Federal Republic of Germany in 1989
The specific area export for palm oil has been equated with the specific area import.
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Soya beans (e)
Tapioca (f)
Molasses (f)
Coffee beans (e)
Cocoa beans (e)
Sunflower seeds
(e)
Palm oil
Cotton (e)
Tea (e)
Tobacco (e)
Groundnuts (e)
Natural rubber
(4)
EU-12

12,824
6,615
3,070
2,162
994
45

206
1,469
598
60
49
219

389
0
170
289
27
7

311
0
800 (b)
0
0
310

62.25
4.50
5.13
36.03
20.29
9.9

1.25
0
0.21
0
0
2.2

61
4.5
4.92
36.03
20.29
7.7

1,469
955
265
514
460
905

350 (8)
90
138
161
173
167

191
133
65
341
49
38

350 (i)
91 (g)
61 (h)
188
0
0

4.2
10.61 (k)
1,92
3,19
2.66
5.42

0.55
1.46 (k)
1,07
1.81
0
0

3.65
9.15 (k)
0.85
1,38
2,66
5.42

228.09

97.32

130.77

(a) Sugar, vegetable and citrus fruit balance and yield from 1987/88, Export (negative); import (positive); Sources: (b)
Schütz, 1993; (c) BML, 1992; (d) Eurostat, 1991 (reference year 1987/88); (e) FAO, 1992; (f) Toepfer, 1990/91 (reference
year 1989); (g) Commission of Inquiry, 1993; (h) FAO, 1993; (i) Spangenberg, 1992; (k) multiplication with factor 5 for
products

3.1.6

Degradation of land surface in Europe

Erosion and nutrient losses, although on a comparably low level, have been affecting Europe for centuries. Nonetheless, soil degradation has long been seen as something affecting
only the land surfaces of developing countries. Ever since soil experts and environmentalists
from all over the world, co-operating under UNEP (United Nations Environmental Programme) and ISRIC (International Soil Reference and Information Centre) in the programme
GLASOD (Global Assessment of Soil Degradation), drew up a world map of human-induced
soil degradation, rough quantifications of the extent of soil degradation in industrialised countries has also been available. However, interpretation of the mapping done by ISRIC and
UNEP scientists is a complicated undertaking and must be approached with great caution,
since the results presented are based on estimates. There are, therefore, discrepancies with
official statistics, which do not contain all forms of degradation. Forest floor degradation, for
example, and latent forms of impact which accumulate over longer periods of time, as well as
changes in the communities of soil biota, are not included /WBUG, 1994/.
For the whole of Europe (including the European regions of the former USSR) degraded
areas account for 2,189,000 km2, or roughly 23% of the total land surface area examined. Of
this, 31,000 km2 are extremely degraded and completely lost for agriculture, an area the size
of Belgium.
Figure 3.4: Main types of soil degradation in Europe incl. the European part of Russia and the
NIS countries (former USSR)
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Source: ISRIC 1991

Loss of topsoil through water erosion due to raindrop impact and surface run-off accounts
for the greatest single form of soil degradation in Europe, affecting 928,000 km2 of the land
surface. Terrain deformation affects a further 218,000 km2, producing surface structures
marred by channels and gullies. In terms of physical degradation, the most prominent form is
soil compaction through the use of heavy and inadequately designed agricultural machinery
(flaws in wheel design, etc.). Another significant factor is operation of machinery at improper
times, that is, when the soil is saturated and much more prone to severe compaction. Figure 4
shows that, according to ISRIC documentation, the prime causes of soil degradation are grazing, agriculture and forestry activities. Together, these account for 91% of all damaged surface area, or 1,980,000 km2.
Agricultural mismanagement refers to such detrimental land use practices as the unsuitable application of fertilisers, monocultures or the reduction in fallow periods, as well as to the
cultivation of slopes and mountain sides without suitable precautions. It also covers the use of
heavy machinery and farming activities at improper times. Industrial activities encompass the
concentration of industries and the concomitant accumulation of waste materials in the areas
affected. In particular, soil acidification through airborne pollutants is a substantial factor affecting at least 210,000 km2 in Europe. This estimate was based on the figures for soil degradation in the whole of Europe.
Figure 3.5: Causes of soil degradation in Europe incl. the European part of the former
USSR
9%

Industry

39 %
29 %

Agricultural
activity
Overgrazing
Deforestation

23 %
Source: ISRIC 1991

It should be noted, however, that such an estimate probably represents the minimum values for soil degradation in the EU 12. The reason for this is that large stretches of the European part of the former USSR are unexploited terrain, thus effectively lowering the average ratio
of degraded areas to total area.
Table 3.5: Human-induced soil degradation in Europe and the European part of the former
USSR (1000 km2)
Type

Light

Moderate

Strong
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Extreme

Total

Water
Loss of topsoil
Terrain deformation
Wind
Loss of topsoil
Terrain deformation
Drifts
Chemical
Loss of nutrients
Salinisation
Pollution
Acidification
Physical
Compaction; sealing and
crusting
Waterlogging
Subsidence of organic soils
Total
Degraded areas as a
percentage of
total area examined

214
189
25
32
32
81
29
1
41
1
279
248

810
647
163
382
382
171
3
23
143
1
81
78

98
92
6
6
5
1
4
4

24
24
7
7
-

1146
928
218
422
422
258
32
38
186
2
364
330

5
26
606
(27.7 %)

3
1,444
(66 %)

107
(4.9 %)

31
(1.4 %)

8
26
2,189
(100 %)

6.4 %

15.2 %

1.1 %

0.3 %

23 %

Source: ISRIC, 1991

3.1.5

The Need for a Sustainable Land Use Indicator

The Earth is almost a closed system. This system can be divided roughly into the techno/anthroposphere and the biosphere. Soils and land are the bases for both subsystems. Soils
are dynamic systems with a complex structure of organic and mineral constituents, voids and
pores which contain gases, liquids and living organisms ranging from bacteria, fungi to
worms and others. This complex structure has different functions: it is the habitat of the living
organisms and an place where flora and fauna grow and live. It has only been a few decades
since the filtering, buffering and transforming functions of soil were identified. The topology
of land is a factor of regional water and air flows. For mankind most production of food, fodder or renewable material is soil-related. Land is the physical medium for the development of
houses, roads, industry and waste disposal. These and many more functions interact in space
and time.
Sustainable development as a concept of intra- and intergenerational equality of access to
welfare will depend on sustainable functions of soils. The Earth has few areas remaining that
have not yet been put to use, and virtually all fertile areas are already cultivated. For centuries
all soil functions have been undisturbed. Since this century, the pressures of intensive agriculture, the expansion of settlements and infrastructure and the resulting world-wide deforestation have had as consequence that a great part of the earth’s surface has been damaged or irretrievably destroyed.
The consequences of this land use clearly overshadow the effects of climate change. Our
environmental policy is based on limited scientific knowledge. Almost every form of land use
and human-induced material/energy flow will, locally or globally, affect today’s or tomorrow’s biosphere. The speed and the extent of these anthropogeneous changes are unpredictable. The possible chaotic response of the systems and our ignorance of the system as a whole
make it impossible to define hazard thresholds for environmental impacts. What does all that
mean? It means that we have to engineer environmental policy under a shroud of ignorance. A
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more precautionary principle therefore needs to be applied in the future. In practice, this principle of caution should result in the minimising of human-induced material and energy flows
from and into soils. An indicator allowing the complete quantification of anthropogenic
changes and environmental impacts on soil has yet to be worked out.
Due to the lack of such an indicator we have to use other values to estimate the environmental
impact on soil or the environmental space of land use. A naive approach would be to start
with the conservation of the total mass of fertile soil as an indicator of sustainable land use.
Nevertheless, the preconditions for sustained conservation of substances is the achievement of
middle and long- term reductions in soil erosion to the degree that the rate of new soil formation is not exceeded. This amounts to little more than one tonne per hectare per year in
most areas (59). Unfortunately the existing statistical data do not permit such a naive approach.
From the actual status of data only a very anthropocentric definition of environmental space is
possible. Sustainable use of an area means looking at the land needed to feed the population
of a region. This definition is only an initial anthropocentric approach to sustainable land use,
and does not mean that the functions of soil can be maintained under this intensity and form
of use by humans. Future additional research should lead to a better definition of sustainable
land use.

3.1.6

Scenario 2010

The assumptions for the scenario 2010 have already be mentioned. The most important are:
• the return to nature and preservation of 10 % of the total surface area (IUCN, 1991);
• the total reorientation of agriculture to organic farming methods by the year 2010;
• no importation of animal fodder by the year 2010 and reduction of other agricultural goods
and products as additional area to 50% of the current area;
• the fulfilment of the minimum dietary needs of the population 60 according to the recommendations of the German Society for Nutrition, including a.o. the targets of 71% vegetable, 29% animal; 240 milk g/cap/day; 50 cheese g/cap/day.
• the total exclusion from agricultural exploitation of surface areas which are presently degraded to a moderate or extreme degree by the year 2010; and
• a reduction in surface area utilised for population centres and transport infrastructure from
the present level of 0.053 ha/cap to a maximum capacity of 0.051 ha/cap by the year 2010.
The complex of problems of coastal regions and marine life (e.g. land use in coastal regions, commercial fishing etc.) is not included in this study and in the scenario 2010. But for
further investigation it is necessary to work on this subject as well. To calculate the agricultural land claim necessary for a healthy diet for the entire population in 2010, it is necessary to
define a minimum food package. But an ideal European diet does not exist. For Europe, only
emergency food plans are available (FAO 1994). For this study we calculated the agricultural
area needed for the basic diet using the recommendations of the German Society for Nutrition
(see table 3.5).
Table 3.6:

59
60

Staple diet for the scenario 2010

Pimentel 1993; Bosch 1994, quaoted from Lehmann/Reetz 1995
Unfortunately because of the lack of data it was not yet possible to includ e the former GDR. For further calculations
we assume a population in the EU 12 (without the former GDR) in 2010 of 349,844,000
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Foodstuffs
Cereals
Vegetables
Potatoes
Fruit
Oils and fats (61)
Meat
Dairy products (62)
Other (fish)
Total

DGE recommendations
g/cap/day
200 - 350
275
250 - 300
200 - 250
ca. 40
43 - 64
ca. 290
21 - 43
-

Scenario 2010
g/cap/day
275
275
275
225
40
54
290
32
1,459

Source: DGE (1989)

If these nutritional recommendations are compared to current foodstuff consumption patterns,
it is immediately clear that there will have to be a shift away from animal products in favour
of vegetable products in order to sustain a healthy population in the long term. This is particularly evident in comparisons of the figures for actual and recommended meat consumption.
Whereas at present annual per capita consumption of meat in Europe is 92.5 kg (reference
year 1988), nutritional recommendations prescribe only 29 kg per capita per year (with the
kitchen waste factor taken into consideration) (Eurostat, 1991). This corresponds to a reduction in meat consumption in the European Union by a factor of three.
Land distribution in 2010
In the scenario for 2010, 0.263 ha per capita of agricultural area will be needed for agricultural
production in the EU 12. However, since the basic dietary needs used as a calculation basis for
this scenario exclude a range of a agricultural products for which there is also a real demand
(e.g. coffee, tea, cacao, cotton, etc.), these values do not reflect the full extent of probable future requirements for agricultural area. Per capita, 0.019 hectares are probably needed for additional agricultural products. The total sum of agricultural land requirements in the EU 12 in
2010 rises to 0.281 hectares per capita. Furthermore, 0.138 ha/cap is unprotected wooded area
for industrial uses and 0.064 ha/cap of the total land area is classified as protected area for
nature corresponding with the IUCN category I-III. A total of 195,890 km2 (0.054 ha/cap) is
classified as other area and corresponds to an increase of 12 % per capita results of our calculation of the degraded area in 2010. Another 179,500 km2 (0.051 ha/cap) or 8% of total area is
assumed taken up by population centres and transportation and corresponds to a decrease of
3.2% per capita in 2010. The unused agricultural area in the EU 12 (163,892 km2; 0,047
ha/cap) could be used for a range of purposes, for example the cultivation of renewable raw
materials for energy or industrial purposes or foodstuffs for exportation or unhealthy overconsumption.
Figure 3.6: Distribution of land area in the European Union in 2010

61
62

Vegetable oils and fats: various oils (olive or sunflower oil), margarine etc. Animal fats: butter, cream, etc.
According to the German Society for Nutrition 2 slices of cheese per day are recommended, with the weight of a slice
of cheese estimated at 25 g.
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8.7 %

7.3 %

Arable land and land under
permanent crops

1.4 %
23.2 %

Additional area
Permanent meadows
and pasture

7.9 %
2.9 %

Unprotected wooded area
Protected area
(IUCN category I-III)
Built-up land

9.9 %

17.4 %
21.4 %

Other land (built-up land
excluded)
Unused agricultural area
Water area

Different plants can be used for energy purposes. So-called 'dual use’63 and fast-growing
plants like willow or miscanthus can be cultivated and harvested to produce energy (64). Care
must be taken when farming energy plants on a large scale that no monocultures develop, and
that, during gasification of biomass, the efficiency of converters is optimised not only in terms
of energy yield but also in terms of preservation of the soil-nutrient content of the material,
which must be returned to the earth in order to maintain a closed nutrient cycle. The yield of
biomass in the EU 12 varies between 12 dry tonnes per hectare in Northern Europe and 15 dry
tonnes for C 3 plants respectively 20 dry tonnes for C 4 plants in Southern regions of the
EU 12 (Eurosolar 1994). For a rough estimate of how much primary energy could be produced, it is assumed that plantations will have an average yield of 15 dry tonnes with a heating value of 20 gigajoule per tonne (Hall 1993). With these values it is possible to produce
168 million tonnes of hard coal units (for conversion see tables in the chapter on energy). This
corresponds to 10.5% of the primary energy demand of the EU 12 in 1990 or 4.9 EJ/a. This is
67% of the change needed toward renewable energy sources until 2010 (see chapter 2.1).
Since climatic and soil conditions in the EU 12 are conducive to high harvest yields, it would
be feasible to utilise surplus surface area in order to cultivate foodstuffs for trade on the international market. The North African states are amongst the potential trade partners due to their
lack of fertile land. Trading foodstuffs for solar generated power from these sunny countries is
also a possibility. It is essential, however, to bear in mind that Europe has particularly rich and
productive soils, helped by prevailing climatic conditions, and that fertile land requirements
for the production of foodstuffs are therefore naturally lower than in North Africa or other
climatically disadvantaged regions of the Earth. This would imply a moral obligation to utilise
surplus areas in Europe for the production of foodstuffs to be offered in trade for renewable
raw materials or imported energy from countries where sunshine is plentiful.
The per capita change in land use needed in the EU 12 is shown in figure 3.5. A total reduction in land use of 12% is necessary by 2010. A reduction of 35% of agricultural area in
the EU 12 and an increase of 2,000% of protected natural areas are needed to fulfil our target
in the scenario towards sustainable land use.
63
64

These provide raw material for foodstuffs and energy production (like plant s with high sugar or starch content or
vegetable oils from turnips, jute, hemp and sunflowers)
The natural monoculture character of eucalyptus stands, based on the emission of etheric oils into the ground, causing
severe damage not only to competitors, but to all soil organisms as well and increasing the risk of forest fires, poses a
specific risk to forest ecosystems. Furthermore, their high water consumption and the limited number of fauna species
they feed make eucalyptus a plant not to be considered a suitable energy plant for Europe.
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Fig. 3.7: Proposed land use patterns in EU 12
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3.2 Wood
Summary:
Forestry is a subissue of land use. Forests provide wood for paper production, construction
and energy generation. They are crucial for the preservation of biodiversity, supply of water,
protection of the landscape and recreation.
These various functions are facing serious threats: monocultures of fast growing trees
(pine in Central Europe, eucalyptus in the Mediterranean area) ruin biological diversity and
soil fertility. Non-indigenous species such as eucalyptus endanger the water balance because
of their high water requirements and damage the soil due to their antiseptic compounds. Monocultures are vulnerable to insect attacks resulting in use of pesticides which contaminate
ground water. Clear cutting leads to soil erosion which affects the water balance and annihilates future options for the development of the land. Forest soils are also negatively affected
by acid rain and use of nitrogen fertilisers.
Acid rain and tropospheric ozone cause further stress to forests. Species diversity of forests is suppressed by the feeding of huntable animals which are overpopulated to meet the
demands of hunters.
Proposed measures to solve these problems include creation of forest reserves, which are
not used for economic purposes. These reserves should be created in particular where the ecosystem is vulnerable and at the borders of watersheds. They can as well serve as reference
areas as foreseen in sustainable forestry labelling schemes (65).
For all forests there should be a change to a mix of domestic species, sustainable harvesting practice (incl. selective harvesting, instead of clear cutting) and a stop to the feeding of
animals for hunting. There also needs to be a reduction in polluting emissions and nutrients.
For example nitrogen is a vital nutrient but excess inputs of nitrogen containing emissions
lead to toxicity.
In this study wood is considered a continental resource. This chapter will describe the
method for estimating the Environmental Space for wood use for Europe. For this estimate,
we use the following criteria:
Assumptions
-

65
66
67

68

No logging of primary forests. This assumption causes no major problem, since the proportion of primary, natural or virgin forests throughout Europe is as little as 1% 66, with
most of these in European Russia.
10% of the forest area, as for all other forms of land use, should be set aside for nature
conservation and not used for any commercial purposes (67). This includes the remaining
virgin forests as well as forests of specific value e.g. for the preservation of biodiversity
(like regularly flooded riverside forests) or high mountain and watershed forests, as since
more than 15 years recommended by the World Conservation Strategy (68).

BUND/Greenpeace 1996
Dudley 1992, quoted from the Dobris Assessment 1995, Chapter 23
The German Federal Governments Environmental Advisory Board proposes a total ban for any human activities on 5%
of the forest area, additional 10% with nature protection priority and 2-4% naturally managed border zones (Sachverständigenrat 1996). For additional references see chapter 3.3, Introduction.
IUCN, WWF, UNEP 1980
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-

-

-

-

-

A shift towards environmentally sustainable forestry must be taken. This means creating
mixed forests using specific endemic (i.e. those which occur naturally only in a particular
region) broad-leaved and conifer trees, maintained by selective felling and natural reproduction. Sustainable logging (i.e. logging the annual increment i.e. annual growth) is foreseen in all these forests. This would lead to a slight increase in annual yields, as those currently harvested are below the annual increment in many parts of Europe today. Animal
feeding for hunting must stop.
One key goal of any forest management should be a balanced input and output of matter.
Especially the ionic cycle needs to be maintained according to naturally functioning systems in order to preserve the forest’s stability, together with the fertility and pH-level of
the soil.
Following the equity principle, timber should be equally distributed. This implies, given
the unequal distribution of existing forests (see chapter on Land Use) a significant amount
of timber trade within Europe, as well as a balanced trade with other continents. Whereas
the first estimate of wood use is based on equal per capita shares, in practice a reallocation
of use according to supply and tradition based demand (more wood in the North, more
other construction materials in the South) is forseeable. This land-based approach makes it
necessary to define the trade balance not as m3 of wood traded, but as km2 of forest area.
For Europe, this can be calculated on the basis of forest productivity (m3/ha) given in this
chapter. For transcontinental trade in wood, which should be minimised anyway, productivity figures have to be obtained from FAO statistics.
Measures must be taken to reduce the emission of nitrogen oxides (mainly from transport
and agriculture), and emissions which cause acid rain e.g. sulphur dioxide (predominantly
from electricity generation and industrial combustion, now mainly a problem in CEE and
NIS countries).
After 2010, we assume a constant forest area, (for figures see the table above) so that the
total number of m3 harvested from the forests each year equals the annual increment.

3.2.1 The Environmental Space for wood
Outcome
The environmental space for timber is calculated to be 0.56 m3 /cap/yr for Europe (EU 15 +
EFTA + CEE, excluding the NIS counties). Since the current use is 0.66 m3/cap/yr, this implies a reduction of 15%.
With the integration of the European part of Russia (but not other NIS countries due to the
regrettable lack of data), and with the precondition that forestry in this part of Russia will be
sustainable, the European environmental space would increase by about 50% to 1.0 m3
/capita/yr.
Calculation
Area: Today, forests cover about 33% of Europe, totalling 312 million hectares, of which 166
million are located in the European part of Russia69. The surface covered by production forests in 2010 is assumed to equal today’s area.
Although the forest area has been increasing throughout the past 15 years in Western Europe, this is probably of minor relevance for the estimated yield of our target year. Wood that
is ready for harvesting in 2010 was probably planted about 1930 and has been maintained ev69

Dobris Assessment 1995, Chapter 23
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er since. Because of the current availability of wood, at least in the EU and EFTA countries,
premature harvesting seems to be a minor risk.
Even fast-growing species (predominantly conifers) take a minimum of 15 to 20 years before they can be harvested and consequently have been planted in recent years if we are to
harvest them by 2010. The adverse environmental impacts of fast growing wood plantations
are not being dealt with in this calculation since the assumptions given above outrule any such
"forestry" in the future.
The following table allows comparison of the forest area and the corresponding yields for
Europe (except the NIS countries). Although the data differ significantly, they clearly give an
idea of the amount of wood extracted from the forests.
Furthermore the data show how yields per hectare differ throughout Europe. This difference is due to climatic and soil conditions, and is the reason for different traditional patterns
of silviculture in different European countries.
Table 3.7: Forest areas and corresponding yields in Europe (exc. NIS-countries, Iceland and
Liechtenstein)
Source

EE 92

EE1992

EE1992

EE1992

EE1992

EE1992

EE1992

FAO

FAO

Country

Year

Total area

Exploitable

increment

Felling

Removals

Roundwood

Productivity

Belg-Lux
Denmark
France
Germany E.
Germany W.
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
UK

19..
80
79
76-88
87-89
87-89
64
89
88
82-85
80-86
90
88-89

1000 ha
702
466
13110
2938
7552
2512
396
6750
334
2755
8388
2207

1000 ha
702
466
12460
2476
7376
2289
394
4387
331
2346
6506
2207

Growing
stock
Mio m3

1000 m3
4457
3515
65855
16546
51632
3317
3294
17548
2394
11286
27750
11088

1000 m3
3686
2285
48000
10833
31819
3376
1568
7960
1300
10879
15014
8135

1000 m3
3311
1810
43200
10833
31819
2496
1411
7256
1063
7758
12136
6405

1000 m3
3412
2393
40283
10584
31414
2675
1287
8886
1070
9097
14724
4912

EU 12
Austria
Finland
Sweden

48110
86-90
80-89
85-89

EU 15
Norway
Switzerland
EFTA (70)

3877
20112
24437

96536
80-86
83-85

8697
1130

9827

41940
3330
19511
22048

86829

90
54
1742
476
2198
149
30
743
52
167
450
203

6354
953
1679
2471

11457

6638
1093

7731

571
360

931

218682 144855 129498 130737
21980
69664
91005

17272
55857
57543

14988
44626
47963

23453

11814
5300

17114

10095
4500

14595

3.12

14528
42502
52675

401331 275527 237075 240442
17633
5820

m3/ha
4.86
5.14
3.23
4.27
4.26
1.17
3.27
2.03
3.23
3.88
2.26
2.23
4.36
2.18
2.39

2.77

10110
4658

14768

1.52
4.26

1.91

Sources: EE 1993:Europe´s Environment 1993 ; FAO: FAO 1990

The most striking result from this statistic is the huge difference between the annual increment and the amount of wood felled (defined as the use of wood). The annual increment is
45% higher than the wood felled, which allows a significant increase in yields in the medium
to long-term.
Since most of the European forests are not managed in a sustainable manner we have to
assume there will be significant changes in forest management in order to secure maximum
biological diversity. This will probably affect yields. Ending the, already significantly re70

Iceland has no forest; Liechtenstein neglected
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duced, use of fertilisers and pesticides in Scandinavia, as well as substituting the plantation of
fast-growing varieties by endemic ones, will significantly reduce yields, particularly in the
Mediterranean area. On the other hand, experience indicates that although sustainable forestry
means less production, it also means different wood production: relatively more roundwood
(suitable for building) and significantly less waste wood because of the improved quality (usefulness). Whereas the availability of longwood will not suffer significantly, biomass and to
some extent, paper production may be reduced.
Table 3.8: Wood removals and supply
Region
EU 12
EU 15
EFTA
EU+EFTA
CEE 71
EU+EFTA+CEE
Russia
Total

Removals 1990
106 m3
129.498
237.075
14.595
251.670
77.862
329.532
393.42072
722.952

Population 1990
106 cap
345.655
367.146
11.341
378.488
120.417
498.905
116.165
615.070

Supply today
m3/cap/yr
0.375
0.646
1.287
0.665
0.647
0.661
3.387
1.175

The income from forestry can increase. If production forests regenerate naturally, planting
and intermediate felling of young trees to allow space for alternate trees is no longer required,
therefore costs are lowered. As a consequence the yield of longwood may be less, but quality
will improve.
All these reductions in yield together however will reduce the annual increment only by
less than half the amount by which the current increment exceeds the current use.
Thus, it seems rather conservative to assume that the environmental space will equal the
actual extraction from Europe’s forests. To achieve this we could not only implement the
changes in silviculture already mentioned, but also phase out tropical hardwood imports. Today there is no technical need for the latter73.
However a 10% reduction in production forests also has to be taken into account. This will
be used for nature and biodiversity conservation. Therefore only 90% of the forested area currently used for commercial exploitation will be available.
Box 3.2: The environmental space for timber is therefore calculated to be
Environmental Space = Supply 1990 * 0.9 * population 1991/population 2010

71
72

73

Here only Bulgaria, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slowakia, Poland, Romania and former Yugoslavia are counted
No data available. Estimated by multiplying forest area by average scandinavian yield of 2.37 m3/ha as given by FAO
1990. Since a lot of the Russian forest is located under similar climate conditions, this may be a justifiable estimate.
The average for EU+EFTA+CEE is according to FAO 1990 2.84 m3/ha.
for details see FoE EWNI, The Hardwood Story, London 1994,
CEAT, Tropical rainforest Action Pack, Brussels 1993 or
Etzbach, Müller, Spangenberg (Ed.): Rettet den Tropenwald (Save the Rainforest!), Bonn 1991
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This results in the following table 3.9, Supply and environmental space for several definitions
of Europe
Region
EU 12
EU 15
EU+EFTA
CEE
EU+EFTA+CEE
EU+EFTA+CEE+Russia

Supply
m3/cap/yr
0.375
0.646
0.665
0.647
0.661
1.175

Environmental space
m3/cap/yr
0.316
0.551
0.568
0.477
0.563
1.004

Permitted use 2010 for EU+EFTA+CEE is 0.56 m3 per capita per year.
Permitted use 2010 for EU+EFTA+CEE+Russia is 1.0 m3 per capita per year.
Box 3.3

Background
There has been extensive loss of forest cover in Europe since the early post-glacial era 10,000
years ago, when an estimated 80 to 90% of Europe’s surface area was covered by forest
(Delcourt 1987). Europe’s first major deforestation took place in the Roman period, but deforestation has been a continuous process since the Middle Ages. In Central and Eastern Europe, however, vast primary forests were still present until the beginning of the 20th century.
Most forests in Europe are the result of past use or misuse of the environment: in parts of
the Mediterranean basin, for instance, fire and overgrazing have led to the appearance of a
low-grade brush vegetation. However, in Iberia and Scandinavia, grazed deciduous woodlands are the result of sustainable land uses that have survived over centuries, rich in wildlife
and nature, and today considered harmonious landscaped that deserve protection.
On the contrary, the modern practices in forest management, especially those associated
with the intensive use of forests for large scale pulp production, can have detrimental environmental impacts (fortunately the use of fertilisers and pesticides in Scandinavian wood production has been significantly reduced in the last years).

3.2.2 Functions of the forest
On about 80 to 90 % of Europe’s surface forests are the potential natural vegetation (climaxcoenosis). That means that almost all over Europe the forest would be the most probable and
stable (sustainable) structure of an ecosystem. This has important implications to any land-use
allocation strategy. Primarily it implies standards of sustainability for any land use pattern. It
has to be acknowledged that all of the existing cultural landscapes are less sustainable than a
forest. Therefore in almost any case we are on the safe (sustainable) side if we let grow a locally adapted forest ecosystem. This option is due to a sustainability optimising, selfstabilising process of the developing forest itself, including soil generation, water storage,
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microclimate stabilisation, oxygen production, etc. Therefore many life-sustaining features
can be assigned to forest ecosystems.
Protective functions
There are a variety of protective functions connected to the evolutionary developing process
which is called “homeostasis” and leads to the final steady state of an ecosystem. Homeostasis
basically means the natural tendency of an ecosystem to develop sustainably. This sustainable
development is reached by buffering unstable conditions of the environment.
The most important protective functions of the forest are connected to the stabilising effect on
the water-regime of a catchment area. This is achieved by different means according to climate and season. Facing rainy or flooded conditions, forests are able on the one hand to
evapo-transpire huge amounts of water into the air, and on the other hand to store the excess
water in the soil. Under arid (i.e. hot and dry) conditions forests are able to maintain a cooled
and moist environment
By stabilising the hydrograph of a catchment area forests abates all types of erosion:
• water erosion caused by heavy rainfall is minimised by the forests which can evapotranspire up to 80% of the rain. In addition to that the thick humus layer of an intact forest
can suck up enormous amounts of water like a sponge.
• wind erosion within a forest is a basically unknown phenomenon, due to the windbreaking effect of the trees at the border of a stand and the minimised temperature gradients within the ecosystem. In flat or low-lying areas they are planted as wind breaks (Denmark, UK, Hungary)
• chemical erosion which is only possible with an uncontrolled soil passage of precipitation
is hampered to a maximum.
During the last decade Central and Western Europe has been increasingly affected by floods
of major river systems like the Rhine and the Loire. One of the main reasons is the loss or
degradation of forest ecosystems, in particular in mountainous regions, as long known from
other continents (e.g. clear felling in Nepal causing floods in Bangla Desh). The alpine region
is suffering severely from the increasing peaks of the hydrographs causing floods and avalanches (Southern Austria and Northern Italy), damaging the infrastructure and posing a growing risk to the local population. Floods during spring and autumn are only one side of the uncontrolled water regime. The other side of the coin are droughts during the summer period.
Often the same countries that suffer under the devastating effect of floods are subject to an
augmenting water deficit during summer (e.g. France, Germany).
The removal and destruction of the water managing faculties of vegetation is probably more
contributing to the increasing rate of droughts and floods in Europe than the expected global
climate change due to greenhouse-gas emissions. The control of the water regime is more and
more taken away from the vegetation and shifted to artificial devices of human water management (canals, sewage systems, ground-water pumping etc.). In arid regions of Europe this
general tendency becomes more obvious than in humid landscapes, particularly around the
Mediterranean where a total break-down of the bionic water-cycle has occurred already before
the Middle Ages (e.g. North Africa, parts of Italy and Greece). In Southern European countries like Cyprus, Greece and Spain the remaining forests, although limited in area, are of vital
importance as a protection against water erosion and flooding. The effect of forest coverage is
obvious: soil erosion in Mediterranean catchment areas varies from two to three tonnes per
hectare, whereas on bare soil they amount to 20 to 30 t/ha annually.
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Although ecosystems with their cooling-functions have the general tendency to spread over a
continent, it seems that the loss of forests around the Mediterranean coast is irreversible. Drastic measures need to be taken to restore and give way to the natural resilience of the Mediterranean ecosystems in order to develop functioning forests with all its benefits to society.
Forest have a capacity to accumulate and recycle huge quantities of matter. As they grow forests function as a carbon sink taking CO2 from the atmosphere. In exchange they generate
oxygen. Planting additional forests could be part of an adaptation strategy to combat climate
change, but is definitely not a substitute for energy efficiency and reducing consumption.
Along with the accumulation of carbon goes the absorption gaseous and particle of pollutants.
Thus the forest can serve as a sink for pollutants, helping to a certain extent to reintegrate athopogenic wastes into the bio-geochemical cycle. However, while polluted air is cleaned and
the moisture content of dry air is incresased, improving air quality significantly, we have to
pay a price: the filtering capacities enrich pollutant concentrations and thus their effects. This
is the reason why in particular coniferous forests with the especially high filtering capacity
have been hit by forest dieback first.
The accumulation of organic matter for the sake of production of biomass (primary production) is the most prominent function of the forest. Throughout the existence of man forests
provided the supply of organic matter for construction, heating, fertilising and many other
purposes to meet basic human needs.
An optimum biological diversity is a prerequisite of the sustainable development of the
forest ecosystems that would provide sustainable functions to society. Trees form only a marginal part of the biological features of forest ecosystems: They are accompanied by shrubs,
bushes, grasses, moss and other plants. Furthermore, there are at least ten insect species associated with each plant species, a wide variety of soil organisms and fungi on the micro and
macro scale, as well as birds and other higher animals.
Today biodiversity is endangered (74): Ecosystem diversity is threatened by monoculture
plantations, clear felling and the construction of population centres or infrastructure. Species
diversity is suffering from tree plantations, grazing, as well as from chemical inputs (fertilisers, pesticides and acidic compounds). In acidified regions, some species no longer reproduce.
Overgrazing by deer and similar animals protected and fed for hunting cause an additional
pressure. Maybe the most alarming development can be seen in the field of genetic diversity:
plants had to adapt to acidification, soil degradation, soil compression due to the use of heavy
harvesting machinery, increased top speeds of storms etc. As a result, genetic diversity has
decreased by up to 90%, probably significantly reducing the ability of forests to adopt to future stresses. These stresses are foreseeable: ozone depletion will cause increased UV-B radiation, nitrogen input from traffic and agriculture is twenty times above capacity levels, and
climatic change will increase temperatures and evaporation, change rainfall patterns and prolong periods of drought. Whether or not our forests are still able to adapt to these stresses is
not yet known. Of utmost importance is the elimination of the causes of these stresses. In order to avoid the worst effects of a decreased species diversity artificial breeding programmes
might be helpful or even necessary in the short term.
Finally, forests have a high aesthetic value and are a source of much leisure time pleasure,
and can therefore provide recreational functions a an excellent example of non-consumptive
use of natural resources. Traditions and mythology of many European nations are related to
forests, and in this sense forests are a root of each country’s cultural heritage.

74

The Biodiversity Convention defines biodiversity as consisting of the diversity of ecosystems, species and varieties
(genetic diversity).
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3.2.3 The current situation
Deforestation is a real threat in all European countries, but the reasons for this process although still under research - are clearly different from region to region. For Central and
Eastern Europe forest dieback is the main threat to future forestry, its visible symptom being
the loss of needles and leaves, with defoliation of more than 25% now occurring in 24% of all
European forests (75). The areas suffering the highest degree of defoliation are located in Central Europe, but deforestation has also reached critical levels in certain areas of Northern and
south-eastern Europe. The majority of highly and critically affected forests occur in Bulgaria,
the Czech Republic, Germany, Poland and Slovakia, where severe conifer defoliation has
been recorded. Most affected are spruce (Picea abies) and fir (Abies alba), which are threatened throughout Central Europe. Of deciduous trees, beech (Fagus spec.) in Denmark, birch
(Betula pubescens) in Sweden and oak in Germany are also heavily defoliated. Large-scale
deforestation, however, has only been reported in areas exposed to high levels of sulphur dioxide gas in the mountainous regions of Central and Eastern Europe.
Unabated pollution and a continuous input of air-borne pollutants (nitrogen, acid, heavy
metals, to name just a few) is straining the limits of the forest ecosystem’s buffering capacity
and has led to serious soil damage, icluding a high output (washing out) of micro-nutrients
like Na+, Ca+, Mg++. Acid input initially improves nutrient availability, giving a short-term
fertilising effect, but eventually causes a shortage of nutrients. Leaves and roots suffer from
acidification, which reduces the plants’ ability to perform essential physiological activities
like photosynthesis (as does ozone, which destroys the protective waxy layer of leaves). Acid
rain and fog leach nutrient minerals from the leaves and reduce the water supply from the
roots even in damp years. At a later stage, aluminium is mobilised in the soil, with toxic effects to the roots (76).
The acidification of the soil goes along with the acidification of the waters in a catchment
area. In Scandinavia, thousands of lakes have been threatened by acidification. Treatment
with limestone, although occasionally with adverse results, has been helpful as a short-term
treatment, but is obviously no solution to the problem. Compared to surface waters, soil has a
significantly higher buffering capacity.
The oldest and best-known cause is the damage from sulphur dioxide emissions. Deforestation as a direct result of air and water pollution is still the predominant pattern in large
parts of Central and Eastern Europe (77). Here, thousands of hectares of mountain forests were
lost due to sulphur and nitrogen compounds from mainly local or regional power plants burning lignite.
In many areas of Europe, sulphur and nitrogen deposits currently exceed the critical-load
values and in some areas are several times greater, making a 85% reduction (as compared to
1990 levels) a prerequisite for sustainable forestry in the European average (78). In certain regions of Europe, in particular Scandinavia, it is estimated that emission reductions of up to
90% for sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are needed to achieve levels below the critical
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77
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Dobris Assessment 1995, chapter 12
Besides damaging the ecosystem, acid rain is putting the quality of groundwater at risk by mobilization of aluminium
and heavy metals in the soil (e.g. in Southern Germany and the Czech Republic). Furthermore, buildings and monuments suffer significantly and health problems cannot be excluded. For an early overview see Ulrich 1982, Swedish
Ministery of Agriculture 1982, Fonteyn/Spangenberg/Wuttke 1984
Regional Environmental Centre 1994
Weterings/Opschoor 1992, Maxson 1993
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loads for nitrogen and sulphur, and more than 50% for ammonia (79). Sadly, Scandinavians
themselves cannot do much about it: the main sources of pollution are power plants and industrial production facilities abroad. They are situated in England, Germany and Poland.
A more recent reason for concern is airborne nitrogen intake, which is driving the natural
nitrogen cycle out of balance (80). Of course, Western Europe also suffers from airborne pollutants. Although sulphur dioxide emissions have been cut dramatically, forest decline has not
yet come to a standstill. Increasing nitrogen oxide emissions from traffic plus only slightly
declining emissions from power plants and industry have so far counterbalanced all the successes achieved on sulphur emission reduction, and NOx-emissions still continue to increase.
Furthermore, ammonia from agricultural sources is becoming an additional threat to forestry. It contributes to acidification as well as in many regions being the most important factor
disturbing the nitrogen cycle. The high concentrations of nitrogen are transported into the
groundwater, and become reduced by bacteria to (harmless) molecular nitrogen in the aquifers, if sufficient amounts of sulphur/iron compounds are available. The less oxygen the
groundwater contains, and the longer it remains in the aquifer, the more complete is the degradation. This de-nitrification process, however, causes an irreversible decline of the chemical
reduction potential of the aquifer, and once it is completely used up, a leapfrogging of the nitrate concentrations in the ground water is foreseeable and unavoidable, called the 'nitrogen
breakthrough’ (81). Besides natural components (chemical characteristics of the soil, capacity
of the aquifer), the main factor influencing the time span left for functioning de-nitrification is
the amount of nitrogen introduced into the groundwater. This alarming development points
once more to the importance of reducing nitrogen input into natural as well as into managed
ecosystems.
The reasons for the forest die-back cannot only be traced outside the forests. Throughout
centuries the European forests have been subject to considerable strain by extraction of matter
forest grazing, fuelwood, charcoal production,...). The extracted materials have never been
substituted or otherwise replaced by active input of matter, be it organic or anorganic materials. The system’s ionic cycles were opened for the sake of intensifying agriculture and the
emerging cities. In addition the ecosystem’s means of recycling were removed or seriously
damaged. To common sense it is a simple point that any system can only decline if matter and
non self-renewing system-elements are constantly taken out. In the same sense the decline of
forest ecosystems can be understood though forests react differently depending on the region.
Scandinavian forests reacted already in the late sixies since their soils have the scarcest
supply of nutrients. In Central Europe the base-contend of the soil is much higher. The acidic
reaction of the soil were buffered until the ‘80 when forest die-back became a wide spread
phenomenon. The last German soil investigation has shown that now a stage is reached where
the growing of the next tree generation cannot be assured by the nutrients supply of most of
the forest soils in Germany. Probably many of the Central and North European forest stands
are now at risk. This poses a threat to all protective functions of the forest and of course to the
calculated yields. An infertile soil will not be able to deliver any of the predicted environmental space. Therefore it is necessary to minimise the matter output by an opened water cycle
(chemical erosion) and by extraction of biomass. The necessary matter export for harvesting
purposes should be counterbalanced with artificial matter input (e.g. organic waste, ashes).
Especially the closing of ionic cycles (Ca, Mg, K) will be a crucial element of sustainable forestry.
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Dobris assessment 1995, chapter 31; Acidification, Acid News 4, Oct. 1994, and earlier issues.
Mohr/Müntz 1994
BINE 1994
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Table 3.11: Importance of emissions reduction to reduce acidification effects:
Pollutants

North Scandinavia

SO2
NOx
NH3

XX
0
0

South Scandinavia
and UK
XXX
X
X

Central & Western
Europe
XXX
XX
XX

Southern Europe
X
?
?

Source: Grennfelt et. al., 1993

Other environmental factors involved in forest dieback are soil type (important for the
buffering capacity against acid inputs and for mineral release), water availability and biological stresses (in particular for anthropogenically pre-damaged forests). In addition, in Eastern
Europe logging by local populations for construction and fuelwood for home heating has in
recent years contributed to forest dieback.
In Southern Europe many of the original forest have already been damaged before and
during the Middle Ages leaving behind the typical Mediterranean karst landscape. Under arid
conditions forests can only survive if it manages to gain control over the water cycle of the
catchment. If this control, which is achieved mainly by cooling processes (evapo- transpiration), is lost a viariety of spontaneous processes take place. These spontaneaous processes are
driven by the high solar energy input and litterally tear the system apart. The system is exposed to fire, wind and water. The further south we get the faster this desertification process
takes place reaching well-known extremes in tropical regions.
Thus in the Mediterranean region, destruction of the the (alredy limited) forest resources is
as frequent as in the North, but the current reason for it is significantly different: forest fires
are causing a lot of the damage observed (the same holds true for parts of the former USSR).
Here, drought ranks seconds in the list of threats to the forest, with air pollution coming third.
In Europe, an average of 700,000 ha of wooded land are burnt each year, with more than half
of the area affected located in France, Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain. In the EU, the area of
wooded land considered under risk from fire is estimated at 35 million ha The threat is serious: in 1990 there were only two days without forest fire in the whole of the EU (82).
Forest fires occur for a variety of reasons, including agricultural practices (burning off
scrub and wooded areas for grazing, the knowledge of proper management being partially
lost), land clearing for urbanisation or tourism, and criminal action. Furthermore, abandoned
agricultural areas with accumulated biomass are much more susceptible to natural fires than
wooded land that is cultivated and under use. For biological biodiversity, however, forest fires
are not necessarily completely detrimental. The post-fire succession of growth offers a patchy
vegetation (scattered bushes and young trees), which in general enhances biodiversity. Examples of this in bird populations have been reported, although it is obvious that the populations
of larger animals like wild boar, deer and predatory mammals suffer heavily from forest fires.
All over Europe, unsustainable forest management contributes to the destabilisation of
forest ecosystems: clear cutting threatens forest diversity. The planting of monocultures has
already been mentioned as a threat to biodiversity. Furthermore, these types of practice, including the introduction of exotic species also undermine the stability of forest systems. Locally unsustainable water consumption can be the result of planting exotic species (eucalyptus) in Iberia, resulting in drought stress for and disappearance of other species. The use of
ground preparation techniques and large-scale clear felling can have a dramatic impact on
ground flora and fauna by displacing a wide range of species from the bare site. Many return
82
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as the new generation of forest grows but others cannot re-establish themselves before the
trees are felled again.
It is common practice to thin productive coniferous stands by removing dead wood. Numerous insects, fungi and lichens which rely on the presence of dying or dead trees have
therefore become rare or have disappeared altogether. In addition, some productive coniferous
species such as spruce have a thick canopy which limits the light which reaches the forest undergrowth. A few highly productive species, each represented by a few improved varieties, are
commonly used for reforestation. Consequently, local strains and ecotypes can disappear or
hybridise with the forest reproductive material introduced (83). All this contributes significantly to the serious losses in biodiversity already observed and tends to destabilise our forests in
the long run, in particular when it comes to adaptation to climate change.

3.2.4 The Sustainable Europe approach
The concept of sustainability („Nachhaltigkeit“) orginates from German 18th century forestry,
in particular from the forestry university of Tharandt. Over the period of at least two centuries
it has emerged as a concept of conserving the stock of wood in a forest (84), although over the
last half century, the definition has developed into a much broader concept, including all services man can obtain from a intact forest (85). As a purely quantitative philosophy of German
forestry it was exported in its very ancient form to other European countries and by them
overseas to their colonies like India and Indonesia where it had a devastating effect on forests
and people.
Now we have reached a situation where globally the quantitative fix of forestry can no longer
be maintained without being counterproductive to its self-set goals. Forests have to be protected with and for the sake of all their protective functions. In order to save and develop
healthy forests the sustainable conditions inside as well outside the forest have to be implemented.
As an important precondition for a healthy forest growth air pollution has to be reduced. The
abatement of air pollution from sources outside the forests has to be combined with sustainable management practice inside the forest ecosystems. In previous chapters we have already
given recommondations for a significant reduction of energy uase and material flows. Here we
have to check whether these recommondations are sufficient to protect the forests, or if from
the aspect of forest protection additional measures have to be maintained.
The first pollutant to be mentioned is sulphur dioxide: Since it is mainly emitted from
coal-fired power plants and industrial production facilities, the reduction of fossil fuel use
proposed in this study will significantly reduce the environmental pressure on forest ecosystems. The reduction proposed, however, is not enough: to reach a 90% reduction of sulphur
dioxide absorption, additional measures will have to be taken. Scrubbers and similar technical
equipment, although not first choices (being end-of-pipe technologies) as well as sulphur content regulations for fuels will remain important and have to stay in place in the EU. In CEE
and NIS countries, they have to be introduced.
For nitrogen oxides, the significant reduction of transport and in particular of road
transport, as advocated in this study, will help to curb emissions and thus help the forests to
survive. The second source of nitrogen, ammonia emissions from intensive agriculture (over83
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Dobris assessment 1995, chapter 23
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fertilisation by artificial or natural fertilisers) will be eradicated completely with the shift towards 100% organic agriculture, since intensive hog and cattle breeding and the resulting surplus of liquid manure will be abolished completely in the short run. Both measures together
will result in a reduction of NOx emissions of about two-thirds in the middle term, which underlines that technical measures to further reduce emissions from vehicles (like catalytic converters) are unavoidable although their impact in material flow and energy consumption terms
may be unfavourable.
In the long run, a reduction of material inputs of 90% perfectly meets the targets necessary
to preserve our forests, but in the short and middle term, end-of-pipe solutions will be needed
to bridge the gap towards sustainability. Otherwise, the forests might be gone before a sustainable situation in terms of emissions has been reached.
Conclusion
The poor condition of the European forests cause an estimated loss of potential harvest of
about 85 mln m3 /year (86). Together with the foreseen deficit of 40 mln m3, a status quo scenario could see the total deficit amount to 130 mln m3. This estimate demonstrates dramatically the risk of the shrinking environmental space due to anthropogenic stresses. Necessary consequences are the reduction of pollution as described in the previous chapters of this study,
appropriate forest management practices and a reduction in consumption according to the environmental space available.

3.2.5 Need for a change 1: forest management
The main cause for acidification of forest soils in Northern and Central Europe are the biological processes that took place ever since the estabishment of vegetation after the last last
Ice Age. Already in the early 1980s a Swedish expert group stated that “In the debate on acidification in Scandinavia and elsewhere it has been asserted that these (biological) processes
have played a greater part in the progress of acidification than acid deposition from the atmosphere. Lake acidification, for example, has been described as a direct consequence of
changes in the use of land”(87).
One important factor is the age of a stand. The hydrogen-ion production of a young highproduction stand at about 20 years of age exeeds the acid input by precipitation by four to five
times (Nilson, Miller 1982). Another factor is the harvesting practice. Thinning and harvesting of trunks only can have a less than half as acidifying effect on a stand than the thinning
and harevesting of whole trees. These examples show that sustainable silviculture is urgently
needed.
This means multi-functional forestry with specific regional mixtures of naturally occurring
deciduous trees and conifers. Initial (re-) planting of endogenous, but partly disappeared species during a period of transition might be necessary at places where the natural regeneration
of forest is hampered. After this period natural regeneration should be the sole means of forest
reproduction. For this it is necessary to eliminate as fast as possible artificial feeding and raising of animals to be hunted in the forests. Especially the large deer populations are the biggest
threat to tree species diversity in many Central European countries.
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Averaged over 100 years, with only sulphur and nitrogen emissions taken into account and under the assumption of a
ceasing of their effects by the year 2000, although the authors at IIASA, Laxenburg, Austria, consider even this estimate to be conservative. Source: Dobris Assessment 1995.
Swedish Ministry of Agriculture 1982
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This will reintroduce a species diversity to the forest ecosystems which will be naturally
adapted to the environmental condition. As it is explained above a naturally developed biological diversity is necessary precondition for a sustainable functioning of the forest ecosystem.
Next to species diversity the age mix of stand is important. A natural mix of different tree
species with all different ages should be the new standard of forestry instead of uniform monocultures. Harvesting of trees must happen by selective cutting instead of clear cutting. Single
trees must be logged according to their economic and environmental value. After the transition phase this would make additional management of plantations superfluous. It will save
money for forest owners, but also reduce the number of jobs in forestry. Probably, this losses
will not be fully compensated by the additional labour needed for selective cutting and
transport. Compression of forest soils due to use of heavy machinery is one of the main causes
of soil degradation and erosion, so selective cutting must be complemented by the substitution
of havy machinery by human labour and the re-introduction of horse use (as already done by
some major private forest owners for environmental as well as for economic resons (88) in
Germany). Sweden is already making some progress from high-input forestry towards this
model, and Rumanian forestry law is (even more than its enforcement) in line with these proposals.
Sustainable forestry will result in a different quality of yields. The share of strong trunk
harvest would tend to expand. This would increases the economic value of each yield, making
the transition even more economically viable. Thinning trunks and whole tree harvesting
would be phased out together with clear felling practices. Today only about 40% of all wood
yield is harvested in the form of trunks, with the rest of 60% going to pulp and paper production as well as single-use products. Sustainable silviculture and single tree cutting could raise
the ratio of trunk harvesting to 60 - 70% or more.
Trunk production in forestry poses economically no risks, but it reduces the amount of
wood available for the paper and pulp industry. Trunks tend to be used for construction purposes, furniture making etc. In a Sustainable Europe they might be used even more as substitutes for tropical or synthetic products. The paper industry, however, will more than ever be
forced to make use of recycling processes and alternative plant production to meet its demands for fibres.
For the areas threatened by forest fires, beside education and training in fire management
practices, an additional political problem must be solved before the forest can recover. Land
use conflicts, one of the main reasons for fires caused by man, must be solved politically.

3.2.6 Need for a change 2: the wood processing industry
The necessity of a change in wood use has been demonstrated by comparing the current trends
in wood use with future availability. Although the sustainable supply with timber can be secured over a long time, the steadily growing demand of 2.5% per year has to come to a standstill. The following table shows the current use pattern for wood and wood products in Europe
(for a list of countries see the next table). As far as the import surplus for round wood is based
on the import of tropical hardwood, this study suggests a reduction of these imports to zero.
Although wood consumption dynamics is dominated by the high growth rates of paper
consumption, industrial sawn wood is still the most important use of forest products. Other
uses include the production of viscose rayon fibres for textile production from wood pulp, an
illustrative example of a renewable substitute for other, fossil energy-based fibres. Similar
88
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products with environmentally improved production processes are being developed, the new
fibre Tencel being one of them. Here the production uses closed cycles of solvents with minimal emissions. Spinning and washing fluids can be recycled and the raw material, cellulose
fibre, comes from tree plantations on marginal land, unsuitable for agriculture and without the
intensive use of fertilisers or pesticides. The end product is a highly polymerised fibre for
cloth production, which is biodegradable. (89) This is just an example of the kind of product
we might expect from forests in the future, much more important for the quality of life than
wooden tooth-picks or other single-use products.
Table 3.12: Forest production in Europe (EU 12) 1990
Production

Import

Export

Roundwood
Fuelwood
Industrial
Saw Logs
Pulpwood
Other

398643
54901
343742
196241
125896
21605

46504
2451
44053
13659
27251
3143

27890
1191
26699
9507
16316
877

Sawnwood + Sleepers
Wood-Based Panels
Veneer Sheets
Plywood
Particle board
Fibreboard
Wood Pulp in 1000 t
Mechanical
Semi-chemical
Chemical
Dissolved

87567
37983
1876
3271
28216
4620
36343
12146
1754
21373
1070

37431
14173
825
4438
6819
2091
13380
639
155
12199
387

24138
10396
508
1683
6362
1844
7922
618
216
6791
298

Paper+board in 1000t
Newsprint
PrintG+WritG Paper
Other Paper+board
Household
WrapG+PackG
Paper+board

68057
8608
23530
35869
3491
26720
4341

29514
4977
10474
14064
584
9162
4305

31582
4960
11869
14753
687
10258
3808

in m3

Source: FAO 1990

A reduction of the current growth trend is nonetheless specifically necessary for the pulp
and paper industry. Although these industries are increasing their use of recycling processes
they still have a growing demand for fresh pulp.
But this is only one side of the coin: today, forest owners complain - together with parts of
the paper industry - that the increasing use of waste paper from recycling is ruining the markets for waste wood, diminishing the income of forestry and thus seriously threatening the
89
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forestry business (90). With a shift towards sustainable forestry and tree plantations, waste
wood would no longer be an important source of income, and the reduced availability would
open markets for recycled paper.
The example of hemp illustrates the fact that the paper industry’s demand for wood, although it cannot continue to grow within a limited environmental space, need not necessarily
be cut dramatically in order to be adjusted to future sustainable trends in forest use. Instead,
renewable substitutes may contribute to a solution: hemp e.g. can be a substitute for wood (for
the land surface available for renewable, non-energy plants, see chapter Land Use. Alternatively, re-usable plastic materials designed for easy de-inking and reprinting could substituting
one way solutions using organic fibres, thus saving significant amounts of materials, or the 46 page flexible liquid crystal screen newspaper being developed now by Bertelsmann, which
receives its daily news content on wire might turn out to be broadly acceptable and even more
innovative, materials saving solutions).
For more than 2000 years hemp has been the basic substance for the production of books,
contracts and other documents. Invented by the Chinese, the hemp processing technology has
been kept secret for many centuries. Europeans started to use wood as a home resource for
paper production many centuries later. Compared to hemp wood-based paper is of poor quality and durability. The Holy Bible of Gutenberg, for example, printed in the 15th century on
hemp-paper is still in excellent state while documents from the 19th century must be restored
and protected in an air-conditioned environment. Durability of paper is not the only advantage
of hemp cultivation. Compared to wooded areas, higher yields per hectare can be achieved.
For paper production the yield is approximately five times as high as the yield from the same
area of forest. Furthermore, in the long run agriculture and the natural environment may profit
as well, as:
- hemp is an exceptionally robust plant, which renders the use of fertilisers and pesticides
unnecessary;
- the cultivation of hemp improves quality of soil structure and can be integrated quite well
into crop planting sequences;
- hemp oil is of the same high quality as sunflower, soybean or linseed oil;
- hemp fibres are highly resistant to stretching and humidity;
- iemp can be used for some medicinal purposes;
- In the paper industry, a large percentage of wood can be substituted with hemp without a
deterioration in paper quality and in the clothing industry, the high quality of hemp fibres
is appreciated particularly for the production of 'eco-fashion’ (91).
Hemp is just one popular example for renewable resources that could be used for many
purposes in the fibre, pharmaceutical, textile end energy production. There are many other
plants like reed, reedbed, flax etc. that were traditionally used over centuries and substituted
as a result of the emerging industries of the 19th and 20th century. Together with our modern
biotechnical knowledge these renewable recources could be rediscoverd and optimised, making them a source of a more sustainable industrial production pattern. As for the example of
hemp it would make a lot of sense to start its industrial renaissance in the traditional centers
of the hemp production in the former Yougoslavian counties. This could be one important
element of a sustainable recontruction of the new European states devastated by Civil War.
Table 3.13: Trade balance of wood products per country ’90
90
91

Rohstoff Rundschau 1994
KStA 1994
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’90

B/L
DK
F
D,E
D,W
GR
EIR
I
NL
P
ES
UK
A
SF
S
EU 15

N
CH
EFTA

BU
CZ
HU
PL
RO
YU
CEE

Sum
Eur.

Roundwood
1000m3
Prod Import
4682
3501
2107
431
44718
2200
11251
541
73456
3481
2037
558
1527
8
8038
7150
1411
1253
10443
839
17758
2875
6455
857
17280
5502
41647
6045
55854
6077
298664
11794
1636
6778
816
18572
4099
68
17854
162
6604
1217
19622
54
17321
57
13577
1175
79077
396313 46503
398643 46504

Exp.
1705
656
6075
791
6209
19
312
19
1129
563
360
325
1762
494
1249
800
1141
115
682
1570
595
116
1206
27893
27890

Sawnwood
Wood Panels
3
1000m
1000m3
Import Export Import Export
2269
419
650
2093
1496
89
589
106
2317
1274
1635
1053
983
65
472
0
5076
1196
2780
1368
593
22
198
42
63
0
114
148
5999
80
909
374
3450
413
1621
141
98
1567
39
769
1840
125
358
292
9214
58
2973
165
848
4563
209
1222
65
4176
97
779
259
6252
564
318
438
701

634
120

143
383

172
431

72
31
918
109
167
75

28
946
101
300
788
796
24012
24138

3
86
170
80
0
62
14135
14173

42
77
41
429
174
159
10395
10369

37081
37431

Chemical Pulp
1000 t (a)

Paper + Paperboard
1000 t

Prod Import Exp.
218
467 204
0
111
0
1611
1821 376
333
179
0
661
3160 110
0
123
0
0
14
0
54
1907
56
0
569
8
1449
37 1056
1258
413 505
0
1724
2
965
371 205
5038
32 1307
6381
148 2306
17968
625
63 273
122
331
55
747
110
90
30
1075
47 184
23
246
0
481
84
25
481
71
3
475
191
86
2645
21360 12199 6791
21373 12199 6791

Prod Import Export
1195
1782
924
326
971
202
7006
3791
2116
1351
233
116
11873
6779
4092
282
463
52
34
336
33
5582
2454
1111
2770
2420
2099
740
228
247
3446
1421
526
4980
5742
1119
2872
541
1947
8781
129
7633
8426
281
6336
59664
1819
268
1476
1295
915
697
3114
322
85
14
1307
89
126
443
275
90
1065
44
190
819
40
144
1302
180
292
5258
68036 29467 31582
68057 29514 31582

(a) as illustrated in table 3.12, total pulp production is significantly higher than chemical pulp only. The latter, however, represents
the most important process , covering about 60 of total pulp production.

The above table gives the trade balance for the most important wood products per country,
illustrating the urgent need for an exchange of wood in Europe, since imports and exports are
highly unbalanced. Import and export structures differ from country to country and by the
kind of wood and wood products involved. To make the different kinds of wood products
more easily comparable, different uses are expressed in terms of cubic meters of wood used in
the following table, norming the different processes by the use of conversion factors based on
the chemical characteristics of the processing involved.
Table 3.14: Import/export in 1000 m3 round wood 1990
1990
Factor
Belg-Lux
Denmark

Round
Wood
1
1796
-225

Sawn
Wood
1
1850
1407

Panels
1
-1443
483

Chemical
Pulp
4,8
1262
533
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Paper
1,8
1544
1384

Wood
total
5010
3582

Area
needed
1000 ha
1031
698

Productivity
4.9
5.1

France
Germany
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherland
Portugal
Spain
UK
EU 12
Austria
Finnland
Sweden
EU 15
Norway
Switzerland
EFTA
Bulgaria
Czechoslov.
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Yougoslawia
CEE
Sum
Europe

-3875
-250
-2728
539
-304
7131
124
276
2515
532
5531
3740
5551
4828
19650
836
-325
14630
-47
-520
-353
-541
-59
-31
-1551
18610
18614

1043
918
3880
571
63
5919
3037
-1469
1715
9156
28090
-3715
-4111
-5993
14271
-196
581
-13434
44
-915
817
-191
-621
-721
-1587
13069
13293

582
472
1412
156
-34
535
1480
-730
66
2808
5787
-1013
-682
246
4336
-29
-48
-1526
-39
9
129
-349
-174
-97
-521
3740
3804

6936
859
14640
590
67
8885
2693
-4891
-442
8266
39398
797
-6120
-10358
23717
-1008
1325
-15365
288
-658
1181
283
326
504
1925
25958
25958

3015
211
4837
740
545
2417
578
-34
1611
8321
25169
-2531
-13507
-10899
-1768
-2174
392
-28719
128
-67
333
-263
-187
-202
-257
-3807
-3722

7701
2210
22041
2596
338
24887
7912
-6848
5465
29083
103976
-2722
-18869
-22176
60209
-2571
1925
-44414
374
-2150
2107
-1061
-715
-547
-1992
57570
57947

2382
517
5175
2222
103
12286
2446
-1766
2415
13069
33355(a)
-624
-8662
-9282
14787
-1688
452
-18776
266
-518
427
-441
-108
-284
-606
20249

3.2
4.3
4.3
1.2
3.3
2.0
3,2
3.9
2.3
2.2
3.1
4.4
2.2
2.4
1.5
4.3
2.4
1.4
4.2
4.9
2.4
6.6
1.9
3.3
2.8

This figure has been calculated based on FAO data; with EUROSTAT data the result would be about 40 instead of 33 Mio.
Source: FAO 1990

This results in a wood use balance indicating the total trade balance of wood per country.
From this, in combination with the specific wood productivity per hectare, the area which
each country would have to set aside for wood production if it were to sustain itself on national resources and maintain current wood consumption levels can be calculated. These figures quite clearly illustrate the imbalances in terms of land used. A similar calculation for Europe as a whole should end up in a balance in a sustainable situation as defined in this study.
The differences in lacking forest area are all the more remarkable as they (unlike absolute
quantities of trade) include the various rates of forest productivity, with Romania, Denmark
and Belgium/Luxembourg ranking highest and Greece, Bulgaria and Norway lowest.
Differences in the different statistical compendiums used stem mainly from slightly different definitions, but as well in the main source of data, the Dobris Assessment, data in the
Chapters on land use and forestry differ significantly. So the data given have to be understood
as an estimate based on the best available data, but having a margin of uncertainty of up to
20%. Furthermore, "accurate data are generally lacking" according to this document "on such
factors as:
- the area of forest subject to harvesting practices as large-scale clear felling, the use of
heavy machinery, etc., including the area of forest grown specifically for pulp production;
- the extent and rate of a afforestation with monoculture stands;
- the introduction of exotic tree species as well as the extent of their planting);
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-

amount of ancient / natural forest remaining;
the extent to which forests are used for non-wood production purposes such as recreation
(visitor frequency), hunting and conservation;
employment trends.

3.3

Mobility and land use

Today, about 7.67 % of Europe‘s ground is used as buildt up land (EU 12), and the occupation
of fertile soil for settlements and transport is increasing steadily. Of all forms of land use for
infrastructure (buildt-up land and related), transport is by far the fastest growing user. So besides energy consumption, materials use, pollution and "human costs" like injuries from accidents, the future of transport is highly relevant for any discussion about sustainable land use
patterns.
The impact of transport on land use is manyfold and can be direct as well as indirect, both
short and long term, with different impacts on several levels. This chapter briefly outlines the
levels of impacts and gives some first ideas about the general requirements for ecological
changes of mobility and transport.

3.3.1

Impacts of transport on land use

Direct impacts
The direct impacts of transport on land use consist of the area claimed for moving (roads,
motorways) and standing vehicles (parking lots, roadside etc.) as well as the service and
maintainance infrastructure (factories, repair shops, dealerships, fuelling stations,...). The issue of direct land use by transport is a more or less well-known dimension of ecological impacts and is traditionally included when establishing the externalised costs of motorised
transportation (Leipert 1989).
However, in particular the latter two categories (parking, infrastructure) are often underestimated as regards their amount of land use. Furthermore, in many cities the amount of land
used for transport is far higher than that designated for that purpose due to illegal parking,
parking in backyards etc.; accordingly, the statistics generally underestimate the impact of
transport in terms of land use.
Indirect impacts
Besides the direct claim on land for the transport and its support infrastructure, this infrastructure affects a lot of the land beyond that which is directly being used. Transport corridors like highways destroy important and even vital connections for pedestrians and cyclists
in settlemet areas (92), and cut through the biotope wildlife all over the country side.
This causes a decrease of the value of the neighbouring land, of homes and residential areas, and of public areas used for daily life, i.e.for recreation and shopping. The proximity to
transport corridors inhibits some important uses completely, like safe playing grounds and
walkways for children, or places meant for lingering and relaxing. Consequently, as a substitute alternative space is required, which in turn puts new demands on land use and has its own
impacts.
92

It is important to recognise the difference between space as such on the one hand, and living space on the other, which
means space which is actually usable for social demands and functions.
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Roads, highways and modern railway routes, besides disturbing the landscape, causing
significant material flows and energy consumption for their construction and maintainance are
the main source of pollution and noise in rural areas. These factors is causing significant
stresses for many species, supressing their reproductive capabilities.
Furthermore, roads act as a barrier many species cannot overcome. This is not only a serious problem for the survival of migratory species or amphibia which have to cross roads to
reach ponds and lakes for reproduction, causing a high death toll. The shrinking size of undisturbed areas is falling below the minimum size of territories many species need for maintaining successfully stable populations - transport is one of the main threats for wildlife.

3.3.2

The driving forces

Spatial development patterns cannot be understood without taking thesocio-economic factors
into account, which have helped shaping our current use patterens and which continue to direct our future land use planning. This focus on interlinkages results in a new kind of sociospatial analysis - not only in theory, since the interdependences are also empirically evident.
With reference to the dynamics of transport generation, some factors can be highlighted in
order to make the connection between spatial and social factors more obvious.
Perception and politics
The serious environmental problems caused by modern patterns of (auto-)mobility and
transport and their underlying structures (in the public and the private sector and households
as well as in the industrial and commercial sector) all have one common denominator: the
perception of space as an obstacle to be eliminated, as something man has to overcome (Oblong 1992). The free (and nearly cost-free) movement of capital, goods, labour/human beings
and more recently information is a key part of the dominating econimic ideology of free markets, perversely resulting in massive subsidies for all kinds of transport. These subsidies (e.g.
for the private car transport in Germany estimated to be 15 to 45 billion ECU, Welfens et al.
1995) reduce the efforts for and the cost of transport (we will refer to the overall amount of
investments of money, energy, materials and labour needed to transport something a certain
distance as "resistance of space") and thus contribute significantly to the globalisation of
competition.The same people, however, which invest this high amount of money into subsidising global accessibility on the other hand comply about the shortage of public revenues and
increasing global competition which are made responsible for the need to cut back the welfare
state. Thus the dominating perception of spatial distances as obstacles is not only emvironmentally devasting but implies a highly destructive social dynamic as well.
This perception is the driving force behind the developments we are confronted with:
• Within the past thirty years, the number of car trips in the passenger transport sector
has doubled.
• The sum of distances covered has tripled.
• Walking (pedestrian transport) has lost its importance in a dramatic way (BMV
1985ff).
The underlying perception of space is shaping our landscapes and directing our settlement
patterns; for analysing the current structure and to assess future developments it is at least as
important as the analysis of present spatial structures like sizes of towns, their location in relation to cities etc.
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Effects of paid labour
Paid labour initialises (in combination with the dynamics of reduced space resistance to be
outlined later on) a special process of transport generation. There is a drastic growth of commuting across town borders (from 1961 to 1970 to 1 987, the national census indicates a rise
from 6.18 million commuters to 7.43 million to 9.88 million for West Germany). This took
place even in towns where the ratio of people employed in the town to the number of workers
living there has remained constant or has increased. So the driving force which generates this
traffic must be sought elsewhere, and not in the job infrastructure.
The expansion of action space based on one’s job (starting with a job-oriented network of
friendships, for example) has an impact on other fields of daily life and generates a higher
transport expenditure there as well.
Gender differences
There are a lot of phenomena which display close correlations to and conflicts between
car-oriented transport policies and the policy of equal opportunities for women and men
(Spitzner, M.; Zauke, G., 1994).
In this context we give one example: The gender division of labour is the force behind the
expectation that women are assigned most of the domestic work. Furthermore, a woman generally has - in contrast to men - far fewer opportunities to form a relationship with a partner
who does such work for her. Therefore the synchronisation of paid and of unpaid labour
(women performing primary caregiver tasks, household duties for herself, a partner, children,
relations etc. .) often forces her to find both kinds of work within close vicinity. That means
ecological space orientations. But it also stands - under present-day conditions (job infrastructures) - in contradiction to the aims of equal opportunities: women are, due to the pressures of
qualifications, job positions, revenue and long-term social security, forced to use proximity as
a main criterion when looking for a job.
(Historical) differences between Western and Eastern spatial orientations
There are recognisable differences between Western and Eastern attitudes towards space. A
comparison of old and new federal states in the Federal Republic of Germany shows some
examples. In the old states, the transport expenditure of the inhabitants of smaller towns, as
well as that of inhabitants of cities with a population exceeding one million, is higher than that
of people living in cities with less than one million inhabitants; in the new federal states, these
differences do not exist. In the old federal states, the inhabitants of the surrounding areas of
cities commute twice as far as the population of nuclear cities; these differences do not exist
in the new states.
This indicates that in the old states, in areas surrounding cities, the population is to a high
degree oriented to the city; in the new ones, however, it is (as yet) locally oriented.
Figure 3.8: Availability of a car to women/men in different life situations
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3.3.6

women
men
employed

Structural land use as a process of socio-spatial accommodation

The direction of dynamic development is determined by its being linked to ideologies (like
'free citizens determine their own speed limit’) and by the linking of real privileges to ecologically problematic forms of transport and mobility patterns93. Both linkings have as a consequence the problems of an artificially increased demand. Additionally, the problematic
transport forms and mobility patterns are linked to increased chances of obtaining power, revenue, illusions of self-determination or of stabilisation of (men’s) identity.
In this way, potentials of (today mostly involuntary) 'ecological vanguards’ are neither
recognised nor valued, but destroyed. What is necessary is a stabilisation. But this works only
with real and sensitive recognisable benefits.
The dominant ideological concept is that of the 'auto-mobile’ society. Vehicular transport
is not the equivalent of, or identical to, mobility. Quite the contrary: many people find that
their personal mobility is, in fact, restricted by vehicular transport. While it is not at all restricted by the mobility of pedestrians, and only minimally by bicyclists, it is perceived to be
impeded quite seriously by motorists and by the effects of transport planning and policies fo93

Consumption and Nature. Ecological Economic Research Institute, No. 46 /91. Berlin, 1991;
Hildebrandt, Eckart (ed.). Ecological Consumption. Publication series of the Ecological Economic Research Institute,
No. 25 / 89. Berlin, 1990.
Roadway construction, high-speed railways, the expansion of regional airports, engineering vehicles for the `three-car
family' in the form of electric cars, etc., always implies not only shifting traffic volumes to ecologically less sound
transport media, but always and at the same time the generation of new traffic and new growths in traffic which will
have to be dealt with - of approx. 50,000 trips with the French TGV Sud high-speed train in the first year, some 35,000
were trips which would otherwise not have been taken; an elevated Transrapid magnetic suspension railway route, for
which plans were resurrected once again in the framework of the EU TEN nezwork programme, if set up as a connection between airports is seen as the driving factor for a considerable growth in air traffic; according to current estimates
by the Parliament of North Rhine-Westphalia, a Transrapid link between Bonn and Berlin would generate 3.1 x 109
passenger kilometres in new travel, etc. The recognition that `traffic creates traffic' is decades old but has not become a
guide for action even down to this day.
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cused entirely on the automobile. In many cases, reducing vehicular transport actually enhances mobility.
This affects more than just 'fringe groups’. It is often taken for granted that the use of an
automobile is universal. That this is by no means the case can be established quickly by taking
one of those rare looks at statistics on driving licenses and the availability of a vehicle to, and
its use by, women.
A comparison of population groups from a variety of types of settlements also demonstrates that the automobile mania apparent in transport policy and planning is well ahead of
actual utilisation rates (Figure 3.9). 'Liberation from the automobile’ for those who do not
have a car is limited, however, to their individual way of covering distances - they are by no
means liberated from the effects of cars.
Figure 3.9: Passenger Car Ownership in Households (german State of North-Rhine Westphalia)
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The ecological conclusions to be drawn from this knowledge on the direction of dynamic
developments is a special field of implementation which often will not be realised but is of
great importance: measures to achieve a de-linking of ideologies and privileges, especially of
those concerning car transport and high -speed transport (and also long-distance transport).
Socio-demographically, the group to benefit from those measures is empirically shown (by
today’s rate of driver’s licenses, car ownership, use of cars, of high-speed vehicles or of aeroplanes etc.) to be that of women. But the measures have to be implemented very soon: every
chance must now be taken to escape the dilemmas of forced transport expenditures for unpaid
labour and limited opportunities to terminate their (mobility, working and long-term financial)
dependence on men.

3.3.7

Structural land use as a process of declining space resistance

This complex process can be described in the following way: The resistance of space (against
motorised penetration and penetration that can be accelerated) declines - under the conditions
of a basically constant budget for travel or transportation time - due to higher speed levels
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(increasing motorisation, accompanying enlargement of the transport infrastructure) and falling (relative) costs of transport. In the passenger transport sector this effect is working to the
advantage of the statistical average of the population, not to that of the population at large.
Every acceleration in one direction effects on the other side new instances of resistance
against the traversing direction. According to these dynamics, the resistance of space expanded against all forms of penetration which are designated by non-motorisation, lower budget of
travel or transport time, lower speed levels or higher (relative) costs of transport in relation to
the financial budget.
Spatial structures will be increasingly diversified: reduced spatial mixtures, concentration
and expanding land use are symptoms of this development in all fields of life and on all
scales.
Behaviour patterns of the population change correspondingly: increasing demands on
dwelling or housing space, specialisation in employment and education, expenditures in the
organisation of leisure time and in the level of consumption are analogous with spatial structures.
Transport supplies and opportunities are important factors and a motor of declining spatial
resistance. Transport supplies and opportunities initialise a reciprocal nexus between spatial
structures and patterns of behaviour.
The direct transport-generating effects have already been shown for the construction of
motor ways, high-speed transport systems like TGV or Transrapid scenarios, the expansion of
air transport infrastructures and road construction in general (THE GREENS 1989,
KALWITZKI 1989). They have effects on all time scales: on the long-term household decisions on dwelling or housing localities, on the short-term determining decisions of daily life
which in wide fields as institutionalised behaviour could be considered as long-term (for example the daily shopping or decisions on how to spend leisure time) and also on anticipation
(referring to the long history of enlargement of transport infrastructures).
The ecologically oriented conclusion of these dynamics is a systematic planning of accessibility, which thwarts the artificial permeability of space. What is necessary for an unfolding
of the importance of transport-avoidance spatial behaviour structures are all measures which
rebuild space resistance. The points at issue are:
- measures to reduce speed levels in the high speed sectors (and a higher levelling of speed
in the retarded sectors of lower speed mobility - for example in the daytime and night-time
networks for pedestrians);
- measures of raising transport-cost levels, of increasing the scale of distance step by step,
using for example the ratio of speed level to technical investment (the higher the more expensive);
- a stop to all measures forcing spatial permeability.
- measures of installing new feed-back procedures for transport-intensity relevant planning
(HESSE et al. 1992) (the whole discussion about participation, transparency of communally relevant decisions and re-democratisation, especially in feminist research) (GROTE et
al. 1991).

3.3.8

Avoidance of transport as the main strategy

The substitution of those means of transport causing the ecological problems with the greatest
impact (road freight, motorised individual transport, air transport and high-speed rail
transport) by less problematic transport, implemented by changes of modal split concerning
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passenger and freight transport (by railway or (inland) navigation and by public transport) is
the oldest and best-known strategy to reduce the ecological impacts of transportation. Today
we have reached a level at which substitution does not offer the necessary and sought-after
reduction of CO2 emissions (as an indicator) and of ecological impacts of transportation. The
main strategy required for reaching sustainability is the avoidance of transport volumes and
the reduction of transport expenditure in general, and especially in the most problematic sectors of road and air transport (the Study Commission of the 12th German Bundestag on the
Protection of the Earth’s Atmosphere).
Transport expenditure denotes nearly the same thing as the traditional term of transport
achievement, but does not contain within it the mistake of confusing costs with output. Transportation is only an aim in itself in sectors with special interests (like the airline industry or
parts of the automobile industry). These groups cannot determine the general position of research and especially not ecologically motivated research. Avoidance of transport volumes
means both reduction of expenditures ('achievements’) and reduction of passenger and freight
kilometres (Pkm, fkm). The Pkm and fkm units are the product of persons or freight mass,
respectively, and distance. Decreases in transport expenditure can be achieved in various
ways: for example, reducing freight mass, the number of journeys and/or distances travelled.
This can also be accomplished by combining journeys (car pooling and other combined means
of transport), objective changes of activities, reducing investments in transportation etc.
Another transport expenditure factor is technological investments, principally those made
by private households (such as the purchase of a car), but also those falling under public and
private sector budgets. The general availability of the results of transport technology for all
age groups, income groups, budgets etc. decreases in proportion with the necessary technological investments by private households or persons. On the other hand, the intensity of material
flow and the transport intensity of the installation and services of infrastructures mostly corresponds (for public and private budgets) with the technical investment. In this context, this
factor must be understood as a qualitative one.
Concerning the spatial structures given, we can give some data on factors which reduce passenger transport:
• for Western Europe, the size of towns or cities which is most propitious in this respect lies
between one hundred thousand and half a million inhabitants;
• a minimum of size and density is necessary to unfold transport-reducing effects on smallscale and mixed forms of utilisation;
• orientations to axes of development, as practised in Western Europe are disadvantageous,
since the 1920s in relation to railway lines and, since the 1950s, more and more in relation
to motor ways.
• Railway-oriented 'spoke-and-hub’ structures with point-axial structures (concentrations
within areas of cities close to stations) are also inadequate because of
• a high degree of mobility-orientation to other point concentrations,
• long distances, and
• tangential relations.
Spoke-and-hub designs force users of mass transport to travel longer distances than needed when first travelling to a centre and then outwards to the destination. Within cities, districts close to the city centre are the most suitable locations for reduced motorised passenger
transport.
Spatial structure and land use in the realm of private life and domestic economies are divergent from those of industrial economics.
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4. Water, a regional resource
Summary
Being a regional or even local resource a unique European Environmental Space for water
cannot be calculated. In this chapter a general approach to the environmental impacts of water
use is made, illustrated by the case study of a sustainable regional water management project.
As data are lacking and unreliable, the environmental space for water is set pragmatically to
be the current consumption level within the European Union.
Amongst the environmental resources analysed, water is the only one with a predominantly local or regional character. Water is a crucial natural resource, not only for domestic, but
also for industrial and agricultural use. Various natural factors depend on the availability of
water of acceptable quality and sufficient quantity, e.g. soil fertility. Surface waters are rich
natural habitats, feeding and breeding grounds. Pressure on the availability of clean water
generally derives from human use and pollution.
Fig. 4.1.: Total water volume of Planet Earth

Source: Fonds der Chemischen Industrie, Medienmappe Nr. 13

The Environmental Space for water is defined by sustainable extraction of water from the
environment. Since the availability of ground- and surface water differs significantly from
place to place, every region of a country should adapt its use of water to its specific environmental space.
Assumptions
Long range water transport is undesirable, since the environmental impact can be high, losses
tend to be enormous and European ecosystems have since the last ice age adapted to the re-
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gional water availability. The same holds true for human cultures; the traditional average water use per capita was closely linked to regional availability and European cultures developed
with respect to this. Therefore it seems justified to reject the idea of artificially creating a
standardised European Environmental Space for water which would lead to water transport
from the Rhine, Danube and Volga to dry regions in Greece, Malta and Spain.

4.1 Current use
Globally there is a trend towards increasing water extraction:
Fig. 4.2: Evolution of water withdrawals in the 20th century
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In addition to the general trend of increasing demand of water we can make a distinction
between the various water consumers along the lines of economic sectors. On the national,
regional or local level, however, the individual size of each share may differ significantly.
Fig 4.3: Global water use 1900 - 2000
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Source: Tolba, M.K., El-Kholy 1992

On the European level there are significant differences in national levels of water extraction, whether looking at total or per capita figures. The following table can only give a rough
impression of general consumption levels and the share of groundwater in the provision of
drinking water in the EU 12 countries. The differences shown in this table are due to various
reasons such as the level of industrialisation, water management systems, irrigation for agricultural purposes, standards of hygiene, etc. or simply to the uncertainties arising from statistical data base.
Table 4.1: Water withdrawals in the EU
Country

Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
UK
EUR 12
EUR 12

Water
withdrawal
(mln cbm/yr)
9,030
1,170
44,582
6,945
45,845
43,673
797
56,200
59
14,471
3,452
14,502
240,762
249,900

Share of
groundwater (%)
8.6
?
14.1
28.5
9.0

Annual water
withdrawal
(m3 per capita).
917
228
718
720
1181

14.1
31.1
21.4
45.8
7.9
19.0
19.0

778
233
977
157
999
349
254
768

Remarks

1980
1988
1987, excl. agriculture except irrigation
1980, excl. power plant cooling water
1986, excl. agriculture except irrigation;
ground water withdrawal excl. industry
1988
1979
excl. agriculture except irrigation
excl. agriculture and irrigation
1986, excludes agriculture and irrigation
excl. agriculture and irrigation
Added figures from table (questionable)
OECD estimate of 1989 withdrawal

Source: EUROSTAT Environmental Statistics, 1991

In general, the data for water are lacking and unreliable, particularly in terms of European and
global averages. Different estimates of annual rates of withdrawal vary by as much as 50%.
This makes statements about any short-term trends or comparisons between different countries highly suspect. "Many of the problems relate to the fact that only a limited part of the
total water used is provided by public water supplies. Records of other withdrawals are often
incomplete. In Denmark, for example, all water use is strictly monitored and licenses are necessary for all withdrawals, whereas in France, water withdrawal is usually free, and returns
only have to be reported to the Agences Financières de Bassin above certain threshold levels."94 Farmers often use private sources and reservoirs for irrigation in quantities which are
very difficult to measure or even estimate.
Results:
The Environmental Space for water in Europe is thus set to be current regional use. A
further increase would violate the precautionary principle.

94

Commission of the European Community, DG Environment, Consumer Protection and Nuclear Safety: The State of the
Environment in the European Community 1986, p. 82
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Despite the overall abundance of water resources within Europe, there are severe local and
regional deficiencies. Consequently, the environmental space has to be calculated for every
single river basin or water management area.
In England and Wales, for example, the land is divided into 10 water management areas,
which show very different patterns of water supply, demand, rates of extraction etc.
The figures indicate the increasing water demand in the Eastern and South-eastern regions
of England. In these regions additional resources are needed to meet future demand, as local
over-extraction has already occurred in 40 communities. In contrast, demand in the Northern
and North-western regions is going to decrease.

4.2 Case studies
Instead of giving a standard analysis, we present a case study to give an idea of the diverse
problems. These need to be taken into account when developing sustainable water management.

4.2.1

Case study 1: The Rhine-Main-Area 95

Although Germany has large water resources, the water supply for big agglomerations has
become more and more difficult. More than 70% of drinking water is provided by groundwater which has to be transported from the surrounding landscape via extensive networks.
The ecological limits of the rural areas have already been reached or exceeded. The extraction of groundwater has led to a significant fall in water levels and has destructive impacts on
river systems, forests and Wetlands. Additionally, the increasing land use for the drinking
water infrastructure (e.g. pipes, storage basins, canals for filtration, pumping stations, etc.)
limits land availability for nature reserves, agriculture and recreation.
Since water management aims to meet the increasing demand for high-quality water, even
deep-groundwater resources (from the pleistocene) are going to be exploited. This is completely unacceptable. These water layers are up to 10,000 years old, and it will take the same
period of time to refill them by natural infiltration.
Consequently, a sustainable water management has to be based on average rainfall of a
clearly defined region e.g. the Rhine-Main area. A region should extract water resources only
to the extent of their renewability.
The first step towards achieving sustainable water management is to classify water according to its origin and use.
Table 4.2: Water demands and use patterns
origin
groundwater

use
human needs, drinking water, hygiene, special industrial purpose
industrial and agricultural processes, public sector,
irrigation, cooling, processing

surface water

Using these distinctions a strategy for water consumption could consist of the following
components:
(a) direct savings of drinking water by quantitative restrictions
95

According to a survey of Institute for Socio-ecological Research, Frankfurt/M, see Kluge 1994
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(b) indirect savings through the substitution of drinking water by non-potable water, like untreated surface water.
ad (a): There is a potential 50 % reduction in potable water use in the public sector: schools;
swimming pools; other public facilities. Furthermore a potential water saving of 40% by industry. In private households and small-size enterprises only a reduction of 10% in their use of
potable water seems possible.
ad (b): The use of non-potable water is still uncommon, but for many purposes there is no
need for high-quality water e.g. for industrial cooling, flushing toilets, washing cars etc.
For this case-study we give two possibilities for the substitution of potable by non-potable
water:
- the collection of surface water for the irrigation of public facilities, e.g. parks, playgrounds.
- the installation of separate water pipes for potable and non-potable water. Dual supply
systems can be either restricted to non-domestic consumers, or also made available to
these for limited purposes. Because of high costs and the great amount of material needed
for construction, a separate, non-potable water pipe network is only feasible in areas of
high density e.g. inner-city, industrial sites. These pipes can be fed by any kind of surface
water (rain, river etc.). There were dual supply networks in several German cities up to
about 1960 (e.g. Hannover, Frankfurt, Wiesbaden) but for economic reasons these were
changed to one-pipe-systems (OECD 1987: p.52).
Fig. 4.4: Water Use in Private Homes, Germany 1988
• 1950 -> 85 litres per person per day
• 1980 -> 150 litres per person per day
• 2000 -> 204 litres per person per day

cleaning:
1980 -> 10 litres
2000 -> 9 litres

toilet water, bath/shower and body care:
1980 -> 106 litres
2000 -> 157 litres

laundry and dish washing:
1980 -> 25 litres
2000 -> 28 litres

drink/cook:
1980 -> 3 litres
2000 -> 3 litres

garden and car wash:
1980 -> 7 litres
2000 -> 8 litres

Source: Batelle Institute, Frankfurt, 1992

The second step for sustainable water management is the introduction of closed systems,
where water is recycled within the same system with minimal losses.
In order to avoid long-range transport of water, the import of drinking water from surrounding regions needs to be stopped. The same applies to the export of sewage from the re-
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gion. Sewage must be regarded as a resource for the regional water balance. These limitations
put greater pressure on local industries to save water, to preferably use surface water and to
avoid contamination of water used for processing. This must lead to the installation of closed
water systems within enterprises.
Furthermore water drainage from agglomerations must be stopped. The following
measures need to be implemented in order to increase, or at least stabilise, the local ground
water level:
• collection and containment of rain water
• reduction of drainage
• reduction of area covered by infrastructure (land cover)
• return the rate of river flow and water quality to a more natural state
Since sustainable water management is more than just a technical issue, we also aim to initiate a broad discussion at the local level concerning water. In Frankfurt this debate has led to
the following consensus about water provision:
• no further expansion of long-range water transport
• a 20% reduction in the public water supply envisaged
Whereas the Rhine-Main Area was presented as an example of a sustainable water management system, the study of the Rhine focuses on the problem of maintaining surface water at a
sufficient quality level, the Netherlands case on the problem of drinking water use and irrigation. The next case gives two examples of quite different structures of water use.

4.2.2 Case study 2: Water consumption patterns
The following tables indicates the concentration of increasing water demand in the Eastern
and South-eastern regions. In these areas either additional resources are needed to meet future
demand as local over-extraction is already the case in forty different communities, or a general
reduction of water use levels must take place. In the Northern and North-western regions on
the other hand demand is on the decrease. The British government and the water supply companies have proposed long-range water pipelines from Northern to Southern regions in order
to insure sufficient and large quantities of water for expanding industrialisation and domestic
use in the Southeast. In a sustainable water management system, however, measures designed
to save water and reduce consumption have to be implemented on the local or regional level.
Table 4.3: Water management regions in England and Wales:
Regional '90
Estimated in
% increase
Demand
Region
Anglian
Northumbria
North West
Severn Trent
Southern
South West
Thames
Welsh
Wessex
Yorkshire

(Ml/d)
1820
1082
2574
2421
1408
493
4024
1182
904
1430

2021
2589
1301
2317
2649
1736
687
5076
1281
1307
1583
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1990-2021
42
20
-10
9
23
39
26
8
45
11

Surplus
of resources
19%
94%
11%
15%
3%
21%
4%
26%
15%
12%

Table 4.4: Water consumption in England and Wales per sector:
Region
Anglian
Northumbria
North West
Severn Trent
Southern
South West
Thames
Welsh
Wessex
Yorkshire
TOTAL

Spray irrigation
213
1
4
68
29
6
14
7
12
24
378

Agriculture
18
5
9
9
29
12
11
20
15
128

Electricity
Industry (a)
2
6
244
110

362

Other Industries (a,b)
295
38
734
451
1184
128
167
310
137
351
3795

TOTAL
528
39
749
772
1222
163
303
328
169
390
4663

Sectorial abstraction rates in 1990 (Ml/d).Source: National Rivers Authority, 1992; (a) cooling; (b) processing

Quite a different consumption pattern of water occurs in the former USSR. In this scenario,
the agricultural sector is the main user. Unfortunately, figures about the relationship of
groundwater extraction and the natural refilling rate are not available.
Table 4.5:
Sector
Industry
Agriculture
of which irrigation
Public /Urban
Other

Sectorial water consumption in the USSR 1989
Total Consumption
111,8 km3
222,9 km3
194,5 km3
24,5 km3
5,7 km3

Relative Consumption
31 %
61 %
of which 87 %
7%
1%

Source: ENEA 1991

4.2.3

Case study 3: The River Rhine

The Rhine is a crucial source for the supply of drinking water to 5.5 million people, and nearly 50 million people live within its watershed area. During its course of nearly a thousand kilometres from the Alps in Switzerland to the Dutch North Sea coast, the Rhine River is host to
a wide range of industrial, agricultural and domestic uses. Water is extracted for cooling, processing, irrigation and washing and by the time it is returned to the river, its temperature and
composition has changed significantly. Furthermore a great threat to water quality exists in the
form of sewage, effluent and mining waste, all of which are discharged into the river, as many
highly industrialised regions are located alongside the river and drain into it. Since this river is
also a vital transport route, traffic creates additional pressure in the way of oil leakages and
(accidental) loss of cargo materials. All in all, the Rhine is heavily polluted: the nutrient load
amounted in 1982 to 23,000 t/a of orthophosphate, 350,000 t/a of nitrate and 5,600,000 t/a of
sulphate. The total quantity of chlorides present in the river is in excess of 11 million tonnes
annually. The concentration of heavy metals in the stream and in the sediments vary in the
individual river sections but tends to increase downstream. The pattern of distribution shows
that major influxes of heavy metals are quite localised (e. g. high mercury concentrations following the confluence of the Weschnitz, the Mosel, and the Lahn, and lead concentrations
increasing progressively between Koblenz and Cologne). The poor quality of Rhine water not
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only has negative impacts on the aquatic ecosystem of the river itself but also negatively affects the agricultural use of soil at the river’s edge. Flood plains are contaminated by toxic
sediments rendering these areas unacceptable for either the cultivation of crops or grazing
(CEC 1986, WWF 1990).
Figure 4.5: Water Use in FRG

Power Plants
1980 -> 14%
2000 -> 16%

Industry
1980 -> 42%
2000 -> 50%

SMEs
1980 -> 1%
2000 -> 1%

Households
1980 -> 11%
2000 -> 11%

Public Sector
1980 -> 1%
2000 -> 1%

Agriculture
1980 -> 2%
2000 -> 1%

Total Water Use of FRG: 1980 ->32 billion m3; 2000 ->44 billion m3; Source: Batelle Institute,1992

Since the Rhine is also a resource for the production of tap water (bank filtration), the waterworks concerned face great problems in treating the contaminated water. The fact that expensive advanced purification technology is necessary in order to produce water of a sufficient
quality clearly indicates the externalisation of environmental costs. In the event of oil leakages
or industrial accidents leading to water pollution, water inlets to filtration plants must be
closed. The chemical pollution of the Rhine places heavy pressure, both environmental and
economic, on the city of Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Located at the Rhine delta at the North
Sea, the port of Rotterdam must be continually dredged in order to maintain sufficient depth
in shipping channels and docks. Approximately 10 million m3 of highly contaminated sludge
are excavated annually and its disposal (at sea or in landfills) presents the city with seemingly
insurmountable problems. On average, one kilogram of Rhine River sludge contains: 970 mg
zinc 130 mg copper 180 mg chromium 230 mg lead 12.7 mg cadmium 2.8 mg mercury. Since
no other community in the Netherlands accepts storage of the sludge on its territory, the city
of Rotterdam had to construct a landfill in its coastal area for the contaminated sludge (costs:
150 - 230 million HFl). By the year 2002 the capacity of this landfill will have been exhausted, yet the construction of another landfill has already been rejected by local authorities. Consequently the city of Rotterdam has been calling for drastic cutbacks in Rhine pollution to the
point that harbour sludge can be pumped into the North Sea where it would flow away naturally. To this end, a project was started in the mid-eighties which set as its goal the discontinuation of toxic discharges into the Rhine. A dialogue with the main polluters was organised as
well as the introduction of a monitoring scheme to identify sources of pollution. Legal proceedings to claim damages from the polluters were outlined. As a result, one can state that the
pollution of the river has been comfortable and cheap for many years as long as the burden of
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the environmental damages were unequally distributed. In the long run, pollution implies high
costs both environmentally and economically (City of Rotterdam 1985). As a reaction, particularly to the Dutch complaints of the high level of toxic contamination, all six neighbour
states of the Rhine agreed in 1987 to a 'Programme of action on the protection of the Rhine’ in
which a reduction of river pollution of 50 % by the year 1995 was envisaged. This target was
to be achieved by a conversion of processing technologies, the use of substitutes for toxic substances and the compulsory construction of treatment facilities in industrial plants and communities. Due to the efforts induced by the action programme there has been a general improvement of Rhine water quality and a broad reduction of the heavy metal load . Measurements near the Dutch-German border show a decrease in the concentration of zinc by 49 %, of
chrome by 63 % and of nickel by 60 % during the period 1985 - 1990.
Fig. 4.6: Development of public sewage treatment in the FRG
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Source: Tolba, M.K./ El-Kholy, A.: The World Environment 1972 - 1992

Today water quality of the Rhine is predominantly affected by diffuse polluters, i.e. those water flows joining the river untreated. In 1989 the 'International Commission for the protection
of the Rhine’ determined that the main sources of this kind of pollution were:
• run-off from agricultural use of fertilisers and pesticides,
• sewage from villages without treatment plants, and
• surface water flows from roads in non-built up areas.
Since agriculture is the most important supplier of diffuse pollutants, a shift towards ecological agriculture (without the use of pesticides and fertilisers) is needed in order to improve water quality not only of the Rhine but of its tributaries as well (see Luebbe 1993).
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4.2.4 Case study 4: The Netherlands
Water problems in the Netherlands arise from reasonably limited water resources as nearly
half of the total amount of ground water is salty and there is a great demand for water from
intensive agriculture. Surface water is often needed to provide drinking water of suitable quality and in sufficient quantities, and when this is the case, highly sophisticated treatment and
purification technology is called for. Thus the focus in this case study is put on the issue of
reducing the use of potable water (see Milieudefensie, 1992).
Fig. 4.7: Flow Chart of Water Consumption in the Netherlands, 1986
The case study of the Nether-lands
focusses on this particular use of
tap water

power plants
9.2 bln m3

industry and
mineral
extraction
4.3 bln m3

households

other users

agriculture

0.7 bln m3

0.3 bln m 3

0.34 bln m3

0.2 bln m3

Tap-Water
0.4 bln m3

0.7 bln m3

0.3 bln m3
surface water
13.3 bln m3

ground water
1.25 bln m 3

rain water
0.19 bln m3

Extraction 0.34 bln m3

Extraction 14.5 bln m 3

Source: Milieudefensie 1992, modified by U. Tischner / J. Spangenberg

In the Netherlands 90 % (=13.3 billion m3) of the total water consumption is supplied by surface water, while the rest is extracted from groundwater or from collected rainwater. Despite
the low level of groundwater use, the environmental space for this use has already been exceeded in many areas: the ever-increasing demand for potable water has caused the excessive
exploitation of ground water resources. More groundwater is being pumped and carried off
than is currently replaced by rain and surface water. This can be compensated to an extent by
waters coming from outside the country (Rhine and Maas rivers), but in higher regions the
shortage of water has become structural. In these parts of the country, the drop in groundwater
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levels has already reached alarming levels (several decimetres to a metre). The water consumption index (water consumption / availability of freshwater) has dropped to below 1, that
is to say, that the local sources have been exhausted and that the water supply from surrounding areas is insufficient.
The consequences are:
• water shortages of a recurrent or permanent nature, and
• drying out of nature and the environment.
In the Netherlands nearly three-quarters of forests and nature reserves are moderately to severely dried out. Additional reasons for the drop in water levels include the following:
• extraction by water suppliers,
• extraction by industries,
• irrigation,
• deep drainage of agricultural areas, and
• accelerated drainage of the countryside and urban areas (settling).
The supplement of groundwater by stream water from outside has also negative impacts on
the environment. The rivers Rhine and Maas contain too much salt, fertiliser run-off and other
contaminants. A large-scale use of these waters would lead to a decline in natural differences
in the composition of each body of water (surface water, groundwater) and to severe consequences for the natural diversity in ecological communities. The following table give an indication of the main environmental problems linked to
(i) the production and distribution of drinking water
(ii) the consumption of drinking water.
Table 4.6: Environmental problems in the production and distribution of drinking water
Environmental Problem
desiccation

Cause
extraction of ground water for provision of drinking
water
energy consumption
production and transport of drinking water
water from outside the region/ equalising water quality supply and infiltration of river water
contamination of soil
waterside infiltration
encroachment on space
intake, pump and purifying works, reservoirs, canals,
lakes and wells for infiltration
disturbance of and digging in nature reserves
construction and maintenance of water mains infrastructure
production of contaminated sludge
concentration of pollutants and naturally occurring
toxins during purification of untreated water
waste of resources
chemical purification of polluted water and conditioning of drinking water
spread of soil contamination refuse
extraction of ground water PVC & asbestos transport
lines
energy use and related environmental pollution
use of hat water
water contamination
leaching of metals from mains and exceeding the
capacity of sewage treatment plants due to increase in
household waste water drainage
Source: Milieudefensie 1992

Although groundwater use should not increase, the use of surface water causes other environmental problems: generally, surface water is highly polluted and purification is becoming increasingly complicated and expensive. Furthermore the sewage sludge, the waste product of
purification amounts to between 450,000 and 600,000 m3, for which no useful application is
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possible. The rising demand for potable water requires the extension of water infrastructure
and the construction of water facilities, e.g. storage basins, new pipelines etc. This means consumption of space (which cannot be used for other purposes) and material (asbestos, cement,
lead, copper etc.).
During the last twenty years, household water consumption in the Netherlands has increased by 50 % (annual increase rate of 2%) while the population has grown only by 12 %.
The average water consumption is nearly 130 litres per capita per day of which only 3 % is
actually used for drinking. With recent developments towards a smaller average household
size and wasteful bathing habits, various authorities estimate a further increase of water use in
households by 30 - 50 % during the coming twenty years. Some adjustments in the prognosis
may be necessary taking into account that the current consumption level is higher than previously estimated. There appears to be a trend of decreasing mains water consumption in industries as a consequence of the economic downturn and the introduction of a purification levy
on waste water disposal. In agriculture and horticulture, however, more and more water is
being used. Based on the water consumption index, total water consumption in the Netherlands must be reduced by 32 %. This translates into a reduction rate of more than 40 % for
households. Agriculture and industries must be forced to reduce consumption and abolish
low-grade use of potable water. In ecologically vulnerable areas the extraction of groundwater
for industrial or agricultural use must be stopped or at the very least, drastically decreased.
Fig. 4.8: Releaving the Load on Waste Water
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To achieve sustainable water management the implementation of the following additional
measures is needed:
(i) the decrease in and reallocation of groundwater extraction to prevent desiccation in environmentally sensitive areas. The primary goal must be the restoration of higher water levels and the slowing of the flow of water to the sea.
(ii) keeping surface waters cleaner to facilitate their use as a water resource and to avoid unnecessary groundwater extraction.
(iii) a raise in the quality of the water in the Rhine, Maas and Ijsselmeer in order to make purification financially feasible.

4.3 Conclusions
A single European Environmental Space for water is not appropriate. River basins or water
management systems differ from region to region according to geological, climatic and economic conditions. Consequently, the focus of water policies has to differ as well.
Nonetheless some general guidelines for the use of water can be suggested:
(i) Protection of fossil aquifers.
(ii) The use of groundwater must be limited according to the rate at which it is replaced. Pricing schemes, regulating extraction, and saving/conserving measures are therefore needed.
(iii) Use of surface water must be promoted. Dual supply systems should be implemented
whenever feasible and appropriate. A precondition for the increased use of surface water is
keeping the quality of it at an acceptable standard. In order to keep surface water clean the
main polluters have to be identified and forced to reduce contamination. Industrial plants
need to be equipped with advanced treatment technology and closed water systems. There
should be less extraction of water for irrigation purposes. According to the Sustainable Europe scenario intensive agriculture will be completely replaced by organic farming by
2010.
The following questions are proposed as a general guideline for research and discussion of the
regional water supply.
(i) Do you estimate that in your country the present total (quantitative)level of water extraction, both surface and ground water, can be maintained until 2010? Is reduction necessary, or is further increase tolerable ? Can you give a founded quantitative estimate?
(ii) Under which conditions is the answer to the above questions? Which preconditions need
to be fulfilled for sustainable water use at the level you have estimated? Some possible
answers to this are:
- protection of catchment areas
- clean up of surface water
- prevention of groundwater pollution
- shift from groundwater to surface water use
- other ?
(iii) Which are the most urgent problems / most urgent measures in your country? Give arguments and proposals for a strategic approach. Which consequences does this have for
economic sectors?
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5. Population Data
The data listed here are taken from Eurostat, Demographic Statistics 1993. Population estimates for 2010 differ from growth rates due to estimated migration. Where only growth rates
are available, this will be indicated.
Table 5.1: European Union (EUR 12)
Country
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
United Kingdom
Total EU 12
Austria
Finland
Sweden
Total EU 15

Population 1991
(Mio)
10.005
5.154
57.055
79.967
10.200
3.524
57.767
0.387
15.070
9.852
39.025
57.649
345.655
7.861
5.013
8.617
367.146

Population 2010
(Mio)
10.474
5.409
62.249
82.453
10.956
3.723
59.837
0.432
16.886
11.338
41.365
60.383
365.499
7.545
5.076
9.167
387.287

Remarks
without Faröer, Greenland
unified Germany

incl. EU islands

Table 5.2: EFTA
Country
Iceland
Liechtenstein
Norway
Switzerland
Total EFTA
Total EU
Total EU + EFTA

Population 1991 (Mio)
0.258
0.029
4.262
6.792
11.341
367.146
378.488
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Population 2010 (Mio)
0.294
0.029
4.554
6.802
11.679
387.287
398.966

Table 5.3: Pan-Europe, Population 1991 and 2010
Country / Region
CEE countries
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
SEE counties
Albania
Cyprus
Malta
ex-Yugoslavia
of which
- Bosnia
- Croatia
- Macedonia, FYR
- Slovenia
- FR Yugoslavia
NIS countries
Belarus
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania
Moldavia
Russian Federation, European Part
Ukraine
Total CEE/SEE/NIS (102)

1991

2010

8.982
10.299
10.344
38.244
23.193
5.269

9.059
10.300
10.459
42.553
25.013
5.294

3.301
0.710
0.357
24.086

4.316
0.819
0.373
25.583

4.366
4.764
2.172
1.975
10.597

-

10.271
1.566
2.662
3.756
4.363
116.165
52.001
315.569

11.1
1.6
2.7
4.0
4.9
120.132
53.9
331.802

Remarks
(96)

(97)

(98)

(99)
(100)

96

(101)

Estimated from natural population growth statistics, not including migration
Estimated from natural population growth statistics, not including migration.
98
Total Cyprus incl. occupied North
99
FYRs Serbia and Montenegro, data from The World Bank Atlas 1994
100 Data for Georgia are not always available from the European statistics.
101 Russian Federation without the Economic Areas Western Sibiria, Eastern Sibiria and Far East. Russia is thereby calculated from the western border to the Ural mountains plus some smaller areas east of the Ural around the cities of
Workuta and Omsk, resulting in an estimated European share of 78,2% of the total population of Mio.148.920 (1991)
resp. 153.7 (2010). Percentage taken from Statistics of the Russian Federation, Moscow 1992, assuming constant distribution of the population in the Russian Federation until 2010.
102 CEE Central and Eastern European Countries, SEE South-East European Countries (not including Turkey), NIS Newly
Independent States, former Soviet Union.
Data for Georgia are not always available from the European statistics.
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Table 5.4: Population totals
Region
EU
EFTA
CEE/SEE/NIS
Europe (103)

1991
345.655
32.833
315.569
694.057

2010
365.499
33.467
331.802
730.768

World

5,384.0

7,189.0

Table 5.5: Regional distribution
Region
Mediterranean
- EU (104)
- Europe (105)
North
- EU (106)
- Europe (107)
Central/
Continental
- EU (108)
- Europe (109)

103
104
105
106
107
108
109

Mio 1991

% EU

% Europe

Mio 2010

% EU

% Europe

173.899
202.353

50.3
-

29.2

185.745
216.836

50.8
-

29.9

66.327
84.478

19.2
-

12.2

69.515
88.606

19.0
-

12.1

105.429
392.544

30.5
-

56.6

110.245
411.255

30.2
-

56.3

EU + EFTA + CEE + SEE
Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Greece
EU plus SEE Countries
Denmark, Ireland, United Kingdom
EU plus Iceland, Finland, Norway, Sweden
Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands
EU plus CEE Countries
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6. Consumption Matrixes
To give a comprehensive overview on the results obtained so far, we summarise the results in
the following matrix.
Table 6.1: Calculation results overview
Resource

CO2 emissions
Primary energy use(110)
Fossil Fuels(111)
Nuclear
Renewables(112)
Non-renewable raw materials
Cement
Pig iron
Aluminium
Chlorine
Land use
Built-up area
Inland waters
Protected Area
Unprotected
Wooded Area
Arable area (114)
Pasture land
Wood
Water

Present use
per cap.

Change
needed
(%)

Target 2010

Target
2010
(%)

7.3 t/a
123 GJ/a
100 GJ/a
16 GJ/a
7 GJ/a

Environmental
Space
(Per cap.)
1.7 t/a
60 GJ/a
25 GJ/a
0 GJ/a
35 GJ/a

-77
-50
-75
-100
+400

5.4 t/a*cap
56.5 EJ/a
45.0 EJ/a
0 EJ/a
11.5 EJ/a

-26
-21
-22
-100
+74

536 kg
273 kg
12 kg
23 kg

80 kg
36 kg
1.2 kg
0 kg

-85
-87
-90
-100

423 kg
213 kg
9.2 kg
17.2 kg

-21
-22
-23
-25

0.726 ha
0.053 ha

0.0513 ha

- 3.2

- 12
- 3.2

0.009 ha
0.003 ha
0.164 ha

0.064 ha
0.138 ha

+ 1933
-16

0.64 ha/cap
0.0513
ha/cap
0.009 ha/cap
0.064 ha/cap
0.138 ha/cap

0
+ 1933 113
- 16

0.237 ha
0.167 ha

0.10 ha
0.09 ha

- 58
- 47

0.15 ha/cap
0.113 ha/cap

-37
- 32

0.66 m3

0.56 m3

- 15%

0.56 m3

- 15%

Regional/national estimates needed, European data cannot be given

As an illustration we give the data we have found so far for the European Union (EU 12).
This is work in progress. One of the main weaknesses of European statistics is the lack of
harmonisation. On a national level there may be more, and often more reliable, data than can
be found at the European level.
For the national level please indicate clearly how you define the respective sectors, as
these may vary from country to country. This could cause serious problems when calculating
a European average. Perhaps this is the reason why the data available in the European statistics are not extremely well defined.
110

for conversion of units see attached conversion table
coal, lignite, oil, gas
112 Wind, hydropower, fuelwood, biomass incineration, solar heating etc.
113 by definition 10% needed
114 including perennial crops
111
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Concerning land use, please note that only direct land use per sector is to be filled in. Land
used to produce fuel or raw materials is counted under agriculture.
Table 6.2:

Contribution of sectors to GNP, employment and resource use in the EU

ES /Branch

GNP

Jobs

Agriculture
Industry
Energy
supply
. Transport
° chemicals
° paper
° steel
° construction
Service
. tourism

3% (a)
34% (a)

5% (a)
12% (a)

Energy
Consumption

Land use
km2

7% (a)
31% (a)

2% (a)
31% (a)

673,810 (d)

5% (a)
7% (a)

30% (a)
6% (a)

6% (a)
380,000 (a)

62% (a)
5% (a)

Water (t)

2.602 mln(b)
526 mln(c)

238 mln t(f)
7% (a)

Non renew-ables

Wood

114 mln(b)
441 mln(e)

61% (a)
6% (a)

Sources: (a) EUROSTAT 1994
(b) C. Liedtke, Fresenius Environmental Bulletin Vol. 2, No 8, 461, 1993
(c) T. Merten, Diploma Thesis, Wuppertal 1993
(d) EUROSTAT, Raw material, 1989
(e) without recycling, calculated as input for pig iron production
(f) C. Liedtke, Fresenius Environmental Bulletin Vol. 2, No 8, 461-466, 1993

So far, we have only estimated the necessary reduction for consumption in the EU countries.
We have not yet defined the specific role of individual sectors. To come to an overall reduction in the most sustainable way, priorities must be set to implement the necessary structural
change in an appropriate way, by avoiding social and economic friction. Any such policy will
have to re-allocate resources and environmental space amongst industrial sectors. Without
knowing the priorities, the direction of reallocation is unpredictable. On the other hand we
know that whatever reallocation is chosen, it will result in a more efficient use of resources.
Therefore, although we cannot predict future changes in the allocation of resources, we
know that these will be more sustainable.
These data already give a good overview of the changes needed in terms of resource consumption for the "national" economy analysed (Averagia). To understand the economic implications, we need additional data about the distribution of resources amongst different sectors
and about the relevance of these sectors to the economy and society.
The relative importance of the different sectors in terms of employment, environment,
GNP, labour force and consumption of environmental space should be summarised in the
form of a matrix. This will help to identify the key sectors which need to be dealt with. It also
gives a first indication of the impact of a sustainability strategy on the national economy and
society.
To fill in this matrix, we have to refer back to the national energy, trade and industrial statistics that already provided the data for the analysis of environmental space. Data about the
labour force may be found in the national labour statistics.
GNP statistics should be available nationally as well as from international sources like
lending institutions. In CEE and NIS countries these statistics are only of limited value, since
the prices reflected in the GNP are frequently not yet market prices comparable to other countries, but reflect heavily subsidised prices of certain sectors e.g. electricity, rents, public
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transport etc. Nonetheless they may prove to be a useful tool for discussion at the national
level.
Additional matrixes, following the above pattern, can be made for the import and export
of goods. The volume of import/export can be transformed into km2 land used for the production of these commodities by using per hectare productivity. Some of these data are given in
the Sustainable Europe study.
Table 6.3:
Sector
Agriculture
Energy
Transport
Industry
- total
- chemical
- paper
- steel
Construction
Services
- sports, tourism

Main international dependencies
Import

Export

Main Destinations

Under the assumption of a "frozen situation", all sectors are requested to reduce their use of
resources by the same percentage. The relevance of these reductions obviously differ according to the importance of these resources to the sector.
"Heating up the frozen situation", and looking for new allocation patterns implies discussing different policies for structural change to achieve sustainability. This will be an important
part of the political debate. Which sectors should face less reduction requirements? By whom
should compensation be delivered? The matrix can be used as a tool for this important discussion. It allows us to check whether or not a high reduction in one sector compensates for a
moderate reduction in another sector. What counts in the end is that the overall target is
reached. If this is very hard to achieve on a national level, even exchanging environmental
space between countries could be possible. For example, Scandinavian countries supply much
of Western Europe with wood, and could in return claim a higher share of other European
resources. This cannot be decided at the national level; it needs a process of bargaining. Some
proposals for such bargaining of environmental space will be developed in phase three of the
Sustainable Europe campaign. To provide the necessary and comparable background information for this process, national groups are invited to evaluate how environmental space is
used by their country.
To avoid central planning of resource allocation, economic measures must be taken. Environmental tax reform is just one example. Tradable permits and extraction quotas are other
solutions. Tradable permits imply that individual companies are given a specific limit to pollute. If they do not use all this "allocation" they can trade it with another company. In this
way, overall limits can be defined, and will not be exceeded. The necessary reduction must be
achieved in the most socially responsible and economically feasible way.
When discussing reduction aims, it must be taken into account that reduction expressed in
tonnes does not necessarily mean a reduction expressed in money and/or jobs. Sectors can
become more sophisticated. Cross-sectoral effects due to new measures are hard to estimate,
but should be taken into consideration. For example, a shift towards organic farming implies a
drastic reduction in the production of fertilisers; reduced use of cars implies reduced sales;
more recycling creates more jobs in the service sector, etc.
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With these models groups should be well equipped for a broad national debate. Any suggested modification of the strategy can be shown in the matrix, and the question asked: "how
to compensate for the modification proposed?"
In the best of cases, if a broad national debate about sustainability takes place, sectors may
even start negotiating between each other to achieve an optimal re-allocation of limited resources.
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7. Transport and Environment: Intersectoral Problem Analysis
7.1 Transport and the environment - what are the problems?
The transport sector is causing increasing damage to the environment and human health.
Transportation, especially car use in wealthy countries, destroys ecosystems, pollutes water,
and causes climate change. There is also a relationship between the destruction of maritime
and coastal ecosystems by tanker oil-spills, and transport, because of the latter’s high overall
share of crude oil demand.
Box 7.1: Traffic in towns
Thirty years ago 'Traffic in Towns', the report of the Buchanan committee, noted that the private car was a clearly loved but very dangerous phenomenon: "We are nourishing at immense
cost", it said, "a monster of great potential destructiveness."
"We do not regard this cycle of continued road building facilitating continued growth of road
traffic as environmentally sustainable." This blunt message for the government comes from
'Transport and the environment', the report published on October 26th by the Royal commission on Environment Pollution. Many of the 110 recommendations are radical. The commission wants an annual 9% increase in fuel taxes, to double the real price of fuel by the year
2000; an immediate halt to the road-building programme, leading to a halving of expenditure
on motorways and trunk roads; and a big increase in investment in public transport.
Source: The Economist, October 29th 1994

Environmental problems
In Europe, transportation is responsible for 80% of air pollution by nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, organic compounds, and carcinogenic particles. Most transport-related environmental problems in highly industrialised countries are caused by car use and road haulage.
This is despite the fact that specific emissions (g pollutant per km of each vehicle) are probably significantly lower than those in the CEE countries and the NIS.
The increase in transport and distances driven have reduced the benefits of technological
improvements to vehicles e.g. Los Angeles is facing another 20 years exceeding National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and many cities in the EU suffer from serious air
quality problems, especially with regard to ozone, nitrogen dioxide and a number of hazardous hydrocarbons. Developing countries are also constantly confronted with increasing exhaust emissions e.g. Mexico City, Bangkok, Santiago, even though some regulations are being
implemented.
Within the EU, the expected growth in passenger and goods transport will cause further
increases in emissions of NOx and CO2. Technological improvements stipulated by EU Directives are enforced too slowly when one considers the current, overwhelming process of motorisation. In addition, land use for roads, airports and infrastructure, and the high death tolls
caused by traffic accidents, remain unsolved problems.
Traffic congestion and economic losses
In addition to the environmental effects, there are many other problems associated with private and commercial road users e.g. transport demand is increasing faster than the construction of new roads allows, leading to more congestion. This is the case in the USA, Japan and
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several European countries, despite immense budget spending on highway programs. Roadoriented transport policies have clearly reached a dead end.
With increasing environmental damage and congestion, the economic advantages of
Western levels of motorised transport need to be questioned. In addition, several studies
shows that a high proportion of transport-associated damage is not even met by transportation
taxes, and actually exceeds them by several times.

7.2. Economic growth, transport demand and the need for sustainability
Passenger transport
The striking correlation between the increase in car use and the growth of GDP in highly industrialised countries has been used as an argument that more cars equals faster economic
growth. However, things are rather more complicated. An increase in the number of cars often
means consumers are paying high prices for an imported product. Importing cars and fuel, as
well as construction of roads, may create budget deficits and foreign debt. In developing countries in particular, fuel bills cause an imbalance of payment.
However, for countries with a thriving car industry, the manufacturers’ success has indeed
been a major factor.
Individual car ownership is very closely correlated with rising incomes. If people can afford to own and to drive a car they usually do so - independent of any rational or logical argument. During the first decades of its production the car was a toy for a few rich people; afterwards it became a vehicle for an increasing proportion of the public. Now it is used for everyday business, trips to and from work, for delivery services and for basic shopping, but this is
less than half of the story: in wealthy and highly motorised countries, more than 50% of car
kilometres are spent on trips for leisure and holidays. Additionally, shopping is also becoming
a leisure activity (see chapter on consumption). National economies do not specifically profit
from these trips.
Because car ownership creates new mobility patterns, the decrease in the use of public
transport represents only a small proportion of the increase in passenger car use. Changing
lifestyles has meant that people cover greater distances e.g. to reach holiday destinations and
during their free time. With the construction of new roads, shops and services have spread
further apart. As a consequence of this, new housing developments etc. tend to be located to
fit in with these new, car-oriented, systems. The consequences of these changes are that people travel longer distances, and there is an overall increase in the number of car journeys
made. More and more cars are bought, partly due to both unfavourable town planning and
individual preference. Congestion, pollution, and noise, as well as the threat of accidents
caused by cars and road-haulage, encourage people to move to the outskirts of the cities, thus
creating even more transport related problems.
Urban planning specifically geared to current levels of car use cannot be served efficiently
by public transport. Life styles which have been developed by using a car can hardly be pursued with other modes of transport. Society as a whole is trapped by the car. Politicians and
planners - helpless to find solutions - continue on this path even though it is clear that problems will not be solved in this way. The experience of all highly motorised countries show
that life styles and urban planning oriented towards car use inevitably lead to ecological problems and transport constraints. This occurs no matter what kind of advanced emission regulations and elaborate road construction programs have been implemented.
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Goods transport
Are economic growth and improved welfare closely linked to more road transport, if one considers the extreme environmental consequences? Economists and transport experts argue that
economic growth is narrowly linked to the development of transport infrastructure, and
spreading the effects of wealth is achieved by a well organised, transport-based economy
(competition, modal-choices, deregulation, no limits). Their opinion is that inadequate
transport infrastructure prevents regions from benefiting economically.
The question above needs different answers, because the framework of economic and
transport growth in the highly industrialised countries is quite different from the situation in
the CEE countries and the NIS. If one considers the new free-market zones in Europe and
North-America (European Common Market; NAFTA), it seems as if basic infrastructure,
transport and communication technologies play a key economic role. However, costs and benefits develop unevenly.
On the macroeconomic, interregional level we have to decide in which direction regional development should go: is it the primary political aim to create ever closer connections between all European states (Internal Market), or is regional differentiation and orientation
around spatial "centres", with specific transport aims, a realistic possibility? If one considers
the EU experience, the effects a big internal market in west-, middle- and Eastern Europe
would have on transportation would cause severe environmental problems; in addition to this,
whose goods will be transported for whose benefit? As the experience of industrial development in peripheral European regions and the role of the transport sector show, although economic effects can be distributed in both directions, most of the advantages frequently accumulate from the periphery to the centre, not vice versa. Today, we cannot be sure that regional
and interregional development can be stimulated initially by implementing transport infrastructure.
On the local, company level there is another factor of importance in microeconomic decision making: transportation infrastructure is still one of the major factors determining the value and supposed quality of business locations. However, this is not best way to site companies. There are other relevant location-factors, like adequate provision for the siting of firms
in developed areas, an energy supply, waste/water management and, without doubt, qualified
workers and the right business environment in terms of service industries and subcontractors.
An intact natural environment, living conditions and other social and cultural factors are also
important. The attractive combination of all these factors- and not the predominance of one
aspect of the infrastructure - encourages business to decide where their company should be,
and leads to additional benefits for the region.
There has recently been debate concerning the region as a third level in terms of interaction between macroeconomics (world-market, national and interregional economy) and microeconomics (the business sphere). The regional level has been discussed as an important
deciding factor of economic potential, because the success of companies and communities
depends on the positive interaction between local and regional, public and private, industrial
and service actors. Research on international competitiveness has provided some interesting
comments on the importance of this intermediary level. As Porter (1990) argues, any successful world-market strategy is "home-based". What would be the impact of this theory on transportation and infrastructure planning? Our thesis is, that - even from the business perspective
- it will be just as necessary to look for local and regional networks and inter-linkages, as it is
to make the region accessible to the flow of foreign transport.
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7.3. The importance of planning
One of the most important factors influencing the number of journeys made and the choice of
transport is urban and rural planning. There is a fundamental difference between the land use
patterns of Europe and Japan, and those of North-America and Australia. Traditional European cities provide good examples of dense and compact structures (at least, they did until the
seventies) with less dependence upon transport. Cities with populations between 50.000 and
500.000 have been found to be the least car-dependent. They preserve important economic,
social and cultural centres, without losing easy access to natural areas for leisure and recreation purposes.
Avoiding transport generating land use patterns
Australian and North-American cities consist of huge, wide areas, with extremely low human
density, which can only be served sufficiently by cars. In the North-eastern Illinois Metropolitan Area, as a typical area of the US, the region’s population increased by only 4.1% between
1980 and 1990, whereas the residential land consumption increased by an estimated 46%. In
their international source book, Newman and Kenworthy showed the connection between low
density urban sprawls and energy consumption by transportation in several areas of the US,
Europe, Asia and Australia. Yet official transport and environmental policy in the USA never
questions car-oriented development, even though its limitations are clear.
Although some European town planners are learning from the overseas’ experience, in
wealthy and highly motorised European countries similar plans are being implemented. In
Germany, the last public census showed a massive decentralisation between 1970 and 1987,
and in other European countries similar changes can be observed. Location of housing, employment, entertainments etc. is changing from the town to the suburbs, thus generating more
land-use, need for transportation and waste problems. Since suburbanisation is linked to mobility, it also sets up new demands for car use. The car-dependency of urban and suburban
sprawls leads to a specific kind of transport- and energy-intensive land-use.
Preserving structures favourable for non-motorised transport in cities
The question arises whether planning concepts can be implemented to improve the unfavourable situation that already exists in highly motorized countries, and to prevent such unsustainable development in those countries still facing the process of full motorisation. In the former
state economy countries, compact settlement patterns still exist to some extent, and new settlements often retain some potential in their design for limiting excessive car use for everyday
trips. By not destroying traditional town shapes with the construction of huge city motor ways,
and offering good public transport and attractive networks for pedestrians and cyclists, it
should be possible to limit the demand for car use. Restrictive policy elements such as paying
car-parks, toll roads, car-free city centres and living areas, are also important.
Due to the relatively low housing space per capita in the former state economy countries,
massive investments in the construction of new housing will be made during the next decades.
This gives a chance for new agglomerations to be planned, from the outset, with the aim of
low car dependency, together with sufficient density to enable good public transport. If good
living conditions can be achieved in such medium-sized cities in the future, this may encourage similar developments, thus avoiding extensive land-use like that in the USA and Australia.
Where people are housed and companies sited (and how all the subsystems are connected)
can have a substantial long-term influence on the transport system. Living in single-family-
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houses in an attractive rural setting is a lifestyle that includes the use of a car (and a second
and a third due to a rising income, emancipation of women and "consumer kids"). If this development is to be avoided for economic and environmental reasons, alternative planning has
to be implemented. A problem yet to be solved in a free market economy is the economic
competition between the cities and their neighbouring towns, which forces all of them to accommodate the land-wasting projects of developers, enterprises and individual settlers.

7.4. Infrastructure investments for sustainable mobility
More roads for economic growth?
Cheap transportation, in terms of low energy prices and perfect highway networks, promotes
ever-increasing mobility, which in turn leads to an increase in associated social costs i.e. externalised costs. Classical economists are in favour of this type of development: "The cheap,
fast, safe and regular transport of people and goods is one of the most powerful driving forces
behind national prosperity and civilisation." (F. List 1840 looking at the railways). This seems
very convincing: the better and cheaper transport is, the bigger the market. With larger markets, there is greater distribution of labour, specialisation is enhanced, prosperity grows, and
more economies of scale can be achieved.
But there are increasing restrictions on a policy which is mainly based on building more
roads and increasing energy consumption. What are the policy alternatives to enable economic prosperity and social welfare without accepting more and more negative effects? Influencing the choice of transport, especially changing from road to rail and ships, is one answer, but
this is a limited strategy because of capacity restraints and the particular nature of each of
these transport modes. Ultimately, in a modern economy, policies which deal with reducing
the demand for transport have to be developed.
Public infrastructure for low transport demand
If we look at the fundamental needs of commercial and private road users, it is not transport
that they require. Making competitive products and selling them to the consumer is the aim of
industry. For the individual, work, leisure, shopping and all other elements of life are requirements which can be met by following the path of traditional development i.e. with increasing transport, but can also be achieved by reducing the distances between the places
where these activities take place. The principle of sustainable mobility is to focus on the purposes of transport and not on transport itself. Political action should concentrate on influencing the demand for transport instead of stimulating an increase in transport capacity.
To reduce the transport demand of the commercial sector, we have to start by questioning
the relationship between Third World countries delivering raw materials, the international
material flow towards the high consuming countries, and waste disposal in the rich regions of
the world. Beyond the fact that the current situation lets the poor countries become more and
more dependent on exploiting their resources without reaching economic stability, shipment
of cheap raw materials hinders the rich countries from building up regional economic recycling circles. Efficient use of energy and raw materials on the regional scale would need to be
enforced by increasing both their cost and that of transport.
Meeting the demands of enterprises without additional roads
More transport infrastructure in order to meet the demands of industry and lobby organisations leads us in the wrong direction. In order to support regional organisation of industry public bodies should organise information networks and exchange of know-how, and detailed
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discussions should be held so that the needs of all parties could be met. Improved training of
local workers, in addition to greater co-operation between universities and industry, could
give greater support to the competitiveness of local businesses, as opposed to spending tax
revenues on road construction without ever solving the real problems. It should be made clear
to the commercial sector that there is public support for all steps which aim to reduce transportation and improve the environmental situation.
With respect to private transport, demand-side management aims to reduce transport needs
by integrating the different needs of people. Towns, conglomerations etc. which have become
more spread out due to the increase in car use, have to be revised step-by-step. Mobility as a
key word in modern society needs to be re-interpreted as the number of options one has in
terms of different activities, not by distances driven.
The role of correct cost to implement transport saving structures
New transport saving set-ups, in terms of production and distribution chains, would need to be
developed by manufacturers in response to correct market prices. The role of the governments
would be to establish a suitable framework, in particular by fiscal measures. Shifting the fiscal
burden on enterprises from taxation of favourable production factors i.e. labour, turnover and
profit, to that of consumption of non-renewable resources, and emissions, may convince the
manufacturers to change.

7.5. Public transport and local transport planning
Transport planning for the post-automobile age?
Cities and conurbations experience the problems associated with increased road transport
most keenly, and have frequently developed solutions to these which are far more advanced
than national or even EU policies. While the latter direct their policies in accordance with the
belief that increasing transport demand is a prerequisite for economic growth, many cities are
realising that the decades of car-centred planning have come to an end.
Urban transport planning needs to concentrate on restricting car use on the one hand, and
supporting environmentally favourable transport modes on the other. Both have to mesh together in order to achieve a turnaround in transport development.
Fiscal and regulative support needed
In the future, advanced transport development at the local level has to be supported by complementary fiscal strategies at the national and EU level (see below); this would also necessitate new transport regulations. National laws set the technological standards for motor vehicles, as well as the speed limits and planning guidelines (and governments frequently contribute to the financing of local investments). These guidelines have to be changed if sustainable
transport development on the local and the regional level is to be achieved.

7.6. Fiscal strategy for sustainable transport development
Current reasons for transport increase
If the costs of road-haulage are less than those of other alternatives in the production and distribution chain, profit increases by increasing the amount of transportation. The decision
whether certain goods are transported, and what type of transport is chosen depends upon
economic parameters. Transport cost are not only influenced by the price of fuel, taxes and
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road tolls, but also by labour cost. Because of the cost of wages and the capital cost of freight,
the average speed a driver can make often plays an important role in the cost calculation.
With respect to car use, additional factors like image, the joy of driving etc. may be added,
but cost and time are important, too. Therefore, a suitable approach to encourage private and
commercial transport to minimise their transport demand, would be to increase the price of
freight transport and of car use (and reduce the average speed of each journey).
Figure 7.1: Kilometre per person in motorised transport
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Long term fiscal strategy necessary
In the current situation, car drivers only have limited ways in which to react to higher prices at
the petrol station. The immediate introduction of very high fuel taxes in order to influence
transport demand would only mean higher costs for motorists, because there is generally an
insufficient supply of alternative transport. This always leads to the question of whether or not
additional financial burdens on motorists are justified. It is also frequently argued that vehicle
and fuel taxes exceed public expenses on road construction and maintenance (and maybe even
the additional costs of traffic police and other services). This view is far to narrow. A proper
calculation of the cost caused by motorised transport has to include not only direct expenditures, but also indirect damage to people and the environment. These include the harmful effects of air pollution and noise upon human health, forest damage and water pollution, repairs
on buildings due to corrosion caused by acid rain, reduced crop productivity etc. Often the
costs caused by traffic accidents are not covered completely by the insurance rates paid by
drivers, and are instead borne by public health care or other public budgets.
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What are correct prices for transport?
The external costs of transportation are those which are not paid by the vehicle users, and may
exceed transport-associated tax revenues by several times. Detailed estimates of the social and
environmental cost of road transport in Germany totalled more than ECU 1,700 per capita a
year. Fiscal measures to cover these costs would need fuel taxes of some 1.7 to 2.5 ECU per
litre petrol or diesel, or (for road freight) charges of some 0.13 ECU per ton-km. According to
recent research115 a similar amount of money is spent (and would have to be internalised as
well, to reach full cost pricing) on direct and indirect transport subsidies.
These estimates represent a minimum - they do not include the possible financial consequences of global warming, because of the uncertainty of its effects, not to mention other
damaging effects of transportation which are as yet unknown.
Although further research should be made to evaluate the complete external costs, it seems
to be more important to take concrete steps now to allocate them to the agents producing the
damage. In order to avoid economic and social turbulence, and to develop alternatives to the
existing fleets of gas guzzlers, step-by-step increases in fuel taxes by 5 to 10% annually (in
constant dollars) should be implemented.
Without internalising the external costs, incorrect allocation of resources takes place.
Transportation has access to natural resources at too low a market value, and frequently
wastes them. National economies will sooner or later suffer from the damage caused to the
environment and society by transport. Only if the true value of transportation is paid, will
there be sufficient stimulus for more technological innovation to reach the market and, in this
way, enable the establishment of really efficient transport systems.

7.7. Enforcing progress in vehicle and fuel technology
Need for standards and regulations
Even with fiscal policies forming the basic framework for sustainable development, to achieve
the full potential of new transport policies additional environmental protection and transport
planning are needed. Although a period of time is required to let the consumer respond to new
prices in the desired manner, in many regions urgent health and environmental problems deserve immediate government attention and initiatives. With regard to the car itself, and its
emissions and safety features, a regulative system ought to be implemented consisting of
standards and procedures for certification of new models and checks on cars already in use, to
ensure that emission control devices are working properly. Additional fiscal measures could
support the introduction of further tightened standards.
Effective I/M programs necessary
Inspection programs should be implemented to check that car emissions meet the set requirements. Centralised programs could deal with the most popular models, and decentralised inspection and maintenance programs could cover all vehicles. These programs would encourage car-owners to keep their cars well maintained because they would be responsible for ensuring their cars met the emission requirements. The manufacturers and importers should be
responsible for all vehicles meeting emission standards during their useful lifetime, if the
owners follow the manufacturer’s guidelines for use and maintenance.
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Advanced fuel efficiency, emission and noise regulations
All states of Europe should introduce state-of-the-art emission and noise vehicle standards.
Corresponding fuel standards should be adopted and air quality and noise standards introduced within a regulatory framework. Road and rail construction projects should be discussed
and decided upon with broad public participation.
Quality standards for public transportation, as well as favourable conditions for pedestrians and cyclists, contribute to the development of sustainable mobility in cities and conurbations. Centralised planning often tends to focus on high speed and long distance projects
whilst neglecting the actual demands of the people. Planning guidelines and legal procedures
should be implemented to balance the protection of the environment and public health with
industry’s interests and regional economic development.
Alternative technologies for transport
Of the various alternative technologies discussed in this report, none are proposed to solve
transport-associated problems within a time-scale of one or two decades. This is especially
true for alternative fuels and electric-powered vehicles - with the exception of CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) which may be very useful for urban buses, and LPG (Liquified Petrol
Gas) for urban delivery lorries. The cost-effectiveness of catalyst retrofitting programs should
be evaluated very carefully and weighed against support for public transport and restrictions
on car use.
The general experience that an additional supply of transport and transport infrastructure
leads to additional demand should be taken seriously. This is true not only for roads but also
for high-speed trains like the TGV in France and the ICE in Germany.
The development of modern telecommunication networks was expected to reduce the demand for transportation. Telecommuting, teleshopping and on-line conferences indeed offer
potential advantages, in as much as the movement of information in this way can be used to
reduce the need for people to travel. However, general experience proves that better communication has actually generated additional demand for transport because new markets can be
developed. Fast communication over great distances has become possible due to communication with fax machines and computer networks, which in turn have created the need for additional travel. The hope that modern communication systems would help to reduce travel demand has turned out to be as false as the hope that the use of computers would lead to a paperless office.

7.8 Time and transport in domestic economy and industrial/ commercial economics
7.8.1 Environmental consequences as 'social costs’ of transportation
Ecological consequences and 'costs’ of transportation have been under discussion for some
years within the framework of a so-called internalisation debate. Put simply, this revolves
around the hypothesis that when applying the 'polluter pays principle’ (i.e. the principle that
the person, company, institution etc. causing damage has to bear the consequences not only in
financial terms, but as well in terms of liability, time investment, burden of proof etc. for it),
ecological consequences are reduced. This debate is mainly led from an economic perspective.
It accepts the fact that today political reasoning is primarily economically oriented and therefore employs economic arguments to further the goal of acceptance and implementation. From
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the economic point of view, and in contradiction to the perspectives of other sciences, relevant
aspects can nearly always be expressed monetarily, i.e. in financial dimensions.
Using this line of thinking, resultant costs have been established which attempt to express
ecological consequences financially, by means of computing the sum of transport-related
losses of market values, and by calculating the sum of the costs to be claimed from the responsible actors.
Usually, costs relating to infrastructure, production, operating and maintenance costs are
added to administrative costs for traffic control, costs for traffic victims are designated health
sector costs, those due to traffic-related deaths as arising from losses in productivity, and costs
arising from noise and air pollution etc. as reductions in the value of flats and houses. These
costs are usually called the 'subsequent social costs of transport’.
Use of the word 'social’ in this term refers to - in a typically fuzzy choice of words - not
the consequences for interpersonal relationships or those between social groupings, but rather
those subsequent costs which are 'socialised’, or passed along to society at large, to both private households and public budgets: the subsequent costs which are not borne economically
by the initiators. These are - also for methodical reasons - primarily those environmental costs
which can be expressed in monetary terms. The social, gender hierarchic, democratic, communicative and socio-psychological aspects which are relevant to maintaining socioecological values as well as for change in value systems (see Chapter 13, 14) have not found
any access to this discussion, since they can by nature be determined neither economically nor
directly without their contexts. Such cost assessments do, therefore, admittedly offer an important insight into the extent of the consequences, especially in the context of those perceptions and decision-making processes which more than anything else form the backdrop to
economic dimensions.
However, they only outline the extent of transportation's immediate temporal and material
unsustainable consequences, the visible symptoms of the destruction of spatial and human
resources. The term ' subsequent social costs’ in the sense of a socialised way of dealing with
the consequences, where they are passed on to society, however, also gives us a valuable hint
as to the mechanism of externalisation, which goes hand in hand with an expansion of markets to increasingly wider spaces, in every sense.
The globalisation of freight transport intrudes into the variety of regional cultures and
economies and the expansion of market-like structures into private households intrudes into
'everyday culture’. Both dimensions are very closely interlinked with spatial-temporal organisational structures and thus with structures and demands of mobility. And in each case, ecological damages result from the fact that the transformation into market structures is accompanied by a splitting-up of more holistic or integral structures (the discussion of the 'domestic
economy’ in Chapter 13) into a market realm, or a realm of participation in the market, on the
one hand and consequences which cannot be dealt with within market structures (and which
are at first unnoticed). These consequences however do not easily dissolve, but are passed
onto others: nature, women, the society as such.
Two examples of externalisation at the expense of the private household: before the age of
the vast supermarkets and shopping centres beyond the city limits, the entire transportation
requirement for any good
• from the raw materials via intermediate products to the final product
• from the production line to the household
could be subsumed under the term economic or freight transport. Nowadays, a part of freight
transport which can no longer be considered insignificant is the one which has to be covered
by the private households themselves. The point of sale, selected for economic gains due to
differences in the price of land - the company pays less for land outside the city than for a plot
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within a residential area - is by now at a considerable distance from the households whose
demand they meet. The smaller corner shops lost their economic viability a long time ago.
This much longer distance must be managed not by the suppliers of products, but by the private households, and often requires a car, bought and maintained, of course, by the private
household. This part of freight transportation, therefore, is now financed and managed by the
individual household.
The economically motivated split of functions in urban structures as a whole increases the
transportation and transport intensity of the unpaid reproduction labour within the private
household, in most cases to the women’s disadvantage. Because the distances between shopping, paid labour and social infrastructures such as council offices, doctors, schools and so on
and the 'places to sleep’, which are always 'places to cook’ as well, have grown so much,
those who have to combine the domains of paid labour, unpaid reproduction labour and leisure time activities have to cover increasingly longer distances. As is the case with the single
goods transport, the transport and traffic requirement for the household increases both in general and structurally, that is, primarily in the realm of unpaid labour. Unpaid supportive and
reproductive labour has therefore become more and more transport intensive over the last
decades.
The primacy of the market economy offers advantages in mobility especially to the economically active: a free choice of location, opening up of supermarkets or large recreational
centres by publicly financed road infrastructure, additional motorway links etc. The priority of
the market economy corresponds to that of 'gainful employment’ instead of unpaid reproductive labour, caring and housework. Spatial and temporal development with public local and
long-distance transport carriers, technical and structural designation of these carriers, special
rates, tax reductions (tax-deductible company cars, estimated / flat rates for distances - at least
in Germany) and even 'job tickets’, introduced with an ecological intention, favour gainful
labour - the increasingly transport-intensive support tasks (see box below) are neither relieved
of the strains put on it, nor is there an expense allowance, let alone a reduction of expenses.
The disdain for the achievements of those who do unpaid support labour even extends to a
traffic court’s fixing of the economic estimate of a housewife in comparison to that of a wellpaid 'top executive’...
Under the given circumstances of gender-specific division of labour it can be assumed that
every employer does not only utilise each employee’s job-related labour, but also the labour
of another person to which the employee delegates a large proportion of the familial reproductive support labour for his person. From this point of view, the advantages of externalisation
amass on the company’s side. Small wonder if they are the ones creating transport expenditure and if they have little or no inclination to reduce it.

7.8.2 Internalisation of costs related to transport expenditures
This would change if transport expenditures would make a difference to them economically.
Transport expenditure of supply and distribution freight transport would be reduced if a distance-related tax on heavy transport was introduced. One could for instance take the technical
principle of the heavy transport taxes implemented in Sweden - up to their abolishment two
years ago, due to pressure from the EU, however, a level of duties which has a steering effect
on the economy must be kept in mind. The tendency to select location based only on low land
prices (which generates excess transport), could be influenced in an ecologically positive way
by 'transport-generation duties’, which are determined by the sum of the generated supplier,
customer, employee and waste-management transport.
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7.8.3 Internalisation of time expenditures related to transport expenditures
Time is money. Time expenditure could therefore have a redirecting effect similar to that of
added costs. Making those who cause time expenditure pay for it would have the additional
advantage that a gender-hierarchical evaluation of labour and a related varying assignment of
value to different working hours could be avoided.
It is true that initial studies have been made on the relationship between the extent of unpaid reproductive support labour and paid labour (studies which, furthermore, throw a light on
the considerable importance of this relationship). Estimates of the temporal expenditure to be
paid by those actors who caused it, resulting from the transport expenditures and transport
times passed on by them, however, are still to come.
Fig. 7.2: Mode of travel to school by English junior schoolchildren 1991 and 1992
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Source: J. Whitelegg et al.

Fig. 7.3: Children going to school unaccompanied by an older person, 1971 - 1990
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Note: In the 1971 survey, children aged 10 and 11 were grouped together and thus the percentages for 10 years old are recorded as identical to those for the 11 years olds., Source: J. Whitelegg et al.
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Box 7.2: Time expenditure measured
There is only one study which estimates as an example for this the time expenditure for escorting children caused primarily by the danger of car transport and long distances. A study of
the reduction of children’s independent mobility. Hillmann et al. recognised: during 1990,
1,356 million hours per year were spent in Britain escorting children. "The economic resource
cost of this escorting using the Department of Transport methods of valuation is estimated ...
at between 10 billion and 20 billion pound Sterling annually ... - 2 per cent to 4 per cent of
GDP."
Source: Hillman, Adams, Whitelegg 1990, p. 168

Appropriate forms of charging for temporal expenditures are still to be studied. Bans on
night flights or on car transport on Sundays could in this context be considered to be forms of
temporal resistance already implemented, and further temporal resistance could be developed
in a useful way, taking these examples as starting points. Conceivably, the possibilities for
spatial resistance (see above) are of a congruent effect.
Conversely, one could approach the problem from the point of view of financial responsibility for the relief of private households, or unpaid reproductive work respectively, with regards to transport / temporal expenditure. In Medelby, a small municipality in Northern Germany, a model experiment showed that the employment of an additional kindergarten teacher
had the effect of curbing traffic. By creating this post, child care times became compatible to
the other time brackets of the mothers or fathers, such as job hours, so that they could integrate picking up the children into other journeys; thus, additional journeys in order to take the
children to the kindergarten, and to pick them up again, became redundant. Local companies
could consequently be requested to finance such posts or to contribute financially to kindergartens, old folks’ cafes and so on. All in all, these are some possible starting points for an
ecological policy of time management or "ecological time policy".

7.9 Recommendations
In order to achieve sustainable development in the transportation sector, three major areas of
action (with differing time scales for implementation) are suggested:
First, standards for energy consumption, exhaust emissions and noise must be introduced
and tightened to a level that permits the achievement of all necessary environmental goals.
Secondly, an integrated transport approach would have to optimise the share of each type
of transport according to its specific advantages. This approach would lead, for example, to a
reduction in car transport by means of more, and better, mass transit systems, and the transfer
of long distance road haulage to rail. This policy would be supported by fiscal measures to
include external cost into individual and commercial cost calculations.
Thirdly, structural changes would have to take place to reduce the large distances travelled
as a result of the widespread location of industries, urban areas etc. which arose as a consequence of low transport costs. There is evidence that the way industrialised countries organise
their social and economic life cannot serve as a model for the whole world. Spending so much
energy, i.e. natural resources, on transportation etc. creates a deep injustice between the highly
and less industrialised countries, that ought not to be perpetrated. Our current use of transport
does not fit into our environmental space.
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These strategies have been widely discussed and are generally accepted, but we only have
a few answers as to how to implement them. Despite the huge problems industry is facing in
developing technologically advanced vehicles, the first point seems to be the easiest - compared to points two and three.
Needs for the Western countries: changing to a better transport system
The car-oriented transport systems of highly industrialised countries has proven to be a dead
end as far as the environment is concerned. During the next decades, concepts of sustainable
mobility ought to be developed in order to reduce the burden on the environment, and to enable developing countries to reach the levels of mobility which they can sustain - environmentally and economically.
The tasks of the rich countries with high motorisation rates are to solve both their own
transport problems, and to develop models for environmentally favourable transport. Without
a new approach, developing countries will inevitably follow the highly motorised countries
road leading to environmental degradation, waste of non-renewable resources, economic dependency on oil, increased emissions and congestion.
The reduction of transport demand, both in the passenger and goods sectors, is of utmost
importance, and needs to be pursued. Of major importance are changes in planning, leading
towards a less distance-intensive life. This could be achieved by revitalising urban life, with
all its associated functions, without causing a reduction in wealth. De-urbanisation stimulated
increased car-use, and vice versa. Leisure patterns could be changed by building green,
healthy living areas. Car dependency has to be reduced by developing alternative transport
systems on the one hand, and step-by-step restrictions for car use on the other. Internalisation
of external costs would support this process, and would help enable environmentally sound
products to enter the market.
With respect to the demand for more and more road freight transport in production and
distribution chains, a more radical change is urgently needed in order to develop sustainably.
First, the fiscal framework which forces enterprises to gain profits by carrying goods over
increasing distances should be revised. Re-establishing regional economic circles must be the
goal in those fields of production and consumption where international specialisation is not
the decisive factor. The majority of transport demand does not arise because of where the resources and know-how are, but is instead rooted in political decisions which force enterprises
to react. Specialisation is one of the factors which leads to an increase in wealth, but this does
not necessarily require transportation over great distances. With suitable fiscal measures for
the introduction of correct (ecological) prices for transport, it would be economically advantageous to "save" travel. This will probably become profitable in the same way that energy
saving in the industry sector (in many countries since the seventies) encouraged new technologies to enter the market. In the long run, reducing transport will stimulate the emergence of
new technologies with good economic prospects.
Outlook: Future transport policy in the former COMECON countries
In contrast to the situation in Western and Northern Europe, the transportation systems of
countries like Poland, Russia or the Baltic Sea States are still characterised by public
transport, railway and shipping. Although it is quite difficult to make assumptions on the future economic development of these countries, it is obvious that structural changes could dramatically affect mobility, and cause associated problems. In particular, the increase in car use
will change the environmental situation dramatically.
Today, the market share of public transport is three times more than that of north-western
Europe. In the EU, economic links with neighbouring countries creates wider markets, which
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are linked to the growing demand for goods and passenger transport. In contrast, the current
developing status of Eastern Europe presents opportunities for town planning and regional
development, which could allow for alternative transport systems. Policies should aim at supporting both compact urban structures and infrastructure in rural areas which is less transport
and energy intensive than those in the suburban regions of north- western Europe.
Are there opportunities for industrial organisation using less transportation?
The economic and social situation and, therefore, transport infrastructure in Sweden,
Denmark and Germany are quite different from those in Poland, Russia and the Baltic States.
Official strategies concerning the transport sector in all these countries seem quite similar:
construction of new lanes and bypasses or even new motor ways, closing gaps within the existing road network, or widening bottlenecks. None of these strategies are new, and even considering that countries which went this way for decades are now facing severe environmental
problems and increasing congestion, are not seen as reasons to develop alternative policies, or
at least transport thresholds. Large road infrastructure extensions are planned, and would even
be under construction now if there were no budget restrictions. These policies make it impossible to escape from the vicious circle of more motorised transport, more roads and more
problems.
Better strategies should be implemented in the CEE countries and the NIS to support economic and social development without the associated negative affects mentioned above.
One interesting aspect could be that of spatial orientation. For example, even if it is necessary, at least from a political point of view, to tighten the connections between the Baltic
States and the European Internal Market, there might be a realistic chance that regional differentiation and orientation could take place around a spatial "centre" formed by the Baltic Sea.
Similar considerations could be given, for example, to the Black Sea countries.
In contrast, a sole orientation towards the EU countries would cause severe transport and
environmental problems due to the overwhelming demand for long distance land transport.
The thin, vulnerable links formed by the construction of new motor ways would soon suffer
from congestion caused by local transport. In terms of economics, the experience of existing
transportation planning and industrial development in peripheral regions of western Europe
show that it is always the centre which gains more economic advantages - by using the periphery as an enlarged work bench, and conquering the market with its products.
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Towards Sustainable Europe

B. Economic Impacts

"To me, the most important question seems to be: how can we achieve zero growth in this society ? It is beyond
doubt for me, that this zero growth must be achieved in our industrial societies, in America, Western Europe and
Japan. .. Should we not succeed in doing so, then the distance, the tensions between arm and rich nations will
become bigger and bigger....It would be an illusion, and even a lie to pretend there could be no growth for the
Third World economies unless we were performing growth as well. I am worried however whether we will manage to get those powers under control, which strive for a permanent growth. Our whole societal system insists on
growth - not only singly companies, big business, multinational giants..."
Sicco Mansholt, that time President of the Commission of the European Communities, round table statement,
Oct. 14th, 1973
Source: E. Pestel, Beyond the limits to growth, report to the Club of Rome (translated from German)
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8. Indicators: A Compass on the Road Towards Sustainability (116)
Indicators help to measure progress in a more and more complex field of political decision
making: policies towards sustainability. Agenda 21, Chapter 40, demands the development of
indicators; EuroStat, UNStat, OECD and national governments are working on it. Scientists
believe that at the moment we are less in need of a coherent theory of sustainable development, but urgently need key indicators that permit making problems as well as their possible
solutions visible and measurable117.
The major systematic questions under discussion today are:
- what is the appropriate number of indicators,
- whether they should be aggregated or not (and to which level), and
- which are the best indicators for describing progress towards sustainability.
In this study it is argued that the issue of sustainability is so multi-facetted that probably not
one single system will be the best one, but that for different aspects of sustainable development (environmental, social, developmental) and different functions of indicators (monitoring,
steering) different systems may be the best solution, each covering one (or some) aspects of
sustainability in the most appropriate way.
For each aspect of sustainability we have the choice between different types of sustainability-related indicators:
- environmental
- (ecological) economic indicators
- development indicators
- social indicators
This differentiation is admittedly somewhat artificial: many systems of indicators, in particular if targeted to steer or monitor policies towards sustainability, include single indicators
from different categories. Environmental indicators however are not only discussed within the
framework, but are a class by themselves, necessary supporting environmental politics.

8.1. Environmental indicator systems
The three main purposes for which the use of environmental indicators is being discussed are:
- summarising analysis: indicators must be based on reliable, comparable, valid data. The
most appropriate number of indicators will be comparably high, up to several dozen, to
cover the relevant aspects of the environmentalisation in sufficient detail.
- political steering: indicators must provide a link with players, causes and instruments. A
limited number is necessary in order to link them appropriately to policy decisions, but it
will be probably less than ten.
- communication: vivid, easily understandable indicators are needed, as few as possible,
possibly only one as a central communication tool.
All these indicators must be useful for the description of the environmental situations, as well
as for international comparisons of the state of the environment and the performance of environmental politics in different countries. International harmonisation and limited efforts for
their calculation are crucial technical preconditions for indicators used at the international
116

An extended version of this chapter, with specific emphasis on local indicators and the relationship of global to local
indicator systems is available from the author at the Wuppertal Institute.
117 There is however one inherent problem in all indicator systems: describing reality by indicators necessarily implies
(besides the desired reduction of complexity by high aggregation levels) a loss of reality. This makes it even more important to identify indicators most suitable for a certain purpose and to keep their limitation in mind while using them.
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level (e.g. for reporting procedures as agreed on for the G7 118, the CSD119 and under the Climate Change, Biodiversity and other conventions)120. In this Chapter we will introduce and
discuss examples for each of the above listed types of indicator, and we propose trying to position our approach, the 'SusE’ sustainability steering indicator system, as an environmental
policy steering approach.
Among the different indicator systems in the discussion, one has turned out to be dominant in the international debate today: Pressure State Response (PSR) systems, as proposed by
the OECD. These are not only one result of the OECD work, but the concept is shared by other international agencies, like UNstat or EUROstat, and several national governments have
placed their systems on a similar basis (e.g. the Netherlands, Norway, Canada).
"The PSR framework for indicator development is based on the concept of causality:
- human activities exert pressures on the environment
- these pressure change in the quality of the environment and the quality of natural resources
(the 'state’ of the environment).
- society responds to these changes through environmental, general economic and sectoral
policies (the societal 'response’). Thus societal responses form a feedback loop to pressures through human activities. Indicators may be developed for each phase in the framework." (WWF, NEF 1994)

8.1.1

Performance of indicator systems

Table 8.1 shows the issues covered by the most widespread environmental indicator systems,
and compares them with the simple three-indicator system developed in this study so far. Special emphasis is given to the OECD’s PSR approach and the proposals resulting from it, compared to those from the Sustainable Europe approach.
From table 8.1 it is obvious that the 'SusE’ system proposed here, with its combination of
a limited number of normative settings and only three indicators, does not only cover most
fields (except marine issues) the other systems also cover (but with a much higher number of
indicators). It also shows that the policy proposals derived from the Sustainable Europe indicator system are targeted much more at the causes of environmental disruption than, for example, those coming from the OECD PSR system. These are frequently more aimed at healing symptoms and address the causes less directly. The PSR system however, understood to
be a causal analysis, obviously faces some serious problems. Since the focus is on environmental stresses, the issues chosen are mainly issues of the state of the environment (Forests,
Biodiversity, Climate change, ...). Waste is the only output-focused issue, and input from the
ecosphere to the industrial or anthroposphere is not covered at all. This however causes a major problem: each input and output has a high variety of environmental impact, so focusing on
the state will necessarily lead to a very complex description, and make it hard to identify the
main sources of environmental degradation. Furthermore, developing responses from the
stresses, i.e. the symptoms, may be a necessary measure for the development of short term
curative politics, but the focus on symptoms hinders the development of a cause-oriented pol-
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agreed upon during the Naples summit, 1994
At its first session in June 1993, the CSD resolved that: 'In the light of future progress the elaboration of realistic, usable and easily understandable indicators that would provide a basis for meaningful assessment of progress towards sustainable development, the Commission will consider the possibility of the integration of such indicators in the (reporting) process'
120 There is however a certain risk that these different recommendations are mutually exclusive. In that case, modified or
different indicator systems for different purposes seem to be a logical solution.
119
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icy approach. In this respect the PSR system reflects a kind of political 'end-of-the-pipethinking’.
Besides this 'causality-trap’, there is the 'time trap’: as long as pressure has not resulted in
a change in the state, under the PSR system the factor remains invisible. Since the time lapse
of natural ecosystems can be as long as several decades, and as humans tend not to recognise
new developments until they become obvious, a PSR-based policy would probably react to
the environmental situation instead of being proactive, and even this reaction would come
fairly late.
Table 8.1:
Issues

Comparison of PSR and SusE
Institution
Canada

SusE

x

x

Transport, industry

Energy

x

x

Transport, industry

Nuclear radiation

x

normative

Nuclear power
plants and weapons
Transport, industry, Energy Intensity
agriculture

Env. category

Institution
OECD

air pollution

Instituti- Institution
on
Euro-stat UN-stat

Institution
Norway

x

Climate change x

x

x

x

x

x

Ozone
depletion

x

x

x

x

x

normative

Eutro-phication

x

x

x

x

x

Acidification

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Toxic contamination
Urban environmental quality
Biodiversity
biol. resources
Landscape
protection

x
x

x

Pressure

Response 121

Response

Main sources

OECD proposals

SusE
proposed action
-50% energy use, 75% fossil fuels.
-80-90% matter use
50% (?) Transport
reduction
-50% energy (and
transport)
phase out of nuclear
energy
-50% energy (and
transport)
-75% fossil fuels
100% Organic
agriculture
Bans

CFCs
Halones

./.

Agriculture, transport

Waste water treatment
plants

norma-tive

Industry
Power plants
Agriculture
Industry

norma-tive

Transport

./.

x

Agriculture, forestry,
settlements

Protected areas

x
x

x

./.

x

x

Waste collection,
80-90% input reduction
treatment and recycling
of paper and glass
use reduction

x

Waste
Waste water

x

x

Water resources +
quality
x

x

x

Shore-linked
marine ecosystems
abiotic resources

x

Unleaded petrol

./.
x

x
x
x

100% organic agriculture.
(50%) Transport
reduction
Air pollution abatement -75% fossil fuels

x
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use reduction,
treatment
protect aquifers

x
x
x

x

Resource extraction

x

x

Air pollution, forestry

./.

x
x

x

Fishery
Agriculture

./.
./.

Forests, decline
Fish resources
x
Soil degradation, x
erosion
Non-issue specific x

Bans
Innovation dynamics
(50%) Transport
reduction
Organic agriculture
and forestry.
Land use limitations
Land use limitations

x
Recreation

x
income
trans-port

Pollution abatement
and control

from the proposed OECD state indices, as proposed in OECD 1991 and listed in WWF/NEF 1994
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80-90% reduction of
extraction
- 75% fossil fuels
organic silviculture
Organic agriculture
Plenterwälder
Steady State economy,
working time,...

We therefore propose to focus on the stresses, and to target policy measures (responses)
towards the main stressors. The highly complex (and never completely understood) link between stresses and the state of the environment should be analysed, but is not considered the
most appropriate basis for political decision making here. Instead we propose to make a rough
estimate of the carrying capacity of the environment, and then to base restrictions of the use of
environmental resources on this estimate of the 'environmental space’ (Opschoor 1992). This
enables us to limit the number of indicators to the three developed in the previous part of the
study, a number which can be more easily and efficiently used for political steering than a list
of 10 to 15 PSR indicators.
Since this approach leaves out any analysis of the state, for environmental reporting purposes it must however be used together with an analysis of the situation of our environment.
This analysis might lead to (minor) readjustments of the targets chosen and is a tool in its own
right for monitoring the state of the environment. Both systems are mutually reinforcing and
cannot act as substitutes for each other: steering policy development and monitoring policy
enforcement are two different, but necessary tasks.
In terms of the PSR approach, the 'SusE’ Sustainability steering indicator system could be
called a PR system; a notion which also refers to the usefulness of a set of only three indicators for environmental communication.
The integration of all three into one indicator demonstrating the 'environmental intensity’
of our economies, although probably desirable from a communication point of view, does not
make much sense scientifically.

8.1.2

A different approach: The environmental space concept

Whereas the existing systems mainly measure the compliance with a given policy and administrative approach, our goal is to develop indicators which can be used for steering any political approach, indicating a direction to go and not the policy instrument to be chosen (thus enabling the comparison of performances of different policies). This approach is based on the
concept of environmental space (Weterings and Opschoor 1992), but we have modified this
concept for our study.
Opschoor has adopted, as a general criterion for sustainability, the proposition that there
must be no absolute exhaustion of resources. He proposed taking into account at least three
different dimensions:
- pollution of natural systems with xenobiotic substances or natural substances in unnatural
concentrations,
- depletion of natural resources: renewable, non-renewable (and semi-renewable),
- loss of naturalness (integrity, diversity, absence of disturbance).
(Opschoor and Costanza 1994, RMNO 1994)
In the case of non-renewable resources, it was suggested that the residual stocks must be
kept at (or be raised to) a level which is always sufficient for use over a period of 50 years or
more. In the case of renewable resources, it was proposed that human demands must be relatively small in relation to the quantities of resources that are created per unit of time in an undisturbed natural system. The general sustainability criterion for pollution stated that there
must be no accumulation of pollution or lasting effects for future generations.
These definitions however, although giving an extremely helpful systematic overview, are
lacking operationability. We therefore decided:
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-

-

not to measure the pollution of natural systems, but to include input reduction targets that according to our estimates - guarantee an appropriate reduction of output, i.e. waste and
pollution
to base the calculations of environmental space not on resource availability, but on the
environmental impact from resource use (extraction). Since the resulting reduction quota
are in a similar dimension or even stricter than those calculated by Opschoor, the dematerialisation proposed in this study will also cover the concerns about resource availability,
although this is not a primary issue in the definition of our indicator system
the loss of naturalness is an important but hardly quantifiable environmental damage. We
therefore decided to take this into account, not by quantitative indicators, but by normative
settings regarding the main pressures on ecosystems122.

Sustainability in our context has so far been defined as 'living within our environmental
space’. When defining the environmental space available we have come to the conclusion that
there are three key characteristics in the use of our physical environment. These are the intensity of matter, energy and land use per service unit. Other important environmental aspects,
like biodiversity, are considered neither neglectable nor adequately quantifiable at a national
or supranational level. Consequently, they are taken into account by explicit normative settings.
We propose using these three characteristics as a system of environmental indicators on
the national and international level, since these three indicators permit us to make a proper
definition of the direction in which the use of the physical environment should go.
Obviously, this set of environmental indicators needs to be amended from the economic
and social side, to be developed into a system of sustainability indicators, i.e. to address
properly the inherent dynamics of our societies and economies as well as the quality of life for
their citizens.
So, as a primary necessity, we consider respecting the physical limits defined in part A of
this study, but not as a sufficient precondition for sustainable development. However, the results of the section dealing with physical resources has already shown the need for significant
changes in the economy, and has even implied some primary criteria for a sustainable development of the economic system in a broader sense123. These implications, as well as additional economic and social considerations (sustainability and growth, jobs, social security etc.),
are elaborated on in Part B of the study. But before doing so we need to see which are the capacities, strengths and weaknesses our system has, compared to other existing systems of environmental indicators.

8.2 Sustainability beyond environmentalism
Different indicator systems have different structures (input-/output oriented, physical or
monetary calculations, resource-/effect-based, ...) and different focuses, but often their charac122

An indicator system delivering a good analysis of the environmental status quo would have to reflect the spatial patterns of disturbance, partly based on the highly different resistance potential of different ecosystems as well as time patterns of stresses (emission peaks). This however will be hardly achievable for a system which should provide an easily
understandable overview on the national or pan-national level.
123 This is reflected by the concept of environmental space as proposed by H. Opschoor and modified in this study. It
includes a distributional aspect: not only the total amount of usable resources for a national economy is calculated, but
the calculation is based on per capita estimates, implying a need for equal access to limited resources on a global or regional scale (depending on the kind of resource considered)
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ter is somewhat mixed, and includes physical as well as monetary indicators. As already mentioned, we are fully aware that the physical indicators already developed are only a first step
towards a system of sustainability indicators. The following step is now to analyse existing
economic indicators and make use of their potential.
Most economic indicator systems are based on a calculation of the performance of the national economy in monetary terms. There are two convincing reasons for this approach, but
also some obstacles:
- In a market economy, commerce is characterised by the exchange of services (including
goods) against payment. The price reflects the relative importance of a certain service and
is a common unit to value all market-economic activities. This approach however does not
take any account of the importance of unpaid labour, such as child care, mutual support in
the neighbourhood, etc. These kinds of activities - more than 50% of all working hours in
Germany124, for example - are overlooked by the economic system’s 'blind eye’ (and so are
gender issues). New indicators like the ISEW (see Chapter 3.6) try to correct this, by artificially setting a price for unpaid labour and accounting the working hours on this price
basis.
- A standard unit for all resources considered is a necessary precondition for any attempt to
describe the economic situation with just one highly aggregated indicator. Since tons, hectares and Joules have no common denominator, total resource use can either be described
by setting sustainability standards and expressing the current situation relative to the
standard (a methodology similar to the one used by the HDI, see Chapter 8.2.2), or by using the price as a common unit. Natural resources have no value eo ipso in this way of
thinking; only their market price counts. This leads to the curious result that exploitation
of resources by destruction of the stock is not measured, but the export of these resources
is reflected as a creation of wealth. Improved indicator systems therefore set a value for a
country’s stock of natural resources, which is devalued by exploitation (or overexploited
in the case of renewables). This way of seeing natural resources as a kind of natural capital
furthermore reflects the idea of mutual substitutionability of different forms of capital:
natural, human and economic. This is however only true to a very limited extent for the
substitution of natural capital.
- One more obstacle to the use of economic indicators, besides the artificial settings needed
to overcome some of the shortcomings mentioned above, is that for all economic indicators, by their very nature, are the basis of measuring the market price, thought to reflect the
relative scarcity of the respective resource. This price however does not include externalities (e.g. environmental and social cost caused by the production of a certain service and
not reflected in the market price). In this sense, 'The price is not telling the ecological
truth’ (v. Weizsaecker 1994). The idea of using market instruments, like prices, as environmental policy instruments, however, changes the character of the price from the result
of the market process to be an instrument, e.g. to promote energy efficiency. The result
would then be measured in energy units - not an easy task for economists.
Despite these problems, economic indicators give some crucial information about the performance of our economic environment. We shall therefore not only briefly describe some of the
most frequently used or cited economic indicator systems, but also try to point out their relevance for the Sustainable Europe project.

124

for details see BMFS (1994)
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8.2.1

The most misinterpreted indicator: GNP

GNP, and GNP derived indicators, tend to use the quantity of the economic turnover of a society as a means of describing the state of the economy as a whole, and the main public misunderstanding is to think that GNP indicates welfare, wealth or progress. Indeed, growth of
the GNP is still considered the crucial precondition for wealth and progress. However, if the
link between welfare and GNP is weak, it is a bad indicator for welfare measurement. If there
is no link, the attention that is given to GNP is nothing less than a public mistake. To analyse
this question, first GNP is analysed and different modifications and alternatives presented
(including our own), and then the issue of growth is discussed in more detail (see Chapter 9).
Policy planners, decision makers and ordinary citizens not only want to know how the
economy is performing, but also where it is going and how its direction might be improved.
GNP in this context is like a speedometer, and its accuracy could be important. But a speedometer does not give any information about the direction in which we are going. So we first
have to take a look at the main weaknesses of GNP, as it is used and interpreted by decision
makers and the public today, before we identify needs for improvement:
1. GNP, never intended to be a real measure of prosperity, nevertheless had great appeal, and
still serves this function to the general public, especially to people in business and politics.
2. GNP deals only with monetarised transactions recorded officially - thus missing a whole
variety of informal economic productive activities. This shortcoming includes household
and community work as well as all other forms of unpaid labour. First results indicate that
about half of the work done in a society is not covered by GNP.
3. GNP adds up the market values of all kinds of activities equally - thus counting activities
that have negative impacts (external effects) on the quality of life equally with those
whose contributions are positive.
4. GNP does not take into account economic inequalities - thus 'overlooking’ incomedistribution inequalities.
5. GNP divides the world into 'developed’ and 'un(der)developed’ countries - thus not only
setting regions against each other but also viewing cultures and lifestyles from a purely
Western - or at least only material - viewpoint125.
6. GNP deals with flows and not with stocks - thus not realising natural resource depletion as
a loss of natural assets126.
7. GNP, last but not least, as an 'anonymous’ and un-participatory information instrument on
human and societal development, is not bonded to real people and their affairs.
Departing from this - incomplete - list of shortcomings and deficiencies of traditional GNP (or
the System of National Accounts = SNA), three main lines of approaches/analyses can be distinguished methodologically:
1. efforts to modify and improve the GNP
125

To stress the importance of this crucial point a little bit further: there is the well-known North-South discriminatory
ranking in a way that, for example, India seems far behind the western development, although it might be 'better' in a
sustainability perspective. But the same could be true even within Europe: from a sustainability perspective some socalled underdeveloped regions (in Portugal, Greece, eastern Germany etc.) might be to some degree still or more sustainable than certain high industrialized regions, relying on the depletion and/or degradation of their resources. This has
tremendous consequences for example for the priorities the EU Structural Funds Policies should set. (New Economics
Foundation/WWF International 1993)
126 Herman Daly in his farewell speech to the world bank gave the example of forest exploitation, loss of stock and decreasing choices for the future development, which is nonetheless counted as positive income from timber trade - normal in analyzing national economies, impossible when evaluating the performance of companies.
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2. attempts to produce new indicators, i.e. alternatives to measure the quality of life or the
environment
3. investigations in summarising and evaluating aspects of welfare without attempting to
come up with a single statistic indicator to replace GNP.

8.2.2
Sustainable development indicators: The Human Development Index HDI
The Human Development Index (HDI) was designed as a modification of GNP, highlighting
the human resources needed for development. Its main target group are developing countries,
although the HDI ranking of countries has been quite disturbing for many OECD counties
ranked not on the very top of the list, where they imagined themselves to be.(see Table 8.2).
The first published Human Development Report (HDR) in 1990 127 defined human development as 'a process of enlarging people’s choices or enabling people to have wider choices’ - a
framework explicitly realising that human development cannot be promoted by a singleminded pursuit of economic growth alone. In 1994 the HDR team defined 'Sustainable Human
Development’, as: '...development that not only generates economic growth but distributes its
benefits equitably; that regenerates the environment rather than destroying it; that empowers
people rather than marginalising them. ...It is development that is pro-people, pro-nature, projobs and pro-women.’
This development, as measured by the HDI, is integrating three key components into a one
single composite human development index. For each of the components a relative minimum
is set (a minimum of the last 30 years) as well as a maximum (a maximum expected for the
next 30 years), so that the current situation in each country can be expressed by a figure between zero and one. The average longevity, knowledge and standard of living gives the final
HDI: Since national averages tend to hide internal disparities, the HDR team have since 1991
also produced adjusted HDIs, the most important being the ones reflecting gender imbalances
and income disparities128. Although all counties face devaluation of the HDI when gender
disparities are taken into account, the different degree of discrimination in different counties
changes the ranking. Similar developments can be seen in the income-disparities adjusted
HDI: all counties are devaluated, but the ranking changes.
Additionally, each year in the reports there is another focus - e.g. in 1991 a Human Freedom
Index = HFI, in 1992 a Political Freedom Index = PFI, in 1994 selected indicators of human
security, and in 1995 the focus will be on gender balance and human development.

8.2.3
Environmental economic indicators: green GNP, Avoidance Cost, Defensive Expenditures and Damage Costs
Following the tradition of 'social costs’ accounting, some researchers have been looking separately from overall GNP accounting for actual expenditures, spent by government, industry or
127

The first HDI 1990 was published under the guidance of Mahbub ul Haq, former minister of Planning and Finance in
Pakistan. The fifth report was published in June 1994.
128 Regional disparities have been analyzed for a lot of Third World counties and for Canada, Germany and Poland. For
the US significant differences have been found according to gender and ethnic group, for Turkey according to gender
and Region.
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households for compensating the 'external effects’ of economic growth. These costs are to be
seen as real spent expenditures to offset social and environmental costs. This 'defensive expenditures’ approach is unique in showing the relation of these costs to total GNP. Leipert
(1989) estimated these actual costs for Germany over a period up to the late 80s, showing a
rising portion of these expenditures up to more than 12% of the GNP today; an amount already bigger than the total GNP of some countries with a long industrial history; like, for example, Argentina.
Table 8.2: HDI ranking of European states 1992
Country
Switzerland
Sweden
Norway
France
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Germany
Austria
Belgium
Iceland
Denmark
Finland
Luxembourg
Ireland
Italy
Spain
Greece
Czechoslovakia
Lithuania
Estonia
Latvia
Hungary
Russia
Belarus
Malta
Portugal
Ukraine
Bulgaria
Poland
Armenia
Georgia
Azerbaijan
Romania
Moldovia
Albania

HDI Rank
2
4
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
21
22
23
25
27
28
29
30
31
34
40
41
42
45
48
49
53
66
71
72
75
76

HDI Rank minus
GNP/cap rank 129
-1
0
0
7
7
9
1
2
2
-6
-8
-10
-15
6
-5
0
10
29
35
14
17
24
14
9
-9
-4
23
28
30
20
14
21
17
6
10

Gender adjusted
HDI rank
17
1
2
5
10
11
13
14
16
6
4
3
20
24
18
23
26
17
37
-

Income disparities
adjusted HDI rank
9
2
6
7
5
8
4
3
15
12
19
22
31
44
-

Source: UNDP 1994

Although it is obviously quite important to get these data, we do not have appropriate and
harmonised (official) statistics. Such data would not only be necessary for estimating these
'defensive expenditures’ in their broadest sense (including first of all also real social costs).
129

A positive figure indicates that the HDI rank is above the rank according to GNP/cap, a negative figure indicates the
opposite.
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They also are needed as a subtraction category for an environmentally adjusted income approach, a 'green national product’, focused on environmental expenditure. Although the recently published UN Handbook of a System of Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting SEEA (UN 1994) denies such an approach, defensive expenditures will remain an
important topic and will help in looking at the hidden costs of economic growth.
Another approach is to calculate the environmental damage balance on the basis of the
'willingness-to-pay-method’. For Germany, Wicke (1986) estimated the damage at about 100
billion DM. This 'subjective’ approach is not restricted - as is the defensive cost approach - to
actually spent expenditures, but looks for imputed costs that people would be willing to pay
for certain environmental damage.
A less subjective calculation is the 'damage cost’ approach. Hohmeyer and Gaertner
(1992) presented calculations to monetarise the costs of rising sea-levels, of changes in the
hydrological circulation and climate anomalies based on 'conservative’ assumptions of the
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). According to their estimates, and with
respect only to CO2-emissions in the year of 1990, the costs of global environmental damage
would have been about 4,000 Billion US Dollars - US$ 200 per ton of CO2 emitted in 1990.
In comparison to the total amount of the global GNP in the year 1989, of about US$ 20,500
billion, it is quite obvious to what dramatic extent CO2 emissions world-wide cause environmental damage.
Another approach of imputed cost calculation is based on so called 'avoidance costs’, preferred now by the UNO (UN 1994). Avoidance costs by definition are the amount of money
that would have been needed to avoid certain environmental deterioration (degradation and
depletion). The summation gives information about the lack of expenditure in the current
budget. Within the framework of an 'environmentally adjusted national income’ approach, an
eco domestic product would be the result of (at least) the depreciation of non-produced natural assets at prevention (or avoidance) costs from the net domestic product.

8.2.4

The Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW)

The main aim of this index is to receive one valid and policy-relevant measure of development, rather than different ones for the environment, health, income distribution etc. The starting point however for the ISEW, as for the HDI, is still GNP, and the following procedure to
reach a better index consists in adding and subtracting certain categories in monetary terms.
The ISEW starts first of all with personal consumption expenditures, factored by income distribution-inequalities. Furthermore,
- added on is domestic labour (counted on the basis of the time x salary of paid work,
whereas the value of leisure time is not included), public expenditure on health and education, net capital growth and change in net international position,
- subtracted are changes in natural capital stock and current defensive expenditures reflecting damages in the quality of life and the environmental. The factors taken into account
are the costs of ozone depletion, commuting, car accidents, air pollution, noise, water pollution and personal pollution control, the cost of losses of wetlands and farmlands, the depletion of non-renewable resources, long term environmental damage, private expenditure
on health and education and the balance of expenditure on consumer durables minus the
services from them (NEF 1994).
- divided by the number of inhabitants (population) gives the per capita welfare index which
is to compared with the GDP per capita.
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The great advantage of this index is that it is internationally applicable. It has already been
calculated for the USA, Germany130 and, recently, for the UK131.
The ISEW, like the Sustainable Europe indicators developed so far, is to some degree a
'quick and dirty’ indicator: it was proposed as a practical index for the theoretically not-welldefined economic welfare132.
For the USA, the ISEW showed a significant decoupling of GNP and welfare133. Whereas,
per capita, the ISEW grew by 16.5% from 1951 to 1990, per capita personal consumption expenditures increased by 170%. The main factors contributing to this difference were a widening gap in income distribution, the slow increase in the value of housework services, depletion of natural resources, long-term systematic environmental damage, and the growing need
to rely on foreign capital to finance consumption. All things considered, the average citizen
may have more money in his or her pocket than four decades ago, but the quality of life is
hardly any better, and indeed appears to be considerably worse than it was in the mid-70s. A
first comparative ISEW case study for Germany134 resulted in quite similar trends of increase
in the 1950s to 1970s, and subsequent decline in the 1980s, although between the two countries there are also some significant differences. The UK study confirms the general trends as
well, even more drastically than in the US.
Sustainable Europe and the ISEW
The key tasks of indicators as described earlier (referring to environmental indicator systems)
holds true for sustainability indicators as well: not only to show how we are presently faring,
but also to improve communication and to reveal the kind of politics that would enable a nation to improve its welfare.
The purpose of the ISEW is to be a summarising indicator for progress towards sustainability. Thus, for our project, the ISEW could be used to describe the progress made towards
sustainability, if it would increase with improvements in each of the physical indicators chosen so far. This however is not necessarily the case: the ISEW is based on GNP, and the impact of dematerialisation on GNP and ISEW is far from obvious. So in order to estimate the
impact of dematerialisation on the ISEW, a scenario of price and turnover development would
have to be calculated to see how a decreased flow, together with increased prices, would affect the index135. This however is not possible within this study; it should however be done as
soon as possible.
As long as this lack of clarity continues we have chosen for the time being to go a different way: to pick out from the ISEW two central categories and add them to the sustainable
Europe indicator system. The two factors are:
- income distribution, taken unchanged from the ISEW, and
- transport intensity, a factor correlated with the ISEW categories of commuting, car accidents, air pollution, noise and the loss of ecosystems.
130
131

132
133
134
135

The adaptation to Germany was done by Hans Diefenbacher (1991), thus first showing the feasibility of such an exercise.
The UK version of the ISEW was performed by Tim Jackson and Nic Marks, 1994. This pilot study was supported by
the SEI (Stockholm Environment Institute) and published in cooperation with The New Economic Foundation/UK
(Stockholm 1994).
Daly/Cobb 1989, p. 373
Daly/Cobb 1989
H. Diefenbacher (1991), based on the 1989 US methodology. A new calculation in line with the updated methodology
will be part of the 'Sustainable Germany' study of BUND/Friends of the Earth Germany and Misereor.
Clifford Cobb, pers. comm.
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Fig. 8.1: Income inequality: Ratio of income of richest 20% of households to poorest 20%,
latest year available
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From The Economist, Nov 5th, 1994

Transport intensity cannot be only calculated, it is also applicable at the company level, and
can be used as a management tool to improve not only environmental performance, but also to
reduce transport costs. Box 8.1 illustrates the calculation of transport intensity.
A similar approach is being followed by the system developed by the New Economics
Foundation on behalf of WWF International: they attempt to develop sustainability indicators
by adding other dimensions of sustainability to economic and environmental indicators. Doing this, they generate a quite complex system of policy indicators, which is definitely a better
sustainability-policy reporting structure than any of the systems described so far, but due to
the complexity and the high number of indicators, has a strong handicap in political steering.
In this sense it is complementary to the system proposed here, which gives good instruments
for steering politics, but is not appropriate as an environmental state reporting system.
Therefore we propose using both kinds of systems at the same time: the NEF/WWF system as the best available basis for environmental reporting (with a highly welcome emphasis
on development issues as well) and the 'SusE’ system for political steering purposes.
Box 8.1: Transport Analysis
Transport analysis as a means of calculating transport intensity and as an instrument of
transport reduction
The volume of freight and passengers that are being transported is rising enormously, using
raw materials and energy on an increasing scale, and thus degrading the environment. The
main reason for this is that people and goods are travelling longer distances, despite the fact
that the volume of goods (in tonnes) transported and the number of journeys travelled by passengers has not increased. Longer distances are, on the one hand, due to the spatial extension
of production processes and markets in the commercial sector and, on the other hand, to an
altered spatial dispersion of dwellings, work and leisure activities in the private sphere. These
determining factors for environmental stress cannot be identified using the common statistics,
which only indicate the volume and mileage of freight and passenger transport.
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Transport analysis
Transport analysis is a means of collecting data about freight and passenger transport and
evaluating this data in order to identify possibilities for the reduction of transport. With regard
to freight transport, the entire transport-chain, including raw-materials, input products, waste
products and marketed goods, has to be taken into account. During the analysis, data is collected on the volume of freight transported, the mileage, the mode of transport used, and the
loading factor. Using this data, the transport intensity can then be calculated. Transport intensity illustrates the total transport 'expenditure’ connected with a product and is represented by
a figure (in metres or kilometres). In addition, a figure can also be calculated that represents
the transport intensity of both the employees who produce the product, and the consumers
who buy the product, and this can be included in the final calculation.
This analysis gives valuable information on the spatial interdependencies of a product, and the
reason for actual transport activities.
Application of the transport analysis
Hitherto the transportation processes of a manufactured product during its entire life-cycle
could only be registered and evaluated on a theoretical level. Some partial analysis has been
carried out, using only the production processes of the food industry. This analysis only takes
into account those transport activities which are caused and influenced directly by the enterprise, such as delivery of input products, waste products and distribution transport.
They have not yet analysed the indirect transport processes associated with the product. In the
future it is hoped that the trade sector will also be included in this analysis, and will emphasise
the contribution of consumer-related passenger transport. Transport analysis, to date, has indicated that by collecting and evaluating data on the volume of transport caused by a production
process, opportunities for optimisation and action can be identified. These opportunities are
not recognised when using the more common approaches to traffic problems. They refer to the
potential to develop strategies for transport reduction, be it an altered spatial organisation of
commerce (shortening distances to suppliers and markets) or the introduction of alternatives
to the product (use of modified products and packaging materials). By realising these opportunities, economic advantages can be achieved as well as environmental improvements.

8.2.5 Social indicators: Happiness and disturbance indicators
This section will present some research that deals with the 'quality of life’. In a recent paper,
Hareide (1994) indicates three social scientific traditions for measuring social progress or
'quality of life’, namely:
- the measurement of subjective well-being. This method is based on personal reports where
people state whether they are happy or not. This gives a direct impression of people's feelings, but is strongly biased towards the present social situation, and is thus due to high variations in space and time.
- the measurement of social phenomena. Since happiness is not measurable in a way permitting generalisation of the results, societal phenomena are considered to deliver 'unhappiness indicators’, or disturbance factors. The frequency of incidents is considered to reflect,
to a certain degree, the feelings of the (culturally homogenous) population as a whole,
leaving out social disaggregation phenomena, which lead to trends in subgroups with a
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heavy influence on the overall picture, without reflecting the feelings of the societal majorities. Thus the focus of this second method is on the things that are happening in society,
such social phenomena as: rates of crime and violence, suicide, drugs and alcohol, mental
illness, etc.
the measurement of living conditions (often in monetary terms). In the third method, people’s resources are measured, for example: income, estate, education, housing, public services, and the like. This is based on the assumption that the availability of resources is a
crucial factor for the well-being of people. This is certainly true below a minimum level of
goods and services available, but above that threshold it becomes highly questionable. (see
Chapter 10)

Figure 8.2:
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The first study discussed here can clearly be classified in the tradition of the 'subjective wellbeing’ measurement. It is a study by Veenhoven (1993a), who carried out a comparative global study of the factors contributing to happiness.
One of the main conclusions of this research is that money does not bring happiness. In
the more affluent part of the world, at least, money no longer constitutes such a factor. 'From
a certain average level of prosperity (income) onwards, further income growth is no longer of
essential importance for the happiness of a person in such a society’, according to Veenhoven.
Veenhoven confirms the suspicions of various economists and other scientists who, over the
past few decades, have been sceptical about the importance of further economic growth for
the well-being of citizens in Western industrialised societies.
Veenhoven discovered that, beyond a certain per capita income level, beyond a certain
level of prosperity, money no longer creates happiness. In illustration of this Figure 8.1 shows
the correlation between income level and satisfaction in the various countries studied.
The Figure shows that the richer the country (x-as), the smaller the correlation between the
level of income and people’s feeling of happiness (y-as). Veenhoven concludes: 'The greater
the prosperity in a country, the smaller the difference (in happiness) between poor and rich
citizens. The feeling of happiness is thus then apparently related far more to factors other than
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income’. According to Veenhoven, the transition point seems to lie around the income level
currently enjoyed by Mexico. Beyond that per capita income level, more money does not
bring greater happiness. The minor importance of income growth for human happiness is reflected not only in the differences in average happiness from country to country, but also in an
analysis of the perceived happiness of people within one and the same country136.
Surprisingly enough, this is precisely the conclusion drawn by Hareide (1993) for Norway
on the basis of a study he conducted. His 'quality of life’ study is based on the second approach, i.e. the measurement of 'social phenomena’. He analysed the links between economic
growth and people’s well-being in Norway over a period of more than a hundred years and
posed the question to what extent these two indicators have run parallel over the past century.
As measures of human development, he took aggression (violent crime and murder) and loneliness (addiction and suicide)137. On all these points Norway has reasonably reliable statistics
dating back to 1850. 'From 1850 onwards, economy and humanity developed at a similar
pace. Humanity reached a peak in 1960 - when we had a minimum number of murders and
suicides and the lowest alcohol consumption. Since then, the economy has undergone massive
expansion, the national product has all but tripled, but at the same time there has been a drastic reduction in happiness. We now have almost three times the number of suicides we had in
1960, three to six times the number of violent crimes, and alcohol consumption is almost on a
par with 1850. But we still have exponential growth,’ writes Hareide (1994). According to
Hareide, the same trend can be observed in other Western countries.
In the third approach, measurement of living conditions (often in monetary terms) in 1977,
Mishan presented his 'saturation thesis’: 'In most Western countries the basic needs (food,
clothing, housing, education) are more or less fulfilled. Further economic growth would only
lead to cosmetic improvements of these goods, which would not result in a further substantial
increase of welfare.’(quoted by Nentjes & Wiersma, 1991), i.e. beyond a certain level, welfare
development is dominated by non-material factors. (Hareide 1994).
In this context Daly (1991) distinguishes absolute and relative wants. Absolute wants are
the essential needs of human beings. In his opinion, relative wants are trivial and satisfy the
desire for superiority. In affluent societies, absolute wants have largely been fulfilled. Further
economic growth to satisfy the relative wants is undesirable, according to Daly. Argyle makes
another important point. Insofar as income increases satisfaction, it is not absolute but relative
income that is important. 'Satisfaction with income,’ he writes, 'depends more on comparisons
with the income of others than on actual income’. Since the different independent indicator
systems referred to so far all show the same tendency, i.e. a decline of quality of life, there is
obviously a delinkage of well-being and income growth starting about half a generation ago.

8.3 Spatial differentiation
The Sustainable Europe Indicator System developed so far give information about the intensity of resource use in our economies, and since, according to the first law of thermodynamics,
none of these (energy, matter) get lost, but according to the second law of thermodynamics
(entropy law), are transformed in less and less useful forms, it is obvious that in the end all
matter and energy used end up as waste in our environment. Therefore, reducing pollution can
be achieved by reducing the input, by dematerialisation on a national and supranational level.
136

Veenhoven measures satisfaction by 'simply asking people how satisfied they are with their life as a whole'. Of course,
this method of measurement is open to debate (as other methods are). See, for a discussion, Veenhoven (1993b)
137 See, however, the caveat at the beginning of this section concerning the validity of the use of these indicators.
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Other resources however cannot be analysed appropriately on either the European or national
level. Local problems like the availability or quality of water may need European or national
legislation as a basis for action, but the main tasks (from problem identification to the implementation of solutions) are to be solved on the local level. This means that for some problems
indicators on the European level do not say anything, since the important information is averaged out, but particularly for these problems local indicators may be possible and helpful.
However, there is a problem for European indicators as well: what does 'less resource intensity’ mean to people? How do they see the relationship to their lifestyle and behaviour? For
policymaking on the community level it may be necessary to translate overall policy indicators
into local ones; from the abstract to the concrete, to permit people to identify themselves with
the targets set as part of the community life.
So for both reasons it can be extremely useful to develop local indicator systems, as long
as they point in the same direction as the national/European indicators. Their character and
use will differ all over Europe, according to the different national cultures, as well as the very
different decisionmaking rights of local authorities in various countries.
A possible relationship between local, national and European level indicators is illustrated
by examples in Table 8.3:
Table 8.3: A possible system of integrated indicators and theit targets (to be completed)

Unit
Target

Energy
kWh/S (a)
-50% total, 75% fossil
Energy tax

Matter
kg/S
-80-90% per
substance
Efficiency
standards
Price, Product liability

Land use
index
optimal use

Water
avoid local
problems
Quality
criteria
water pricing, taxing
fertilisers

Biodiversity
save locally

Transport
km/S
e.g. -50%

Income distribution (d)
index
fairness (defined
locally)

Planning
FFH (b)
Subsidies
Cohesion fund
targets
directive
Price, SupOwnership
agro and
Price, Spatial Taxation
port renerights Agriforestry
planning,
wables, LCP
culture Napolicy
Framework
(c) requireture protec(100%
legislation
ment
tion
organic)
district heat- conditions
City + road
quality con- protection of Public
reduced fees
Local Ining, condifor archiplanning
trol reuse
unique land- transport less for local events
stru-ments
tioned build- tects, EIAs
Organic
use of
scapes marcar parks
libraries, theae.g.
ing permits,
(e)
marketing
rain water
keting organ- EIAs
tres, sport
EIAs (e)
ic food
(e)
(a) per service unit. Service in this table can either be read ’per unit of GNP’ or - preferably - per unit of Green GNP, but can
as well be applied to specific services, especially in the case of local level calculations.
(b) The EU Fauna, Flora, Habitat directive (c) Least Cost Planning; (d) as a measure describing the opportunities for participation in the public life; (e) Environmental impact assessment
EU instruments
National
Instruments e.g.

Normative settings as mentioned earlier may (and probably will) also differ on the different
levels. An important and typical national setting is the recommendation to substitute toxicologically critical substances by substances with no known harmful impacts in the substitution
process to be triggered by the recommended dematerialisation.
Locally relevant normative settings would include specific measures to protect biodiversity (indicated, for example, by the number of salmon runs in the local river, as done in Seattle),
water management measures (Don’t overuse aquifers; don’t use fossil water reserves; reduce
overall use and pollution) and prominently social targets, such as combating violence by local
measures.
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8.4 Evaluation: The extended 'SusE’ sustainability steering indicator system
Since HDI, ISEW and all economic indicators are essentially based on the GNP, the outcome
for dematerialisation is far from certain. This is why we decided to stay with three physical
indicators already defined and to couple them with economic and societal indicators, to build
up a system of indexes appropriate for steering towards sustainability. We therefore took from
ISEW income distribution as an important social indicator, and transport intensity as a major
disturbance indicator. We are well aware that there is a need to complete this system by one or
two more indicators describing the economic performance (including the innovative dynamics
of an economy) to complete the picture. Without neglecting unemployment rates, national
debt etc., which are indicators in their own right, we believe that the system developed here
can be a crucial first step for a system of indicators for steering towards sustainability on the
national and supranational level, and which provides enough flexibility to link it with local
and regional indicator systems used to describe the situation in a specific area.
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9. Economic growth within a limited environmental space?
Summary
Industrialised nations will have to cut their resource use by up to 90% within the next 50
years. Economic growth associated with an increase in material input138 is not sustainable.
This issue will be dealt with in the first section. We will also examine whether growth delinked from resource use can remain within the available environmental space.
The pros and cons of economic growth which is "dematerialised" and sustainable will be
presented. It is concluded that "sustainable growth" is not feasible: any strategy of sustainable
growth is deemed to fail due to the incompatibility of its elements. After this preliminary conclusion, the imposition of a ceiling, in order not to live beyond our environmental space, will
be discussed. This however is a crucial element of the very definition of a steady stae economy.
The concept of a steady state economy will be presented as a way in which to make economic development compatible with the sustainable use of resources. The special problems
associated with economies in transition will be dealt with in less detail.
The second part of this Chapter deals with the importance of the "growth phenomenon" in
our society. An issue of special importance is to what extent "growth mindedness" is an obstacle to developing policies for "sustainability". In this section we will also seek a better understanding of the relationship between economic growth and social/political goals.
To give some background to the subject, we will highlight the main aspects of the growth
discussion. Then the link between well-being and income growth will be explored: what kind
of factors are considered to be important for the well-being of people? To what extent is there
a link between income level and well-being?
Next, we will deal with the issue of employment. Is the employment situation of a country
dependent on economic growth? How can full employment be reached in a sustainable Europe? Following this, the central topic is government finance in a sustainable society: how can
government expenditure in a sustainable society - i.e. a society in which reduced or even negative growth is not inconceivable - be financed? Finally, some general implications for a sustainable Europe are presented.

9.1 Economic growth, sustainability and the concept of environmental space
The terms "sustainability" and "environmental space" have been explained in the introduction.
In order to analyse what economic growth in a sustainable Europe actually means, the relationship between the two terms and economic growth has to be shown. While in the seventies,
"limits to growth" was the "buzzword" in the debate concerning environmental problems,
"sustainable development" is the one for the nineties (in the eighties, single problems and
events were on the public agenda, such as the greenhouse effect, depletion of the ozone layer,
the Chernobyl-accident, acid rain etc.). As will be shown, however, the "limits to growth"
discussion is by no means obsolete in 1994. We will have to get to grips with the growth issue
138

Material is of course not the only input into the economic system. Energy is also associated with the use of material. In
the following, we use "material input" synonymous for the input of matter and energy into the economic system. This is
feasible since it is not so much the use of energy itself that creates environmental problems but the use of energy producers and the resulting disturbance of ecological balances due to extraction, use and emissions.
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if we are to reach a development that is sustainable. Ekins (1993) pointed out that it is important to ask: what sort of limits, and limits to what kind of growth? In this Chapter we will
deal with the environmental limits to different types of economic growth (traditional, delinked
and dematerialised).
In the debate concerning environmental problems, "limits" (to growth, consumption, etc.)
was, and still is, a key-word. We have to look at the concept of environmental space in terms
not only of limits (to the use of the environment), but also as room with which to shape and
form living conditions for people. This study tries to show that it is possible to live within the
environmental space and achieve a good lifestyle. To live within their environmental space,
the industrialised countries will have to cut their use of natural resources by half by 2010, the
target year of this study, and by around 90% within the next 50 years. This is necessary to
reduce the global use of raw materials and energy by 50%, which is seen as a pre-requisite for
keeping within our environmental space (Schmidt-Bleek 1994, see Chapter 2. Global resources). How me manage to live "a good life" within our environmental space, depends among other things - on our creativity.
Economic growth tends to be at the top of the political agenda. This is shown in most reports on economic issues, be it of the World Bank, the IMF, OECD or any national bank. For
example, a newspaper headline during the G-7 meeting in Naples read: "Industrial nations
count on sustained growth" (Frankfurter Rundschau July 11, 1994). As Daly (1991: 8,183)
points out, growth is "the most universally accepted goal in the world...Economic growth is
held to be the cure for poverty, unemployment, debt repayment, inflation, balance of payment
deficits, pollution, depletion, the population explosion, crime, divorce, and drug addiction...This is growthmania."
The relationship between the generally accepted goal of economic growth on one hand,
and the necessity to sharply reduce the use of resources on the other, makes it imperative to
deal with the growth-issue in this study.
An important issue for economic growth, as well as sustainability, is that of the gender
specific division of work. By this we mean that while the large majority of men are engaged
in "formal work", a significant and often dominating (although this differs in each country)
share of the female population is responsible for unpaid, "non-market" work, especially in the
so-called "private areas" of house-work, raising children and other domestic activities: socalled "reproductive work". Besides the fact that the average wage for women is less than that
for men all over Europe, even women working in "regular jobs" are frequently engaged in
reproductive work. Hence women that work in the labour market, as well as those not engaged in formal employment, bear the responsibility for this kind of work. Not seeing - or not
adequately addressing - this division is a serious shortcoming of economic theory (On this
issue see, for example, Regenhard et al. 1994). One consequence is that this type of unpaid
work - which undoubtedly contributes to the good of society - is not included when calculating Gross Domestic Product (see section 9.4.2.1.). We want to emphasise that "reproductive
work" is important for the functioning of any society and economy, thus it is also important
for economic growth. Hence, any approach taken to implement sustainable economic strategies, has to take into account the issue of division of labour according to gender, and in order
to achieve social sustainability must overcome this division. Although this topic will not be
examined further in this Chapter, it is implicit that it is an underlying socio-economic factor
which needs to be taken into account when one considers growth.
It is also important to realise that economic growth has to be distinguished from development. While growth means an increase in quantity, development means a change (normally a
positive change) in quality, e.g. enhancing the quality of life of the so-called Third World
(Costanza et al. 1991:7). Growth can occur without development, and a society can develop
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without experiencing growth. It is crucial to recognise this difference when discussing both
sustainability and the concept of environmental space. This study attempts to show how sustainability can work by quantifying the available environmental space139. In this context, the
issue of economic growth will be analysed.
A general problem with "sustainable development" is that it has become a "catch-allphrase", which can be used by everyone for many purposes. The same is true of the simple
term development. While there are many different definitions, one is probably on the safe side
to say that development is a qualitative change. Usually, development means a positive qualitative change, e.g. an enhancement of the quality of life (an issue discussed in Chapter 10).
Box 9.1: Strong or Weak Sustainability?
Many economists believe that "weak sustainability" is good enough. According to this
view, society is sustainable provided that the aggregate stock of manufactured and natural
assets is not decreasing. In other words, weak sustainability allows the substitution of equivalent human-made capital for depleted natural capital [...] By contrast, "strong sustainability"
recognizes the unaccounted ecological services and life-support functions performed by many
forms of natural capital and the considerable risk associated with their irreversible loss. [...]
The weakness of "weak sustainability" is best revealed in a study by David Pearce and
Giles Atkinson. Starting from the weak sustainability assumption that natural and humanmade capital are substitutable, they ranked the sustainability of 18 representative countries.
They propose that "...an economy is sustainable if it saves more [in monetary terms] than the
depreciation is on its [hu]man-made and natural capital. ..." As a result, Japan, the Netherlands and Costa Rica head the list of sustainable countries, while the poorest nations in Africa
are identified as the most unsustainable. This comparison demonstrates the ecological irrelevance of "weak sustainability". It fails to recognize that much of the so-called rich countries'
money savings comes from the depletion of other countries natural capital and exploitation of
global common-pool assets. For example, the apparent economic sustainability of both Japan
and the Netherlands depends on large-scale imports. In effect, high material standards are
maintained by a massive but unaccounted ecological deficit with the rest of the world (including some of the countries labelled "unsustainable").
Box taken from M. Wackernagel, W. Rees, Our Ecological Footprint, Philadelphia 1996, p. 37, excerpts

Growth can be distinguished from development in the sense that the former means a quantitative, positive change i.e. the increase of something (except "negative growth", which
means shrinking). Economic growth means an increase in the gross domestic product (GDP)
(or the gross national product, GNP) from one period (a year) to another. Put simply, GDP
represents all goods and services produced in an economy during one year. GDP-growth
means an increase in the aggregated value (in monetary terms) of all goods and services produced, and hence a rise of the domestic income (GDP - depreciation - indirect taxes + subsidies = sum of all incomes generated domestically).
Historically, economic growth been accompanied by, and stimulated, an increase in the
use of raw materials and energy. This form of economic growth i.e. GDP-growth hand-inhand with increased matter-energy throughput, could be termed "traditional economic growth"
139

Some authors claim that, from the perspective of environmental policy, the development of indicators is a central task
(Jänicke 1994:15). Innovative indicators which are currently used besides the environmental space concept, are: MIPS
(Material Input per Service Unit [Schmidt-Bleek 1994]) and the Ecological Footprint (Wackernagel 1993). The factor
common to each of these three indicators is that they take seriously the limits to the use of the environment.
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or "intensive growth" (intensive with respect to the use of raw materials and energy). It becomes complicated however when one has to distinguish between this kind of growth and
"delinked growth". We should use the term "delinked growth" for economic growth which has
been delinked from an increasing use of raw materials and energy. Taking into account the
findings of de Bruyn/Opschoor (1993), we are probably in a phase that shows a "mix" of delinked and traditional growth (considering, say, the last 30 years).
To distinguish delinking from dematerialisation, we should use the term "dematerialised
growth" only for growth which is accompanied by a reduction in raw material input by a factor of 10. This implies that economic growth must be accompanied by a dematerialisation that
is even greater than a factor of 10 in order to be sustainable (due to the fact that growth would
have to be compensated for by dematerialisation).
Box 9.2: In a nutshell
To sum up:
-

economic growth without delinking = traditional or intensive growth
economic growth with delinking of GNP and resource use = delinked growth
economic growth with reduction of material input by a factor of 10 = dematerialised
growth (suggestions for a better term are welcome, first proposals are "low-MIPS-growth"
and "extensive growth")

9.2. "Traditional" economic growth cannot be sustainable
Economic growth is usually defined as an increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP), or
Gross National Product (GNP) during a given period e.g. one year. Economic growth defined
as GDP growth means an increase in the goods and services produced. This means that, without structural change and technical improvements, GDP-growth implies an increase in the use
of raw materials. This has been the case for long periods in history; growth has meant more
material input, hence an ever increasing burden on the environment. It is therefore obvious
that this kind of growth cannot be sustainable. This type of growth can be termed "traditional
growth" or "intensive growth" (intensive with respect to the use of raw materials and energy
and consequently the production of waste, see fig. 9.1). We use these terms to distinguish this
sort of growth from "delinked growth", which will be elaborated in section 3 (see box 9.1. for
further notes on the growth-terminology).
It is important to stress the properties of exponential growth, the consequences of which are
often not made clear in the debate concerning economic growth. Thomas R. Malthus was the
first to point out the problems inherent in exponential growth, and in the past twenty years,
Meadows et al. (1972, 1992) in particular have brought attention to this issue. Exponential
growth is brought about by what can be called "positive feedback loops". Examples are economic growth (with increased capital, even more capital can be produced) and population
growth (depending on birth rates, the more humans there are, the more births there are). The
consequences of exponential growth are often contradictory to everyday thinking e.g. if one
could fold a piece of paper forty times, the resulting pile of paper would be 350.000 kilometres high (sic!) (Meadows et al. 1992:37,38). For our discussion, it is important to keep in
mind that 1% in growth means a much larger increase in goods and services produced than it
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did thirty years ago. This is of course true for all kinds of growth which we will analyse in the
following section.
Fig. 9.1: Relationship of GNP and domestic waste production
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"Traditional" economic growth has been successful for a long period of time. Growth has
been "welfare-producing". In terms of the Human Development Index (HDI) for example,
industrialised countries appear to be the most successful with respect to human development
(UNDP 1994). Moreover, social consensus in many countries was based on the distribution of
the increase in the economic product. The question remains, however, whether growth is still
creating welfare, or has it reached a phase in which its costs are higher than its benefits (see
Chapters 10. and 14.)?
Box 9.3: On the terminology concerning economic growth
While it is quite easy to define economic growth as GDP-growth, it is rather more complicated to differentiate between "traditional" and "delinked" growth, in which the relationship
between GDP-growth and environmental impact (I) is expressed. Another term that should be
defined in this context is "development".
A general problem with "sustainable development" is that it has become a "catch-allphrase", which can be used by everyone for any purpose. The same is true for the simple term
development. While there are many different definitions, one is probably on the safe side to
say that development is a qualitative change. Usually, development - of the so-called Third
World - means a positive qualitative change, e.g. enhancing the quality of life, in other terms,
an increase in welfare (an issue discussed in Chapter 10).
Growth can be distinguished from development, at least in the sense that it means a
quantitative positive change i.e. the increase of something (except "negative growth",
which means shrinking). Economic growth means an increase in the gross domestic product (GDP)(or the gross national product, GNP) from one period to another (e.g. one year).
Put simply, GDP represents all goods and services produced in an economy in one year. GDPgrowth means an increase in the aggregated value (in monetary terms) of all goods and ser-
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vices produced, and hence an increase in the domestic income (GDP - depreciation - indirect
taxes + subsidies = sum of all incomes generated domestically).
Historically, economic growth has been accompanied by (and was the cause of) an increase in the use of materials and energy, equal to or greater than the GDP growth rate. This
form of economic growth i.e. GDP-growth together with an increase in the matter-energy
throughput, could be termed "traditional economic growth" or "intensive growth" (intensive with respect to the use of raw materials and energy):
d GNP ≤ d I
We use the term "delinked growth" for economic growth where the increase in the use of
materials and energy is below the growth rate. In a formal way, we can describe relative
delinking as the case when the growth of environmental impact is smaller than the growth of
GNP, (t = time)
d GNP > d I but where

It+1 ≥ I t.

A particular case of delinking is "absolute delinking", leading to an absolute reduction in the
use of resources (distinguishing it from "relative delinking"). Taking into account the findings
of de Bruyn and Opschoor (1993), we are probably in a phase that shows a "mix" of absolute/relative delinked and traditional growth (considering, say, the last 30 years).
In the case of absolute delinking,

d GNP > d I and

It+1 < It.

To distinguish delinking from dematerialisation, we use the term "dematerialised growth"
only for growth which is combined with a reduction in material input by a factor of 10.
Formally,
I2010 ≤ I1990 * 1/10.
This implies that economic growth must be accompanied by a dematerialisation, i.e. a reduction in material input which exceeds a factor of 10 in order to be sustainable (due to the fact
that growth would have to be compensated for by dematerialisation) (see table 9.1.).

9.3 Can "Delinked Growth" be sustainable?
We have defined "traditional growth" as an increase in GDP associated with higher material
inputs. "Delinked growth" means an increase in GDP that is not associated with an equivalent
increase in material inputs (for a simple mathematical distinction between relative and absolute delinking see Chapter 9.6.)140. However, we have already shown that what is needed is a
particular kind of delinking, i.e. absolute delinking, that leads to an absolute decrease in material input. Nevertheless, "delinking" has become a central topic in both the scientific and political debate concerning environmental problems, and is often held to be their cure. This view
often lacks appropriate attention to the difference between relative and absolute delinking.
140

A term associated with the concept of delinking is "qualitative growth" (Jaeger 1993; Wicke 1993; Majer 1994). The
publications on qualitative growth illustrate that quite heterogenous concepts are discussed under this heading (for a
brief discussion on qualitative growth in the context of sustainability concepts see Minsch 1993).
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The proposals of the Brundtland-Commission (WCED 1987) rely heavily on the delinking
argument. The argument that delinking can make economic growth and sustainability compatible is also frequently used in scientific contributions to this debate (see, for example: UN
1989, 1991; Jaeger 1993; Wicke 1993 and UNCED 1992).
Box 9.4: From the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development
Human beings are at the centre of concerns for sustainable development. They are entitled to a
healthy and productive life in harmony with nature. (Principle 1)
States shall cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to conserve, protect and restore the
health and integrity of the Earth’s ecosystem. In view of the different contributions to global
environmental degradation, States have common but differentiated responsibilities. The developed countries acknowledge the responsibility that they bear in the international pursuit of
sustainable development in view of the pressures their societies place on the global environment and of the technologies and financial resources they command. (Principle 7)
Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the
relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have...the opportunity to participate
in decision-making processes. (Principle 10)
Unilateral actions to deal with environmental challenges outside the jurisdiction of the importing country should be avoided. Trade policy measures for environmental purposes should not
constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on
international trade. States should cooperate to promote a supportive and open international economic system that would lead to economic growth and sustainable development
in all countries, to better address the problems of environmental degradation. (from
Principle 12)
Since, in the case of relative delinking, any growth of GDP is associated with an increase (albeit a smaller increase) in material use, relative delinking cannot serve as a "strategy" for reducing inputs. Hence, we concentrate on absolute delinking. This will be analysed in detail in
the next subsections.

9.3.1 "Absolute" delinking of economic growth and resource use
This section elaborates two major sources that can contribute to an absolute delinking of
growth and the use of resources: intersectoral changes and technical innovations. It is important to stress that these two factors are needed in combination for a substantial reduction of
resource use. Moreover, they are interrelated: intersectoral changes influence innovations and
vice versa.
Intersectoral changes
An absolute delinking of GDP-growth and material input can occur as a result of intersectoral
changes i.e. the growth of comparatively material-extensive sectors or a decline in relatively
material-intensive sectors. For example, if the contribution of cultural activities (e.g. theatre,
music) to GDP rises, or the contribution of material-intensive sectors, such as cement production, decreases, one would expect such changes to lead to an absolute delinking of GDP and
material input.
Particular faith has been placed in the so-called "post-industrial society" (Bell 1973), in
which information and knowledge are the central factors of economic development. Some
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authors assume that the increased importance of "immaterial" factors, especially in the service
sector, will eventually lead to a massive delinking of economic growth and material input. M.
Binswanger (1992) analysed whether the (information-intensive) "post-industrial society" has
led to a reduced burden on the environment. He found that the importance of information and
knowledge has increased, but that these factors do not substitute for industrial production (M.
Binswanger 1992:366). The growing importance of information and knowledge has, so far,
not led to an absolute reduction in the pressure put on the environment i.e. it has led to a relative, but not absolute, delinking.
It can be concluded that intersectoral changes can contribute to a delinking, and have done
so (M. Binswanger 1992, 1993, 1994; Jänicke et al. 1992). However, industrial production
and agriculture have not been substituted by services, knowledge and information. Intrasectoral changes, which will be dealt with in the next subsection, have so far contributed to a
greater relative reduction in environmental impact than intersectoral changes (M. Binswanger
1994:48; Jänicke et al. 1992:144 - 147).
Note that in the estimates for reduction requirements calculated in the sustainable Europe
scenarios, intersectoral change is not taken into account. These estimates assume a "frozen
situation", in which such change is ruled out by definition. The "frozen situation" takes into
account only intra-sectoral changes. Hence, in the "frozen situation", all necessary input reductions are equally distributed amongst the sectors. This implies that if one takes into account possible intersectoral changes ("heating up the frozen situation"), the adjustments which
are necessary to stay within the environmental space will be, very probably, easier to achieve
than those presented in the scenarios of this study, which are conservative estimates.
Technical progress and the growth debate
Technical progress can contribute to delinking by increasing resource-productivity. Technical
progress can reduce the material input within a sector without changing the intersectoral structure, therefore this can be termed intra-sectoral change. Examples highlighting the importance
of technical progress in improving eco-efficiency are given in Chapters 2.2. and 17., therefore
this does not need to be dealt with further in this section. In general terms, technology policy
aimed at increasing resource productivity (i.e. efficiency of material use), will play an important role in achieving the goal of sustainable development. To lead to absolute delinking,
increases in efficiency must outweigh the growth rates of GDP.
For our purposes, it is interesting to look at the general importance of technology in the
growth debate. Fundamentally, it is the assessment of technology141 which separates "growth
optimists" from "growth pessimists".
Ekins (1993:271) quotes Lecomber, who identifies three key effects that can reduce the
impact of economic growth: "Changes in composition of output, substitution between factor
inputs, and technical progress (more efficient use of the same input). If these three effects add
up to a shift away from the limiting resource or pollutant equal to or greater than the rate of
growth, then the limits to growth are put back indefinitely" (Lecomber 1975).
Therefore, according to Lecomber and Ekins, this makes the "growth of limits" (i.e. absolute delinking permitting indefinite growth) logically conceivable, but not at all certain, or
even probable. Again, the decisive factors are technical progress and substitution possibilities
(ibid.). The crucial problem with technological optimism is the uncertainty. We do not know
141

Two other central factors in this context are knowledge (as an "immaterial resource") and the substitutability between
natural and man-made capital, i.e. the question of whether natural resources can be subsituted by goods, infrastructure
and suchlike, produced by human beings. The underlying assumption of the environmental space concept is a nonsubstitutability between the two.
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whether, and if so, to what degree, technical innovations can contribute to sustainability. To
be on the safe side, the precautionary principle should be applied. However, if we take the
threats to the environment seriously, and take into account that we do not have an infinite period of time in which to reach sustainable levels of production and consumption, it is clear
that it is hardly compatible with the precautionary principle to rely on technology alone.
The "logical conceivability of infinite growth" (Ekins 1993) holds only under certain assumptions. From the perspective of environmental space, there are definite limits to physical
growth. Accepting a limited environmental space for all raw materials, and taking into account the limited substitutability among different materials (one can hardly substitute water
with iron ore, or vice versa) - we just do not know (and cannot know) where the limits are.
One particular natural law is of special importance when considering the relationship between growth, sustainability and technology: the second law of thermodynamics (also termed
the entropy law). According to this, entropy, which can be understood as a measure for disorder, can never decrease, but only stay constant, or increase, within a closed system. The entropy in a system can only be reduced at the expense of an entropy increase in another system.
This means that the sum of entropy increases with every economic activity. The entropy law
sets limits to the possibility of reducing the environmental impact by means of technology.
The importance of entropy in economics has been highlighted by Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen. In his words,
"...in entropy terms, the cost of any biological or economic enterprise is always greater
than the product. In entropy terms, any such activity necessarily results in a deficit."
(Georgescu-Roegen 1976:55)
Examples to explain the importance of the entropy law are that energy can only be used
once for economic purposes (one cannot burn a piece of coal twice) and that recycling cannot
be infinite. The limits to technical innovations as tools for "sustainable growth" are determined by the entropy law.

9.3.2.

On "sustainable growth" and dematerialisation

To achieve the goal of sustainable development would require an overall reduction in resource
use in the industrialised countries by about 80 to 90% i.e. on average a factor of 10. Therefore
we can call growth that is accompanied by a "Factor 10 dematerialisation": "dematerialised
growth". This should not be confused with what some authors call "sustainable growth". Sustainable growth, as defined in this study, would mean that dematerialisation would have to be
even greater than a factor of 10, in order to compensate for the increase in the environmental
impact induced by economic growth (see the calculations in Chapter 9.6.). Note that dematerialisation refers to raw materials and energy in general. There are, however, substances and
products that will be phased out completely in a sustainable society e.g. nuclear energy and
CFCs (see Part A: on Physical Data). In these cases, reduction by a factor of 10 is not sufficient. Moreover, dematerialisation obviously does not imply a reduction in land use by a factor of 10 (such a reduction is neither necessary nor possible).
This notion of sustainable growth is quite different from the one used in scientific and political publications to date. In these, sustainable growth is implicitly used to describe what we
have called "delinked growth", and is definitely not meant as growth accompanied by a factor
10-dematerialisation. The Brundtland Report, for example, calls for "sustainable growth":
"What is needed now is a new era of economic growth - growth that is forceful and at the
same time socially and environmentally sustainable." (WCED 1987:xii; emphasis added)
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With respect to the so-called Third World, there can be no doubt that this statement is valid. Economic growth is necessary in order to successfully combat poverty in the "South". The
Brundtland Commission, however, sees a necessity for growth in the "North", too. Although
the Commission calls for growth that is less raw-material- and energy-intensive (p. 52), it
does not quantify this, and it seems prudent to assume that this growth does not demand a
factor-10 dematerialisation.
From the perspective taken in this study, sustainable growth is a goal which is difficult (if
at all possible) to achieve, especially in the long run - yet this is what sustainability is all
about! An economic growth that is really sustainable would require enormous reductions (see
Chapter 9.6.). It could well be that this would become physically unfeasible or economically
impossible.

9.3.3 The "limits to 'absolute’ delinking"
Reduction of material input is limited
Dematerialisation is a must in order to stay within the environmental space, because with current levels of production and consumption the environmental space is over-used. Unfortunately, it cannot be determined exactly where the limits to dematerialisation are (e.g. necessary
factor reductions of 10, 5, 20..?). It is nevertheless unquestionable that there are limits. Besides the fact that even a dematerialisation by a factor of 10 will take a long time, in the long
run one has to consider possible limits to dematerialisation.
These limits result from the simple fact that one cannot produce something from nothing.
For example, it is not possible to build a car that is mobile without using any fuel (be it petrol
or electricity) - not to mention the materials and energy needed to build the car. The same
goes for a variety of things needed in a modern society. If the goal is a sustainable Europe,
limits to dematerialisation have to be taken into account.
The work of Jänicke et al. (1992) on industrial structural change is frequently used to support the thesis that a delinking in the industrialised countries does actually take place, thus
reducing the burden on the environment. De Bruyn and Opschoor (1993) extended the analysis of Jänicke et al. to a longer period (1966 to 1990) and used improved indicators for their
study. Their results are rather discouraging with respect to the faith that has been placed in
delinking. They conclude from their analysis that: "the observed absolute improvements in
aggregate material consumption as observed by Jänicke et al. did not continue in the eighties
(with the exception of Norway). With the use of the improved indicators, the relationship between GDP and environmental pressure seems even to be more strengthened...Structural
change has indeed played an important role in developed market-economies, especially in the
second half of the seventies. There are however strong reasons to believe that this development has come to an end in the eighties and we are now in a phase of re-linking...Endogenous
de-linking does not appear as a process which is stable under conditions of sustained economic growth." (De Bruyn and Opschoor 1993: 19,21; emphasis added)
Hence, it appears that "automatic" delinking is an unsafe factor in the medium term. If we
aim to achieve a reduction in resource use by 50% by 2010, and by 90% within 50 years, the
implementation of any policy that relies on intrinsic delinking alone is probably doomed to
fail. Nevertheless, it is necessary to use the potential of delinking, and increasing its use has to
be on top of the political agenda, e.g. by utilising different instruments such as taxes and subsidies (see Chapter 10.4.).
Another fact that has to be considered in this respect, is the increasing marginal cost of
environmental protection measures. This can lead to what H.C. Binswanger calls the "phe-
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nomenon of idle running" (H.C. Binswanger 1991a:132). Since the costs of protection
measures rise, the "cleaner" the technology has to work, and growth can lead to a situation in
which ever increased costs for pollution abatement finally compromise the share of GDP that
is not used for environmental protection (H.C. Binswanger 1991a:133). In such a case, the
rising costs would "eat up" the increase in GDP. The argument of increased marginal costs is
also presented by Meadows et al. (1992:220), who conclude that technology is not an appropriate measure with which to push the limits to growth. While this is clearly valid with respect
to end-of-pipe technologies, it is not so obvious in the case of dematerialisation strategies,
which aim for a structural change that avoids environmental pressures in the first place. This
strategy has good potential for saving costs e.g. "Pollution Prevention Pays" (3P) has reduced
emissions by 1 billion pounds (weight) and costs by 500 million US-$ since 1975. This example, as well as others, show that "resource efficiency can improve a company’s cost situation significantly." (Hinterberger et al. 1994:14). Considering this, dematerialisation is a strategy that perfectly meets the interests of the business community. This potential has to be utilised in a sustainable Europe.
An important argument against limits to dematerialisation is the notion that, while there
are constraints to physical entities, quantities in monetary terms can grow indefinitely. Hence,
it could be argued that economic growth, which is the growth of a monetary "dimension", can
continue forever without any increase in the use of resources. The way in which industrialised
economies have developed in the last decades does not suggest, however, that in the future,
economic growth can be pushed by an increased demand for tea ceremonies, performance art
and the like (also this possibility is not disproved as in theory). However, we do not know
how industrial economies will develop in the future. Certainly, the use of goods and services
with a low material input should be stimulated, while highly materialised consumption should
be discouraged.
Table 9.1.
a
case

I
II
III
IV
V

Reduction of material input by 90 percent within 50 years
b
rate of economic growth

c
resulting Service/ Person
(S/P)

- 1.0
0
1.0
2.0
3.0

0.61
1.00
1.65
2.69
4.38

d
required Material Input per
Service
(MIPS)
0.16
0.10
0.06
0.037
0.022

e
Necessary demateriali-sation
(%)

f
Factor of MIPS
dematerialisation

84
90
94
96
98

6.25
10.00
16.66
27.03
45.50

While an "immaterial growth" is conceivable in theory, it is hard to see how this can arise in
reality. So far, the increased importance of services (which are often viewed as "immaterial")
has not lead to a decrease in industrial production. This is due to the fact that services apparently need an "industrial base" (which is one major cause for the fact that services are not immaterial in the strict sense). The effects of dematerialisation strategies on national accounts is
still an area in which further research is needed (for some ideas on the consequences see
Welfens 1993). The bottom line is, we cannot know for sure whether a scenario of "infinite"
dematerialisation together with ever-increasing monetary incomes is possible or not. The precautionary principle should be applied due to this uncertainty. It is emphasised again, that due
to the exponential character of economic growth and the reduction requirements we face, such
a long-term dematerialised growth scenario is subject to some seriously limiting factors. To
clarify the magnitude of reduction required in exponential economic growth, we have calcu-
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lated the following figures (see table). For convenience, we assume the population to be constant (for details, see Chapter 9.6.).
This table, with a reduction goal of 90% during a time-scale of 50 years, shows the theoretical relationship between growth rate and reduction requirements. Although, in reality, the
ratio between economic growth and available services will be more complex, the table illustrates clearly the effects of exponential growth. Note that in the case of an annual growth rate
of 2%, the material input per service unit has to be reduced by a factor of > 27 or by 96.3%.
A look at the actual GDP-figures of an industrialised country also demonstrates the consequences of exponential economic growth. In former Western Germany, for example, 1% of
the GDP represented the following amounts (prices of 1985): 1950 - 972 million DM; 1960 3.027 billion; 1970 - 6.753 billion; 1980 - 14.72 billion; 1990 - 24.18 billion (see Statistisches Bundesamt 1993:680). This implies that the GDP-increase per decade rose from 2.055 billion DM (1950 to 1960) to 9.46 billion (1980 to 1990).
Stocks and flows
As outlined above, relative delinking means that the increase in GDP is not accompanied by a
similar increase in the use of environmental space. This view, however, only considers changes from one point in time to another. Any delinking, being related to flows per period, tells us
little about the "stock of impact" accumulated in the periods considered. So, for example, the
delinking of nitrogenous or sulphurous emissions from economic growth (which worked for
sulphur, but failed for nitrogen, in the 1980s in Europe) does not give any guarantee that the
decline in the state of forest ecosystems has been halted or at least slowed down, since the
accumulated stock of impact is still far greater than the critical load of the ecosystems concerned. This view is reflected in the critical load concept, which points to the absolute limits
of sink capacities, and requires absolute targets (in terms of tonnes/ha) rather than relative
reductions.
In other words: if a (relative or absolute) delinking occurs, and the periodical extractions
from the ecosphere are higher than the assimilative capacity of the ecosphere, every period
results in an "accumulated impact". Therefore, in order to stay within the environmental
space, the delinking has to be a strong, absolute one, i.e. so intensive that it leads, in the short
run, to an absolute decrease of environmental impact and, once the economy is within its environmental space, to a stable "sustainable impact".
Fig. 9.2: Gross Domestic Product and Environmental Space
GDP

ES
GDP

ES used (1)

ES used (2)
ES available
ES used (3)
time
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Higher eco-efficiency "outweighed" by growth
A crucial issue with respect to the relationship between growth and efficiency is that the former can "outweigh" the latter i.e. even when a delinking occurs, the growth rates of GDP can
be so high that there is still an increase in the periodical use of the environmental space.
Consider figure 9.2. It shows a relative delinking between GDP and the use of environmental space (ES). However, the GDP grows so rapidly that despite the delinking the EScurve rises (1). In such a case, the GDP-growth, while leading to a smaller impact than in a
situation "without delinking", leads to greater use of the environmental space in each period
(without considering the accumulation mentioned in subsection 9.3.3.2.). This does not represent a sustainable situation. Curves (2) and (3) show absolute delinking, (3) having reached a
sustainable level.
An example of the relevance of growth rates and the possibility of these outweighing the
positive effects of efficiency, is given in Jänicke et al.’s (1992) study on the environmental
effects of structural change in 32 industrialised countries. One of the main conclusions of this
study is that in the course of growth, ecological restructuring of industrial societies is a permanent task (Jänicke et al. 1992:154). An example highlighting the relevance of growth is
that Sweden experienced a greater reduction in environmental impact (with respect to the indicators analysed) than Japan - even though the relative structural improvements in Japan
were greater than in Sweden. This effect was a consequence of the lower growth rates of the
Swedish economy. In other words: the economic growth of the Japanese economy outweighed
the positive effects of structural improvements. This example can be interpreted as a "warning
against the growth trap".

9.3.4

"Sufficiency" as a strategy towards sustainable lifestyles

Sufficiency strategies can lead to a smaller impact on the environment (but clearly not to a
reduction by a factor of 10). Consuming less goods and services means using less material and
energy. Note that sufficiency strategies do not necessarily lead to a delinking, since they not
only reduce the environmental impact but also the GDP.
Sufficiency can be described as "having enough" or "not wanting more" or a "chosen socio-cultural saturation level". Some authors claim that to achieve a sustainable society, sufficiency is needed in addition to increased efficiency. One argument is that the required reduction in material input is so massive that it cannot be achieved by efficiency gains alone. This
is definitely the case. We have pointed out several times how enormous the reduction requirements are, and that increases in efficiency will hardly lead to an economy staying within
its environmental space. Sufficiency is a must in this context. Moreover, an "efficiencyrevolution" needs sufficiency in order to move in the right direction (Sachs 1993:69).
Efficiency

= getting the same services out of less material

Sufficiency = getting the same (or at least adequate) welfare out of less services
While it is not easy to define exactly what sufficiency is, it is even harder to describe ways in
which to put such a strategy into practice (for related issues, see Chapter 12. and 13.). Sachs
(1993) tries to identify four crucial factors: reducing the "speed" of social and economic processes and developments; reducing the economic integration in order to bring about a "renaissance of the community"; de-commercialisation e.g. of products and access to services, of
leisure time activities etc.; and an appreciation of simpler goods and lifestyles. These four
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points are just a few indications of what sufficiency can mean today, and in a society that lives
within its environmental space. It is obvious that the issue of sufficiency is a field in which
political, social and last but not least, cultural creativity is needed.

9.3.5

Conclusion

While it was found to be obvious in Chapter 9.2. that neither "traditional" nor relatively delinked economic growth, can be sustainable, in this section the question was raised whether an
absolutely delinked growth can lead to a sustainable economy which stays within its environmental space. As a matter of fact, increasing efficiency by technical progress can lead to an
absolute delinking between economic growth and the necessary material inputs. The same
goes for intersectoral changes. However, there are factors which limit the effects of delinking,
namely: the fact that there are limits to dematerialisation; the importance of the "accumulated
stock" of environmental burden; the possibility of "outweighing" efficiency gains and structural improvements by increases in GDP. In other words: there are factors which limit absolute delinking i.e. a development in which economic growth is associated with a reduction in
the environmental impact. What is more, "relative delinking", compared to "traditional
growth", only delays the impact of the environmental burden (which is "better" than nodelinking!). These limits are of such importance, that in the final analysis "delinked growth" is
not sufficient in order to reach a path of development which is within the environmental
space. There are limits to the matter-energy throughput, which is why, in the long run, the
delinking experienced so far is clearly insufficient.
"Dematerialised growth", meaning an economic growth associated with a reduction in the
material input by a factor of 10, is at best improbable. An absolute delinking in the sense that,
together with economic growth, the matter-energy throughput is reduced substantially, is
hardly conceivable. Reducing material input by 50 or 90% is an enormous task, which would
require great changes at the economic, political and social levels. Dematerialisation of an even
higher magnitude - necessary when growth rates have to be compensated for - is hardly conceivable. Moreover, the physical limits to dematerialisation do not allow an infinite compensation for growth by an ever decreasing material input per unit of service (or a greater resource productivity). Hence the conclusion of this Chapter is: we very probably need a "ceiling" to economic growth in order to stay within our environmental space. The role of "ceilings" for sustainability will be explained in the next section.

9.4 The need for a ceiling
9.4.1

Environmental space as a ceiling for resource use

Living within one’s environmental space means utilising the environment in a manner that
does not compromise the opportunities of future generations. The environmental space shows
the "amount of environment" an individual (or a country, a continent) can "use" whilst living
(consuming, producing...) sustainably. The necessary reductions to achieve environmental
space which are given in this study have been derived from the comparison of this space and
current resource use. Hence, the environmental space concept can be interpreted as a physical
ceiling for resource use. A ceiling can generally be defined as an upper limit; a boundary that
should not be crossed.
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Given the necessity for a ceiling to the matter-energy throughput, and the limits to delinking mentioned above, we most probably need a ceiling to economic growth. Such a concept
will be elaborated in the next subsection.

9.4.2

The "steady state" as a ceiling for economic growth

The concept of the steady state economy
It has been shown that to stay within the environmental space, there is probably a need for
halting economic growth at a level that cannot, as yet, be defined. The goal of halting economic growth in order to stay within the environmental space can be termed a "ceiling". Harborth
(1991:42)142 uses this notion of a ceiling, seeing it as an upper limit to the standard of living
which should be incorporated as a norm into a concept for long-term ecological and social
equilibrium. One well-known example of a "ceiling" that calls for a halt to growth is that of
the "Steady State Economy", a major proponent of which is the former World Bank economist, Herman E. Daly. It is important to note that the term "steady state" used here is different
from what is known as "steady state" in contemporary macroeconomic theory. The macroeconomic term "steady state" can imply economic growth (see, for example, Barro 1987:
289,291).
Box 9.5: Degrowth by design is not the same as degrowth by disaster
An important distinction
Many objections to "zero-growth" strategies are based on the assumption that the absence of
growth in a steady state will lead to the same consequences as too little growth in a growthoriented market economy. These two cases, however, are definitely of a very different nature.
The economic and social changes that are proposed with the steady-state concept imply
growth-independent health care, social security and employment. These changes are so large
that such a steady-state is hardly comparable to a growth-oriented economy with a recession
(but see subsection 9.4.3.). There is obviously a clear difference between something that is
accepted and desired by political leaders and economic agents, or that which is seen as a failure of the system to work properly. Daly writes that a steady state and a failed growth economy "are as different as night and day. No one denies that the failure of a growth economy to
grow brings unemployment and suffering. It is precisely to avoid the suffering of a failed
growth economy (we know that growth cannot continue) that we advocate the SSE. The fact
that an airplane falls to the ground if it tries to remain stationary in the air simply reflects the
fact that airplanes are designed for forward motion. It certainly does not imply that a helicopter cannot remain stationary." (Daly 1991:126)
This distinction should be kept in mind in the scientific, as well as the political, debate.
What should be also kept in mind, however, is that this distinction only holds under certain
circumstances, e.g. when there is a social consensus on the meaning of economic growth, in
certain institutional settings etc.
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The corresponding concept is that of a "floor", meaning a lower limit in order to ensure a certain standard of living.
This floor could include certain standards for nutrition (see chapter 3.1), housing, education etc. One can think of the
room between floor and ceiling as representing sustainable lifestyles; the room above the ceiling as overconsumption,
and the room below the floor as representing the need to increase the standard of living, see fig 1.2, p. 12
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We do not claim that Daly’s concept is a realistic description of the future. We present it because it is the most detailed model of a non-growth economy. The following is meant to serve
as a basis for further discussion - both at the scientific and political level (for a more detailed
analysis of the steady state concept, see Luks 1993).
Daly’s concept is basically rooted in two arguments143. First, he criticises the universal acceptance of the goal of economic growth (Daly 1991:8,183). The orientation towards economic growth is especially inappropriate in view of the fact that GDP is not a good indicator for
welfare (see Chapter 10.). GDP measures the monetary value of all goods and services produced in one period. As is well known, however, GDP also measures the "bads" (whereas
some goods, such as unpaid housework, are excluded from GDP). For example, the proportion of GDP which is used to protect the environment is quite high in most industrialised
economies e.g. this was estimated to cost as much as 34.2 billion DM in Germany in 1987
(Leipert and Simonis 1990:17). Moreover, the depletion of natural resources is not taken into
account in an appropriate way. Considering these factors, it can be argued that economic
growth has become "un-economic growth", since the marginal benefits of growth decline
whilst the marginal costs rise (Daly 1991:100). Therefore, in Daly’s view, sharing is a better
alternative to "growing" (Daly 1991:44).
Secondly, according to the steady-state paradigm, the limited carrying capacity (or, in our
terms: the limited environmental space) is not compatible with economic growth when it is
associated with an increase in human-made capital (and hence an increase in material input).
We have presented this argument in section 9.3.
It is very important to note that the steady-state - just like environmental space - is a physical concept. Daly emphasises this point when he defines the steady state economy (SSE) as
"an economy with constant stocks of people and artefacts, maintained at some desired, sufficient levels by low rates of maintenance 'throughput’, that is, by the lowest feasible flows of
matter and energy from the first stage of production...to the last stage of consumption...It
should be continually remembered that the SSE is a physical concept." (Daly 1991:17; emphasis added)
Hence, the steady state concept is perfectly compatible with that of environmental space.
The crucial point concerning the former is, however, that it explicitly includes a limit to economic growth, as mentioned in sections 9.2. and 9.3. This is because Daly explicitly accepts
the limits mentioned above, and therefore concludes that a halt to growth is both necessary
and desirable.
While the physical dimensions mentioned above do not increase in a steady-state scenario,
technology and knowledge are not held constant, neither are the distribution of income or the
allocation of resources. Hence, in a steady-state economy, qualitative development can take
place, while quantitative growth that leads to a higher matter-energy throughput does not
occur (Daly 1991:182). This type of non-growth economy could be termed a "dynamic steadystate".
In a steady-state economy, a constant stock of capital means that the stock of human-made
capital has to be kept constant. This does not only include capital goods like machines, but
also consumer goods like TV sets, refrigerators etc. The matter-energy throughput should be
reduced to a minimal level i.e. one which allows for the limited carrying capacity of the ecosphere. This means that the more artefacts there are in stock, the lower the matter-energy flow
per unit of stock must be. Possible steps towards this goal are improving energy efficiency
and producing durable and smaller-sized products.
143

The authors whose writings form the basis for Daly's approach are, among others, John Stuart Mill, Irving Fisher,
Kenneth E. Boulding, and Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen.
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Daly makes a comment on the role of technical progress which is related to what we have
called "dematerialised growth" in subsection 3.2.: "If, thanks to technical progress, it becomes
possible to support a larger stock with the same throughput, that is all to the good and should
be allowed to happen." (Daly 1991:17)
Hence, the steady-state concept allows for "growth", but only with the same throughput,
therefore with a constant use of raw materials and energy. In other words, an absolute delinking in the sense that economic growth occurs and the sustainable environmental impact stays
constant (It+1 = It), which is compatible with the steady state concept. For our purposes, this
implies that in an already "dematerialised situation" growth can occur, but only with a further
dematerialisation to keep the throughput within the limits of the environmental space. How
difficult this scenario is, is presented in Chapter 9.6.
The steady-state paradigm, which explicitly accepts the entropic nature of the use of raw
materials and energy, the limitedness of the earth and the limits to dematerialisation, is a concept which implies that sufficiency (see section 3.4.) is an important part of a strategy for sustainable development. This is because one crucial property of the steady state is the constancy
of artefacts.
Assuming an infinitely growing demand for goods and services (an assumption many authors make), one could argue that the steady-state model requires that peoples’ needs should
be dictated to them. This is not the case. Demands are not independent of social developments, but are influenced by various factors, such as living and working conditions (see Part
C: Socio-cultural Aspects of Sustainability). Sufficiency in a steady-state would therefore not
be brought about by command and control instruments, but would arise in the context of a
democratic society which aimed for sustainable development (see also Chapter 9.6.).
With this kind of strategy, it becomes apparent what lies at the core of the sustainability/growth discussion: the issue of distribution (see also Chapter 1.). When the "cake" does
not become larger, neither can all the pieces of the cake. Since in a steady-state the cake does
not grow, in order to solve certain social problems (e.g. poverty and unemployment) in a sustainable society, the distribution of income, wealth, and also of working hours, becomes crucial. Questions related to this topic will be elaborated further in Chapter 8. and 10..
It has to be emphasised that a ceiling to growth in no way implies that certain sectors cannot grow - it simply means that in such cases other sectors have to shrink.
Box 9.6: Daly’s institutional proposals for a steady state

Herman E. Daly (1991:50-76) envisions three institutions in order to limit economic growth: a
distributive institution, transferable birth licences, and depletion quotas. According to Daly,
with these institutions "the market is not allowed to set its own boundaries, but is free within
those boundaries." (69)
The distributive institution becomes necessary because the increase in total income is limited in a steady state. Hence, Daly proposes that there must be a limit to the per capita income.
For this reason, a distributive institution should be created to secure minimum and maximum
incomes, as well as a maximum wealth.
Tradable birth licences, first proposed by Kenneth Boulding in 1964 are, according to
Daly, the best instruments to keep the population constant. These licences are issued to each
person and are tradable on a market.
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In order to reduce the use of resources and hence pollution, Daly envisions resource depletion quotas, auctioned by the government. Quotas are instruments that can directly control the
use of resources (an advantage over taxes). According to this proposal, there should be quotas
for three or four hundred basic resources. The revenues from the quotas would be used to finance the distributive institution.
These instruments, proposed in the context of the steady-state economy, seem on the
whole to be less than manageable. Tradable birth-licences in particular have too many serious
shortcomings to be a good policy device in a democratic society. Distribution will be a central
policy issue in a sustainable society, but a distribution institution is far removed from the institutional structures we face today, and the proposal of such an institution would undoubtedly
meet with fierce disapproval at the political level. The tradable resource depletion quotas are
in theory a device to influence resource use, and at the same time limit matter-energy
throughput. The crucial problem with this instrument is probably the question of - global, at
least continental! - control.
While the desirability for, and feasibility of, the institutions presented here can indeed be
questioned, there can be little doubt that they pin-point the fundamental problems which need
to be solved in a sustainable society: use of resources, population growth, and the issue of
distribution. Therefore, we need courage to put these at the top of the political agenda, and
creativity to propose instruments which can contribute to solving these crucial problems. We
have stressed here that command and control approaches are not feasible in this context. What
is needed for a sustainable Europe is a broad public debate on how to achieve sustainability.

Objections to a steady state economy
The steady-state paradigm is obviously far from the mainstream of economic thought. It is
widely assumed that growth must occur in order to have an economy which is both stable and
favourable for people. This issue will be dealt with in subsection 9.4.3.. There is, however,
another kind of criticism of the steady-state concept. While "mainstream economists" claim
that there is an indispensable need for economic growth, other authors believe that the steadystate concept is not at all sufficient for achieving sustainable development.
Georgescu-Roegen (1976) criticises the "myth of ecological salvation...The crucial error
consists in not seeing that not only growth, but also a zero-growth state, nay, even a declining
state which does not converge toward annihilation, cannot exist forever in a finite environment." (Georgescu-Roegen 1976:23)
It is perfectly true, that entropy produced by human activities cannot be stopped. But this
is not the goal of the steady-state concept. A steady-state economy is supposed to reach a sustainable level i.e. one in which human activities do not - in the terminology of this study - go
beyond the environmental space.
O’Connor (1993) has written a "valediction" on the steady-state. He considers that economic and ecological processes are much too complex to work in a steady-state manner, controlled by human beings. The fact that the complexity of economic and ecological evolution
leads us to question the possibility of a steady-state, is an important point when considering
the political feasibility of this concept. Moreover, the institutional conditions of a market
economy can clearly be seen as favouring economic growth (Leipert 1992). In this context,
the limits to any "command and control approach" have to be stressed. What is needed are:
economic instruments to increase efficiency; a policy that creates a climate in which innovations can be developed; public participation in order to raise the awareness of sustainability
issues.
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9.4.3 Economic implications of the ceiling
The economic implications of a "ceiling to economic growth" depend, to a large extent, on the
instruments that are used to implement it. In this section, a few general consequences which
can be expected are presented. Since no steady-state economy, as presented above, exists yet,
there is no empirical material from which we could draw lessons. Therefore, comments on the
implications of an economic ceiling envisioned here are more or less speculative.
It has been emphasised in subsection 9.4.2. that a steady-state is hardly comparable to a
"traditional economy" that experiences a recession.
One important point with respect to the intensity of structural change has to be stressed. It
is possible that within a steady- state approach, the structural adjustments necessary to reach a
sustainable economy are less severe than in an economy which is growing. In a steady-state,
efficiency gains are not "eaten up" by growth, thus intersectoral changes might be less severe.
In a growing economy, where efficiency gains can be outweighed by economic growth, some
particularly material-intensive sectors (like steel production or chemical industries) would
have to shrink, in order to allow an overall growth driven by less material-intensive sectors
(like services). This could mean higher social costs (in terms of unemployment, regional problems etc.) than those expected in a growth-driven economy which does not have to permanently compensate for pressure on the environment.
A fundamental problem with reducing the growth of GDP is that it cannot be set like the
discount and marginal tax rates - and even the macroeconomic tax rate is not subject to direct
deliberate steering. If the government decides on a new tax scheme, the individual agents will
react and the outcome is far from being easily determined. With economic growth this is even
more difficult. Neither the economy nor the environment are machines which can be turned
on and off according to our macroeconomic goals (not to mention the difficulties of collective
decision making concerning subjects such as these). Phases of recession show that almost
everybody "wants" GDP growth - but it does not appear. GDP growth rates are the outcome of
complex economic processes in which it is not so easy to intervene.
This is not to say that we could not think of any measure to hinder growth, e.g. marginal
tax rates of over 100% for most individual consumers and managers/firms. But this would
lead to a serious trade-off between the need to reduce GDP-growth on the one hand, and a
society´s innovative capacity on the other. Strategies and instruments for dematerialisation are
discussed in detail in Hinterberger and Welfens (1993). The implementation of eco-efficiency
by the private sector will require an integrated approach and the development of new management tools.
To summarise, the economic implications of respecting the environmental space and the
steady-state concept can hardly be clearly predicted. While the perspective of a "farewell to
growth orientation" may look frightening at first, the perspective of an ever increasing
throughput of raw materials and energy, possibly leading to an ecological breakdown with
grave economic, cultural and human consequences should be even more alarming. The society
of the future will be sustainable, or it will not be at all. Considering this, the concepts presented here give a positive vision. It is an enormous political challenge to create transition strategies in order to reach sustainability before irreversible damage, which will impair the prospects of future generations, occurs. How we reach a sustainable society will depend on the
joint action of politicians, the business community (which will play a crucial role "on the road
to sustainability"), scientists, other societal groups, but most of all: "normal citizens".
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9.5 A note on the economies in transition
While for the OECD-countries it can be postulated that further growth is neither possible nor
desirable, the need for economic growth in the nations of the so-called "Third World" is widely accepted. For the economies in transition, i.e. the post-"socialist" countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, the goal is clearly to reach the living standards of the OECD members. In this
context, the question arises whether the former Eastern Block needs economic growth? Considering the political statements on this issue, there seems to be no doubt that the answer is
"yes". However, if one takes the issue of sustainability seriously, the answer is not so obvious.
Generally, it can be concluded from the arguments developed above, that the goal should
be to increase welfare by not increasing, but indeed lowering, the material input used in the
economic process. One strategy is to "delink" welfare from GDP-growth (on the issue of "delinking well-being from income", see Chapter 10.). Moreover, there is obviously a huge potential to reduce the resource intensity (or to increase the resource productivity) of the economies in transition, but market forces do not "automatically" bring this about. Economic policy has to create an environment in which innovations and structural changes can contribute to
a substantial reduction in resource use - and at the same time enhance people’s welfare.

9.6 Some simple "calculations of sustainability"
It may help to summarise this Chapter by some simple calculations. The so-called IPATformula is a convenient tool with which to explain the relationship between environmental
impact and growth, as well as between efficiency and sufficiency. The formula was developed
by Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1991) and is frequently used to analyse the relationship between
growth and sustainability (see e.g. Meadows et al. 1992; Goodland/Daly 1993; Ekins 1993;
Olson 1994).
According to the IPAT-formula, environmental impact is a result of the size of the population, the degree of affluence and the technology used to produce and maintain all goods and
services. Therefore,
Impact = Population · Affluence · Technology
or
I = P · A ·T
This formula can be used to explain the ideas developed above in greater detail.
The general goal is to reduce the environmental impact; assuming the population to be constant, this can be achieved by reducing the per capita affluence (i.e. the amount of goods and
services per person) and/or by using more efficient technologies. We can use this formula to
show the clear distinction between delinking arguments and sufficiency strategies: delinking
relies on T, assuming that technological improvements can allow us to attain a higher affluence, whereas sufficiency-strategies recognise the necessity to reduce, or at least keep constant, the amount of goods and services utilised by people i.e. A.
To calculate some rough estimates of the degree of technological improvements and/or
structural changes needed to stay within the environmental space, if economic growth continues, we will use a modified IPAT-formula.
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We saw from the preceding discussions that the environmental impact I is closely connected to the material input MI (see Schmidt-Bleek 1994). We can express this as:
I
I=
––– · MI
MI
In other words, the environmental impact depends on both the amount of MI and the impact
of MI on the environment (I/MI). The problem with I/MI is that we know very little about it,
and this equation illustrates that it does not help much if we reduce it (mainly by end-of-pipe
technologies) if MI increases.
Therefore, we have to reduce the material input MI.
If the national income/production, measured in terms of GDP, is Y, MI/Y is the intensity of
environmental impact due to Y. The inverse of this, the material productivity of income/production is given by Y/MI.144 Material inputs MI depend on:
(1) the material productivity of income/production and (2) the production/income. Therefore,
MI can be reduced by reducing one and/or the other.
MI 145
MI = –––– · Y
Y
MI/Y can be reduced by technical (intrasectoral) change by using less material inputs for a
given product, and/or (intersectoral) structural change leading to products and services which
are not so material-intensive.
We can differentiate various steps which would allow us to achieve this:
-> increasing the resource efficiency of processing and manufacture i.e. enhancing the value
of products whilst reducing the amount of material, energy, air and water used in their
production.
-> reducing material input by using alternative materials and by redesigning products e.g.
miniaturising.
-> optimising existing products by following eco-efficiency guidelines.
-> optimising the use of products by widening the "material flow spiral" i.e. producing products which last longer.
-> creating new eco-efficient services by reconsidering the value added to a product during its
production chain, and devising a dematerialised method of achieving the same.
With respect to income/production Y, a growing GDP is not what we actually need to satisfy our "wants", although it has a high symbolic value (see Chapter 10). If the commodities
produced are used, they provide a "service" S. "Service" usually means immaterial goods e.g.
transport, baking, haircuts etc., whereas in this study we refer to services as the use of products (see Schmidt-Bleek 1994, Hinterberger et al. 1994).
With this new definition of service, it depends on the intensity of services (i.e. the extent
to which we use products) whether we achieve great or little wealth from our domestic production. For example: increased service intensity of cars can be achieved if less cars are used
144
145

Y refers to A in the original IPAT formula.
I * MI
Or: I =
*Y
MI * Y
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by more people; this is possible because most cars are frequently not being driven i.e. are "autostable(s)" rather than "automobile(s)" 146. As S is the service we get
from using products, then S/Y is the service intensity of our income/production.
S
S = –––– · Y
Y
If we re-define service in this way, it would lead us from the introduction of largely isolated eco-efficient services in the present economic system, to the emergence of the sustainable
service economy. We will not achieve a sustainable economy (where all consumption, on average, should be dematerialised by a factor 10), by increasing eco-efficiency tenfold, if there is
an increasing demand for service units (Hinterberger and Seifert 1994).
We can argue that many people in highly industrialised countries believe they can have
enhanced "well-being" W in tandem with reduced consumerism. For example, by replacing
the latter with more time with their friends and families, for leisure pursuits, relaxation etc. In
this way, well-being W depends more on the kinds of services we obtain from our economies
than on the number of services.
W=

W
–––– · S
S

In this equation, W/S is the degree of well-being due to the service provided to us by products.
Summarising all these possibilities, we find that "well-being" is theoretically, very indirectly,
connected to environmental impact (for a detailed discussion see Hinterberger and Luks
1994):
I=

I
MI
Y
S
––– · ––– · ––– · –– · W
MI
Y
S
W

(1)

(a)

(e)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Put simply, this means that the environmental impact can be reduced:
(a) if we reduce the environmental impact of material inputs (by cleaner production),
(b) if we produce goods and services with less material input by
(b1) technical (intrasectoral) change, and
(b2) structural (intersectoral) change,
(c) if we obtain the services we "want" from less products (eco-efficient services)
(d) if we re-think the connection between services and our well-being
(e) if we reduce our "well-being".
(a) to (c) are efficiency-strategies, whereas d) can be termed a sufficiency-strategy or a "new
model of wealth".

146

See Schallaböck, K.O. (1991)
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If a factor 10 reduction of I is needed to reduce the ecological burden, it is highly unlikely
that we can rely on only one or two of these strategies to achieve this. In contrast, a factor 10
reduction in environmental impact can be achieved by little more than 1/3 improvement in:
cleaner production, technological and structural change, use of eco-efficient services and sufficiency.
We can now express equation (1) in growth rates (defined as gx = dx / dt):
gI = gI/MI + gMI/Y + gY/S + gS/W + gW

(1´)

Relative delinking occurs, if
gW > gI,
while absolute delinking is achieved if
0> gI ,
An absolute reduction is needed to achieve our environmental goals. Since our societies will
not accept substantial reductions in well-being, de-linking is necessary. But if W is allowed to
grow, de-linking will not be sufficient to establish sustainable development.
Since this study focuses on inputs to the economic system, we have used material input as a
proxy for environmental impact. We are interested in the effects of economic growth, i.e. the
growth of GDP (Y). Since GDP represents the value of all goods and services produced in one
year, we assume that GDP-growth means a proportional increase in the amount of services per
person (S/P), in which P is population. Therefore, if MI/S and S/P are constant, population
growth increases the amount of MI.
Now, we have the following equation:
MI

MI
S
= ––– · ––– · P
S
P

A reduction in S/P can be termed a sufficiency strategy, while the lowering of MI/S (or material input per service unit, MIPS [Schmidt-Bleek 1994]) is an efficiency strategy.
Assuming the population to be constant in Europe (which is an optimistic assumption147),
and given the required (sustainable) reduction in overall material input of 50% by 2010, and
90% within the next 50 years, we can calculate the relationship between S/P and MI/S.

147

S

The well-being per person provided by a given GDP also depends on the size of population P :
S
Y
=
--- . --- . P
Y
P
For industrialized countries, the population growth is generally small. Thus, for simplicity, we can assume a constant
population P. Required dematerialization rates would be even higher than in our calculations.
(For detailed information on population data see chapter 5).
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Given that 1994 is 1
1 = 1 · 1 · 1
Assuming a reduction in material input of 50% relative to 1994 by 2010, and a constant population, we can express the material input of 2010 by:
0.5 = 1 · S/P · MI/S
By means of this equation, we can calculate different "scenarios" which show that economic
growth necessitates increasingly efficient technologies (and/or a permanent rapid structural
change leading to less material inputs).
Note that for the following calculations there are two assumptions:
- economic growth leads to the same growth in services per persons (S/P), requiring a certain reduction in MI/S;
- a constant annual growth rate.
Table 9.2: Reduction of material input by 50 percent by 2010 (=14 years)
a
case
I
II
III
IV
V

b
rate of eco-nomic
growth
(%)
- 1.0
0
1.0
2.0
3.0

c
resulting Service
per Person (S/P)
0.86
1
1.16
1.35
1.56

d
required material input/ service
MI/S
0.58
0.50
0.43
0.37
0.32

e
Necessary
demateriali
-sation(%)
42
50
57
63
68

f
Factor of demateriali-sation
1.72
2.00
2.33
2.70
3.13

The table indicates to what extent economic growth will need to be compensated for by
structural change and technological innovations (so far technological advances have been
more important than intersectoral changes; see section 3.1.).
To calculate the reduction requirements associated with a 90% reduction in material input,
we can use the expression:
0.1 = 1 · S/P · MI/S
Table 9.3: Reduction of material input by 90 percent within 50 years
a
case
I
II
III
IV
V

b
rate of eco-nomic
growth
(%)
- 1.0
0
1.0
2.0
3.0

c
resulting Service
per Person (S/P)
0.61
1.00
1.65
2.69
4.38

d
required material input/ service
MI/S
0.16
0.10
0.06
0.04
0.02
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e
Necessary
demateriali
-sation(%)
84
90
94
96
98

f
Factor of demateriali-sation
6.25
10.00
16.66
27.03
45.50

This table, with the reduction goal of 90% and a time-scale of 50 years, shows the effects of
exponential growth148. Note that in the case of an annual growth rate of 2%, the material input
per service unit has to be reduced by a factor of > 27 or 96.3%. It is important to bear in mind
that once the economy is within its environmental space, the annual growth rate has to be
compensated for by a proportional decrease in MI/S - every year!
With this in mind, a look at actual and projected growth rates makes clear the enormous
reduction requirements industrialised nations have to face. In the European states of the
OECD, the annual growth of real GDP from 1977 to 1993 was 2.2% (OECD 1994:A4; own
calculations). The projected growth rates for these countries for 1994 and 1995 are 1.9 and
2.8%, respectively (ibid.).
Considering the limits to dematerialisation mentioned above, and the precautionary principle, we need a ceiling to economic growth if we are to stay within the boundaries of our
environmental space. We have to consider the non-linear relationships between the variables
in equation 1. For example, technological developments may well lead to dematerialisation,
but at the same time economic growth may outweigh this gain. In a market economy resources are always exploited in an economically optimal way; this is not usually compatible
with sustainability. Therefore, with the present economic system, creating a ceiling to economic growth is a difficult task.

148

Exponential growth is a central issue in the publications by Meadows et al. (1972, 1992).
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10. Sustainable Economics
Summary:
One of the most important conclusions of the previous Chapters is that 'a limit is necessary’.
In order to achieve sustainable development that is to say development within the environmental space, limits must be imposed on the quantity of matter and energy which is consumed
in a given period, the use of land and as a result finally economic growth including income
growth. This conclusion has far-reaching consequences for the discussion on sustainability
since in one way or another, all societies revolve around the economic growth phenomenon.
Growth is seen as necessary for work, social services, as a means to solve distributional problems and so forth. Furthermore, growth is regarded as a critical indicator of economic success
in the eyes of policy-makers and ordinary citizens. As such it has an important impact on the
psychological state of individuals and social actors. Many barriers must therefore be broken in
order to make society accept a reduced or negative economic growth.
It is for this reason that we make an initial attempt to explore the 'growth phenomenon’ in
greater detail in this study. What is the true role of economic growth in our society? How important is it in fact for people’s well-being, for employment and for financing the state treasury? We examine these questions as we feel that the only way to open a successful debate on
sustainable development is if existing expectations with respect to growth are weighed against
the reality and hard facts. In view of the scope of the subject matter, our analysis and solutions
constitute no more than an initial exploration. Nevertheless, we can formulate some preliminary results:
-

Growth today is jobless growth. Growth is no longer the main tool for creating jobs.
Other elements of labour policy (working hours, productivity gains, structural change,
wage differentiation, etc.) become more important and open the way towards ensuring that
a satisfactory amount of formal, paid labour is available in a Sustainable Europe.

-

Growth today is wealthless growth. Economic growth, at least in Western countries, no
longer means a corresponding growth in social and environmental welfare. On the contrary, there seems to be a tendency of uncoupling growth from welfare, sometimes even to
the extent that welfare decreases to a level below the historical peaks reached in the 1970s.

10.1 The growth phenomenon
Whereas in the preceding Chapter different kinds of economic growth have been analysed,
this Chapter examines the role traditional growth plays in our societies. This means that the
following considerations concentrate on the present state of public consciousness which is
linked to the growth phenomenon in its traditional sense.
This Chapter can be seen as a transitional Chapter between the first part and the second
part of the study. In the first part it is concluded that sustainable development will set limits to
economic growth. In this Chapter we will explain the reasons, be they legitimate or not, that
society could have serious problems in accepting such limits. Consequently it is argued that in
order to present sustainable development in a more acceptable way, serious attention should
be paid to the expectations and myths connected to the growth phenomenon. The remainder
of the Chapter will subsequently deal with these issues. It will be arranged as follows. The
driving forces in society that perpetuate the continuous efforts for economic growth are dis-
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cussed in section 10.1.1. In section 10.1.2. we consider whether a limitation of growth is possible, whereas in section 10.1.3. we examine whether society would accept a limitation in
growth. Section 10.1.4. is the conclusion.

10.1.1

The mechanisms behind growth

The pursuance of economic growth, of growth of GNP is taken as a matter of course in our
society. According to Nentjes and Wiersma (1991), except for a few interruptions, the past
two hundred years have seen a virtually continuous process of economic growth in the Western industrialised world. "This development began in the eighteenth century in Great Britain
with the invention of how to organise mass production and how to use technology for that
purpose. In the course of time this industrial revolution spread to other countries and technological progress has been incorporated into the system of industrial production" ever since.
In most Western European countries in financial terms, we are now several times wealthier than our forefathers were at the turn of the century. Table 10.1. shows trends in the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) in several European countries from 1958 onwards.
Table 10.1: Trends in Gross Domestic Product per capita in several European countries (in
constant prices, national currency · 103, 1958 - 1989)
Country
Denmark
France
Germany, FR
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
UK

1958
62
40
13
4871
13
358
4

1960
70
40
14
5504
14
334
5

1965
90
52
18
6945
18
488
5

1970
106
70
23
10217
24
727
6

1975
121
81
26
11395
34
896
6

1980
126
93
30
16315
30
916
7

1985
142
96
31
17457
30
927
8

1989
149
109
37
20602
33
1138
9

In Europe, real GDP has increased dramatically. In real terms the present population has about 2-3 times as much money to
spend per capita as at the end of the 1950s.

In this section we consider the question of what forces perpetuate this virtually continuous
process of economic growth which still continues today. What are the underlying mechanisms?
In very general terms, the forces which generate growth of GNP are manifested in everyone who strives to become richer in financial terms. In order to build up a better picture of the
underlying motives for this pursuit of income growth, it is useful to distinguish between the
growth aspirations of consumers, producers, investors and government149.
For the consumer, income growth means increased opportunities, for example for buying
and for spending ones’ leisure time, and gives rise to a feeling of greater freedom (see Chapter
13). The desire to see one’s income grow is also related to self-esteem and to some degree, a
personal sense of fairness, in terms of bridging income differences.
In this context a distinction can be made between income growth for the purpose of satisfying one’s basic needs and income growth to satisfy consumptive desires and which defines
one’s social position. In many Third World countries and to a lesser degree in Eastern Europe
(and originally in our part of the world), satisfaction of basic needs predominates the pursuit
of income growth. An increase in consumption rate is simply a matter of survival for the
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The analysis below tries to explain rather than to legitimatise attempts to increase economic growth. In our view the
reasons mentioned play a role in these attempts irrespective of their validity.
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poorest people of the world - those who can scarcely satisfy their basic needs150. In the affluent countries the desire to improve one’s relative social position forms one of the most important driving forces. Income, and with it the goods that it can buy, is regarded as an indicator of one’s social position. According to Ekins (1993) "the underlying forces are substantially
stronger that those aimed at satisfying basic needs; they represent a far greater effective demand, are continually stimulated by product innovation, changes in fashion and advertising
and (of essential importance) remain unsatisfied because of the relative incomes effect in a
competitive, mobile and status-conscious market society".
Manufacturers rationalise their pursuit of economic (i.e. income) growth by pointing to the
competition. With greater profits and proceeds a company simply has a greater chance of survival, especially in the long-term, because for example funds are freed up for the innovation
of its product range. In this case consolidation or improvement of a company’s competitive
position is a major driving force in pursuing economic growth. The profit margins of a company indicate its economic health and is therefore one of the key factors influencing the confidence of shareholders and possible investors and determines the company’s capacity to pay
off debts. In this context Binswanger (1991a) referred to "an inherent dynamic geared to economic growth. Since the value of investments lies in the future growth of the production of
goods, additional production in every successive period is intrinsic to a capitalist economy".
Thus, in financial terms, the situation is similar to that of the individual. At the corporate level
there is also an inherent tendency or dynamic geared to growth, independent of the growth
policy of the government of the day (Luks, 1993).
Governments are driven by the need to control tensions in society which arise from the
competing interests of different social groups. Economic growth is a strategy for controlling
these tensions and for avoiding difficult distributional issues. Those with less could be given
more, without the rich having to make a sacrifice151. Furthermore, growth is widely considered to be a strategy to solve problems of unemployment. Another important motive is that
growth of GNP is taken as an indicator of national and international success. GNP is considered to be the barometer par excellence of the success of a government’s economic policy: the
more growth, the better the policy.
Generally, it is also the case that with a greater income, a government will have more
funds at its disposal for pursuing its desired goals. Cases in point, often quoted but lacking
empirical evidence, are environmental protection, funds devoted to the tackling of environmental pollution and development aid. Some people, biased by thinking in terms of 'end-of
the-pipe’ technologies like scrubbers, maintain that economic growth is in fact an absolute
precondition for environmental protection. They see environmental protection not as a means
for efficiency increase, but as a significant cost factor. Looking at it this way means that governments are only prepared to allocate funds for environmental protection if the economy
grows. To a certain degree, the same also applies to public services such as health care, public
transport, educational grants etc. In principle, a growing economy offers greater potential for
expanding such services if so desired.
Economic growth in any given country may also be favourable for other countries. In this
context reference is sometimes made to the benefit of growth in the wealthier countries for the
developing nations. An increase in the purchasing power of the wealthier countries might
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Which is not to say that income growth is the best way to satisfy the basic needs of the poorest people.
Which is not to say that in practice there have not been periods in which a growing economy was accompanied by
increasing differences in income. However, in principle, distributional problems are easier to solve in a situation with a
growing national income.
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therefore imply a growing domestic demand for products from abroad, including the developing nations (Brundtland, 1987).
According to the Dutch economist Goudzwaard (1982) "the western economy is only in
balance regarding economic progress if there is always a continually growing demand. If the
rate of economic growth slackens only slightly, this poses a real threat to the internal stability
of society". To illustrate this, he points to the problems of inflation and unemployment control. "At the moment, it appears possible to mitigate both these problems by striving to continually increase the volume of material production. In this way more people can remain employed and the tough economic demands of employers, employees and government can also
still be partially reconciled. However, as soon as this rate of expansion is deliberately reduced,
the threat of high inflation and growing unemployment emerge undiminished once more".
In this context, Hoefnagels (1978) emphasises the importance of economic growth for the
post-war development of the 'welfare state’. Social security could be guaranteed by building
up a fabric of social services, thus averting social unrest and dissatisfaction, which are potential threats to a smoothly running economy. In order to achieve social harmony the government bought off the people with periodical wage increases and socio-political concessions.
Finally, Ekins (1993) also discusses the role of investors and financial backers. In his
view, "Investors want their savings to yield returns, not only through an increase in nominal
value but also to hedge against inflation. Banks and other financial institutions pursue growth
because it increases their capacity for providing credit".

10.1.2

Is a limitation of growth possible?

The problem with any desired level of growth of GDP is that it cannot be set as, for example,
tax rates can be set. Neither the economy nor the environment are machines, which can be
turned on and off according to our macroeconomic goals, not to mention the difficulties of
collective decision making on such an issue. In past periods of recession, almost everybody
'wanted’ GDP growth, but it did not materialise. GDP growth rates are the outcome of complex economic processes in which intervention is difficult.
However, there is no need to develop governmental instruments that directly steer or limit
growth, in order to achieve sustainable development. On the contrary, it is only necessary to
develop instruments that steer society within the boundaries of the environmental space. For
example, strategies and instruments for dematerialisation are discussed in detail by Hinterberger/Welfens (1993). The implementation of 'eco-efficiency’ by the private sector will require an integrated approach and the development of new management tools. If such strategies
and instruments are effective, the outcome will be limited economic growth (given the validity of the analysis in Chapter 9).

10.1.3

Will society accept a limitation in growth?

In our societies, perpetual growth of economic activity has become so self-evident, that to
conceive that this process may some day decelerate or come to a standstill, gives rise to a multitude of questions and doubts. Many people associate such a situation with chaos, distributional conflicts, company bankruptcy, unemployment, spiralling national debts etc., and in a
growth-based economy these assumptions could be well-founded.
One important reason that the state tenaciously pursues growth is due to a desire to avoid
social conflict. Perpetual expansion has proved to be a sound way of defusing the tensions
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arising from the opposition between labour and capital, an opposition that began to become
apparent in the last century during the industrial revolution. A continual growth of real income meant that the demands of the workers could largely be met with no adverse consequences for 'capital’ i.e. the wealthy. Furthermore, if the growth rate exceeds productivity increase, existing jobs are secured and new ones are created, as long as this ratio remains unchanged. It is mainly for this reason that economic growth and income growth have been so
successful as the guiding principles of our society and why they have enjoyed such wide support from large sections of the population. However, it is becoming more and more obvious
not only to concerned experts, but in the meantime also to the public at large, that this successful post-war model of economic development has run into a structural 'insufficient growth
trap’ since the mid 1970s.
Bearing this point in mind, it is very likely that it will be very difficult for society to accept
a deceleration or even a complete cessation of economic growth. Rightly or wrongly, economic growth is intertwined with such a multitude of issues that the importance attached to it in
our societies has assumed mythical proportions.
In this context, Hoefnagels (1978) roots out a curious phenomenon. In his opinion, the
conviction that economic growth leads to progress has long been abandoned in political circles. Politicians’ belief in progress, upheld until several decades after the Second World War,
has been severely shaken. In Hoefnagels’ view the basic reason for this is the realisation that
higher economic growth also has its adverse effects. Hoefnagels adds to this viewpoint:
"What interests us in this context is a curious trend: although the objectives have been abandoned for which economic growth was intended to provide the means, there continues to be a
tenacious pursuit of growth. Although there is no longer any talk of progress, the necessity of
economic growth is being stressed more than ever before". The overriding message of politicians is still that economic growth is absolutely essential for employment, the treasury, social
services etc.
Box 10.1: Robert's Insights
"The gross national product includes air pollution and advertising for cigarettes, and ambulances to clear our highways of carnage. It counts special locks for our doors, and jails for the
people who break them.
The gross national product includes the destruction of the redwoods and the death of Lake
Superior. It grows with the production of napalm and missiles with nuclear warheads....
And if the gross national product includes all this, there is much that it does not comprehend. It does not allow for the health of our families, the quality of their education, or the joy
of their play. It is indifferent to the decency of our factories and the safety of streets alike. It
does not include the beauty of our poetry or the strength of our marriages, the intelligence of
our public debate or the integrity of our public officials
The gross national product measures neither our wit nor our courage, neither our wisdom
nor our learning, neither our compassion nor our devotion to country. It measures everything,
in short, except that which makes life worthwhile."
Robert F. Kennedy
As long as so many myths and expectations continue to surround economic growth, any
fruitful debate on a sustainable Europe will be seriously impeded. It is therefore of the greatest
importance to weigh existing expectations against the reality, against hard facts. Only then
can the way be cleared for an unprejudiced and fruitful debate on sustainable development
including a non growth based economic system and social thinking. In his ideas on a Steady
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State Economy (SSE), Daly makes a comparison between an aeroplane and a helicopter to
illustrate the difference between a non-growth situation in a growth based and in a nongrowth oriented society: "It is precisely to avoid the suffering of a failed growth economy that
we advocate an SSE. The fact that an aeroplane falls to the ground if it tries to remain stationary in the air simply reflects the fact that aeroplanes are designed for forward motion. It certainly does not imply that a helicopter cannot remain stationary" (Daly 1991). In other words:
a sustainable society is a structurally different society from the present one, a society in which
social problems will be solved in a different, and hopefully better way.
Evaluation
In this section we have discussed the reasons why different groups in society strive for economic growth. Limiting growth appears to be unacceptable for many people because of the
assumed negative influence on matters such as personal well-being, the level of employment
and the financial basis for public expenditure. Therefore, these issues are investigated in the
remainder of this part of the study, to evaluate whether these fears are valid. In particular, the
importance of economic growth/income growth for welfare and employment will be discussed
below. In addition, some initial concepts and strategic ideas will be developed regarding ways
of dealing with such problems as financing the government budget and income distribution in
a sustainable, non-growth oriented society.

10.2 Income growth and well-being
Was there and is there still a link between economic growth, income and well-being in our
part of the world? In this century, does the steadily growing national income level in our societies run parallel with the 'quality of life’? Is there a link between the increasing income per
capita and the quality of life? In addition to the discussion on indicators in Chapter 8, we will
examine these issues more closely in order to ascertain whether income growth is really necessary for one’s personal well-being.

10.2.1
Well-being and sustainable development: some background aspects
The debate on the problems of 'well-being’ in the broadest sense is as old as theoretical thinking itself. It was one of the main issues in the Greek-influenced European tradition and history
of thought. In particular, at least in theory, the old European concept of 'oikonomia’ was embedded in a coherent and hierarchical framework of ethics and politics (although the etymological origin of 'economics’ is quite different from the modern concept of economics as a
theoretical science - see Chapter 13).
The most prominent concept within this tradition of 'ethically related’ economics was the
Aristotelian 'practical philosophy’ against which the (pre-) modern mainstream of economics
successfully evolved as an 'engineering approach’152, since Adam Smith developed the theory
of the free market in the eighteenth century. At the origin of modern economics, within the
framework of Adam Smith, this trivium of ethics, politics and economics was still his starting
point when designing a new relation of economics (based on self-interest), ethics (based on
152

For a discussion of these aspects, see for example Amartya Sen 1989 or E.K. Seifert 1989, p. 410 - 415.
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sympathy) and politics (based on justice) - although he failed to complement his approach
with a book of politics.
Nevertheless, the last decade again faced a revival of an 'ethics discourse’ in general, as
well as in particular on ethics and economics, but this time with special regard to the environmental issues. One must note that there had already been discussions with important political and social implications in the last century concerning the ethics related issues of the industrialisation process. The book by Herman Daly and John Cobb "For the Common Good"
(1989) represents an extraordinary example from a wide range of publications on redesigning
the concepts of well-being and welfare as well as the measurements of these concepts. In a
recent initiative the following definitions were proposed:
'Welfare’ is a state of mind resulting from the satisfaction of our desires by using scarce
resources. Welfare is a matter of subjective, personal experience.
'Well-being’ is a state of mind resulting from the satisfaction of our desires by using
scarce resources, but is also due to non-economic factors (for example friendship, aesthetic
values etc.). Therefore, well-being, if so described includes welfare but goes beyond it.
'Environmental functions’: are possible uses including passive (non-consumptive) uses
(e.g. smelling a flower or taking in a view) of our physical surroundings, that is to say water,
air, soil, land, plant and animal species and natural resources. When the use of a function is at
the expense of another function or threatens to do so in the future, they meet the definition of
being "scarce", therefore they become economic goods. When these "functions" become
scarce they influence welfare and consequently well-being. When these functions are unlimited in supply (which is exceptional), they only affect well-being.
Other factors such as levels of health, education, security etc. also influence our wellbeing. Since neither welfare nor well-being are measurable in an objective way externally, it
has become customary to look at factors or conditions which are measurable and which are
then considered to be closely related to welfare or well-being.
'Wealth’ is usually interpreted as the amount of money at one’s disposal. Money, of
course, is the means to being able to buy goods and services. However, if the purpose of production is to generate welfare, and if wealth is also a means to that end, then wealth should be
interpreted more broadly to include all economic factors or conditions which contribute to
welfare - as expressed by the term 'real wealth’.
Whatever the precise result of future research on the before-mentioned welfare indicator
systems will be, one thing seems quite valid as a working hypothesis for further detailed investigations into the development of 'real wealth’, welfare and well-being: economic growth
as measured in terms of GDP, at least in Western countries, is no longer supplying analogous
developments in social and environmental welfare. On the contrary, according to several different approaches there seems to be a tendency of uncoupling growth from welfare, so much
so that, since the historical peaks reached in the 1970’s, welfare has been actually decreasing.
Since then, to make things even worse, further growth in GNP terms was only possible by
increasing defensive expenditure and environmental damage costs but environmental damage
costs are not calculated and subsequently included into real prices.
Although actual expenditure, for end-of-the-pipe technologies for example, is significantly
rising, it still does not cover the real future costs of environmental damage. If instead avoidance costs (hypothetical cost of avoiding damaging the environment) were taken into account
when calculating an environmentally adjusted income, the costs would be much higher than
accounted for. Nevertheless, avoidance costs of today would suggest lower damage costs for
the future and would therefore probably result in more 'real wealth’.
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10.2.2

Well-being on less income?

In the Western countries, there has been a significant uncoupling of individual income and
GDP growth during the 1980s, resulting in a stagnation of average incomes and increasing
wage differentials.
Table 10.4:

Real income development 1973-1991
USA
+ 18%
- 11%

Top 10%
Lowest 10%

UK
+ 55%
+ 10%

Source: The Economist, Nov. 5th, 1994

Fig. 10.1: Inequality and labour productivity: ratio of income of richest 20% of households to
poorest 20%
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Whereas some economic theoreticians claim that high income differentials are a necessary
incentive and therefore a precondition for prosperity, European citizens tend to disagree (and
so do facts - see fig. 10.1).
Europeans prefer their government to take action to balance inequalities to some degree,
and the growing differences are probably one reason why not only welfare indicators, but public opinion as well reflect a decline in the quality of life (see Chapter 8.3). Since wage inequalities are the smallest in highly unionised countries153, trade unions face a grave responsibility for this crucial aspect of the quality of life.
Box 10.2
Statement (% Agreement)
"It’s the governments job to reduce
income differentials"154
"Large differences in income are necessary for economic prosperity"155
153
154

USA

UK

Germany

Austria

29

60-70

60-70

80

37

25

23

Richard Freeman, Harvard University 1994, quoted from "The Economist", November 5th, 1994.
American Enterprise Magazine 1990, quoted from "The Economist", November 5th, 1994.
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Netherlands

Italy
80

9

Monetarism in economic policy has therefore contributed to the individual’s decreasing
feeling of well-being. But even where modest growth of real income took place, no direct link
can be detected between income growth and the quality of life. On the contrary, all the different independent indicator systems referred to in Chapter 8.3. show the same tendency, i.e. a
decline in the quality of life. There has obviously been an uncoupling of well-being and economic growth which started approximately half a generation ago. Although it is probably
somewhat of an overstatement to conclude that income growth has been negative for human
welfare, it does not, at any rate, appear to have made a major positive contribution156. In addition, if the present correlation between economic growth and environmental pollution is also
taken into consideration, on balance things would seem to have shifted in a negative rather
than in a positive direction. This however, does not yield any information on the potential
positive or negative effects of a non-growth situation.
If, beyond a certain income, income level is no longer that important for a citizen’s wellbeing, what is then important? In what kind of society are people the happiest and healthiest?
According to Veenhoven, the individual perception of the quality of a society is mainly determined by distributional factors such as social equity for example. "Satisfaction in life is the
highest in the most socially equal nations. That difference is partly due to the greater economic welfare of the most socially equal nations. However, the relationship to gender equality and
income equality remains quite strong if cross-checked against income per capita. Social inequality can mean a greater risk of adverse events in life and is a source of frustration in itself.
This correlation may also be a reflection of related matters, such as sub-optimal allocation of
human resources and an intolerant culture". In addition he mentions factors such as political
freedom, respects for human rights and access to knowledge and information as being important for the quality of life (see Chapter 8 regarding the relationship between living and
working conditions, social value systems and consumer behaviour).
An important point to be mentioned here is that if the growth rate of society’s aggregate
income drops, possibly to zero, the question of distribution obviously takes on a major significance. In this situation, if the top ten per cent income bracket continued to increase, this
would not only lead to a stagnation of overall income growth for the poor, but also to significant impoverishment. The United States of America is an example of many of these trends, as
well as for the increases in instability, crime rates and drug abuse associated with social disintegration. This point is also taken by Daly (1991) when he sets out the terms of his Steady
State Economy (see Chapter 9.4.2 for the definition he uses) in which he distances himself
from what he terms 'the growth mania’. He proposes an institute to oversee income distribution in society, as being one of the crucial elements of an Steady State Economy. This institute
is necessary in order to preserve social rest and stability.
For today’s economy, dynamics, innovation etc. have been described to be linked to
growth of production volume and productivity. Since in a non-growth situation there would
still be a high level of competition and efforts to increase efficiency would continue, one
would not expect an innovative standstill with adverse effects for man and environment. On
155
156

British Social Attitudes Survey, quoted from "The Economist", November 5th, 1994.
It is important to stress that these conclusions regarding income growth and happiness/well-being are applicable to
people with a certain minimum income level upwards. For example, if people have an income below the subsistence
level, income growth clearly leads to increased well-being. Thus a certain threshold of material welfare must be crossed
before income ceases to be an important factor for well-being. The minimum income level that is necessary for one's
feeling of well-being is related to many factors. For example, national and regional conditions are of importance here the preferred lifestyle and much more. So, a general statement on the minimum income level needed, is difficult to state
exactly. However, as discussed above, in most industrialised countries today, money or income level is not the crucial
distinguishing factor for people's well-being.
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the contrary: since competition would become more fierce and victory for one competitor will
mean defeat for another competitor, the incentive for innovation will be extremely high.
Evaluation
Much empirical work must still be done to arrive at definite conclusions regarding the link
between economic growth, income and personal well-being (if definite conclusions are ever
possible). However, the empirical studies that have been reviewed, however preliminary,
seem to indicate that in the Western world, the link between these three phenomena is at least
weakening. Therefore, it can be concluded that at least at Western European levels, there is no
direct reason to reject the idea of limiting growth which the concept sustainable development
would require. Other factors like fair distribution seem to be of higher importance for personal
well-being. Nevertheless a functioning economy and a certain satisfactory standard of goods
and services, however different that might be in each country, is a necessary precondition for
both satisfaction and distribution.

10.3 The link between growth and employment
Economic growth and employment are two political objectives which are frequently mentioned in the same breath, as if there were a direct link between employment and increasing
production. By taking this direct link for granted one could therefore easily come to the conclusion that sustainable development must lead to less employment because the environmental
space concept sets limits on growth. In this Chapter we will establish that the above reasoning
is far too simplistic and that there is no reason to believe that employment in a sustainable
Europe would be necessarily less than otherwise. On the contrary, the transition towards a
sustainable Europe may offer a variety of opportunities to increase employment.
In particular, the direct link between growth and employment will be examined. After establishing that empirical facts do not support a direct link between growth and employment,
an explanation is given from a theoretical point of view why in fact this direct link does not
exist. Subsequently we explain in detail the underlying factors which do influence employment. In the next step we explain why there is no reason to fear less employment in a sustainable Europe.

10.3.1

Is there a direct link between growth and employment?

Before discussing the link between growth and employment from a theoretical point of view,
we will review some empirical facts. Unemployment in Europe is stabilising at an increasingly higher level. During the economic boom of the 1960s there was minimal unemployment of
1-3%. During the expanding economy of the 1970s this figure had already risen to 4-6%,
while the 1980s saw a rise to approximately 8%. At the moment there are approximately 16
million people unemployed in the European Union (EU) which represents some 10.5% of the
working population. There are major differences between the European Union and other
economies, as well as amongst individual nations, in terms of trends in economy and employment over the past few decades. Employment figures within the EU countries have generally consistently lagged behind economic performance. Spain is the most striking example of
this trend. (see table 10.4.).
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Table 10.4:

Growth and employment 1970-1992

1970 - 1992
GDP growth gY (%)
Employment growth
gL (%)

USA
70
49

Japan
173
25

EU 12
81
9

Spain
103
-0.3

Germany
70
11

France
77
6

Source: CEC, 1993b

The linkage between GDP growth (gY), increase in labour productivity (gY/L) and employment growth (gL) on a macro level is given by the following formula:
gL = gY - gY/L
There is, therefore, only a direct (linear) link between GDP growth and employment, when
labour productivity (production per worker) remains the same. If for example, a GDP growth
of 3% is accompanied by an efficiency improvement of 3% in labour productivity, the overall
employment effect will naturally be nil. Figure 10.1 illustrates this for the Netherlands.
Figure 10.2: Employment and GDP (example: the Netherlands)
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However, empirical facts reveal that trends in labour productivity can differ substantially
in different countries, as indicated by the above table. Obviously the importance of production
growth for the level of employment cannot be discussed without examining the developments
in labour productivity. However, growth and productivity are themselves phenomena which
depend on underlying economic factors.

10.3.2

Factors influencing employment

Due to the scope of this study, it is not possible to endeavour to make a complete list of determining factors with a description of their relationship to employment. It would involve the
description of a complete macroeconomic model. Instead, we focus on some key factors that
are stressed in current discussions on employment. When discussing the determining factors
of employment we will also periodically illustrate how these factors influence production
growth and labour productivity in order to show the relationship with the previous section.
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In the tradition of J.M. Keynes, investments can have a positive influence on employment
because of the increase in output involved. However, as Binswanger (1990) for example
points out, investments are made not only to expand production capacity but also to rationalise, and the structure of a given investment programme determines whether or not it creates
employment. In terms of growth and productivity the above can be formulated as follows:
capacity investments lead to production growth while labour productivity remains constant, so
employment increases, whereas with rationalisation investments, production growth is accompanied by an increase in labour productivity, so that the overall effect on employment can
in fact be negative. In reality, investment programmes tend to combine both elements.
A comparative analysis of the USA, Japanese, Swedish and German economies shows
substantial differences in the degree to which they have succeeded in creating employment 157
which can be explained in terms of institutional differences and differences in the labour
market (WZB 1994). Since the end of the 1970s, the labour-saving effect of increasing
productivity has come to dominate more and more over the production and employment expansion effect. Since this transition the employment situation in various countries has become
dependent on the success achieved in boosting employment in jobs with a low productivity,
which is mainly the services sector 158. In this respect, the USA and Sweden (compared to
Germany and other Western European countries) have been largely successful, although they
both used very different approaches.
In the USA the expansion in employment in the services sector was achieved through a
high degree of wage differentiation. If wages are low, it also becomes possible to make less
productive services affordable. In this context Gorz (1989) speaks of 'modern servants’. In the
USA millions of new jobs have been created in the personal services sector over the past few
years. However, the majority of these are extremely poorly paid jobs, where the salary is insufficient for survival at subsistence level. There is only marginal social security and minimal
opportunities for development. This situation is similar to that of a century ago in which the
poorest sector of society finds itself obliged to offer its services to the wealthier population, in
exchange for what amounts to no more than a tip.
Sweden on the contrary has a strong trade union with substantial political influence, and as
a result, wage differences are far less pronounced. Expansion of the services sector in Sweden
was achieved through government incentive programmes.
In Western European countries such as Germany, minimum wages are not sufficiently low
as to make less productive work affordable and at the same time the government has neglected to take measures to expand employment in the services sector. In Germany governmentfunded programmes concentrated on decreasing the share of labour through early retirement,
discouraging women to work etc. A high degree of wage differentiation resulted, as well as
increased unemployment.
How does the above analysis translate in terms of growth and productivity? The labour
market policy in the USA and Sweden created in different ways extra jobs in the services sectors and these jobs are characterised by a relatively low labour productivity. Therefore, the
increase in overall labour productivity was less, as compared to other countries. This explains
the real increases in the number of jobs in the USA and Sweden.
Furthermore, we should mention the competitive position as a determining factor of employment: the lower the production costs, the more chance a country has to boost production
157

In the USA and Sweden the employment situation is relatively favourable, while in recent years Germany (and other
West European countries) have seen disappointing trends in employment.
158 If sectors with relatively low labour productivity expand relatively fast, the overall labour productivity of the economy
as a whole will grow relatively slow, so that the level of employment develops relatively positively.
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and employment through exports. Korea and other Newly Industrialised Countries (NICs)
have demonstrated this. Germany and Japan did so during the 1980s, using their high productivity to maximum economic advantage. Production costs, however, depend on the costs of
certain factors, one of these being labour: as far as branches which are integrated into the
world market and/or companies are concerned, labour costs per service unit produced must be
competitive with other countries and their factor costs and productivities. The competition
from low-wage countries in particular is often mentioned in this context. If high labour costs
(salaries, benefits, working hours etc.) do not induce a relocation of the production location,
extremely high productivity must compensate for this competitive disadvantage. Although
western industrialised countries have been successful in this respect for a long time, a deceleration of product innovation on their part and productivity increases in NICs as well as in the
CEE states and NIS are threatening their privileged position.
Furthermore, the competitiveness argument limits the above- mentioned job creation strategy to business sectors which are not integrated into the world market. For all other business
sectors, highly productive (and on average highly paid) jobs remain a necessity. The result of
global integration splits the national labour markets into a high salary/high productivity sector
and a low salary/low productivity sector. In addition, expanding the low productivity sector of
a national economy too far decreases the international competitiveness and leads to local jobs
being substituted by imports, thus becoming counterproductive to the primary intention. This
happened to the USA in the 1980s, and the administration is still struggling to reduce the deficit.
In addition to government incentives and wage levels for the lowest-paid work, there are
several other labour market factors which determine a country’s employment rate. One such
factor is the length of the average working week. It is discussed below specifically, to what
extent a reduction in the average working week might improve the employment level.
In a White Paper published by the European Commission (CEC 1993a) the importance of
yet another labour market characteristic is stressed, namely its flexibility. How mobile is the
population, how well does the labour supply match the demand for labour? It is thought that
more flexibility could help to solve the unemployment problem. In this respect however we
have to stress that more flexibility should not mean less independence or an increase in the
number of commuters and in the use of transport. To make labour supply and demand meet,
appropriate training opportunities are essential and companies would be well advised to make
their contribution by investing in human capital by actively training the labour force they
need. On the other hand, tailoring jobs according to peoples’ needs (e.g. health) and circumstances should be seen as one main task in the development of production technology and
service technology.
Although the key factors which have been briefly discussed are far from complete, they
nevertheless provide enough scope to envisage the employment level that we can expect in a
sustainable Europe.

10.3.3

Employment in a sustainable Europe

We now come to the question of whether we should expect a lower level of employment in a
sustainable Europe. We will discuss why there is no reason to believe that employment in a
sustainable Europe should be necessarily less than otherwise.
As we have seen, the environmental space concept sets limits on economic growth. Therefore, if we were to assume that trends in labour productivity were to remain the same, whether
we opt for sustainability or not, then employment would be lower (and would probably de-
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crease constantly) in a sustainable Europe. However, there is reason to believe that labour
productivity will increase less if we opt for sustainability, as in a Sustainable Europe (or in the
transition period) price systems will have to be changed, combining higher prices for natural
resources with lower prices for labour159. As a result of prices being changed for various factors, the most cost intensive factor (resources) will probably attract a higher share of rationalisation investments, thus easing the pressure on labour.
Furthermore, the relative increase in consumer prices for resource-intensive goods compared to labour intensive goods is likely to increase the demand for labour intensive goods,
which will therefore create even more labour opportunities. Limits to such a strategy due to
world market integration and international competitiveness have already been mentioned.
To summarise, this means that labour productivity will not increase as rapidly as at present
and in principle sustainable development will have a decelerating effect on the reduction of
employment in the production process.
Another line of reasoning comes from (neo-classical) economic theory which assumes that
a functioning labour market will balance itself automatically. Since we have no reason to believe that the labour market will function any less in a sustainable Europe, theory predicts that
whether we live sustainably or not there will be an unemployment rate of a certain percentage
due to the (mal)functioning of the labour market at that time (presence of minimum wage,
inflexibility of the market etc.). However, this theoretical approach views labour mainly as a
production factor, but the non-economic aspects of labour and the people involved, their
needs, preferences and values will never permit us to treat labour according to pure market
rules. This means that the percentage will remain a relevant but unclearly defined figure. This
significantly limits the usefulness of the theoretical approach.
Furthermore, one could argue that compared to the result when one does not opt for sustainability, employment in a sustainable Europe will be less, due to a change for the worse in
our competitive position caused by lower labour productivity. However, this need not be the
case. Firstly, as mentioned, there are fewer constraints on an active labour policy in domestic
branches which are not integrated into the world market, and secondly there are two options
for the integrated sector. One option would be to accept a split labour market in terms of
productivity and salaries. The other option would be to compensate lower labour productivity
by a lower level of labour costs; the competitive position would consequently not be affected.
Therefore, lower labour productivity should be 'paid’ for by employees accepting a lower real
income. In fact, one has to 'pay’ for a better environment in a similar way, in order to maintain
the same level of employment. However there are limits to this line of reasoning due to social
reasons: not everybody can afford to accept a lower income. Note however, that in the previous sections 10.1. and 10.2., we concluded that this should be possible above a certain real
income level, whilst lower incomes would not affect well-being in a negative way160.
It is far from obvious, however, what a lower income would mean in reality (available income in purchasing power terms). If durable goods prevailed in a sustainable society (which
159

The price for using limited environmental space must ensure that resource use is kept within the limits of the environmental space which is available. This can either be done by limiting the use of resources quantitatively whereby significant price increases would be the result, or by directly changing the price whereby a reduction in use would be the result. Although the latter ia s less precise method obtaining the desrired reduction in use, the method of steering via
price increases might be preferable since it is then possible to control the effects of price increasees on society. Furthermore, restrictions on use in a market economy should preferably be introduced by market instruments such as
tradeable emission permits (theoretical permits issued to companies quantifying the emission of certain substances).
These instruments however are mostly only helpful for emissions and they need a functioning market which will be
hard to create for any other substances exceot co2 and sulphur.
160 Note that future income levels in a sustainable Europe would be lower than compared to the income level if one had
not opted for sustainability. They may still be higher than the present income level (due to limited growth)
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is a necessary precondition for the reduction of material flows) they would need less replacement. These durable goods may be expensive but on the other hand they would result in less
expenditure. Maintenance of these durable goods would create new jobs in the services sector
with a labour intensity level and salary level previously unknown. Low-maintenance products
would be necessary to reduce maintenance costs and to permit appropriate salary levels in the
maintenance sector (one must remember that at present, plumbers for example do not fall into
the low wage category). Furthermore, reduced public debt would ease the pressure on the different national budgets which now have to reserve up to 40% of all revenues for paying interest on other debts. This would permit a reduction in tax rates161. If unemployment figures
were reduced, this would result in a reduction in unemployment benefits. A sustainable lifestyle coupled with less environmental degradation might significantly reduce health care
costs, etc. If these factors and many other factors were to interact, this would inevitably produce unforeseen results. Therefore, an economic strategy towards sustainability would require
permanent, conscientious monitoring and dynamic interactive social politics and employment
politics. Nevertheless in social and employment terms, so far we have no reason to believe
that we would be any better off without sustainability - even if we do not have to pay a social
price for an improvement to the environment.
Figure 10.3: Repair work required
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This might not only result in an increase in the market demand, but also in an increase in savings, thereby making it
possible to offer more capital for domestic investment at low or modest interest rates. An increase in savings is crucial
in order to be able to match the high demand for capital resulting from restructurering investments towards an increase
in resource productivity, which will result as soon as the previously mentioned tax reforms are implemented. In turn
these investments will probably create new jobs in a sector which has not yet been identified as a sector which would
benefit from sustainability, namely the traditional industrial branches of construction, industrial machinery, chemical
industry etc.
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10.4 Employment opportunities en route to a sustainable Europe
In the previous section we have argued that there is no reason to believe that employment in a
sustainable Europe would be necessarily any less than otherwise. In this section we will show
that at least during the transition period, the restructuring of our economies towards a sustainable Europe may offer a variety of opportunities to increase employment.
A key element of the transition towards a sustainable society could be the improvement of
market dynamics through ecological price reforms162. Another important factor in the transition towards a sustainable Europe is investments in projects that may facilitate such a transition, for example energy conservation, incentives for sustainable energy production, recycling
etc.
The potential employment spin-off from these key elements in the transition towards sustainable development is considered in greater detail below. It must be kept in mind though,
that the following is not meant to state that one must choose sustainability because of the unemployment problem. One must choose sustainability due to the desire to remain within the
limits of the environmental space. The message from the following is that this choice could
also have a positive effect on employment figures.

162

This might include tax reforms, emission permits, extraction fees, incentives and subsidies, whereby old subsidies
should be phased out and new ones should be considered. The extra revenue should be redistributed to the various sectors of the economy via a reduction in labour costs. Furthermore indirect policy measures which are financially relevant
sich as insurance obligations or liability legislations should also be taken into account.
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10.4.1

Projects associated with sustainability

A number of studies indicate that projects that can be associated with the transition towards a
sustainable Europe also generate employment. This has partly to do with the fact that they are
mainly decentralised investment projects where less investment is needed to create jobs than
in the traditional, highly capital- intensive centralised structures. A few examples of such projects are given below. However, the following must be kept in mind.
- The list of examples below is not comprehensive. It only serves to illustrate some of the
possibilities. Moreover, the number of jobs listed which would be created by each project
is also only illustrative. A comprehensive analysis of the total number of jobs that could be
created by initiating a coherent programme of projects, although long overdue, has so far
only been conducted for a limited number of technologies and/or countries.
- Some examples concern projects involving end-of-pipe techniques. It is thought that eventually these techniques will cease to play an important role in a sustainable society. In the
transition phase towards sustainability however, it may be cost- effective to rely on these
techniques temporarily.
The World Watch Institute calculated employment opportunities for various forms of electrical power generation. To generate 1 MW of power for a year, a nuclear plant employs a staff
of 100 and a coal-fired power station employs 112 staff, while a solar power station employs
248 staff and a windmill park employs 542 people163. Energy conservation also has a high
employment spin-off. An investment of 1 million dollars in energy-saving measures yields 6080 jobs, against 12 jobs if the same sum is invested in traditional energy production164.
According to the book "Green works" (Diepeveen, De Roo, 1994) waste recycling has
similar advantages for employment compared to the processes of landfill and incineration.
Recycling 1 million tonnes of solid waste requires a workforce of 400-600 people, while a
landfill requires 50 people and incineration requires 200 people. Ecological modernisation of
the Dutch economy would create 300,000 to 450,000 new jobs as it would involve among
other things, incentives for the environmental production sector and investments in energy
and resource conservation. This would reduce the present number of unemployed people by
approximately 50% (Diepeveen, De Roo, 1992).
The German national Institute for Economic Research (DIW, 1993a) forecasts substantial
additional employment if extra environmental policy measures are implemented. An investment of 140 billion DM in energy conservation and sustainable energy for example, could
lead to the creation of about 85,000 new jobs between 1991 and 2000. The main reason why a
comparatively small investment can have such a major effect on employment is that in DIW’s
calculations, investments are concentrated in the construction industry which is a sector with a
relatively low labour productivity. DIW also anticipate a net increase in employment as a result of extra environmental protection measures (additional policies to curb air, water and
noise pollution etc.) and a more environmentally favourable transport policy (no concrete
numbers are reported).

10.4.2

An ecologically-based tax system

163

Recent research presented to the World renewable Energy Conference WREC estimated between 440 to 460 jobs/MW
for wind energy, which is probably more realistic. However as such, this does not challenge the argument.
164 The amount of jobs created is evaluated for the USA. There is reason to believe that in Europe such projects would
create a substantially different number of jobs, according to prevailing national energy efficiency standards. This would
mean about one-half to one-third of the US rate for Germany for example (German Bundestag 1991).
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One policy measure that can play a major role en route to a sustainable society is a change in
tax laws whereby the environment is taxed (shift in taxation from labour to the environment).
In effect this means the introduction of taxes on resources and the environment, whereby the
resulting revenue is siphoned back to the various sectors via a reduction in labour costs.
Over the past few years a considerable amount of research has been done on the effects
that this kind of tax reform would have on employment, and particularly on the effects of an
energy tax combined with a reduction in labour costs. De Wit (1994) provides a survey and
evaluation of recent theoretical and empirical model studies on the effects that such an ecological tax reform would have on employment. His main conclusion is that in the short term
the effects on employment would in all likelihood be positive (though possibly modest),
whilst in the long term a positive effect is not excluded. The scope of this study does not allow us to examine the theoretical reasoning behind these results. Instead, we will refer to
some results from empirical models.
The CEC (1993b) for example estimates the effects of a tax reform whereby the extra tax
revenue is redistributed via a uniform reduction in the employers’ share of social security contributions. It concerns a tax on EU level of $10/barrel as proposed by the European Committee. Based on calculations using various models the CEC concludes that the effects of a proposed tax reform on employment would be approximately +0.5%. The anticipated revenue
from the taxes is approximately 100 billion ECU (for the EU as a whole).
In addition, the CEC describes the effects of a tax reform on employment, whereby employers’ social security contributions are reduced, but only for their lowest paid workers. The
underlying reasoning is that unemployment is high in this sector of the labour market in the
EU. On the basis of simulations the CEC comes to the conclusion that the effect on employment can be substantially increased by this specific form of redistribution (1 to 3.5% increase
in employment).
A recent DIW study (1994) assumes a gradual rise in the basic price of energy (DM 9/GJ)
of 7% per annum, leading to a doubling of the price of energy after a period of about 12 years.
In 1995 this tax is expected to generate about 7 billion DM and in 2005 approximately 200
billion DM. This revenue would be redistributed to the economic sectors via a reduction in
employers’ social security contributions (redistribution to households is regulated differently).
The anticipated effect on employment is approximately 300,000 to 800,000 new jobs for
Germany. It should be noted that this calculation is based solely on an energy tax, with no
consideration being given to other types of taxes (resources, emissions). If these were also
included, tax reforms geared to sustainability could be developed on an even more thorough
basis.

10.5 Reduction of working hours
Due to the limits set by the environmental space in a sustainable Europe, not only the volume,
but also the nature and the organisation of the work to be done will be quite different. (see
Chapter 15). With regard to the effects on employment, a reduction of the average working
week deserves special attention. (Chapter 15 also discusses options regarding the organisation
of work and employees determining the number of hours they wish to work).
The concept of creating jobs by reducing the average number of hours worked is quite
clear. A certain amount of work must be done by more people if on average all individuals
work less hours and productivity per capita is to remain constant. CEC (1993b) has investi-
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gated this concept and figure 10.3 shows the effects of a decrease in the average number of
hours worked on employment for the EU memberstates.
Figure 10.4: Effects of a reduction in the average number of hours worked 1983-1991 on the
labour force in EU 12. (Spain and Portugal: 1986-1991)
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Note that the concept of creating jobs by reducing the average number of hours worked,
has as its starting point that the same amount of work must be done anyway. In practice, however, reorganisation and increasing labour intensity for the existing labour force has compensated for about one-third to one-half of the cuts in the number of hours worked, and only the
remaining hours were translated into new jobs. In this respect the financial consequence of a
reduction in the number of hours worked is crucial. To avoid social hardships, productivity
gains must partly be paid out to workers in the form of salaries as well as partly in ... the
form of additional leisure time. This however can only partly compensate job losses due to
increased labour productivity. Further cuts in working hours must be 'paid’ for by the employees through a reduction in their gross income (an appropriately progressive taxation system
could diminish the effect on net income and thus encourage shorter working hours).
This reduction in the number of hours worked can be seen as a sign of progress. We manage to sustain ourselves whilst working less hours, although we partly pay for the increase in
labour intensity with health problems. In Germany, only one-third of all employees reaches
the pension age. The remainder are exhausted before that time and have to retire. This makes
the term 'progress’ questionable. Therefore it is not the reduction in average working hours
which gives reason for concern, but the uneven distribution between those with zero paid
working hours and those doing extra hours on a regular basis. The latter group, however,
could hardly be convinced to reduce their working hours, even if they were not 'workoholics’.
They either need the money, or public status, or the job is necessary for their career and even
self-confidence is dependent on a high degree of involvement in formal labour. Changes in
working hours are therefore cultural changes. In this respect Gorz (1989) stresses that given
the fact that a reduction in the number of hours worked will be an important means to improve the unbalanced distribution of work, and with it income, it is of crucial importance that
we change our attitude towards work. In his view, work should cease to be our primary activity and one of the main sources of our social identity. However, in order to reach this stage, the
importance attached to income and consumption in our social value system needs to be reduced (see Chapter 13).
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10.6 Employment and strategic options of companies
As a different approach for estimating the employment effects of environment protection, several strategic options from a companies’ point of view will be presented in the following.
Individual enterprises are:
(i) the most important promoters of societal environmental policy, and
(ii) provide a substantial share of employment.
Strategic options of individual firms:
1. Conservation of Sustainable Products and Service Segments: Production and product segments not apt to redesign or who consider this unnecessary, may be maintained by aggressive marketing or a low pricing policy, but will come under increasing pressure from producers of more sustainable alternatives whose companies are thus put greatly at risk.
2. Outplacement of Segments: Employees are provisionally organised in so-called Employment and Qualification Agencies, whose activities are concentrated on environmental protection (e.g. decontaminating polluted sites); highly effective as to employment but with a
rather unstable perspective.
3. Product Recycling: Collecting, sorting, upgrading, dismounting and recycling can be organised in different ways: with the producer, with a joint firm of producers or with a segment of the waste collection sector; additional employment on different sides.
4. Suprafirm Infrastructure: Part of the industry-specific environmental activities of a sector
is organised on a suprafirm level. Allied to collecting and recycling functions the following could be included: R&D coalitions; marketing of systemic solutions; customer counselling services; company consulting, and joint programmes of further training; a small effect on employment but stable and environmentally effective.
5. Sustainable Redesign: All measures taken by the firm in question for improved sustainability in production, e.g. savings in energy and raw material consumption, replacement of
hazardous materials, reduction of contaminating emissions, waste sinking and adequate
Table 10.5:
Strategy areas of
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2: Outplacement
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5b: New products
/ services
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dumping, avoiding transportation; impact on employment is little within the firm concerned, but higher in other firms through trading of sustainable products and services; little
internal effect, but stable and an environmentally-relevant employment effect through
widening of the firm’s sustainable organisation.
a: existing products: Ongoing improvement and development of the company’s products/services according to an overall increase in standards as to sustainability or to specific
customer demand; little immediate employment relevance; in the medium and long term,
however, crucial for securing and expanding employment.
b: development and distribution of new sustainable products and services: newly developed
processes and technologies partly replace the older products/services of other firms, sustainable products and services widen the producer’s range (diversification) and generate
new jobs.
A large number of decisions within the individual enterprises are restricted by regulations laid
down by national and/or regional organisations, by competitors, suppliers and customers. In
this context there are both positive and negative effects on employment.
There is stringent international pressure for innovative measures in the highly industrialised countries. Although a substantiated estimation and quantification of employment effects
from the micro-level seems hardly possible, it is reasonable to say that an improvement of
sales figures in the environment sector will probably lead in the short and medium term to an
increase in employment. In the long run a decline is expected due to progress of preservation
and integrated environment protection. From the companies’ point of view the importance of
environmental protection probably lies in the preservation of existing employment rather than
the creation of new jobs.
The current positive effects of environment protection on employment are often overestimated. On the other hand, the threat to many existing jobs which do not meet international
environmental standards tends to be under-estimated. Sustainability may change the number
of jobs less dramatically than their composition, and have a negative influence on job stability. Also under-estimated is the importance of employment in the intra- and suprafirm infrastructure of environment protection. These activities are qualified, durable and with high environmental efficiency and salary levels. On the other hand, there is the sector of unstable, underqualified, poorly paid, harmful and dangerous work (national employment programmes,
grey labour market, partly in private work). More important effects are to be expected in the
sector of private work, which would withdraw parts of employment potential from the formal
sector (e.g. maintenance, repair, recycling). These possibilities have not yet been systematised
as to their environmental efficiency, their effects and their contribution to welfare and wellbeing.

10.7 Government finance in a sustainable society
How can government finance its expenditure in a sustainable society? It is self-evident that in
an economy with lower or negative growth rates it will be harder for the government to manage the treasury and there will only be scope for increasing expenditure on certain items at the
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expense of other established beneficiaries. This will be a hard political task for any government. However, even in such a situation, there are many possibilities to finance government
spending. Before we go into detail we will clarify the difference between the transition period
towards sustainability and the sustainable situation itself, when the restructuring work has
been completed. Whereas the transition period is characterised by investments (of money,
work, energy and raw materials) into building a highly resource-efficient infrastructure, the
period of sustainability can be seen as a period of payback on that investment in physical
terms, with dynamics driven by further innovation as well as by changing consumer demands
(i.e. sufficiency).
Table 10.6: Comparison transition period and sustainability
Phase
Transition Period
Sustainability

Economic situation
booming transition economy
Steady State Economy

Public Expenditures
Debt reduction
Constant real expenditures

Labour market
more work, more jobs
less work, jobs ?

An important point of departure is that it is very likely that taxes on the environment and
resources, will play an important role in realising sustainable development. As long as environmental and ethical principles still have to contend with economic and materialistic principles, the best we can hope for is a deadlock. In order to actively advance towards sustainable
development, both these ethical principles have to be brought into line to work in the same
direction. This is the strategic task of all price reforms proposed below.
En route to a sustainable society, government expenditure will be financed through taxes
on resources and the environment more so than at present. Other forms of taxation, such as
tax on labour, which is currently heavily taxed in most West European countries, can consequently in principle be reduced. In the previous Chapter we already drew attention to the positive employment spin-off resulting from a reduction in labour costs.

10.7.1

Environmental and resource taxes

The question of key importance when it comes to financing the government budget with environmental and resource taxes is whether, and to what extent, such taxes can form a solid basis
for the tax system. For some resources, the tax base will be reduced significantly, due to high
price elasticity, and revenue from taxes on the resource will soon decrease unless the tax rate
is increased accordingly. From an environmental point of view the tax will then have been
extremely effective, but from the perspective of government income, it will be of limited interest.
A possible way to deal with the tension between the steering effect and the revenuegenerating effect of the taxes is a slow but steady increase of resource tax rates (von
Weizsaecker and Jesinghaus 1992). Taking energy as an example, an annual increase in the
price of fuel of between 5% to 7% would compensate for efficiency gains and ensure that the
incentive for further innovation is maintained.
Since the average total tax burden would remain constant, taxes on labour would be readjusted annually, depending on the revenues generated. With such a gradually increasing, revenue-neutral system of environmental taxes, a smooth and gradual transition of the economy
towards sustainability could be realised. It could be continued until the targets set for sustain-
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ability for the different tax bases (see footnote below) are reached165. In this context, the UK
tax on road fuels has set a remarkable standard whereby an annual increase has been planned
beyond the year 2000, although unfortunately the revenue has not been earmarked for redistribution166.
Box 10.2: ETR - The Eco-nomic Tax Reform
"Environmental, Ecological or even Eco-nomic Tax Reform (ETR) is the title given to the idea that by changing
the way in which taxes are raised the market could be refocused to use economic input in different proportions. ...
ETR could be achieved at the same time as increasing the efficiencies of markets through eliminating distortionary taxes and providing a spur to technological innovation. ...
An ETR programme would create jobs by reducing the cost of labour relative to other resources. ...
As well as making labour cheaper, a programme of ETR would encourage new, environmentally-friendly industries which tend to be more labour intensive. Recycling ... is ten times more labour-intensive than landfill. A
serious programme of insulating low-income homes could create 50,000 jobs in the UK, rise living standards
among those in the most need and become viable under a tax scenario with higher fuel cost and lower employment costs.
Source: David Gee 1994

We will now consider what 'environmental cornerstones’ might provide a solid basis for
the tax system in the transition phase and in a sustainable Europe. What is presented should
be seen as an initial, very general reconnaissance and not as any kind of final solution or
ready-made blueprint. It would of course be ridiculous to attempt to give details on national or
European tax revenues for the year 2010 or even for the year 2030. Even attempting to give
estimates for the next five years, based on current economic data and an unaltered system of
taxation is extremely risky and tends to end in wishful thinking. Although the examples are
taken from the Netherlands, they are thought to be excellent food for thought for other countries as well. In the text below we will use the term 'sustainable tax system’ as it concerns a
tax system which has been modified so that it supports an economic shift towards sustainability.
A selection of suitable tax bases
In a preliminary study of the potential for a sustainable tax system, Van Soest and De Wit
(1991) consider the criteria for environmental tax bases if they are to offer sufficient perspectives from a fiscal point of view. In their analysis these tax bases should be:
(i) material flows, the magnitude of which is not likely to drop to zero within the foreseeable future (bases that can generate structural revenue);
(ii) straightforward (in other words they should be in line with the objective of simplifying
the tax system);
(iii) measurable, collectable and controllable (i.e. fraud-resistant).
In developing a basis for a sustainable tax system, it is chiefly the main inputs of the economic system which offer a solid foundation for generating structural revenue (first criterion).
More specifically, the following represent potential tax bases:
- energy
- space/land utilisation
- water (groundwater, processed water, drinking water)
165

At some point the fossil tax may become so high that the demand for fossil fuel decreases zo zero. When this happens,
the system will break down: sustainability is reached as far as the use of fossil energy is concerned.
166 Paul Ekins, pers. comm.
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miscellaneous resources, viz:
- construction materials such as cement, sand, gravel, clay, limestone etc.
- metals such as iron, aluminium, heavy metals etc.
- mineral fertilisers such as nitrogen and phosphorus.

Some calculations of the environmental space available are provided with this study for all
these categories of inputs (part A). Additional taxes or fees could be charged on waste and
emissions.
Box 10.3: Ecotaxes in Europe
The OECD has investigated environmental taxes through its "Task Force on Taxation and the Environment". It
concluded that the use of such taxes is limited but growing in many countries.
In the European Union (EU15), Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, The Netherlands, Sweden and the UK
have different environmentally relevant taxes, as well as Norway outside the EU.
Besides this, there is a relevant amount of examples for Eco-nomic or environmental taxes from the CEE and
NIS countries:
- Estonia since January 1993 has levies on emissions of SO2, NOx, CO, and dust. For waste water since 1991 a
fee is charged. Since 1992, compensation has to be paid for altering land use patterns.
- in Latvia, since 1991 there is an "immission tax" on 51 substances in case of their discharge into the waste water. An "emission tax" exists for 100 substances in case of their discharge into the air, with the level of tax differentiated according to the amount emitted. Furthermore since Jan. 1st, 1993, a tax is charged for the extraction of
mineral resources like oil, gas, chalk, sand, water etc.
- Poland charges 51 substances emitted into the air, according to their damage potentials. In regions with an extraordinary high pollution like Katowice and Krakow, the charge is doubled. The level of water charged is determined on the local level. Waste and waste water are being charged according to the toxicity since 1992. Quite
unique however is a fee on felling trees, differentiated by size and species.
Source: K. Seifert, L. Ribbe,(1993)

The other two criteria, simplicity and measurability/controllability, indicate whether initial
consideration can usefully be given to using a given material flow as a tax base. If a material
flow is difficult or impossible to measure, it will be difficult to effectuate levying taxes, because the possibilities of evading paying these taxes will then be too great. In addition, it is
important that implementation of the tax should not be too complicated. This latter consideration is in fact directly connected with the measurability of the material flow in question. If a
flow can be readily measured, levying taxes on this flow is not likely to cause any serious
problems. Another aspect of controllability might be to take into account the potential to substitute a certain material instead of reducing the overall matter flow. As our target is dematerialisation, not substitution, the material flows to be taxed should take this aspect into account.
This can either be done by omitting substances which can easily be substituted, or by including the potential substitutes in the taxation (taxes on clusters of substances).
An initial, provisional reconnaissance indicates that most of the material flows have perspective from a fiscal point of view. The situation is rather more difficult in respect of heavy
metals. They enter a country in such a diffuse way that they are less appropriate for use as a
tax base. Nonetheless, regulation of metals on a European or national scale remains possible
and desirable, for example by means of a deposit system on the material(s) in question.
Hence, after an initial assessment of the information that is available and of the fiscal ins and
outs, we have several categories of material flows which appear to be suitable as a base for
ecological taxes, viz. fuels, (drinking) water, land, surface-mined minerals and mineral fertilisers such as nitrogen and phosphorus.
Short and long-term effects
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In developing a sustainable tax system, it is important to distinguish between the short-term
and long-term effects. The following can be said. In the short and medium-term, a sustainable
tax system can be of major significance both for generating government income and for stimulating the economy to move in the direction of a sustainable society (regulatory effect). For a
rough idea of the dynamics involved, we will consider a tax on fossil fuels. On the one hand,
such a tax will provide an incentive for saving energy and/or converting to sustainable forms
of energy. Therefore the tax encourages a move towards a sustainable energy supply. On the
other hand, in the short and medium-term, the tax will not prevent continued use of considerable quantities of fossil fuels, so that substantial revenue can be anticipated.
In the long-term, i.e. after the year 2010 or even 2030, the regulatory function of an ecological tax system will prevail. If things go according to plan, a sustainable society will then
be a fact, so that the environmental tax base will then be much smaller167. Once more we will
consider fossil fuels. In a sustainable society there may only be scope for solar-based forms of
energy, and the fossil-fuel tax base will therefore no longer generate revenue. Note, however,
the regulatory effect of the taxes: fossil fuels will no longer be used to any large degree, if at
all, as long as the tax on these resources remains in force.
To summarise, we can therefore conclude that both in the short and medium-term, a sustainable tax system can be important both as a source of government income and as an incentive for making the transition towards a sustainable society. In the long-term (i.e. 2010 2030!), that is assuming that a sustainable society will then be a fact, the main function of a
sustainable tax system will be to maintain sustainability. Nonetheless, the income may still be
substantial, although at this stage there is little that can be said on this point with any degree
of certainty.
The potential revenue from taxes on environment and resources
How much government income can environmental taxes generate in a sustainable Europe?
The possible revenues are naturally determined by the following:
(i) the tax base, in this context, the sustainability targets derived from the environmental
space concept combined with
(ii) the level of taxes which ensure these targets.
However, without extensive analyses of the price elasticity of the demand for the resources
involved, it is difficult to say anything about these tax levels being able to ensure sustainability. Therefore, it is also difficult to give an indication of the total revenue from environmental
taxes in a sustainable Europe.
However, there are some studies which give an indication of the revenues that can be generated by environmental taxes in the transition phase, in the phase towards a sustainable society. In a recent study for the Netherlands (CE, 1994), a quantitative estimate was made of
the revenue resulting from taxes on energy, household waste, nitrogen/phosphorus and
transport.
In this case, the level of taxes which were calculated in the CE Study were taken as our
departure point168. Since it differs significantly from the Sustainable Europe definitions, the
167

In a Sustainable Europe the tax base would be determined by the environmental space, as determined by the Sustainable Europe targets which were described in the first part of this study. We are concerned here with the following targets
(determining the possible tax base): energy -50% (fossil fuels -80%), construction materials and (heavy) metals -80 90%, mineral fertilisers -100%.
168 The sustainability principles used in this Dutch study are not necessarily in accordance with the sustainability principle
as developed in the first part of this study. The following sustainability principles were used in the Dutch study:
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results cannot be interpreted within the framework of this study. They are merely quoted to
illustrate the dimension the share of taxes on flows could reach in the future.
The taxes should constitute a tangible incentive for reducing the magnitude of the material
flow and for promoting processing substances in the most auspicious way. The study indicates
that the total revenue generated by environment and resource taxes (based on the available
data) is mainly dominated by the energy tax, with tax on 'transport’ in a strong second place.
In this estimate, the aggregate tax revenue is estimated to be more than 14 billion ECU a year
(approximately 20% of the total Dutch tax revenue). There are a number of uncertainties involved in this figure. For example, the energy tax discussed in the report is based on a 'sustainable’ energy price of ECU 7/GJ. However, this estimate is explicitly an absolute minimum
figure: the true sustainable energy price may be far higher, and therefore the required tax rate
will also be higher, causing revenue to increase (in the short-term).
Huppes (1990) also gives an indication of the revenue to be expected from environmental
taxes in the Netherlands. He estimates a maximum of 23.5 billion ECU, which is equivalent
to one-third of the current total Dutch tax revenues, whilst noting that this maximum is probably too high rather than too low an estimate.
To conclude, we can state that at the present time, there is still little that can be said with
any degree of certainty on the potential revenue from environmental taxes. For the sake of
completeness, it should be added that at the moment, the revenue from environment and resource taxes constitutes approximately 5-8% of aggregate tax income in countries like Denmark, The Netherlands, Germany, the UK and Sweden.

10.7.2

Distribution and social security in a sustainable Europe

As is the case in our society at present, a sustainable society will use part of the revenue for
social welfare, to produce a more fair income distribution (in the eyes of the government and
the people), although the definition of 'fairness’ will probably differ from country to country
(see Chapter 8). As there is no reason whatsoever to suspect that in a sustainable Europe, government revenues would be less as a percentage of national income, there is also no reason
why social welfare should be endangered by it. This is even more so if we take into account
the previously mentioned demands to reduce and modify subsidies, close loopholes in the tax
system by simplifying it and reduce public debt significantly (and thus interest payments) on
the road towards sustainability.
Box 10: Reducing subsidies
"In many parts of Europe, industries such as coal and nuclear receive large subsidies from the governments.
Within the European Union, the Common Agricultural Policy has been the single largest item of expenditure of
Union funds and has been implicated in the rapid intensification of agriculture.
One of the first logical steps in a program of Eco-nomic Tax Reform would be to reduce subsidies on unsustainable activities. The substantial revenue saved could be put to use in the achievement of the same goals through
more environmentally sustainable means - transport, energy services, food production - or could contribute to the
- regarding waste and nitrogen/phosphorus: taxes based on the cost of processing material in the most auspicious way
(most environmentally friendly),
- regarding energy: tax based on a minimum estimate of the costs of a sustainable energy supply,
- regarding traffic: taxes based on the external costs caused by traffic (these external costs are partly derived from the
costs of sustainable traffic).
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lowering of other taxes. And tackling subsidies would help meet equity objectives because some subsidies such
as those on car transport are regressive."
Source: David Gee 1994

If the economy does not grow, an increase in income for certain groups automatically
leads to income decreases for others. Social harmony could then be disrupted. Therefore, in a
sustainable society, in a non-growth situation, distributional problems might be more pronounced than is the case in present society. This is why Daly (1991) considers a distributional
institute as one of the crucial pillars of a Steady State Economy, which must ensure that everyone receives a minimum income and simultaneously must ensure that a certain maximum
income is not exceeded.
A reorganisation of the social security system is another possible way out of the distributional problems that might arise in a sustainable society. What is meant here is a negative income tax or guaranteed basic income. Such a scheme guarantees a subsistence income level
for everyone (with or without formal employment). All other income is taxed. According to a
report of the European Commission (CEC 1993b) a 'negative’ income tax system such as this
has a number of advantages.
• Eradication of the poverty/unemployment trap. What is meant here is that a feature of the
present social security system is that for many people who receive social security benefits,
accepting a job offer would not raise their income very much because the low-paid jobs
within their grasp do not generate much more income than their social security benefit. If a
subsistence income level existed for everyone, which would not terminate upon accepting
a job, such a trap would not exist. The incentive to work would exist for everyone.
• In addition, such a system would create a whole new category of jobs which are currently
excluded from the labour market because the production output of these jobs is too low
compared to their costs at minimum wage costs. It would therefore be an effective tool for
creating employment, especially for low-skilled workers.
• The system is also much simpler than current systems and could therefore lead to a considerable saving in administrative costs.
Daly and Cobb (1989) also pay attention to the negative income tax. They relate to the
ideas of Milton Friedman (1962) who was in favour of guaranteeing a basic income for everyone. Friedman estimated that this would not cost money but would actually reduce government expenditure because it would substitute aid to dependent children, pensions, social security benefit payments etc.
Distributional problems might also arise when restructuring the tax system towards more
taxes on environment and less taxes on labour. The introduction of a CO2-energy tax for example, as proposed by the European Commission, has a (slightly) regressive effect on income,
if the revenues of the tax are not rechannelled back to households. According to different
studies (CE, 1991, CE, 1992, IFS, 1990, Mors, 1991) household incomes could be compensated in a variety of ways, including strategies that have a levelling effect on income. In the
various studies a range of compensation options are reviewed. Redistribution of the revenue
from a carbon/energy tax for households via an equal rebate per household for example, is
found to have a levelling effect in EC Member States.

10.7.3 Summary: Economic considerations for a sustainable Europe
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In this study we have analysed the meaning of economic growth for a sustainable Europe.
Three forms of economic growth have been presented. It has become clear that traditional
economic growth can by no means be sustainable. Since we have to reduce material inputs by
80 to 90 per cent in order to remain within our environmental space, any increase in the use of
material, energy and land is by definition not sustainable.
'Delinked economic growth’, i.e. an increase in GDP delinked from a corresponding increase of the environmental impact, can also not be sustainable. While the limits of dematerialisation cannot be exactly known, it is clear that delinking cannot continue in an unlimited
way, so that ultimately resource use will once more increase. Moreover, growth rates can
(over-) compensate eco- efficiency gains.
This points to the third kind of growth identified here, which has been called 'dematerialised growth’. As we need a reduction of material input by a factor of 10, in the case of economic growth dematerialisation would have to be even higher. To compensate for an economic growth of 1.5 percent annually for example, eco- efficiency would have to be increased by
the same rate - every year and in addition to the factor 10 dematerialisation. It is hard to see
how such an enormous task could be fulfilled by any means.
Therefore, one can postulate that there is a need for a limit (ceiling). Just as the environmental space concept limits the use of environmental resources, the Steady State Economy is
intended as a ceiling to the throughput of matter and energy (the ultimate cause of any environmental problem) and thus for economic growth. Therefore, as far as the vision of a sustainable Europe is concerned, the Steady State Economy is a concept that should be on the
scientific and political agenda - at least in the sense that it can be a point of departure for further analysis of the relationship between sustainability and economic growth.
This observation brings us to a crucial point. Economic growth has become such a matter
of course in our society that to give it up for a longer period of time may constitute a serious
obstacle to any politics, and in realising a sustainable society in particular. So a policy towards sustainability cannot just aim at a non-growth situation in a growth-bound society and
economy, but has to change existing structures. Some ideas for new or modified systems of
taxation, labour policy, social security, and so forth have been developed.
Figure 10.5:
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C. Socio-Cultural Implications
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11. Consuming and working in our environmental space
In the above Chapters an outline of the physical limits of our environmental space and the
economic framework of sustainability has been presented. Following the calculations offered
in these Chapters we propose to initiate a broad discussion about how to reach these targets
and, as far as necessary, to specify and/or modify them. Some of the issues covered certainly
need more investigation to develop a more detailed idea of the targets, which to some degree
are of a more qualitative character so far. As all of the contributors to this report reject the
idea of creating a control and command system in order to supervise the use of natural resources, we have discussed economic instruments as a means to implement the policy proposed here. But such a policy needs a broad consensus or agreement of the people involved in
this process, be it politicians or business decision-makers, be it the individuals in their various
social roles (employee, consumer, traveller, house-keeping person etc.

11.1 Sustainable Society ? - The impact of sustainability on industrial societies
Sustainability also refers to the way how wealth, income and social opportunities are distributed within and among societies, taking into account the idea of fairly distributed access to
natural resources. The enormous economic success of the industrialised western countries was
and is dependent on the availability of cheap raw materials and energy from abroad but, however, it induced the widespread participation of lower social classes to the consumption of the
produced goods and services.
This participation became possible at that moment when the overall production had
reached a high level. There were, sometimes even violent, struggles of workers and their trade
unions aiming at the improvement of working conditions and a fair share of productivity increase. Trade union policies and fights were of high importance for the development of distributional justice in western societies and thus became a driving force for a general increase of
income and consumption opportunities. Trade unions, nowadays, seem to have a different
task: although they are expected to guarantee the income-level of their members (see Chapter
8) they must face the negative impact of current consumption behaviour on the environment.
In the short run it may be a successful policy to concentrate on the protection of income-levels
of employed workers. But in the long run a severe change in production and consumption patterns is unavoidable. Trade unions are forced to develop a labour-oriented strategy of sustainability. Some proposals for such a strategy are presented in Chapter 15.
Mass-consumption has become an important factor of economic development and in many
markets enterprises have to fight for their customers. Although there are great differences in
income, standard of life and social opportunities within society, people are 'equal’ in the sense
of being consumers. The level of consumption differs significantly among citizens but nearly
no one is completely excluded from market exchange. Even more, we are unable to sustain
ourselves beyond the markets (see Chapter 13), we have become market-dependent.
Consumption, particularly mass-consumption has developed to a predominant factor of
the structure of society.

11.2 Consumption as an impact of the separation of labour and
household
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Today we generally recognise consumption and production as two sides of the same medal. A
look into the history of industrialisation, however, shows that it was a long process to separate
production from the household and to establish a system of non-domestic wage-labour. In
domestic economy (see Chapter 13) there were only few goods produced for the exchange
with other households or craftsmen. Division of labour was on a much lower level and so was
the amount of goods produced and consumed. During industrialisation labour vanished from
the households to the manufactures and the former agricultural people were forced to join the
wage labour system. But, of course, there was still enough work to do in the household, but
the importance for physical survival and the acknowledgement of this kind of work decreased.
It was the bourgeois class which established the separation of work and privacy for the
first time, which thus became an example of 'good life’ for the whole of society. The man
struggling in the hostile and competitive economic sphere wanted to show his success by presenting a representative house(hold) filled up with luxury goods. Women were considered to
be born to stay inside the house, be it as the wife underlining the representativeness of the
house and supervising the employees, be it as a maid working for a low wage (see Chapters
3.2.5 and 16). This image of good life has been adapted by the lower classes and the more the
working class had obtained better labour conditions and higher incomes the more workers
tried to live their lives according to this pattern. Gender-specific life-styles and division of
labour can be seen as a major factor in the development of the unsustainable way of life in the
highly industrialised countries.
A shift towards sustainability can only be reached by overcoming this image of good life
and by strengthening the responsibility of all individuals for the environmental and social issue.

11.3 Mass-production and the enlarged opportunities for consumption
New production technologies and a new organisation of work (separation of the different steps
in the production procedure, Taylorism) induced an enormous increase in labour productivity.
The workers were able to profit from this increase by struggling for higher wages and improvements in the social security system. It was Henry Ford whose name is associated with
the idea that the producer of a good should be able to buy it himself. Making production of
goods cheaper and stimulating the demand for industrial products by higher wages became a
successful strategy for economic development.
After World War II the industrialised countries achieved high rates in productivity progress and the average incomes rose subsequently. In the 1950s people became able to save
considerable amounts of money in order to buy household-connected consumer goods, particularly electrical appliances such as refrigerators, washing-machines etc. Furthermore there
was an increasing demand for goods for the embellishment of the house, such as carpets, curtains, furniture, etc. Last but not least the ownership of a car became available to many people. Obviously the predominant image of good life has remained the same during the whole
process of industrialisation, but in the 1960s it has diffused the whole society and people became able to realise it, although still on different levels. Some authors call this the 'democratised consumption’ (K. Voy et al., 1991) in order to focus on the generalised way of life induced by mass-consumption. Wage-dependent workers were able to realise a small-size copy
of the example of the former bourgeois household: an owner-occupied house, a car and
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housewife responsible for relaxation and reproduction. On the other hand labour in massproduction enterprises has become more and more stressful and controlled. The workers have
to pay the price for material welfare by doing unsatisfactory work (see also Chapter 15).
Whilst the period from 1950 to 1970 was characterised by growing national and international markets, a general saturation level of markets has been reached since the 1980s. Global
competition and internationalised production put a threat on labour markets and led to decreasing incomes of employees and high unemployment rates in the industrialised countries.
As markets for mass-products are saturated enterprises need to invent and produce new products which are able to discover new needs of the customers (e.g. consumer electronics, new
services). Technological progress offers the opportunity to continuous acceleration of product
life cycle. The variety of goods offered to the consumer is still increasing and people become
more and more unable to decide whether they really need the service given by the product or
not.

11.4 The impact of mass-consumption on the environment
Besides the fact that the material welfare in the industrialised countries is to a large extent
based on the availability of cheap raw material and energy from developing countries, the other reason for the unsustainability of mass-production/consumption is the severe impact on the
environment in the countries themselves. The triangle of house-ownership, car-ownership and
household equipment seems to symbolise the western way of life. People distinguish in the
level of realising these aims: villa or owner-occupied terraced house, made-to-measure-suit or
ready-made clothing, delicatessen or supermarket food. But in fact, a real alternative to this
model cannot yet be recognised in the industrialised countries. In the following the interdependencies of this welfare model with environmental damages on various levels will be briefly discussed.
Increasing demand for housing space
The more people equipped their households with durable consumer goods, the more space for
living was needed: washing-machine, kitchen devices, TV, Do-It-Yourself-equipment. All
these things require space which is usually not provided in a storey-house flat. The average
amount of square meters per capita has increased enormously. New building areas had to be
implemented and supplied by technical infrastructure (streets, electricity and water supply,
sewage pipes, etc.). As a further increase of build-up area does not fit the sustainability concept, this trend has to be stopped (see Chapter 3.1 on land use).
Energy and raw-material intensity of goods
Most of the durable consumer goods only serve for one specific purpose and require a lot of
electric energy (see Chapter 3: global resources). The volume of time spent on these goods is
increasing due to general reduction of working hours (see Chapter 10.3), but the time spent on
the use of each of them is decreasing. This is particularly true for leisure time equipment.
There is a competition for time and thus many things although being in a good state are not
used any more. If the owner can find some time he will throw it away. The accelerated consumption leads to a throw-away-system because of lacking time for use of goods. Furthermore
some (snobbish) leisure time activities are pursued in order to achieve social distinction and as
a status symbol. The more unusual and exotic these activities are, the more social recognition
is expected to be received (see Chapter 2.2 and 13).
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Settlement patterns induce automobile traffic
Building of the own house can only be realised in peripheral areas because of the extremely
high prices for premises in the inner cities. Also many families prefer living in green areas
outside the town to living in the neighbourhood to production and administration premises.
More and more of the landscape is covered by buildings and houses. In this disperse settlement structure at least one car seems to be needed to travel to work as the connections to public transport are usually very poor in outside areas. The continuing separation of work and
households leads to longer commuting distances (see Chapter 7).
Changing purchase behaviour
The equipment of households with refrigerators and deep-freezers offers the opportunity to
store food for a long time. People do not need to go shopping every day but do it e.g. once a
week. Supermarkets in the outside areas, providing big parking space, are comfortable for the
motorised customers, but induce more traffic and require a lot of space. (see Chapter 3.2.:
settlement areas). They also tend to ruin small shops in the neighbourhood, thus inducing ever
more traffic and transportation needs (see Chapter 11).

11.5 The division of the general way of life into different lifestyles
In the late 1970s and early 1980s a change in production, labour and consumption has been
stated by many scientists. Inglehart (1977) published his inquiry about the potential change of
values, Piore/Sabel (1984) described the 'end of mass-production’ and in the following years
many economists and social scientists tried to estimate the impact of new technologies on
labour and society ('informational society’, e.g. Kubicek/Rolf 1986).
Generally the model of mass-production-society including the predominant values and images of good life got into a crisis because of declining welfare growth rates and a growing
pressure on the environment (see Chapter 8).
In the mass markets a considerable level of saturation is reached, and advanced marketing
strategies aim at precisely defined target groups for highly specialised goods. (see also Chapter 10 on international competition). Specialisation seems to be the necessary reply to advanced international competition and has become financially feasible due to new technologies. Enterprises have to enforce research for intelligent production. But restructuring of production is not only a technical issue, but also a way of organising labour process (see Chapter
15). Today we can see various efforts in the enterprise to make production more flexible in
order to meet needs and desires of the individual customer. Flexibility requires a new approach to the way workers are involved in organisation and decision making in production.
New management styles try to encourage responsibility of the workers for their products. In
Europe, however, these management concepts are poorly realised and enterprises tend to keep
the old hierarchy structures, which seems to be a major obstacle for the introduction of innovative and more appropriate production processes. Furthermore, a growing public awareness
of the negative impacts of production on the environment forces industries to search for
sounder and less harmful production processes (see Chapter 15).
Consumption has turned as well from mass-consumption into a more individualised form.
In life-style research consumption patterns are identified to be the most distinctive characteristic and people tend to define themselves by a specific attitude towards material goods (on
the various functions consumption has in society see Chapter 13).
Regarding the internal values of the individuals as an important driving force for (consumptive) behaviour we have to ask whether or not a significant change in societal value sys-
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tems can be already identified. New consumption patterns are needed for sustainability, but
how to promote them? An empirical inquiry of the FRG gives some impression of the determining factors for the development of an environmentally sound consumption attitude and
behaviour. As a result we have to recognise, that there is only a minority of the population
showing an environmentally sound consumption attitude and behaviour (see Chapter 14).
Thus society has to face a lot of problems on its way towards sustainability. It is broadly
recognised that the way we are used to solve economic and social problems does not fit to the
challenges of future development. Many of our concepts are still based on old-fashioned assumptions on productivity and progress, words which have partly changed their meaning during the last decade. Progress must not mean 'more material goods’ but 'better and more intelligent solutions to our problems’. Chapter 17 on design for sustainability presents some convincing examples for a high degree of dematerialisation of production. The products need a
minimised amount of material and energy input while offering the service in a reliable and
comfortable way. Also it is demonstrated that simple design need not be boring or ugly but
can (and must) offer aesthetical pleasure. But it seems to be a quite challenging task to find
solutions which are simple and attractive and environmentally sound at the same time.
In fact, today we do not know much about an appropriate and possible way to a sustainable society, but there are some indications that people are trying to overcome massconsumption by replacing the need for more material welfare by the desire to have a good life
with less consumption. For the realisation of sustainability this change is crucial.

11.6 Consumption, Environment and the Good Life
Box 11.1: Summary
This Section can be seen as an approach to describing the possibilities as well as the limitations of sustainable consumption.
First, a historical approach shows that the development of consumption can be seen to be in
opposition to sustainability and ecology. Secondly, an analytical section indicates reasons for
the prevailing patterns of consumption, identifies possibilities and limitations of sustainable
consumption, and explores necessary changes beyond our consumption patterns. The final
section raises a number of issues concerning the economic, social and cultural background to
sustainable consumption.

11.6.1

Historical approach

If one wants to outline the history of consumption, she/he will soon discover that economic
history is often reduced to a history of production and industrialisation. Consumption remains
in the shadows and appears to be a commonplace part of daily life, and therefore unimportant
to science. History, as an academic study, seems to mirror what is still social reality: the inferior position of consumption compared to production. This is one reason for consumption’s
ecological problems (von Winterfeld, Berlin 1991).
Initially, consumption meant luxury consumption, only possible for those who did not
need to work for their living. During industrialisation in the 18th and 19th centuries, consumption increasingly became to mean mass consumption. Fashion, for example, was first the
preserve of the nobility, before spreading downwards to other sections of the population.
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This process is inextricably linked to the change from individual home-production to market-dependent consumption. In the old European economy, under the conditions of the domestic economy - called 'Das Ganze Haus’ in German historic research - there was no separation between production and consumption. Working and living, production and family support were placed under one roof. Certainly people may have been poorer than today, but it can
also be maintained that this 'non-consumption’ was better ecologically. The satisfaction of
fundamental needs was not only based on the abilities of home-production, but also on natural
- and mainly local - resources.
Within the context of industrialisation and urbanisation, domestic economy disintegrated,
and production and consumption became separate economic sectors. The family changed
from a - producing and consuming - community to wage-dependent nuclear families. This had
a great many consequences, but here we concentrate on the fact that the immediate, intimate
living space no longer served for securing a livelihood. Production and consumption have
now become anonymous and separated in space. Consumers have lost their influence as to the
origin, quality and composition of goods. Basic needs are satisfied by money and, in the context of the market, the reference to local resources and to the community’s own direct productive strengths have become lost.
Production ultimately became factory production, and home-production was replaced by
the act of purchasing. The industrial division of labour between enterprises and households
transformed the equality of rank between the partners in the bartering process - which was
how it existed under pre-industrial conditions - into an asymmetrical relationship. Enterprises
and conglomerates have now assumed the leading role and make decisions on the use of resources, which determines the quality, amount and price of current consumer goods. The role
of 'private’ households is now a reactive one (Scherhorn, 1977).
The change from home-production to the consumption of commodities implies a dependency on being supplied with goods and services by the market. It also implies the loss of people’s ability to look after themselves. This process has been accompanied by pressure from
commercialisation, often politically supported. Industrialisation and urbanisation led to the
disappearance of those conditions under which home-production could flourish.
Moreover, the development of consumption and the disintegration of the domestic economy brought about individualisation. What McCracken, amongst others, called the 'consumption-revolution’ caused individuals to be first separated from their social context and then be
given a new sense of life by consumption; so important for the 'demand’ of an industrial society.
Food was successfully commercialised during the 18th century, promoted by the new possibilities offered by transport. Luxury items, like alcohol, tobacco, coffee or sugar, gave another strong stimulus for commercialisation. However, clothing still often remained the province of agricultural self-supply, and the mass demand for clothing failed to appear until the
end of the 18th century. This meant that manufacturers were threatened with overproduction
(Sandgruber, 1982, p. 304).
Within the context of a new sense of life, commodities have become symbols of prestige
and self-definition. The development of the individual has been supported by the consumption
revolution, which has also contributed to the separation of the individuals from their social
groups (McCracken, Bloomington 1988).
Furthermore, the communal way of life, the shared responsibility and, finally, the people
themselves have got lost through this kind of individualisation. People take it as their right to
over-use common property and goods for their own benefit, as the abuse of landfills shows
today, and the overgrazing of commons had shown previously.
This historical process of consumption poses a problem for the politics of sustainability.
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11.6.2 Functions of consumption
If we want to change our consumption patterns, the first thing we should know is: why are our
consumption patterns as they are?
One reason has been partially outlined in the historical approach: namely, that we have
lost our ability for home-production, and we have become dependent on the supply of goods
and services through an anonymous market.
When we look at this from another angle we find another problem, based on the relationship between work and consumption (see Chapter 15). In former times, we needed numerous productive and supportive - abilities and skills for organising our daily lives. We had to perform many different tasks - both quantitative and qualitative - in order to have anything to
consume - or for our daily needs. Today, our work has become completely specialised. Often
we perform only one single task - for example, working at a machine - in order to be able to
consume more and more goods. Individual work has lost its diversity while, on the other
hand, consumption has gained in diversity. Therefore, being is not only dominated by having,
but doing is predominated by consuming.
The ecological problem is that there is a lack of balance in the relationship between work
and consumption. Individuals create a smaller and smaller part of the world through their
work - but they use more and more of the world through their consumption. This is incompatible with sustainability, as there is no relationship between growing (cultivating) and consuming (using).
To return to our patterns of consumption - there is another reason for these: namely, the
different functions of consumption. The important and interesting thing is that these functions
are often not consumptive, but other ones are. The top of the iceberg can be shown by means
of an empirical study by Gerhard Scherhorn on 'addictive buying’ (Scherhorn 1991).
Some people are as addicted to buying goods and services as others are addicted to drugs.
But, as mentioned above, this is only the tip of the iceberg; many people have their little cravings in the context of consumption. Why must people buy, and what does buying mean for
them?
One important function of buying is the search for reward. Buying is a substitute for care
or love; it is a reward, like a present or something the buyer feels he or she deserves. People
feel comfortable when they buy something. It is a comfort for overcoming, for example, stress
and disappointment.
Another function of buying is the search for self-elevation. Through buying you can find a
confirmation of imagined greatness. Buying can compensate for the lack of recognition. People feel increased, enriched, beautiful and as if they belong to an exclusive group. Material
goods become symbols for creative abilities or achievement. Buying serves for impression
management.
A third function of buying is the search for independence and autonomy. Buying is a
symbol of independent decisions and for freedom. Living in a small town can be so restrictive
that shopping in a big town may seem like being on parole. Buying is a sphere in which a
woman feels independent from her husband. Buying is an outlet for professional and financial
restrictions. Buying means freedom for autonomous decision, often for those who have always been afraid to say what they feel and to do what they wish.
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Another function of buying is the search for wealth or fulfilment. Buying means compensation for suffered deprivation and discrimination. Buying signifies abundance and an exciting life. Somebody may want to buy exclusive, luxury goods, or they simply want to buy everything. They want to have, to take in and to incorporate everything, also to compensate for an
uncertain consciousness of their own body. The main idea is not to possess something, but to
partake in the act of buying it. People are addicted to buying, not to possessing.
A fifth function is the search for security. As in the desire for fulfilment, there is hidden
anxiety behind this function. Many commodity-addicted people want to protect themselves
from scarcity and disappointment. Buying gives immediate satisfaction, both reliable and calculable. Buying protects from having nothing. You have to buy immediately, because the desired item may be not there next time. Some people buy insurances for everything and still
consider new ones. Others try to control, to impress and to bind the world around them by
their purchases. People seem to hold on to buying.
All this shows that patterns of consumption cannot be changed by moral or cognitive appeals to the reduction of per capita use. There is no great prospect in this because we are often
confronted with what we call compensatory consumption. It is not only an individual colonisation of our souls by consumption, but consumption has colonised our daily life. There is
often no other option than consumption, because we have lost our own productive skills, and
because exactly these skills are - economically and socially - unsupported.
Even more so, consumption, wealth and happiness based on material goods is the promise
which has been given to the members of western societies. There is probably scarcely a
chance for sustainable consumption as long as this promise still holds good, and as far as this
kind of consumption has to compensate for other losses and disappointments; derived, for
example, from the work sphere. In this respect the 'culture’ of consumerism has to be seen as
the tip of the iceberg. It is not only consumerism, but also this kind of consumption which
needs to be changed.
What are the limits and what are the chances for sustainable consumption in the light of this
background?
One important aspect is that consumption patterns are not only based on individual decisions,
but also on economic and political structures (von Winterfeld 1993).
The notorious gap between environmental consciousness and environmental behaviour is
not only - and perhaps even not mainly - an individual one. If the German government has
given the promise of CO2 reduction in Rio, and if the same government prefers the politics of
traffic, which does not reduce, but which even creates more CO2 emissions, then you have
exactly the same contradiction between consciousness and behaviour in the political sector
that many years ago was diagnosed for individuals. Another example is waste. Politicians
proclaim that avoidance is their primary aim, but policies seem to be focussed on optimising
the recycling of a tube of mustard or toothpaste.
One danger of this contradiction is that policy tries to compensate for its failures by appealing to the individual: environmental policy is so weak, and the pressure of economic crises so strong, that careful waste sorting in private households is hailed as a major achievement.
The other danger is that individuals are left alone with appeals which are at odds with reality. For example, that they should use their goods for a long time, without the production of
non-durable goods having been restricted.
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A conclusion is that sustainable consumption only has a chance if necessary changes are
not seen as an individual problem, but as the joint responsibility of the social players in policy-making, production, trade and consumption.
Nonetheless, there is a somewhat hopeful perspective for the changing of consumption
patterns by individuals themselves.
We should recognise that Western consumption is something which is not only attractive,
not only based on happiness achieved through material goods, but that this consumption is
also allied to stress, disappointment and the paucity of creative skills and a self-determined
life. If we don’t only see the brighter, but also the darker side of consumption, then we will
probably have a greater chance of changing it (see Chapter 10 about the influence of income
and thus consumption on well-being).
This is not intended to be an appeal for asceticism, but one which offers the chance of
freedom from consumption. And you may even be surprised by the fact that people do not
actually want to possess more and more, because unrestrained consumption always leaves
them feeling unsatisfied and hungry for more. Perhaps people do not need more information
and consciousness-raising either, but the chance of creating another way of life, without this
kind of work, and without this kind of consumption (Bierter/Winterfeld 1993). This means
another relationship between work and consumption, as well as rediscovering the balance between them. It means, furthermore, the right to 'Eigenarbeit’ (home-production and productive
consumption) and another way of dealing with time. Sustainable consumption and sustainable
work are closely connected to each other (see Chapter 14), and sustainability can probably not
be achieved by money-earning working-time and money-spending consumption-time. The
necessary change in the direction of post-material values (Scherhorn 1993) can be supported
by changing the restrictions based on work, with the consequence of a compensatory consumption (see again Chapter 15).
People possibly already know intuitively that this western kind of consumption also means
loss, not only gain.
Box 11.2: The cultural dimension of sustainability
Sustainability, as we understand it here, goes beyond the abstract goal of 'living in our own
space’; it is essentially based on the direct environment of people, on the possibility of reproduction of nature in their local and - climatic - global appearance. Sustainability requires vicinity in the sense of economy and space (s.b.). Individualised people become increasingly
anonymous in an economy and a society independent from local conditions. Therefore, they
can hardly take responsibility for the common necessities and for their direct environment.
The difficulty is that the industrialised and consumerised society has almost destroyed exactly those capacities and conditions necessary for overcoming ecological problems and for
achieving sustainability. Another reason for these kinds of consumption patterns is the independence from places; or rather, the abstraction of space.
Consumption was once based mainly on nature and on local resources. We could eat what
had been grown in our region. Furthermore, we were dependent on seasons. We could not, for
example, eat strawberries in December.
Independence in space is not without its price. There are the - almost invisible to the consumer - costs of transport and refrigeration for example. In the context of technical development and of colonisation, we are able to have 'the entire world’ on our breakfast table: kiwis
from New Zealand, cheese from Italy, tomatoes from the Netherlands, butter from Ireland,
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orange juice from Brazil, flowers from Columbia, peanut butter from the USA, and far, far
more.
The decision against such a world-consuming breakfast is not only a question of individual choice, but also one of economic and political structures, which will be outlined later. For
the moment it is enough to say that sustainability requires vicinity as much as the responsibility of consumers needs a concrete living place.
The sustainability debate has its origin in the discussion on global ecology systems, like
climates. One conclusion has been that the limits of the capacity of eco-systems requires
global
standards; for example, by the concept of environmental space. However, nature does not
know only global eco-systems, but also those of small areas, like the climate of a city. The
bigger the eco-systems, the lesser the experience you can have of them. Also, the effects of
anthropogenic interference are decoupled from time and space.
Vicinity cannot be the solution for everything. Furthermore, you cannot create vicinity into
existing structures. Work, technology and consumption have to be organised differently. Alienation and anonymity have to be pushed back.
An important task is to make sure that the concept of sustainability and environmental
space is not wrongly quoted, for giving arguments for a central, dirigistic control, with all its
problems and dangers. Also, democracy and participation, central elements of sustainable societies as laid out in this study, require vicinity. Otherwise: who will define who may use how
many of what?
Vicinity and living place are not linked to efficiency and minimisation, but to activation of
natural potentials. Knowing the riches and potentials of nature has to be learned - or relearned. Vicinity and living space is the background to responsibility and the precondition for
an intrinsic motivation of people for changing themselves and their environment. This is also
an intrinsic motivation for living in peace with nature, and as a part of nature in the physical
living space. Vicinity and living space is also essential for ecological (eco-systems of small
areas, co-productivity of nature), political (democracy, participation and cooperation) and social (experience with nature, responsibility, intrinsic motivation, cooperation and community)
reasons.

11.6.3

Visions and questions

Sketching out some views on sustainable consumption does not necessarily mean proclaiming
the truth, but merely making some proposals.
It is probably not advisable to create models of sustainable consumption for - or even
against - the interests of people, but it is probably necessary to create those models with them.
Furthermore, it is necessary to change political and economic structures for enabling models of sustainable consumption.
The first proposal is to rejoin consumption and production, to find a new kind of 'domestic
economy’ in the sense of a positive utopia inspired by history. This is not intended to be a
return to former times, which is neither desirable nor possible. A positive utopia inspired by
history means to learn from history, and to look at the old European domestic economy. A
cottage-industry economy has different qualities and possibilities from that which is marketbased.
Nevertheless, it has to be seen that the domestic economy had a hierarchical and patriarchal structure, was based on a feudal societal value system, and saw hunger, poverty and famine. It therefore meant loss, but also freedom when the domestic economy dissolved.
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Nonetheless, a new and voluntarily-chosen house-based economy might be a solution for
certain kinds of unemployment and the reduction of working-hours. Otherwise, shorter working hours might be dangerous for the environment, as free time can lead to leisure activities
which are harmful to the environment. Furthermore, self-realisation would be even less based
on work and based more on consumption than today.
Re-grouping production, work and consumption can be called 'productive consumption’.
Self-producing skills should ideally be more developed, consumption should not only mean to
use something, but also to create; for example, by gardening. Besides, it is necessary to train
people in the skills of repairing goods if these are to have a longer life. Another option is to
strengthen the subsistence economy once again, because this economy includes a completely
different relationship between production and consumption.
There then remains the question of how to achieve productive and sustainable consumption. But there we have to learn and to research more. However, some projects which have
been practised already can possibly show us the way.
Those projects partly concern second vision - the recreating of vicinity in space as well as
in the economy. Some of these are called 'LETS’ (Local Economy Trade Schemes). In a LET
system, people trade their different skills beyond the market and with their own, unconvertible
currency. These skills are often based on local conditions; furthermore, LETS is an opportunity for trading local products. Finally, LETS can be a way of recovering common land.
Sustainability requires vicinity and calls for a responsibility which is not only individual
or family-based, but also takes care of such common property as water, or the air, or the old
commons where people could graze their sheep.
The recovering of the commons probably requires other social living patterns than nuclear
or single(-parent) families. So, the third vision has to do with other social and cultural forms
for sustainable consumption, necessary for developing and stabilising a common responsibility. There is probably no chance of re-creating the extended family, but it should be possible
to create local and neighbourhood networks which allow, for example, for the shared use of
goods and responsibility outside one’s own walls.

11.6.4

Conclusions

'Sustainable Europe’ - a great chance and a risky enterprise as well. The economy-based European Union is not exactly on its way towards sustainability. On the contrary, it uses more
energy, creates more traffic, more commercialisation, and more centralisation. We should not
first construct an unsustainable Europe, and then later paint it with the colours of sustainability.
Sustainable consumption probably needs no more than breaking the promise of consumption, wealth and happiness based on material goods - and needs furthermore to recreate happiness beyond material goods.
Therefore, sustainable consumption has to be linked to the discussion on well-being and
ecological wealth. The original meaning of wealth was riches and happiness, prosperity and
well-being ( see 'The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language’) and we have to
rediscover and to reinforce this second dimension of wealth, which is far older than the modern economy.
The chance of changing individual consumption behaviour will probably not be increased
by more information and consciousness-raising, but by offering the possibility of freedom
from consumption. People probably already have an intuitive knowledge of the dark side of
consumption, and of the loss it is based on. And they possibly don’t imagine the good life in
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terms of accumulating ever more goods. Buying gives only fleeting fulfilment, but then creates hunger for more. Nevertheless, the changing of consumption patterns is a social task and
has to involve the players in policy, production, trade and consumption. Sustainable behaviour cannot exist within unsustainable structures 169.
Furthermore, sustainable consumption requires another relationship between work and
consumption as well as vicinity and the re-creation of local economic structures.
Finally, models for sustainable consumption in a sustainable Europe have in common the
aim of sustainability and of overcoming the monopoly of Western consumption.
However, sustainability also means diversity, because the social, economic and cultural
backgrounds in the European regions are different.
Responsibility needs a concrete living place, and sustainable consumption has to be based
on local conditions.

169

Examples concerning traffic and waste, see von Winterfeld 1993
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12. Values - changing or constant?
Living within the limits of our environmental space is not just a matter of calculating the volume of resources which can be sustainably used by man, but is also a challenge to society to
overcome attitudes and values which are responsible for overconsumption and environmental
damage.
In his book "The Silent Revolution" Inglehart (1977) raised our hopes that values and political styles in Western societies would change significantly from materialism towards a postmaterial attitude. Since his book there have been numerous attempts to examine his thesis
through empirical research. In the middle of the 1970s it had become obvious that a number
of people, particularly young people were trying to find new ways of life, which were less
dominated by pure materialistic goals. Non-materialistic values seemed to be of growing importance in the pursuit of the 'good life’. Inglehart was of the opinion that these new values
would be able to initiate a general change within society and its value system.
At the present time though, we have to state that this point of view was too optimistic and
that he overestimated the potential for social changes. In fact, we now know that neither a
comprehensive change in values has occurred nor have values remained constant in the industrialised societies.
In a recent research in the Federal Republic of Germany Scherhorn (1993) came to the
conclusion that it may be more appropriate to assume that different values coexist in society.
Existing values are sometimes contrary or contradictory but no one set of values prevails.
Based on Inglehart’s assumption that there was a fundamental change in values in industrialised countries after the Second World War, the current situation could have been seen as a
step on the ladder, in which the ladder represents the process in which society develops its
contrary value-systems.
In his research Scherhorn (1993) divided the different life styles into two categories 'promaterial’ and 'post-material’, when considering attitudes and consumer behaviour. He defines
'pro-material’ as being consumer behaviour in which goods and services (hereafter referred to
as goods) are expected to bring satisfaction even though a high level of material welfare may
already have been achieved. Purchasing goods never satisfies this desire because as soon as
the goods have been purchased, the consumer wants to buy something else (fixation on
goods). Consequently demand is steadily increasing without ever reaching saturation point or
levelling out. Whilst the term 'materialistic’ means putting material goods and financial success above any other goals in life, the term 'pro-material’ means a dependence on consumption which may be due to the illusion of acquiring material welfare without paying the price
(figuratively speaking).
'Post-material’ is provisionally defined as the opposite of 'pro-material’. In the following
section Scherhorns research is examined and this gives some indication of the most important
characteristics of a 'post-material’ attitude and lifestyle.

12.1 The price of social welfare
In economic theory it is taken as a general law that part of man’s nature is having needs which
must be continually satisfied. The desire to obtain goods is the main driving force of man’s
behaviour and is independent of the standard of living and level of welfare that have been
obtained. This approach does not take into account the price to be paid by consumers for each
improvement in their material welfare. Usually economic growth coincides with increasing
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time pressure, stress, diseases of civilisation and environmental damage. The price that has to
be paid for a rise in welfare level is becoming increasingly more and more disproportionate.
Scherhorn is therefore of the opinion that 'pro-material’ behaviour is not a part of man’s nature, but is brought on by dominating social values. Many people tend to underestimate the
price to be paid, the disadvantages and the disappointments related to consumption because
they are emotionally dependent on it.

12.2 Lost opportunities
There are several reasons why people are dependent on consumption. One reason is that people use goods as an external means in an attempt to fulfil their inner needs. We call this 'goods
dependency’. Another reason is that people need goods to define their social status (see Chapter 13). Their self-esteem is dependent upon reaching a higher position in the social hierarchy,
which is referred to as the 'social climber’ attitude.
In his research Scherhorn discovered that there is a mutual correlation170 between both attitudes, i.e. the more an individual needs consumption to compensate his/her inner turmoil,
the more he/she attaches importance to the social standing of himself/herself and of others.
The importance attached to a high social status as well as to the purchasing of goods in both
attitudes is taken as an indicator of a 'pro-material’ attitude, whilst if little importance is attached to status and to the purchasing of goods, this could indicate a 'post-material’ attitude.
Table 12.1.: Grouping according to cluster-analysis

1) 'post-material’

Percentage
of group
(20%)

2) 'pro-material’ I

(25%)

3) 'pro-material’ II

(30%)

4) 'pro-material’ III

(25%)

Group

170

Characteristics
Ranks extremely low on 'goods dependency’ and 'social
climber’. Ranks extremely high on 'environmentally responsible’ and 'socially responsible’.
On average this group consists of people with a high income
and education. They are aware of environmental and social
problems and they are prepared to take responsibility.
Ranks high on 'goods dependency’ and 'social climber’.
Ranks low on 'environmentally responsible’ and 'socially
responsible’.
In this group a materialistic attitude is predominant - achieving material welfare is their most important goal.
Ranks high on all four points. This group consists of people
who are aware of environmental and social problems but
material welfare is still an important aim in their lives, i.e.
they still have the illusion that they can achieve material
welfare without paying the price.
Ranks low on all four points.
On average this group consists of people with a low income
and a relatively low education. They are barely aware of
social and environmental problems but material welfare and
pursuing a career are of low importance in their lives. This
may be a result of resigning oneself to a situation rather than
due to a certain conviction.

Representative sample, r=0,55. According to proved instruments of psychological testing, a questionnaire of 12 to 14
questions and measurement on ranking scales (1-6) on each item was used.
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The 'post-material’ attitude can be characterised as individual behaviour which is strongly
motivated by being aware of the disadvantages and the price to pay in seeking material welfare. There is a sense of having missed out on some opportunities in life but also an appreciation that non-materialistic values can also bring satisfaction. The individual refuses to give
these values up for financial advantages and increased purchasing power.
Furthermore, Scherhorn is of the opinion that preference of a non-materialistic lifestyle is
related to their general attitude towards the social and natural environment. Being conscious
of missed opportunities will lead to a corresponding behaviour: those who are aware of the
negative effects of the production of goods and consumption of the environment’s resources,
will enjoy and appreciate nature and will be prepared to develop environmentally responsible
behaviour. People who are aware of the negative effects on human relations will tend to develop a socially responsible attitude and behaviour.
Generally the 'pro-material’ group tend to have a lower education, lower incomes and less
satisfaction in their professional lives. The longer an individual attends school, the higher
his/her level of knowledge is, the more he/she reflects on life and the higher his/her sense of
responsibility is. These characteristics seem to be a basic precondition for developing one’s
personality in a decisive way. Developing a 'post-material’ attitude depends on whether or not
the desire to act independently and competently (which is dominant in every human being) is
realised, i.e. developing intrinsic values instead of being occupied with the extrinsic system of
values. Scherhorn is of the opinion that developing an independent personality is strongly influenced by personal experience. The more an individual feels accepted by, instead of controlled or influenced by his/her social environment, the more he/she can develop selfconfidence and self-esteem which is a necessary precondition for being able to appreciate
his/her environment. In the research, three attitudes based on different personal experience
can be identified. In the research these characteristics were respectively called 'environmentally responsible’ and 'socially responsible’. Using the statistical procedure of cluster analysis,
the following four groups can be identified.
Table 12.2.: Typology of attitudes
Attitude / Orientation

Cause

Characteristics

independent

Has been accepted by social environment with little or no pressure
to behave in an expected way

control

Has been controlled and judged by
social environment. Is predominantly externally influenced
Has had demotivating experiences
caused by other people refusing to
let him/her function independently.
In addition they are constantly
threatened by sporadic scrutiny

Has an intrinsic interest in people
and matters, has self-esteem and
self-confidence. Balances own
interests/desires against those of
others
Authoritarian behaviour, attaches
importance to career, blames other
people for own faults
Has a lack of self-confidence,
blames other people for own faults,
experiences feelings of fear and
helplessness

impersonal

As a result we can state that a specific combination of characteristics is responsible for a
person developing a post-material lifestyle, the most important factors being independent orientation, environmental responsibility and social responsibility. Empirical research has shown
that education and the quality of professional training are of high importance in developing
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sustainable consumption behaviour. As there is only a minority group of 20% which can be
called 'post-material’ and we realise that an immediate and general change in values is highly
improbable, we must think about strategies to strengthen a 'post-material’ lifestyle. These
strategies will include changes in the organisation of the labour process, social relations, consumer behaviour, leisure activities, neighbourhoods etc.
There are some indications that changes towards more independence and responsibility
within the labour process can be realised (see Chapter 15). Modern management strategies
and techniques are taking the knowledge and qualifications of the employees involved into
account. Independence and a sense of responsibility for the product are considered to be crucial factors for the satisfaction of the workers, for the innovation process and therefore for the
economic success of a company. These 'lean management’ concepts are based on the participation of the employees in decisions of general importance as well as in decisions on the
working environment. Highly innovative companies are characterised by having simple hierarchies and believing in broad participation and qualifications of the employees.It is therefore
obvious that the conditions for the future of labour organisation are apparently connected to
the conditions for developing sustainable consumption behaviour.
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13. The Role of Labour in Sustainable Development
Box 13.1: Summary
Models of sustainable development, like "Towards Sustainable Europe", which focus on the
preservation of the environment and the general quality of life, have a variety of impacts on
labour and employment. Employees in the formal labour market are involved in sustainability
as:
(a) producers of environmental damage and risk;
(b) those primarily exposed to harmful substances and products;
(c) consumers of commercial products and services harmful to the environment; and
(d) citizens battling against the resulting obstacles to their individual lifestyles.
In this respect, ignoring the employment sector has proved a systemic weakness of past sustainable development concepts.
This Chapter therefore offers some ideas for interrelations between environmental and
employment policies for a sustainable society. The following aspects will be covered:
1) The predicted practical effects of massive cutbacks in resource consumption and other variables on the quality and quantity of labour, the four most important effects being:
- changes in the structure of products and employment
- changes in activities, working conditions and structures
- effects on the system of social security
- fundamental changes in people’s work and life style.
2) The development of normative criteria for a humane and future-oriented perspective of
labour, as regarded as a genuine point of reference in models of sustainability.
3) Initial strategic proposals for the implementation of the criteria thus developed, i.e. for necessary changes to styles of life and work. These new styles should have mutuallyreinforcing positive effects both socially and ecologically.
The Towards Sustainable Europe vision of Sustainability developed so far is based upon a
calculation model which focuses on the use of resources in economic activities according to
criteria of long-term sustainable use. Labour is not regarded as a genuine (environmental) resource. Rather, there are predictable consequences of input reduction on labour. These, however, will not occur immediately, and will not be clearly and proportionally linked to resource
use cutback. This environmentally-centred approach tends to treat labour as a dependent variable, subject to many mediations and imponderabilities. The consequences of this will be
dealt with later in this Chapter. Since this perspective, however, tends to neglect the interdependent relationship of labour to the environment, this is elaborated in Chapter 15.2 in some
detail.
Taking into consideration that our style of labour and consumption is a key element of our
unsustainable growth model, it is obvious that sustainability models must necessarily imply
severe effects on labour. The keywords in this context are:
”Instrumental work orientation” i.e. work for the sake of attainable income, while accepting subsequent constraints, distress and damage.
”Compensatory consumption” i.e. personal satisfaction through commercial consumption as an outbalancing of deprivation due to work, and
”Externalisation” of ecological consequences of production and consumption.
Any forecast is hampered by the fact that the dominant role of labour - particularly normal
labour as shown in the industrial growth model - has become more and more questionable.
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This dominance has been a result of systematic discrimination against various forms of unpaid work and the 'grey economy’ -e.g. caretaking - which became detached from 'productive
work’ in the 18th-19th centuries, during the dissolution of the domestic economy (see Chapter
13). We should realise that alternative forms of labour have always held great importance in
the less industrial regions of Europe. Even today, in the large industrial conurbations, there is
an increase of these until now 'invisible’ but significant forms of unpaid work - around 55%
in Germany (BMFS 1994). This is because of a growth in efficiency and accelerating rationalisation, resulting in shorter average working times - either fewer working hours per person or
a higher number of people unemployed. We are strong advocates of the first option. Redirecting rationalisation from reducing labour to reducing resource use - e.g. by modified pricing
systems reflecting externalities - could reduce the pressure on employment. Nonetheless, in a
growthless society (see part B of this study) any labour productivity increase will mean less
demand for labour, at least after the 'restructuring work’ has been completed sometime in the
second quarter of the next century. Decreasing the number of working hours per person is one
of the options for solving this problem (see Chapter 10.3).
Fig 13.1: Unemployment rate in the EU 1993 by countries, EU average 1990 - 1993
in 1993
Spain
Ireland
France
Great Britain
Italy
Denmark
Belgium
Germany
Greece
The Netherlands
Portugal
Luxemburg

21.8%
19.0%
11.5%
11.5%
10.7%
10.7%
9.9%
9.3%
8.2%
8.0%
6.1%
2.2%

Average umemployment rate
1990-93
1990
1991
1992
1993

8.3%
8.7%
9.4%
11.0%
Source: KStA March 1st, 1994

If we define labour as “any effort aimed at producing, altering or preserving a good without
consuming it in the process” (H.C. Binswanger et al., 1988) we can distinguish the following
four types of work:
1. formal employment
2. informal employment (grey economy)
3. unpaid work
3.1. cooperative work, e.g. mutual support in house maintenance
3.2. familial subsistence, e.g. child care
3.3. pastime activity, e.g. hobbies
4. recreation and leisure

13.2 Formal employment
The fundamental interrelations between environmental space, employment and consumption
are shown in Figure 15.2, focused on activities in the production and service sectors. The fig-
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ure also includes 'grey’ labour and unpaid work. We see three causality chains with which the
Towards Sustainable Europe dematerialisation concept interferes.
•

limited consumption of resources shortens the material basis of work activity. The amount
of labour could consequently:
- be reduced (because of a lack of available resources), particularly in the primary sector,
or
- rise (because of higher work intensity in production systems efficient in uses of raw
materials and energy, or through changes in demand, e.g. organic agriculture, more repairing of goods).
At the same time the character of work can alter (e.g. by using substitutes such as carbon
fibres instead of steel in the car industry, or new kinds of recycling, see WEIZSÄCKER,
E.U.V./ SPANGENBERG, J.H. 1994), and by the introduction of new processes with improved efficiency, e.g. enzyme technologies in sterile rooms in the chemical industry).

•

The quantitative reduction in demand for new products influences work activity. This altered consumption pattern might be possible because of the supply of improved goods
(higher effectivity and durability). The effects are comparable to those of resource input
restriction in the process of production. An increase could come from new, complementary
activities, such as counselling and maintenance. These services can be offered either
commercially or privately, and probably - as today - in both forms.

* The reduction of natural resources available for recreational purposes. The amount and
type of necessary recreation is closely connected to the stress of work. Recreational behaviour, however, has become superimposed by status concerns and (adventure) consumption.
Highly commercialised recreational and sports activities imply extensive exploitation of
the environmental space (overseas travelling; adventure sports such as water skiing, surfing etc.), and even interferes with some of our normative settings ('taboos’) like crosscountry-biking, car racing, paragliding etc.
Figure 13.2:

Labour / environment: cause and effect interrelations
products

Limited
natural
resources

traf fic / transportation

Labour oriented
activities in
production
processes and
services

emissions
waste

grey labour

income

consumption

private work

strains

need for
recreation

Source: Hildebrandt, WZB, 1994
Taking into account current and foreseeable economic trends, we must assume that under
status quo conditions, i.e. without sustainable development politics, the volumes of labour,
income and consumption will suffer a large scale decline. This will probably result in a sce-
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nario where massive progress in rationalisation and rising international competition will lead
to further cutbacks in employment in the developed industries. New jobs would be created
primarily in the services and crafts sector, but they would be limited in duration and possibly
poorly paid. (for details and alternatives see Chapter 10) The formal labour market would be
characterised by a reduction in working hours and an advancement of part-time employment.
Recent years have shown that even in economically strong sectors and industries, an incomecompensation for the reduction of working hours is not feasible. Consequently, a reduction in
income would be unavoidable.
A massive shift from rationalising labour towards the use of energy and raw materials
might help to reduce the pressure on formal labour, but the effects of the global market place
cannot be balanced without accepting barriers to free trade. Labour policy would have to focus on securing appropriate working and payment conditions in the service and maintenance
sector. On the other hand, a greater longevity of products means less need for new purchases.
This also means that the services available per person will depend on relative purchasing
power (service units per hours worked), with limited replacement on maintenance cost, i.e.
service sector salaries. For the definition of an appropriate balance (and the accompanying
trade measures) more research is still needed.
For a Sustainable Europe scenario, however, the figure on cause-and-effect interrelations
shows that there are four fields to be analysed:
1) Changes in economic and product structures will be massive, causing alterations in the
sectors’ structures and in the use of goods and services. The distribution of the labour
force and the corresponding professional qualifications will have to be subsequently altered. New fields of activity could possibly arise.
2) Changes in labour can be initialised by two developments:
1. effects of environmental space-related changes in products/services supply on qualification profiles, strains etc. (product changes).
2. effects of “green production" within the enterprises concerned (e.g. permanent contamination control, participation in quality surveillance).
3) Reorganisation of social security: Systems of social security rely (to a varying degree according to country and segment of population) on the type as well as the volume of individual work, on state measures, and on personal disposition. Changes in revenues and expenditures will also lead to severe economic and ecological alterations (see Chapter 8).
4) Changes in styles of work and living: The qualitatively changing demand of labour affects:
1. The organisation of working time,
2. The need for continued professional retraining,
3. The available income,
4. The need for recreation.
At the same time, the industrial lifestyle comes under pressure from the economic crisis (decoupling of growth from jobs and wealth, financial crisis of the state and the social security
systems). Increasing subsistence and unpaid work are possible reactions to this development
and may offer the chance to create an improved quality of life, despite income reduction, flexibilisation and working time reduction (see Chapter 15.2).
On the analytical level, a distinction is needed between the quantitative and the qualitative
consequences of a reduced resource input on labour and employment. In the first instance the
work profiles remain the same, although a smaller workforce is needed. The actual problem is
how to estimate the qualitative rearrangements, i.e. the intersectoral structural shifts due to:
- new technological developments which are more efficient and more environmentally
sound (substitution of old products/services: are they more or less labour intensive?)
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-

rearrangements within consumption behaviour (e.g. from status-oriented consumption to
sustainable consumption), and the relationship between commercial consumption, unpaid
work and dematerialised leisure time activity
the combination of various solutions operating simultaneously

The qualitative and quantitative aspects of labour will be affected in quite different ways,
according to the kinds of solution found, and depending on the general political situation. Because of the variety of intervening variables, an estimation of the total net effects is not feasible. The most important factors are:
- the demand for products/services (qualitatively and quantitatively)
- the demand for labour
- working conditions
- work intensity / productivity
- the type of enterprise / in-house sector concerned
Consequently, working conditions and employment are highly segmented and there is an
obvious task for an active policy to guarantee a certain minimum living standard for everyone,
irrespective of his/her specific sector of employment.

13.2 Autonomy of labour
The development of employment and working conditions has so far been primarily determined by its own dynamics and hardly at all by environmental policy. In addition to the environmental crisis, there is also an ever more acute social crisis, due to growing unemployment
(open or veiled, see Fig. 15.1), poverty, insufficient shelter and nutrition, damage to health,
illiteracy, individual competition, and political radicalism. Social risks and damage are highly
dependent on the social background, on region and country (segmentation, “Two-ThirdsSociety”, North-South-Inequity). We believe that sustainability cannot be attained unless the
social problem is tackled alongside the environmental issue. Sustainable behaviour needs
knowledge and competence, options for action, satisfactory living conditions and supporting
infrastructure - preconditions destroyed or impeded by poverty at their very creation. The entanglement of these crises can only be tackled by examining solutions in both fields. There are
three different approaches for analysing these dynamics:
First approach: segmentation of jobs
Not all jobs are equal. Besides the number of jobs created (see Chapter 10), any dematerialisation strategy must take into account the changing quality of labour. This can be specified by
the following key elements of employment:
- stability of jobs, necessary mobility
- length and organisation of working time, necessary flexibility
- income and social welfare
- necessary qualifications, continued professional retraining
- stress and health risks
- autonomy of work, participation, chances for protective and innovative lobbying.
In this context, the question arises as to which types of job are mainly due to ecological reshaping, which jobs are promoted, and how ecological reshaping should be organised in order
to preserve or create 'socially adjusted’ jobs. Here we are interested in:
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(i)

market strategies and potentials of different types of companies (see Chapter 10.6). The
enterprises are regarded as organisations within which employees act and which strongly
influence employees’ action orientation (internationally active medium-sized and large
firms; modest, stable craft-oriented firms; small, flexible cheap-producers; public enterprises, and forms of cooperative trading)(see Chapter 14).
(ii) the various environmental and social strategies of these enterprises, which are strongly
within the employees’ possibilities for action in their jobs (including leisure time and
consumption behaviour), whether actively or passively.
(iii) the various groups of employees whose chances of developing a sustainability-friendly
attitude in their working life depend on a variety of socio-structural factors, such as age,
gender, professional training, work profile, position in the hierarchy, social background,
societal involvement, etc.
(iv) the influence of the social quality of work (income, mobility, required flexibility, status
concerns) on various lifestyles.
...as well as the interlinkages between these factors.
The above four features could lead to a fourfold typology of employees, which can be
closely linked to the typology of consumers in Chapter 14:
- status-concerned modernists
- “cling-on” conservatives
- flexible and radical innovators
- income-oriented occasional workers
The relevance of this typology in identifying possible supporters for a strategy for sustainability is obvious.
Increase or decrease of employment with impact on the environment can take place in all
four types. Distribution may however vary between them. According to the segment in which
the work is performed, quantitative and qualitative effects of environmental policy on labour
are highly differentiated (see Chapter 10.6).
Second approach: visions of future labour
Since, on the one hand the development of labour is largely autonomous, but on the other
hand any strategy towards sustainability must not only propose solutions to the environmental
issue, but must link that to the social issue, it seems reasonable to introduce an autonomous,
positive general model of labour as a kind of additional normative setting into the framework
of the Towards Sustainable Europe concept. This model has to take into consideration the
basic preconditions and interests of labour as well as the foreseeable secular development
trends. A second step must examine how such a general model of future organisation of employment correlates to the criteria of sustainability. At best, a move towards sustainability
would promote socially desirable activities and jobs, while at the same time dynamising developments in labour. Constitutive elements of the shift towards sustainable production and
consumption can be outlined as follows:
1. Improving working conditions aimed at qualification, health care and self-determination
within the context of work.
2. Considerable reduction of time involved in working - day, week, month, year, working life
- emphasising individual priorities as opposed to enterprise necessity (time autonomy).
3. Promotion of unpaid work (subsistence, family, pastime), of political involvement within
the context of communities, and of leisure.
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4. Guarantee of a minimum income, independent from employment.
These changes in formal labour (1+2) seem to be well in line with preconditions for the
development of sustainable consumption patterns as outlined in the Chapter on consumption
and values.
Third approach: practical, ecologically-relevant activities
There is a core field of economic functions closely tied to the supply of households. In these
areas people can put the ecological issue on the agenda:
- housing (space-need, ecological construction, energy savings);
- nutrition (choosing products according to the criteria of health, of regional and seasonal
availability, of production processes etc.;
- recreation (non-consumption-oriented recreation, environmentally-sound travel-free vacation etc.);
- transport (commuting, organisation of shopping and vacation, geographical organisation of
residence and work);
- health care (information on disease prevention, adequate physical activity, personal hygiene, types of vacation).
These functions have been historically connected with individual behaviour and unpaid
work. They have become increasingly commercialised, industrialised, differentiated and technicised during the last few decades. Thus, the share of unpaid work has been reduced. At the
same time, the industries concerned have diminished and become monosided. In a highly automised production, with world-wide distribution networks, local environmental consumer
needs tend to be neglected. The decentralisation and partial re-appropriation of these functions through local handicrafts and more unpaid work could create both ecologically and socially desirable alternatives to existing industrialism and consumerism on a high level.
Education and training
A first step would be the re-valuation of craft-oriented professionals (integration of functions
and ecological qualification) and the extension of those occupations specialised in the abovementioned functions: bricklayer, carpenter, plumber, nutrition counsellor, tourist operator, car
and bicycle repairer, decentralised medical care professional, etc.).
A second step would be to qualify consumers to plan and guarantee the ecological supply
of the individual (time availability, local infrastructure, price policy).
The third step would be to encourage the individual to reach a higher degree of selfsustainment by unpaid work (ways of remunerating unpaid work, qualification, local workshops and counselling centres). The extension of unpaid work could be linked to a preference
access to natural resources for individual active self-sustainment. A higher degree of selfsustainment and the improved efficiency and longevity of products used could compensate for
the cutbacks in income due to decreased working time (see Chapter 8).
Fourth approach: organisation of learning processes
The development and implementation of a Sustainable Development concept, as proposed
here, needs to be understood in itself as a social process. This means that:
- such concepts have to be clearly understood by the average citizen / employee
- he/she must be able to fully understand his /her necessary contribution to both the origin
and solution of problems. Participation initialises a long-term learning process.
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-

-

the concept must not only state normative targets (the pertinence of which is considered
self-evident) but that the actual consequences for the social situation of the individual
should be premeditated, that fears are taken seriously, and that attractive solutions to real
or assumed problems are offered.
the concept offers a fair distribution of benefits, as well as obligations, to be assumed during the course of implementing the concept; it has to be credible.

Continuous information, substantial retraining and the existence of genuine action potential are necessary preconditions for the integration of the subjective factor in the move towards sustainability. This means that environmental aspects should ideally be emphasised in
all segments of education (kindergarten, school, professional training, public adult education)
as well as in the media; the range of topics would comprise everything from consumer advice
to debates on future ways of economy and living. Industry has to provide:
- an integration of environmental information and facts in professional retraining
- environmental information systems available to everyone within the company
- an ongoing integration of employees into the environmental management
- an explicit environmental profile of the respective work on hand
- the creation of individual opportunities for action
This would also call for education programmes by the trade unions, aimed at the continuous support of a new general model of labour, life and society. Today the unions have to face
the problem that employees are forced to accept cutbacks of income, flexibilisation of activities and working time, and diminishing ways of lobbying. Attempts to sell these cutbacks euphemistically as a way to 'new ecological well-being’ are certain to fail, since even if this restructuring includes elements of sustainability, they cannot be identified as such before a long
process of learning, changing of attitudes and appropriate individual decision-making has taken place, with supportive social circumstances and education as a primary prerequisite.
The most obvious point of reference for employees in the environment protection debate is
probably the question of industrial hazards and health. Here, environment protection and
workplace safety are closely connected to the issue of an appropriate work environment (highrisk materials). The threats are individual and drastic; concerns for life and employment thus
coincide.

13.3 Some proposals
From the analysis given, we will summarise some key issues for a sustainable working life.
1) Sustainability education in school and during professional training: of fundamental
importance in order to integrate environmental and social aspects into professional routine and
lifestyles. The main topic would be, besides the spreading of knowledge, the reintroduction of
individual responsibility and a change in general lifestyle models.
2) The shift from production to counselling, maintenance and organisation within individual enterprises, as well as between different sectors: organisation will be the key factor
in redesign-measures towards more sustainable styles of working and living, e.g. redistribution of working time, organisation of commuting, neighbourhood cooperation etc. As the sustainability and durability of products increases, the share of activities such as counselling,
maintenance, repair, service and recycling will also increase.
3) Development of future-oriented styles of consumption and life: a key factor is the relationship between commercial consumption, private activity and consumer abstention. The
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preconditions for sustainable unpaid work have to be improved systematically. Although unpaid work cannot replace formal labour, it is an important complementary element, at least
from a certain level of income and social security (see Chapter 10). Unpaid work is, however,
not per se environmentally more sound than formal employment. The subjective prerequisite
of unpaid work is an autonomous and positive attitude towards altering the lifestyle. The objective prerequisite is a guaranteed minimum income and a supportive private and public infrastructure.
4) If we accept the utmost significance of dramatic changes in economic structures on the way
Towards Sustainable Europe, the existence of infrastructure supporting the transition of
jobs must be considered crucial: retraining and re-education, financial and professional support of start-up enterprises and outplaced segments, municipal cooperation networks of environmentally sound enterprises, intermediary financing, etc.

13.4 Work, Unpaid Labour and the Good Life
The problems related to the primacy of the market economy and the primacy of gainful labour
have already been dealt with in Chapters 11 and 15.
The unequal valuation of paid and unpaid labour does not only give rise to problems related to unequal allocation of, and thus burdening with, traffic expenditure.
The distinct realms of activity, or rather the polarisation into one-sided realms of activity
for men and realms of activity of a high degree of diversification for women, in the context of
dominance and one-sided esteem for the former, also imply the danger of suppressing ecological competence. Someone who does not experience the consequences that 'acceleration’ has
for an elderly person crossing the street, for instance those equipped with 'car-friendly’ trafficlight controls, or who does not see what consequences the limitations have which are brought
to bear on the impulses of children who want to move about freely but must be restricted because of the dangers of car traffic, lacks the feedback that realities offer, and the ability to assess a sustainable structuring of spaces, speeds, and conditions of mobility.
Ecological competencies of relevance in this sense are gained above all by those who are
dealing with reproductive work for others and command practical knowledge about the variation between life cycles and life stages in all their facets and contexts. The acquisition of this
competence is lost to all those who, in the context of polarisation of realms of activity, the
gender-specific division of labour, practice one-sided, mainly 'gainful-employment-only’ everyday life. Structures which reproduce such division of labour must be considered as ecologically dubious and non-sustainable. Eradicating such a division of labour, especially one along
gender lines, is an important requirement of sustainability. This eradication involves the dimensions of spatial, temporal, and personal divisions of labour.
The strategy of spatial reintegration of the different kinds of work 171
The problematical division of functions already discussed above can be counteracted in many
different political areas. Mixing of functions can in the long run be encouraged by instruments
of spatial and urban planning. However, as the division of functions is not just a result of bad
planning visions of the past, but is primarily due to the economic framework, it is especially
necessary to implement economic instruments in favour of spatial integration of gainful and
supportive labour as well as the realm of living. One example would be the coupling of the
establishment of new trades with housing programmes. Taxation of differences in land price
171

i.e. gainful labour, household and caring
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would be a further step. Basically, a decentralisation of decisions regarding spatial utilisation
and their democratisation are conducive to our aims.
The strategy of temporal reintegration of the different kinds of work
As far as temporal integration is concerned, the discussion centring on the future of labour can
be taken as a starting point. In this context, a 'crisis of labour’ is often discussed (Chapter 15),
but in most cases the (much older) crisis of familial support labour does not get the attention it
deserves within the context in which it is mainly seen, that is, in relation to paid labour.
Shorter working hours alone, however, is an insufficient measure to bring about temporal integration of the various kinds of labour. The requirements of adaptation to other people and
unfavourable circumstances are too high to allow for that (Reutter, Preis 1989; Hahn 19922).
At the same time, therefore, criteria for job selection and career opportunities ought to be expanded by competencies gained in, and time spent engaged in support labour. This is especially true for all technical areas, from which up to now dangers to sustainable developments and
structures issue. But new temporal synchronisation must also be considered. New infrastructures can also change exclusive time brackets into integrating possibilities.
The strategy of personal reintegration of the different kinds of work (on the side of responsible planning and politics)
If integration is to open up ecological potentials, it has to be implemented for the individual
person and across all groups; the dominance of one group would otherwise undermine the
possibilities. Defining the proportion of employees with experiences in support or caring labour for a company or an institution - perhaps as part of future company ecological balance
sheets, would accelerate integration.
Reassessment of non-economic qualities; borders to the market
A reassessment of life-related requirements and activities leads to a redistribution of privileges, be it those of a financial-material kind, such as the protection of existence and old age, or
those of a spatial or temporal kind. New common ground, withdrawn from the market, ought
to be introduced into the political debate. The commercialisation of further areas of relevance
to society has a lasting destructive effect and undermines future ecological opportunities for
restructuring.
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14. Sustainability by design?
The structure and appearance of consumer products, the infrastructure and - with increasing
frequency - the services we encounter in everyday life, is primarily the concern of designers
and engineers. And it is to them we look to play an important role in the move towards a sustainable society. If this creative group of people is sufficiently motivated by consumer demand
to design environmentally conscious goods, and have adequate information at their disposal,
they will be able to develop equivalent, or possibly even better products and services, which
are more energy-conserving, use raw materials sparingly and avoid detrimental environmental
impact.
If the earth is to nurture an increasing number of people, we must learn to live within the
limits of our environmental space. To do this we should make sure that the use of consumer
goods is divided among the maximum number of people, in order to reduce the impact on the
environment as much as we can (see also Chapter 9, IPAT formula). This principle should
apply to the entire life cycle of goods, from the excavation of raw materials, through production and use, to recycling and ultimate disposal.
There are two ways designers can meet such demands, each with different validity (for the
impact on labour, see Chapter 15):
1. By redesigning existing products and inventing new ones which meet eco-efficiency demands. This requires the designer to consider the original purpose of the product, and how
it can fulfil this service with a minimum of harmful environmental effects during the
product’s entire 'cradle-to-the-grave’ life cycle.
2. By adopting the more systematic approach, to reflect the reorganisation of production and
consumption systems, but one which does not necessarily result in a new product but in a
new service. Such systematic solutions are usually more effective than changes to the
product. But, as they require behavioural changes on the part of producers and consumers,
they may be more difficult to implement.
Rather than designing, producing and consuming more and more new products, we need to
create both new dematerialised goods and alternative ways of selling services to the user.
Concepts like product sharing, joint use, multiple purpose, and 'environmental leasing’ are
possible steps in that direction.
But, ultimately, a design is only as effective as the people who use it, because apart from
the best available eco-efficient technologies we also need a change in people’s behaviour.
Efficiency in technologies alone cannot solve these problems if we continue to buy and discard as many products as we do today. We also need to realise that it is not always necessary
to own a product if we want to use it. With a little organisation, a system of sharing should be
easy and relatively effortless for such products as cars, lawn mowers, washing machines, electric drills, etc. And the goods we own should have their useful life extended as long as possible, by repairing them and trying to sell them after we no longer need them. This means a
change in our patterns of use as well as increasing product responsibility on the part of consumers and producers alike.
Thus the first question in a new design process should be: precisely what kind of service
must the new goods or service fulfil, and what are the problems that should be solved? With
this in mind, the designer should search for environmentally sound solutions.
In the rest of this Chapter we give examples and explain the strategies of eco-efficient design.
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14.1 Designing eco-efficient goods
A new planning method
1. Define the problem
The package of services which the
product or service should offer must be
defined as clearly as possible.
2. Search for dematerialised solutions
Is it possible to fulfil the requirements
without producing a new product?
If not, then search for new solutions
which provide an appropriate service.
3. Select the best ideas
Eliminate obviously unrealistic options
and choose the most promising solutions, with the purpose of preserving
the environment.
4. Detail the solutions selected
Relevant properties and the package of
services defined in Step 1 must be considered.
5. Evaluation
The solutions in Step 4 should be compared, as well as current solutions, to
find which will be the most effective.
Ensure that all existing optimisations
have been taken into account.
6. Implementation (or return to
Step 2)
If a new solution appears advantageous,
then it should be implemented, otherwise return to Step 2 and try again. If it
seems to be impossible to find a better
and more environmentally sound design, the research should be terminated
and directed towards another problem
which could be solved more efficiently.
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Environmentally relevant product
properties
Manufacturing:
- material intensity
- energy intensity
- renewable resource inputs
- useful material outputs
- waste intensity
- wastage in production
- transport and packaging intensity
- hazardous materials
- efficient use of land area
- water consumption
Use:
- material throughput
- energy inputs and outputs
- water consumption
- weight
- size and area coverage
- auto-control, auto-optimisation
- multifunctionality
- potential for subsequent uses
- potential for joint use (e.g. by several
households)
- longevity
- surface properties
- anti-corrosivity
- reparability
- structure and ease of disassembly
- robustness, reliability
- likelihood of material fatigue
- adaptability to technical progress
After first use:
- material composition and complexity
- collecting and sorting
- recycling potential of parts and materials
- incineration potential
- potential for composting
- impact on environment after disposal

14.1.1 The FRIA: an eco-efficient household cooling system
The FRIA is a hybrid between a traditional larder and a modern refrigerator.
Once installed, the FRIA, unlike other
kitchen furniture, remains in place. Built
into a wall niche in or near the kitchen which should preferably be unheated - the
FRIA remains there until the building is
demolished. During its entire life span the
FRIA needs no material input apart from a
small amount of energy and some spare
parts.
When the FRIA is installed near the exterior wall it can utilise the outside air for
cooling in winter: cold air is conducted
directly into the cooling chamber if the
temperature is low enough. This method
saves a great deal of energy.
The FRIA is designed to use circulating
air for cooling. There are three cooled
compartments. The two uncooled compartments are for storing canned goods and
other non-perishable products. The cooled
compartments are located in the most ergonomically suitable positions: the freezer
at the top, the cooling chamber in the centre, and at the bottom a drawer at cellar
temperature for storing such produce as
fruit and vegetables. The temperature can
be controlled from outside the appliance
and the cooling volume can be adjusted
from 100 to 220 litres. This makes the
FRIA eminently adaptable to a user’s personal requirements.
The FRIA’s doors are convex, which is
not just a new design feature, but a functional element. Despite its narrow width,
the FRIA has a large interior volume and a
small surface-to-volume ratio. This means
that less of its energy is lost through its
housing, as is the case with a normal
fridge, which loses 80 percent of its energy
in this way.
The FRIA’s cooling system could be a
standard compressor unit, but almost any
new technology is possible. This is because the cooling system is installed independently from the cooling chamber,
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FRIA designed by Ursula Tischner
which makes it easy to exchange. In
this way technical improvements could be
installed at convenient intervals.
Through its installation in a wall niche
the FRIA can be insulated with alternative
CFC-free materials, such as blown concrete, cork or recycled paper. The blowmoulded doors can be filled with aerogel,
which has better insulating properties than

CFC-containing PUR foams but which is
environmentally harmless.
With this insulation material the FRIA
has even better insulating power than today’s best 'eco-refrigerators’. This, combined with the cold outside air being conducted into the cooling chamber in winter,
and the possibility of decreasing the cooling volume individually, reduces the

FRIA’s energy consumption to at least 50
percent less than that of a conventional
fridge.
The FRIA even considers the user’s taste,
as it offers the option of matching the front
of the doors and the handles to existing
kitchen furniture.

14.1.2 The eco-efficient carpet
sweeper

Using a fly wheel as a mechanical energy
accumulator, the eco-efficient carpet
sweeper cleans very effectively by brushing the floor without consuming any electricity. The brushes rotate even when the
user stops moving the appliance, making it
possible for sweeping in corners and behind furniture. This is helped by the fact
that the brushes protrude beyond the dust
box. Details such as the low height of the
dust box, an ergonomically-shaped handgrip and an adjustable handle make for
ease of use.
The carpet sweeper is able to replace
the conventional vacuum cleaner in most
cleaning situations. This would mean a lot
of energy and material could be saved by
using the carpet sweeper instead of a material- and energy-intensive vacuum cleaner.
This new cleaning tool is designed for
durability. It is easy to repair and has a
steel dust box, which could easily be recycled. All its retail parts are replaceable,
which means that it could have a life span
of an estimated forty years. That is at least
four times longer than vacuum cleaners
normally last.

The carpet sweeper designed by Agim Meta
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14.1.3 The safety pin
Even the Romans used a kind of safety pin, for fastening their togas. However, in 1849, Walter Hunt of New York reinvented this practical everyday object, after only three hours of
bending and curving wires. Today the safety pin is a multifunctional tool for fixing almost
anything, from clothes to jammed locks. And it is made from a very small amount of recyclable material, yet is robust and long-lasting.

14.1.4 The adhesive-tape dispenser
The next picture shows three products that offer the same service - to make the cutting of a
piece of adhesive tape more convenient. But their size and weight, the use of materials and
energy in their production, and their life span is totally different. Below left is a small metal
clip - a dramatically dematerialised solution, that uses by far the smallest amount of material,
while fulfilling the service required.

In a nutshell, eco-efficient products are long-lasting and do their jobs reliably and without
complaining. Some are multifunctional and can be used for several purposes, but they
have to be robust, repairable and recyclable after their initial period of use. During their
entire life cycle they use as little energy and material as possible. Below are two examples
of dematerialised products:
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14.2 How to make sustainable behaviour attractive
If the objective is that everyone exhibits sustainable behaviour, we need to create attractive
products and services that are fun to use and engender a positive social response, while remaining within the borders of our environmental space. The Green movement in western Europe started by making goods from jute instead of plastic. Later on, goods made from recycled
paper and cardboard or natural wood appealed to a taste for environmentally friendly products. But until now 'green’ products and services have only been used by the environmentallyconscious few, and have consequently secured only a small niche in the market. Today we
have to find solutions that are intelligent, that we enjoy, that are attractive to the general public, and that are environmentally sound and sustainable.
At the product level we need to:
- make well-designed, good-looking products
- create simple solutions, which is often much more difficult than designing complicated
ones
- use the best and most efficient technologies available
- combine old-fashioned wisdom with modern research
- integrate the user’s requirement for status and innovation
- make use of intelligent materials and products that can be adapted to the user’s needs
- manufacture durable products whose appearance is enhanced the older they get. For instance, leather and natural wood ages gracefully, whereas chipboard and plastic merely
become unsightly with age.
In a more systematic approach we should:
- create attractive service concepts
- increase the use of handicrafts and manpower rather than using resources and energy
- design attractive options for joint product use
- create attractive eco-efficient leasing, sharing and pooling concepts
- offer such economically and socially attractive infrastructure as laundries combined with
cafes, fax and telephone facilities, notice boards, play centres for children, and decentralised leasing centres where anything from an electric drill to a child’s bed or a work of art
can be rented.
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D. Annex

"The sign of a truly educated man is
to be deeply moved by statistics."
George Bernard Shaw
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16. Statistical annex
16.1

Energy Conversion coefficients

Energy source
Hard coal
Hard coal covered products
Patent fuel
Coke
Brown coal
Peat
Black lignite
Brown coal briquettes
Peat briquettes
Tar, pitch
Benzol
Oil equivalent*
Crude oil
Refinery gas
LPG
Motor sprit
Kerosenes, jet fuels
Naphta
Gas / diesel oil
Residual fuel oil
White spirit, industrial
spirit
Lubricants
Bitumen
Petroleum coke
Other petroleum products
(paraffins, waxes, etc.)
Natural gas
Coke-oven gas
Blast-furnace gas
Works gas
Electrical energy

1 kg
1 Kg

kJ (NCV/PCI)
17 200 - 30 700
13 800 - 28 300

kgoe (NCV) /
0,568 - 0,750
0,313 - 0,495

1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 Kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg

26 800 - 31 400
28 500
5 600 - 10 500
7 800 - 13 800
10 500 - 21 000
20 000
19 500
37 700
39 500
41 860
41 600 - 42 800
50 000
46 000
44 000
43 000
44 000
42 300
40 000
44 000

0,640 - 0,750
0,573 - 0,681
0,155 - 0,194
0,186 - 0,330
0,346 - 0,502
0,478
0,466
0,901
0,944
1
0,996 - 1,023
1,194
1,099
1,051
1,027
1,051
1,011
0,956
1,051

1 kg
1 kg
1 kg
1 kg

42 300
37 700
31 400
30 000

1,011
0,901
0,750
0,717

900
900
1 000
900
3 600

0,0215
0,0215
0,0239
0,0215
0,086

1 MJ (GCV)
1 MJ (GCV)
1 MJ (GCV)
1 MJ (GCV)
1 kWh

* The tonne of oil equivalent is a conventional standardized unit defined on the basis of a tonne of oil with a net caloric
value of 41 860 kilojoules/kg. The conversion coefficients from the specific units to the kgoe (kilogramme of oil equiavalent)
are thus computed by dividing the conversion coefficients to the kilojoules by 41 868.
kgoe = kilogramme of oil equivalent, kgep= kilogramme d'equivalent pétrole

16.2

Sectorial CO2-emissions in the FRG 1987 + 1989

Fuel
hard coal
pressed coal
lignite, Power plant
lignite, industry
lignite, modern power plant
pressed lignite

kg CO2 / GJ Fuel
93,28
93,28
110,20
111,77
99,85
100,04
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Fuel
plane gasoline
petroleum
diesel
heating oil (light)
heating oil (heavy)
fluid gas

kg CO2 / GJ Fuel
71,64
72,98
73,75
73,75
78,63
65,92

BkKoks
lignite dust
hard lignite
crude oil
car gasoline

106,45
99,70
95,67
74,87
72,33
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refined gas
natural gas
Kokereigas
process gas
crude oil gas
mining gas

53,08
55,70
43,68
263,37
59,28
54,00

Additional Transport Statistics (complementing Chapter 7)

16.3

Table 7.A1: Strategies for CO2 reduction in traffic
CO2-reduction in traffic
The strategies of the German Enquête-commision from a feminist point of view
1. Substitution of non-ecological tranportation means by more ecological ones = improvements in public transport: to decrease pressure to be motorised
2. Traffic avoidance = reduction of mobility pressure: to reduce traffic expenditure
3. Change in values and behaviour = creation of the necessary preconditions for implementation: to initiate an ecologically based change in values of professional actors and institutions
Table 7.A2: Use of tranportation means (Town of Leverkusen)
Men
Women
Passenger car is an important transportation means for:
61 %
34 %
Public transit is used for (at least 1 trip) weekly:
19 %
32 %
Not a regular user of public transit:
41 %
21 %
Source: Flade, 1989

Table 7.A3: Mobility figures: comparison between men and women
Automobile ownership: Passenger car ownership per 100 persons in 1986 by age groups
Age
18 - 24
25 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
over 55

Cars / 100 men
42
86
96
107
70

Cars / 100 women
16
36
34
27
9

Table 7.A4: Access to a passenger car (Town of Leverkusen) in 1989
Men
72 %

Women
37 %

Table 7.A5: Driving License Holders (not having a passenger car driving license)
Men
18.3 %

Women
48.5 %

Table 7.A6: The younger women have almost ‘caught up with’ the men: % holding a driving
license, age 18 to 40 years
Men
90 %

Women
80 %

Sources: Deutsche Shell AG, 1987 / Flade, 1989 / BMW 1991
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Table 7.A7: Differences in Access and background
Traffic Policy Operatives
Traffic Planners and policy-makers
Design of mobility parameters

“Transportation Users”
Mobility needs

Men
‘in the prime of life: 30 to 60 years of age,
largely relieved of work in and for the home,
‘healthy’, not of foreign cultural background

Women, girls and boys, senior citizens

Engineers

Activities
Employed

Those involved in so called ‘reproductive’
efforts to keep the breadwinner fit for work;
working in the informal sector, part-time and
full-time employment; ‘flexible working hours’

Orientation of acting and thinking
Questions applicable to individual,
discrete assignments and projects

Questions relating to everyday life, communications, interpersonal relationships, the
organisation of (daily) life
Orientation towards the limits of what can be coped
with

Orientation towards feasibility, technical options

Efficiency categories for the various rationalisations
... of feasibility

... of utility

Speed

Slowness, non-accelerability

Longer distances

Reference to room and nearby sites
(home, neighbourhood, district)

Large projects

Incremental improvements

Specialisation of functions
Standardisation of ‘solutions’

General utilisation; multiple utility (of space)

Technical optimisation by increasing
technical effort

Minimum (tranportation) cost and effort

The automobile as an ‘absolute necessity’

Freedom of choice of tranportation means

Being ‘on the road’

Accessibility, freedom of movement

Structural traffic generation

Structural traffic avoidance
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